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An algebraic approach to virtual fundamental cycles
on moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic curves

JOHN PARDON

We develop techniques for defining and working with virtual fundamental cycles
on moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic curves which are not necessarily cut out
transversally. Such techniques have the potential for applications as foundations
for invariants in symplectic topology arising from “counting” pseudo-holomorphic
curves.

We introduce the notion of an implicit atlas on a moduli space, which is (roughly)
a convenient system of local finite-dimensional reductions. We present a general
intrinsic strategy for constructing a canonical implicit atlas on any moduli space of
pseudo-holomorphic curves. The main technical step in applying this strategy in any
particular setting is to prove appropriate gluing theorems. We require only topological
gluing theorems, that is, smoothness of the transition maps between gluing charts
need not be addressed. Our approach to virtual fundamental cycles is algebraic rather
than geometric (in particular, we do not use perturbation). Sheaf-theoretic tools play
an important role in setting up our functorial algebraic “VFC package”.

We illustrate the methods we introduce by giving definitions of Gromov–Witten
invariants and Hamiltonian Floer homology over Q for general symplectic manifolds.
Our framework generalizes to the S1–equivariant setting, and we use S1–localization
to calculate Hamiltonian Floer homology. The Arnold conjecture (as treated by Floer,
by Hofer and Salamon, by Ono, by Liu and Tian, by Ruan, and by Fukaya and Ono)
is a well-known corollary of this calculation.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we develop a collection of tools and techniques for defining and working
with virtual fundamental cycles on compact moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic
curves (in the sense of Gromov [36]) which are not necessarily cut out transversally.
Such techniques have a myriad of potential applications in symplectic geometry by pro-
viding foundations for invariants obtained by “counting” pseudo-holomorphic curves:
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In this paper, we build a general framework which can potentially be applied to give
rigorous foundations for the wide variety of invariants defined using (1.0.1). We hope
that this framework may also be applicable to moduli spaces of solutions to other
nonlinear elliptic PDEs which give rise to interesting invariants.

When a moduli space is not cut out transversally, its topological structure does not
determine its virtual fundamental cycle; rather it must be endowed (canonically) with
some additional extra structure. We introduce the notion of an implicit atlas on a
compact Hausdorff space, which serves as this extra structure on moduli spaces of
pseudo-holomorphic curves. We use implicit atlases as a layer of abstraction between
the two steps in (1.0.1), making them logically independent.

Our notion of an implicit atlas and our constructions of implicit atlases on moduli spaces
of pseudo-holomorphic curves constitute a reworking of existing ideas, with convenient
canonicity and functoriality properties. Our construction of virtual fundamental cycles
from implicit atlases is more novel (using algebraic rather than geometric methods), and
also has good functoriality properties which are useful in applications. It is noteworthy
that this algebraic VFC setup requires only topological gluing theorems as input.

The basic idea of using an atlas of charts of the form (1.1.1) on a moduli space to
construct its virtual fundamental cycle has existed since the inception of this problem;
see for example Li and Tian [53], Liu and Tian [54], Fukaya and Ono [33], Ruan [71],
Lu and Tian [56], Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [29; 30; 31; 32] (the theory of Kuranishi
structures), and McDuff and Wehrheim [63; 60]. The polyfolds project of Hofer,
Wysocki and Zehnder [41; 42; 43; 44; 45; 46; 47] gives another method for defining
virtual fundamental cycles by describing moduli spaces via a generalized infinite-
dimensional Fredholm setup.

1.1 Implicit atlases

An implicit atlas organizes together a collection of local charts for a compact moduli
space X . A local chart for X is a diagram

(1.1.1) X s�1˛ .0/ X˛ E˛;
open closed s˛

where E˛ is a finite-dimensional vector space (called the obstruction space), X˛ is an
auxiliary moduli space (called the ˛–thickened1 moduli space), and s˛ is called the
Kuranishi map. For the purpose of constructing the virtual fundamental cycle of X ,

1Perhaps a better name would be “˛–stabilized moduli space”, though we have decided not to risk
confusing this notion of stabilization (ie product with a vector space) and the notion of stabilizing a
Riemann surface (ie adding marked points).
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such a local chart (1.1.1) is useful over X \X reg
˛ , where X reg

˛ �X˛ (called the regular
locus) is the locus where X˛ is cut out transversally (and thus, in particular, X reg

˛ is a
finite-dimensional manifold).

An implicit atlas is an index set A (whose elements are called thickening datums)
along with obstruction spaces E˛ (for all ˛ 2 A) and I–thickened moduli spaces XI
(for all finite subsets I � A) fitting together globally in a natural generalization of
(1.1.1), where the ¿–thickened moduli space X¿ is identified with the original moduli
space X . An implicit atlas also includes the data of open subsets X reg

I � XI which
are manifolds and are required to cover all of X . In particular, an implicit atlas carries
a parameter d 2Z, the virtual dimension, and we require that dimX

reg
I D d CdimEI

for all I �A (where EI WD
L
˛2I E˛ ). Implicit atlases also allow charts (1.1.1) which

incorporate the action of a finite group �˛ (so that such charts exist on spaces X with
nontrivial isotropy), though we will introduce the necessary notation later in the paper.

There is a natural notion of an “implicit atlas with boundary” (or corners) and of the
“product implicit atlas” on a product of spaces equipped with implicit atlases (with
boundary/corners). These notions enable us to treat Floer-type homology theories via
implicit atlases.

We use only “topological” implicit atlases in this paper (ie we only require that the
X

reg
I are topological manifolds), since the topological structure is sufficient to construct

virtual fundamental cycles. There is, of course, a parallel notion of a smooth implicit
atlas, which we will not need here.

Remark 1.1.1 From a theoretical standpoint, it would be desirable to endow the
moduli space X with the canonical structure of a “derived manifold” (a notion which
should be more intrinsic than the notion of an implicit atlas on X ). A good notion of a
“derived smooth manifold” exists (due to Spivak [75], Borisov and Noel [10] and Joyce
[50; 49]), and it is reasonable to expect that a parallel topological theory exists as well.
By nature, the theory of derived manifolds uses the language of higher category theory.
An implicit atlas on X may be thought of as giving a “presentation” of X as a derived
manifold (just as a collection of open sets of Rn and gluing data can be used to present
an ordinary manifold).

The “atlas” approach which we follow here, while being less intrinsic, has the advantage
of being more concrete and more elementary. We believe that a more intrinsic approach
is unlikely to lead to any simplification in the construction of this extra structure (implicit
atlas or derived manifold structure) on moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic curves.
However, it would likely make it easier to work with (and, in particular, calculate)
virtual fundamental cycles on such spaces.
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1.2 Construction of implicit atlases

Implicit atlases are designed to encode a system of charts which can be constructed
naturally and intrinsically on moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic curves in wide
generality. Moreover, the basic ingredients which go into the construction of implicit
atlases are all familiar in the field. We think of our specific examples of constructions
of implicit atlases as special cases of a general strategy which produces on any moduli
space of pseudo-holomorphic curves a canonical implicit atlas. For this general strategy
to succeed, there are (essentially) two steps which require setting-specific arguments.

The first step requiring setting-specific arguments is domain stabilization. For any
pseudo-holomorphic curve uW C !M in X , we must show that there is a smooth
codimension-two submanifold (possibly with boundary) D �M which intersects it
transversally such that adding u�1.D/ as added marked points on C makes C stable.2

This is an important ingredient in verifying the covering axiom of an implicit atlas.

The second step requiring setting-specific arguments is formal regularity implies topo-
logical regularity. For the I–thickened moduli spaces XI , we denote by X reg

I �XI
the locus where the relevant linearized operator is surjective. We must show that X reg

I

is open and is a topological manifold of the correct dimension (we also need a certain
topological submersion condition on how X

reg
I is cut out inside X reg

J for I � J ).
These are the openness and submersion axioms of an implicit atlas. This is the step
where we must appeal to serious analytic results (in particular, this is where gluing of
pseudo-holomorphic curves takes place). Note, though, that we only require topological
gluing results (ie smoothness of transition maps between gluing charts need not be
addressed). We should also point out that these axioms are local statements about the
spaces X reg

I , and hence are independent of any auxiliary group action.

Our general strategy constructs an implicit atlas on X which is canonical (in the sense
that we do not need to make any choices during its construction). This is achieved
simply by defining A to be the set of all possible thickening datums (of which there are
uncountably many), where a thickening datum is a choice of divisor D , an obstruction
space E , plus some additional data. Note that it is nontrivial to formulate a notion of
“atlas” which allows this type of “universal” construction. Having such a canonical
procedure is very useful in a number of places, and this aspect of our approach appears
to be new.

Our general strategy works well for the construction of S1–equivariant implicit atlases
on the moduli spaces of stable Floer trajectories for S1–invariant Hamiltonians (a key

2One can sometimes get away with a little less if this specific form of domain stabilization does not
hold. We will encounter such a situation when constructing S1–equivariant implicit atlases on moduli
spaces of stable Floer trajectories for S1–invariant Hamiltonians.
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step towards the Arnold conjecture). The domain stabilization step is harder in the
equivariant setting (we must use a divisor inside M instead of inside M �S1 , and we
must be satisfied with not stabilizing Morse-type components of trajectories), but is
not difficult. That formal regularity implies topological regularity is the same as in the
non-equivariant case: the analysis is independent of the S1–equivariance, and thus is
(essentially) identical to that in the non-equivariant case. In particular, we never need
to check that S1 acts smoothly on anything.

1.3 Construction of virtual fundamental cycles

We develop a “VFC package” for any space X equipped with an implicit atlas A.
The tools we develop are primarily algebraic (chain complexes and sheaves) rather
than geometric or topological. Furthermore, these tools have nice functorial properties
which allow them to be applied essentially independently of how their internals are
constructed. As mentioned earlier, this set of tools does not require a smooth structure
on the atlas A.

Let us now discuss the components of the VFC package. The main object we develop
is the virtual cochain complex C �vir.X IA/ defined whenever A is finite.3 It comes with
a canonical isomorphism4

(1.3.1) LH �.X/ �!� H �vir.X IA/

(H �vir is the homology of C �vir ) and with a canonical map

(1.3.2) C dC�vir .X IA/
s�
�! CdimEA��.EA; EA n 0/

(where EA WD
L
˛2AE˛ and d is the virtual dimension of A). Since

HdimEA.EA; EA n 0/D Z;

combining (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) yields a map LHd .X/ ! Z. We define the virtual
fundamental class to be this element ŒX�vir

A 2
LHd .X/_ ; if X is cut out transversally

(that is, X DX reg ), then it agrees with the usual fundamental class of X as a closed
manifold. This complex C �vir generalizes naturally to “implicit atlases with boundary”
as well.

We use C �vir for much more than just defining the virtual fundamental class. Since it is
a complex (rather than just a sequence of homology groups), it is sufficiently rich to
provide a useful notion of virtual fundamental cycle (more precisely, the map s� (1.3.2)

3If A � A0 , then C �vir.X IA/ and C �vir.X IA
0/ are equivalent for the purposes of defining virtual

fundamental cycles, so given an infinite implicit atlas we can just work with any choice of finite subatlas.
4In the present discussion, we ignore issues about orientations.
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can be thought of as the chain-level virtual fundamental cycle). This enables us to use
the VFC package to treat Floer-type homology theories, which requires something like
a “coherent system of virtual fundamental cycles” over a large system of spaces (a
“flow category”) equipped with implicit atlases.

Let us now explain and motivate the definition of C �vir . First, let us imagine we have
a single chart (1.1.1) which is global (ie X D s�1˛ .0/) and s�1˛ .0/ � X

reg
˛ . Then we

consider the diagram

(1.3.3) LH dimX reg
˛ �dimE˛ .X/ �!� HdimE˛ .X

reg
˛ ; X

reg
˛ nX/

.s˛/�
���!HdimE˛ .E˛; E˛ n 0/D Z:

The first isomorphism is Poincaré–Lefschetz duality. The virtual fundamental class is
the resulting element ŒX�vir 2 LHd .X/_ (recall d D dimX

reg
˛ �dimE˛ ) which is easily

seen to agree with the class defined via perturbation. Thus in this case the complex
CdimX reg

˛ ��
.X

reg
˛ ; X

reg
˛ nX/ plays the role of C �vir.X IA/.

In general, C �vir.X IA/ (which may be thought of as a “global finite-dimensional
reduction up to homotopy”) is built out of the singular chain complexes of the X reg

I

(or, more accurately, of some auxiliary spaces XI;J;A defined from the X reg
I using a

deformation to the normal cone). We glue together these singular chain complexes
using an appropriate homotopy colimit (a generalized sort of mapping cone); this is
technically more convenient than gluing together the spaces themselves. The latter
could probably be made to work as well, as long as one is careful to glue using homotopy
colimits5 (one can run into point-set topological issues with certain natural topological
gluings).6

We use the language of sheaves to give an especially efficient construction of the key
isomorphism (1.3.1). In particular, we reduce (1.3.1) to a statement which can be
checked locally on X . In a word, we define a “homotopy K–sheaf” K 7! C �vir.KIA/

on X , and we show that the stalk cohomology H �vir.fpgIA/ is isomorphic to Z
concentrated in degree zero. The isomorphism (1.3.1) then follows from rather general
sheaf-theoretic arguments (and in fact there is a corresponding map of complexes). It

5Here is a baby example of how one may use mapping cones to bypass point-set topological issues.
The long exact sequence of the pair � � � !H�.A/!H�.X/!H�.X;A/! � � � is valid for an arbitrary
pair .X;A/ of topological spaces (meaning A�X has the subspace topology), and relative homology
H�.X;A/ is always naturally isomorphic to the reduced homology of the mapping cone .cAtX/=� . On
the other hand, understanding H�.X=A/ usually requires some niceness assumptions on .X;A/ (to ensure
that the natural map H�.X;A/!H�.X=A; pt/ is an isomorphism). On the other hand, if one is content
working with H�.X;A/ or with the mapping cone, then such niceness assumptions are unnecessary.

6McDuff and Wehrheim [63, Examples 3.1.14 and 3.1.15] give examples of natural topological
quotients which fail to be Hausdorff, fail to be locally compact, or fail to be locally metrizable.
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should not be surprising that sheaves can be used effectively in this setting, since the
problem we are facing is precisely to patch together local homological information
(from charts (1.1.1)) into global homological information.

Moreover, we find in this paper that this sheaf-theoretic formalism continues to play a
key role in the study and application of the complexes C �vir , beyond simply constructing
the fundamental isomorphism (1.3.1). Hence we believe that the sheaf-theoretic formal-
ism is of more importance than the precise manner of definition of C �vir . In particular,
checking commutativity of certain diagrams of homology groups can often be reduced
to checking that a certain corresponding diagram of sheaves commutes (which is then
just a local calculation). This is a key proof technique in many places where we use
the VFC package. This is perhaps surprising since the virtual fundamental class itself
has no local homological characterization (though see Remark 1.3.3).

Remark 1.3.1 Though our definition of the virtual fundamental cycle does not involve
perturbation, we do in some sense show that perturbation is a valid way to compute
the virtual fundamental class (in fact, this is an easy corollary of some of its formal
properties).

Remark 1.3.2 In this paper, we only construct virtual fundamental cycles in ordinary
homology, which is thus inadequate for applications of moduli spaces of pseudo-
holomorphic curves involving their fundamental class in smooth (or framed) bordism
(eg as in Abouzaid [1] or Ekholm and Smith [20]). However, in discussions with
Abouzaid, we realized that by working on the space level, one can probably upgrade
our construction to yield a virtual fundamental cycle in the (Steenrod) framed bordism
group of X , twisted by a certain “virtual spherical normal bundle”.

Remark 1.3.3 In broad philosophical outline, the strategy we follow to define the
virtual fundamental cycle is the following. The functor U 7! C�.U rel @U / (or Borel–
Moore chains CBM

�
.U /) is a homotopy sheaf on X , and the virtual fundamental cycle

is a global section thereof. Hence we may define the virtual fundamental cycle by
specifying it on a convenient finite open cover and giving patching data on all higher
overlaps (in our case, the particular cover being X D

S
I�A  ¿I ..sI jX

reg
I /�1.0// for

finite A). This philosophy is very natural and could apply quite generally.

Remark 1.3.4 The language of 1–categories as developed by Lurie [57] seems to be
a natural setting for the VFC package and, more generally, for a good theory of derived
manifolds and their virtual fundamental cycles (indeed, the existing theory of derived
smooth manifolds is by necessity written in the language of higher category theory).
We have avoided 1–categories in this paper for the sake of concreteness (though at
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the cost of needing to use lots of explicit homotopy colimits). However, we expect
that in this more abstract framework, one could ultimately develop the most flexible
calculational tools (computing virtual fundamental cycles directly from our definition
seems rather difficult, due to the inexplicit nature of the isomorphism (1.3.1)).

1.4 Example applications

We use the framework developed in this paper to give new VFC foundations for
classical results which rely on virtual moduli cycle techniques. We define Gromov–
Witten invariants for general symplectic manifolds (originally due in this generality to
Li and Tian [53], Fukaya and Ono [33] and Ruan [71]). We define Hamiltonian Floer
homology over Q for general closed symplectic manifolds, and we use S1–localization
methods to calculate Hamiltonian Floer homology (originally due in this generality to
Liu and Tian [54], Fukaya and Ono [33] and Ruan [71]). The Arnold conjecture on
Hamiltonian fixed points is a standard corollary of this calculation.

We hope that the examples we treat here may persuade the reader that it is reasonable to
expect to be able to construct implicit atlases on moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic
curves in considerable generality, and hence that our VFC package is applicable to
other curve counting invariants in symplectic topology.

1.5 How to read this paper

The rough logical dependence between the sections of this paper is illustrated in Figure 1.
Solid arrows indicate a strong dependency (logical and conceptual); dashed arrows
indicate isolated logical dependence (quoting results as black boxes). Obviously, the
choice of solid/dashed is rather subjective. In the bottom row, we develop the VFC
package and apply it abstractly to spaces equipped with implicit atlases. In the middle
row, we construct implicit atlases on various moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic
curves and define the desired invariants by applying the abstract results developed in
the bottom row. The top row contains gluing results necessary to prove certain key
axioms for the implicit atlases constructed in the middle row.

We now summarize the contents of each section, from which the reader may decide
which sections to read in detail.

Section 2 is of an introductory flavor (it does not contain any definitions or results to be
used elsewhere); it aims to develop technical intuition for our approach without getting
bogged down in details. We give a simplified definition of an implicit atlas, and we give
some simple examples. We give some prototypical constructions of implicit atlases in
simplified settings. We define the virtual fundamental class algebraically from some
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simple implicit atlases. We also give a simplified outline of how we apply the VFC
package to construct Floer-type homology theories from moduli spaces equipped with
implicit atlases.

In Section 3, we give the definition of an implicit atlas (and its variant with boundary).

In Section 4, we construct the VFC package. For a space X equipped with a finite
implicit atlas A with boundary, we define and study the virtual cochain complexes
C �vir.X IA/ and C �vir.X rel @IA/. The algebraic and sheaf-theoretic foundations from
Appendix A play a key role.

In Section 5, we use the VFC package to define the virtual fundamental class. We also
derive some of its basic properties and provide some calculation tools.

In Section 6, we introduce and study implicit atlases with stratification. We use the
VFC package to obtain an inductive “stratum-by-stratum” understanding of virtual
fundamental cycles.

In Section 7, we use the VFC package to define homology groups from a suitably
compatible system of implicit atlases on a “flow category”. We also use the results
concerning stratifications from Section 6.

In Section 8, we construct an S1–equivariant VFC package and use it to prove some S1–
localization results for the virtual fundamental classes of Section 5 and the homology
groups of Section 7.

In Section 9, we construct Gromov–Witten invariants by constructing an implicit atlas
on the moduli space of stable pseudo-holomorphic maps and using the results of
Section 5.
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In Section 10, we construct Hamiltonian Floer homology by constructing implicit atlases
on the moduli spaces of stable Floer trajectories and using the results of Section 7.
We also construct S1–equivariant implicit atlases on the moduli spaces for time-
independent Hamiltonians. Applying the results of Section 8, we calculate Hamiltonian
Floer homology and thus deduce the Arnold conjecture.

In Appendix A, we review and develop foundational results about sheaves, homotopy
sheaves, Čech cohomology, Poincaré duality, and homotopy colimits.

In Appendix B, we prove the gluing theorem needed in the construction of implicit
atlases on Gromov–Witten moduli spaces in Section 9.

In Appendix C, we prove the gluing theorem needed in the construction of implicit
atlases on Hamiltonian Floer moduli spaces in Section 10.
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2 Technical introduction

We now give a more technical introduction to the main ideas of this paper. We feel
free to make simplifying assumptions for the sake of clarity of exposition, though we
do aim to highlight some important technical points. A full treatment is deferred to the
body of the paper, where everything is properly defined.

In Section 2.1, we familiarize the reader with the notion of an implicit atlas. In
Section 2.2, we give some prototypical constructions of implicit atlases. In Section 2.3,
we explain how to construct the virtual fundamental cycle from an implicit atlas in
some simple cases. In Section 2.4, we show how our methods can be applied to
construct Floer-type homology theories. In Section 2.5, we explain a rudimentary
S1–localization result for virtual fundamental cycles.
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2.1 Implicit atlases

2.1.1 Implicit atlases (proto version) We now introduce (a simplified version of)
implicit atlases and give some intuition for what they mean geometrically. The impatient
reader may also wish to refer to the true definition of an implicit atlas in Section 3
(Definition 3.1.1). Here we have simplified things by assuming �˛ D 1 (“trivial
covering groups”), X reg

I DXI for #I � 1, and X reg
¿
D¿.

After the giving the definition (which appears rather complicated at first), we explain it
further with examples.

Definition 2.1.1 (Implicit atlas (proto version)) Let X be a compact Hausdorff space.
A (proto) implicit atlas of dimension d on X is an index set A along with the following
data:

(i) Obstruction spaces A finite-dimensional R vector space E˛ for all ˛ 2A (let
EI WD

L
˛2I E˛ ).

(ii) Thickenings A Hausdorff space XI for all finite I �A, and a homeomorphism
X !X¿ .

(iii) Kuranishi maps A function s˛W XI !E˛ for all ˛ 2 I � A (for I � J , let
sI W XJ !EI denote

L
˛2I s˛ ).

(iv) Footprints An open set UIJ �XI for all I � J � A.

(v) Footprint maps A function  IJ W .sJnI jXJ /�1.0/! UIJ for all I � J � A.

These data must satisfy the following “compatibility axioms”:

(i)  IJ JK D  IK and  II D id.

(ii) sI IJ D sI .

(iii) UIJ1 \UIJ2 D UI;J1[J2 and UII DXI .

(iv)  �1IJ .UIK/D UJK \ .sJnI jXJ /
�1.0/.

(v) Homeomorphism axiom  IJ is a homeomorphism.

They must also satisfy the following “transversality axioms”:

(vi) Submersion axiom sJnI W XJ ! EJnI is locally modeled on the projection
RdCdimEJ !RdimEJnI over 0 2EJnI for #I � 1 (in particular, taking I D J
implies that XI is a topological manifold of dimension dCdimEI for #I � 1).

(vii) Covering axiom X¿ D
S

¿¤I�A  ¿I ..sI jXI /
�1.0//.
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Figure 2: Illustrations of implicit atlases. Left: AD f˛g , d D 1 , E˛ D R .
Illustrated are X (black) and X˛ (red; light/dark according to the sign of s˛ ).
Right: A D f˛; ˇg , d D 1 , E˛ D Eˇ D R . Illustrated are X (black), X˛
(red; light/dark according to the sign of s˛ ), Xˇ (blue; light/dark according
to the sign of sˇ ), and X˛ˇ (green boundary).

Let us unpack this definition a bit. We have manifolds X˛ (meaning XI for I D
f˛g) indexed by ˛ 2 A. Each is equipped with a function s˛W X˛ ! E˛ and a
homeomorphism  ˛W s

�1
˛ .0/!U˛ (meaning  ¿f˛gW .s˛jX˛/

�1.0/!U¿f˛g ) where
X D

S
˛2A U˛ is an open cover. Thus so far this is nothing more than a set of charts

(the “basic charts”) of a particular form (1.1.1) covering X and indexed by ˛ 2 A.
If AD f˛g, then the implicit atlas is simply a single global chart (1.1.1), and this is
illustrated in Figure 2, left.

Now for every pair of basic charts ˛; ˇ 2 A, there is an “overlap chart” X˛ˇ with
footprint U˛\Uˇ and obstruction space E˛˚Eˇ . Furthermore, (open subsets U˛;˛ˇ
and Uˇ;˛ˇ of) the original charts X˛ and Xˇ are identified (via inclusion maps  �1

˛;˛ˇ

and  �1
ˇ;˛ˇ

) as the zero sets of sˇ and s˛ , respectively. Note that they are cut out
transversally by the submersion axiom, though they may not intersect each other
transversally (they do so at precisely those points where X is cut out transversally).
Such a system of charts in the case AD f˛; ˇg is illustrated in Figure 2, right.

More generally, we have charts indexed by the lattice of finite subsets of A. The
compatibility axioms relating UIJ ,  IJ , and s˛ are all just various aspects of the
charts being suitably compatible with each other. The submersion axiom is the precise
property (which in practice would follow from every XI being cut out transversally for
#I � 1) we need in order to glue together the “local virtual fundamental cycles”. The
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covering axiom simply says the charts cover all of X , so we have enough information
to recover its global virtual fundamental cycle.

Remark 2.1.2 The basic charts of a Kuranishi structure are indexed by the points
of X . Hence to define a Kuranishi structure on a space X , one must make a choice
for each p 2X . The charts of an implicit atlas are indexed by an abstract set A, and
hence we can define implicit atlases without making any choices (see Section 2.2).

Remark 2.1.3 Most of the axioms of an implicit atlas are stated without reference to
whether I is empty or nonempty. This contrasts with other approaches, where there
is an axiomatic and notational distinction between the XI ,  IJ , or UIJ depending
on whether I is empty or nonempty. We believe that our uniform treatment makes
implicit atlases simpler notationally and conceptually, and this is a novel aspect of our
approach.

Remark 2.1.4 The requirement that XI be a manifold whenever I is nonempty is
rather unnatural (see Remark 2.1.3) and is too strong of an assumption for two different
reasons. First, we do not know how to construct implicit atlases with this property on
moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic curves (it is a subtle question of choosing good
neighborhoods to ensure transversality over all XI if #I � 1). Second, with this axiom
we cannot form the “product implicit atlas” (Definition 6.3.1) which is crucial for
understanding coherence of virtual fundamental cycles between moduli spaces when
treating Floer-type homology theories. Thus in the real definition of an implicit atlas
(Definition 3.1.1), there is no such requirement on XI . Rather, we specify open subsets
X

reg
I �XI for all I � A (morally, this is the locus where XI is cut out transversally),

and we modify the transversality axioms appropriately.

Remark 2.1.5 The most natural notion of “equivalence” between two implicit atlases
A and B on a space X seems to be the existence of a chain of inclusions of implicit
atlases A � C1 � � � � � Cn � B . It is common to speak of “cobordisms” between
Kuranishi structures or Kuranishi atlases; the analogous notion of cobordism between
implicit atlases (say on the same index set A) on a space X is an implicit atlas with
boundary on X�Œ0; 1� whose restriction to the boundary coincides with the first implicit
atlas on X � f0g and with the second on X � f1g.

It is an easy consequence of the VFC machinery that the virtual fundamental class is
invariant under both notions of equivalence.

2.1.2 Implicit atlases on spaces with nontrivial isotropy We now give a simple
construction of a convenient system of charts on any smooth orbifold. This system
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of charts is a special case of (and motivates the definition of) an implicit atlas (with
nontrivial covering groups, so as to apply to spaces with nontrivial isotropy).

Fix a smooth orbifold X and let fX˛=�˛ D V˛ � Xg˛2A be an open cover, where
each X˛ is a smooth manifold with a smooth action by a finite group �˛ (let us call
this the “covering group”). Then for any finite subset I D f˛1; : : : ; ˛ng � A, there is
an “overlap chart”

XI WDX˛1 �
X
� � � �

X
X˛n ;(2.1.1)

�I WD �˛1 � � � � ��˛n(2.1.2)

(where (2.1.1) is the “orbifold fiber product”; see Remark 2.1.6 below). It is easy to
check that XI is a smooth manifold with a smooth action by �I and that

(2.1.3) XI=�I D V˛1 \ � � � \V˛n �X:

As an exercise, the reader may check that this system of charts described above gives
an implicit atlas in the sense of Definition 3.1.1 where every E˛ D 0.

Remark 2.1.6 (Orbifold fiber product) Let X;Y;Z be orbifolds, and fix maps of
orbifolds X;Y! Z. Then the orbifold fiber product X�Z Y is simply the categorical
2–fiber product in the weak 2–category of orbifolds. It exists whenever X�Y! Z�Z

is transverse to the diagonal Z! Z�Z (in particular, it exists if at least one of the
maps X;Y! Z is étale as in the above example of X˛!X ).

Thurston [78, Proof of Proposition 13.2.4] gives an explicit hands-on definition of
X�Z Y in the case X;Y! Z are both étale by working locally on Z and then gluing.
In a more modern perspective (defining orbifolds as certain stacks on the site of smooth
manifolds), we may define the orbifold fiber product by the universal property

(2.1.4) Hom.S;X�Z Y/ WD Hom.S;X/�Hom.S;Z/ Hom.S;Y/

for any smooth manifold S . The right-hand side denotes the 2–fiber product in the
weak 2–category of groupoids, which admits the explicit description

(2.1.5) G1 �H G2 WD f.g1; g2; �/ j g1 2G1; g2 2G2; � W f1.g1/! f2.g2/g

(with the obvious notion of isomorphism between triples .g1; g2; �/) for groupoids
G1; G2;H and functors fi W Gi !H .

The orbifold fiber product usually does not coincide with the fiber product of the under-
lying topological spaces X�YZ , though there is at least always a map X�ZY!X�ZY .
The construction (2.1.1) would not work if we used the fiber product of topological
spaces.
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2.2 Constructions of implicit atlases

2.2.1 Zero set of a smooth section We now give a simple example of the construction
of an implicit atlas. This example is also universal in the sense that all constructions of
implicit atlases in this paper are to be thought of as generalizations of this construction.

Suppose we have a smooth manifold B , a smooth vector bundle pW E ! B , and a
smooth section sW B ! E with s�1.0/ compact. Let us now construct an implicit
atlas A of dimension d WDdimB�dimE on X WD s�1.0/. We will revisit this example
in Section 5.3, so the reader may also refer there for more details.

We set A to be the set of all thickening datums, where a thickening datum ˛ is a triple
.V˛; E˛; �˛/ consisting of:

(i) An open set V˛ � B .

(ii) A finite-dimensional vector space E˛ .

(iii) A smooth homomorphism of vector bundles �˛W V˛ �E˛! p�1.V˛/.

Now our thickenings are

(2.2.1) XI WD

�
.x; fe˛g˛2I / 2

\
˛2I

V˛ �
M
˛2I

E˛

ˇ̌̌
s.x/C

X
˛2I

�˛.x; e˛/D 0

�
:

The function s˛W XI ! E˛ is simply projection to the E˛ component. The set
UIJ �XI is the locus where x 2

T
˛2J V˛ , and the footprint map  IJ is simply the

natural map forgetting e˛ for ˛ 2 J n I . It may be a good exercise for the reader to
verify the compatibility axioms in this particular case.

The transversality axioms as we have stated them in Definition 2.1.1 do not hold because
XI might not be cut out transversally for #I � 1. The best way to fix this is to use
the real definition of an implicit atlas (Definition 3.1.1) where we keep track of the
locus X reg

I �XI where it is cut out transversally and modify the transversality axioms
appropriately (see Remark 2.1.4).

Remark 2.2.1 The reader may rightfully object that the index set A defined above
is not a set but rather a groupoid (just as there is no “set of all finite sets” or “set of
all compact smooth manifolds”). There are two ways of resolving this issue. The
simplest solution is to add appropriate “rigidifying data” to turn A into a set (eg we
could add the data of an isomorphism E˛ �!

� RdimE˛ to the definition of a thickening
datum). Another (more cumbersome, and ultimately unnecessary) solution would
be to just check that the notion of an implicit atlas and the accompanying theory of
virtual fundamental cycles remains valid for A a groupoid instead of a set (see also
Remark 3.1.5 for more details).
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Remark 2.2.2 The index set A consists of all possible thickening datums. It is thus
canonical in the sense that it does not depend on any auxiliary choice. For the purposes
of extracting the virtual fundamental cycle from an implicit atlas, the only choice we
will need to make is that of a finite subatlas; the independence of this choice is part of
the VFC machinery.

Remark 2.2.3 To construct the overlap charts XI , it is crucial that we are able to
take the abstract direct sum of the obstruction spaces E˛ . Hence, it is better to think
of them as abstract vector spaces equipped with maps to E over V˛ , rather than as
trivialized subbundles of E over V˛ (which also imposes the unnecessary restriction
that �˛ be injective), since the latter category is not closed under direct sum.

To illustrate this distinction further, let us mention a problematic alternative version of
(2.2.1):

(2.2.2) XI WD

�
x 2

\
˛2I

V˛

ˇ̌̌
s.x/ 2

�M
˛2I

�˛

�
.EI /

�
:

This definition agrees with (2.2.1) if the map

(2.2.3)
M
˛2I

�˛W
\
˛2I

V˛ �
M
˛2I

E˛! p�1
�\
˛2I

V˛

�
is injective, but in general it can be different, and indeed, if (2.2.3) fails to be injective,
the definition (2.2.2) isn’t particularly useful. Note that this can occur even if we add
the requirement that each �˛ be injective.

The importance of using the direct sum was independently observed by McDuff and
Wehrheim [63], and it is implicit in Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [31].

2.2.2 Moduli space of pseudo-holomorphic curves We now give an example of
the construction of an implicit atlas on a moduli space of pseudo-holomorphic curves.
This construction can be fruitfully interpreted as a generalization7 of the construction
from Section 2.2.1.

Specifically, we construct an implicit atlas A on the moduli space of stable maps
M0;0.X;B/ (we fix a symplectic manifold X , a smooth !–tame almost complex

7Moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic curves do not fit literally into the setting of Section 2.2.1
(generalized appropriately to Banach manifolds/bundles) because of three main issues: gluing (nodal
domain curves), orbifold structure (nontrivial isotropy groups), and varying complex structures on the
domain (nondifferentiability of the reparametrization action). The polyfolds project of Hofer, Wysocki
and Zehnder aims to set up an infinite-dimensional Fredholm framework in which moduli spaces of
pseudo-holomorphic curves may be described.
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structure J , and a homology class B 2H2.X IZ/). The reader impatient for the full
details may also wish to refer to Section 9 where we give a full treatment. Here we
have simplified things by assuming that .g; n/D .0; 0/, �˛ D Sr˛ and M˛ DM0;r˛

(which is a smooth manifold!).

We define A to be the set of all thickening datums, where a thickening datum is a
4–tuple .r˛;D˛; E˛; �˛/ consisting of:

(i) An integer r˛ > 2; let �˛ WD Sr˛ .

(ii) A smooth compact codimension-two submanifold D˛ �X with boundary.

(iii) A finite-dimensional RŒSr˛ �–module E˛ .

(iv) A Sr˛–equivariant map

�˛W E˛! C1.C0;r˛ �X;�
0;1

C0;r˛ =M0;r˛
˝C TX/

(where C0;r˛!M0;r˛ is the universal family over the Deligne–Mumford moduli
space) supported away from the nodes and marked points of the fibers.

Let us remark that the analogue of the open set V˛ from Section 2.2.1 is the set of
maps uW C !X satisfying the conditions appearing in (i) below.

Now our thickening M0;0.X;B/I (any finite I � A) is defined as the set whose
elements consist of:

(i) A smooth map uW C !X , where C is a nodal curve of genus 0, so that for all
˛ 2 I , we have utD˛ (meaning u�1.@D˛/D¿ and for all p 2 u�1.D˛/, the
differential .du/pW TpC ! Tu.p/X=Tu.p/D˛ is surjective and p is not a node
of C ) with #u�1.D˛/D r˛ such that adding these r˛ intersections as marked
points makes C stable.

(ii) Elements e˛ 2E˛ for all ˛ 2 I

(iii) Labelings of u�1.D˛/ by f1; : : : ; r˛g for all ˛ 2 I .

These data must satisfy the equation

(2.2.4) x@uC
X
˛2I

�˛.e˛/.�˛; u/D 0;

where �˛W C ! C0;r˛ is the unique isomorphism onto a fiber respecting the labeling
of u�1.D˛/. There is an action of �˛ D Sr˛ on M0;0.X;B/I (for ˛ 2 I) given by
changing the labeling of u�1.D˛/ and by its given action on e˛ 2E˛ .
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There are obvious projection and forgetful maps

s˛W M0;0.X;B/I !E˛ and  IJ W .sJnI jXJ /
�1.0/! UIJ ;

respectively, where UIJ �M0;0.X;B/I is the locus of curves satisfying the condition
in (i) above for all ˛2J . Thus we have specified the atlas data for A. The compatibility
axioms are rather trivial (as in Section 2.2.1), though the homeomorphism axiom
requires a bit of thought.

Now let us discuss the transversality axioms, which have much nontrivial content. To
verify the covering axiom, we need to show domain stabilization, namely that for any
J –holomorphic uW C ! X , there is a divisor D˛ with u t D˛ and so that adding
u�1.D˛/ to C as marked points makes C stable. Given domain stabilization, the rest
of the proof of the covering axiom is rather standard (choose .E˛; �˛/ big enough to
cover the cokernel of the linearized operator Dx@ at u). The submersion axiom asserts
(in particular) that the regular locus M0;0.X;B/

reg
I �M0;0.X;B/I is a topological

manifold. Proving the submersion axiom is not too difficult over the locus where the
domain curve C is smooth (it follows immediately from the implicit function theorem
for Banach manifolds), but to show it near a nodal domain curve amounts to proving a
gluing theorem (which we do in Appendix B).

Remark 2.2.4 The thickened moduli spaces M0;0.X;B/I are defined as moduli
spaces of solutions to the “I–thickened x@–equation” (2.2.4). With this intrinsic defini-
tion, the convenient overlap properties of the charts (the compatibility axioms) follow
rather trivially. The atlas also clearly does not depend on any choice of Sobolev norms
or “gluing profile”.

On this point, it is useful to compare with other approaches, which often take the
perspective of defining thickened moduli spaces as subsets of some particular Banach
manifold of maps. In this context, achieving good overlap properties seems to be
more difficult and less conceptual. Another inconvenience of this setting is the lack of
differentiability of the reparametrization action (and large reparametrization groups for
bubbles).

Remark 2.2.5 In our approach, the most serious analytic questions are encountered in
verifying the openness and submersion axioms (that is, in proving the necessary gluing
theorems). We remark that these only concern the local properties of the thickened
moduli spaces, and, in particular, are separated from the other technical aspects of
the construction of the implicit atlas (eg the compatibility axioms, the action of the
groups �I , or the action of a larger symmetry group on the entire atlas).
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Remark 2.2.6 Standard gluing techniques suffice to verify the openness and sub-
mersion axioms for the implicit atlases we construct on moduli spaces of pseudo-
holomorphic curves. In fact, the transition maps between gluing charts are clearly
smooth when restricted to each stratum (ie for a fixed topological type of the domain),
and this yields a canonical “stratified smooth structure” on each X reg

I . If one wanted
to obtain a smooth structure on the X reg

I , one would need to construct gluing charts
whose transition maps are truly smooth. This would require a choice of “gluing profile”
(on which the resulting smooth structure would depend) and is slightly more delicate
(see Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [30; 31] or Hofer, Wysocki and Zehnder [46]). Such
methods might yield smooth implicit atlases (see Definition 3.1.3).

2.3 Construction of virtual fundamental cycles

Let us now describe concretely some simple cases of our algebraic definition of the
virtual fundamental class of a space X with implicit atlas A. While the cases we treat
(one chart and two charts) are admittedly rather basic, they nevertheless illustrate the
main ideas necessary to deal with arbitrary implicit atlases. We will see that certain
chain complexes play a key role; they will turn out to be the virtual cochain complexes
C �vir , which are the central objects of the “VFC package”.

The reader interested in the details of our treatment in full generality should refer to
Section 4 (where we construct the VFC package) and Section 5 (where we define the
virtual fundamental class).

For the purposes of this section, we use implicit atlases in the sense of Definition 2.1.1.
We will ignore issues about orientations (as they can be dealt with rather trivially by
introducing the relevant orientation sheaves/groups).

Here we work over Z; in the main body of the paper we consider any ground ring in
which the orders of all relevant “covering groups” are invertible. It seems plausible
that, with some more work, this could be weakened to assuming only invertibility of
#�x for all x 2X , where �x denotes the isotropy group of x 2X (ie the stabilizer of
any inverse image of x under  ¿;I lying in X reg

I ).

2.3.1 What “homology group” does the virtual fundamental class live in? Since
X is just a compact Hausdorff space,8 we must be careful about what homology theory
we use to house the virtual fundamental class (Example 2.3.1 below shows that the
singular homology H�.X/ of X is insufficient for this purpose).

8The existence of an implicit atlas on X does impose some additional restriction on the topology
on X . For example, if X admits an implicit atlas then it is locally metrizable and hence metrizable by
Smirnov’s theorem (a paracompact Hausdorff locally metrizable space is metrizable).
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Figure 3: The union of
˚�
x; sin �

x

�
W 0 < x < 1

	
and a path from .0; 0/

to .1; 0/ , known as the Warsaw circle W �R2 .

The dual of Čech cohomology LH �.X/_ WDHom. LH �.X/;Z/ is a good candidate (and it
is what we choose to use, though see Remark 5.0.2 for further discussion). For example,
a map of spaces f W X! Y induces a pushforward f�W LH �.X/_! LH �.Y /_ (defined
as the dual of pullback f �W LH �.Y /! LH �.X/). Moreover, for a finite CW-complex Z ,
we have LH �.Z/ D H �.Z/, so LH �.Z/_ D H�.Z/= tors. It follows that (for many
purposes) a virtual fundamental class ŒX�vir

A 2
LHd .X/_ can be used in the same way

one would use the fundamental class ŒX� 2Hd .X/ if X were a closed manifold of
dimension d .

Example 2.3.1 (Insufficiency of singular homology) Consider the Warsaw circle
W �R2 as illustrated in Figure 3; note that singular H1.W / vanishes. Now R2 nW
has two connected components; let sW R2 ! R be positive on one component and
negative on the other; this gives the data of an implicit atlas on W D s�1.0/. Using
any reasonable definition, we certainly want ŒW �vir 2 LH 1.W /_ Š Z to be a generator,
however this is clearly not in the image of singular homology under the natural map
H�.W /!H �.W /_! LH �.W /_ . Alternatively, the pushforward of ŒW �vir to a small
annular neighborhood A�R2 of W should be a generator of H1.A/ŠZ (as one can
see by perturbing s ).

2.3.2 Virtual fundamental class from a single chart We have a space X , and
the implicit atlas A D f˛g consists of the following data. We have a topological
manifold X˛ (not necessarily compact), a vector space E˛ , and a continuous function
s˛W X˛!E˛ . We also have an identification X D s�1˛ .0/ (see Figure 2, left).

We define the virtual fundamental class via the diagram

(2.3.1) LHd .X/DHdimE˛ .X˛; X˛ nX/
.s˛/�
���!HdimE˛ .E˛; E˛ n 0/

ŒE˛�7!1
�����! Z;
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which we explain below (recall that dimX˛ D d C dimE˛ ). Poincaré duality gives
a canonical9 identification LH �.X/ D HdimX˛��.X˛; X˛ nX/, which gives the first
equality in (2.3.1) (this is a rather strong version of Poincaré duality, valid for any
compact subset X of a manifold X˛ ; we will say more about how to prove it in
Section 2.3.5). We think of the composite of the maps in (2.3.1) as an element ŒX�vir

A 2

LHd .X/_ , which we call the virtual fundamental class.

In this setting, one can also define the virtual fundamental class using perturbation
(under the additional assumption that X˛ carries a smooth structure). Specifically, one
can perturb s˛ to Qs˛ so that it is a submersion over 0 2E˛ ; we consider Qs�1˛ .0/ as a
“perturbed moduli space” near X . Using the continuity property of Čech cohomology,
one can then make sense of limQs˛!s˛ ŒQs

�1
˛ .0/� as an element of LHd .X/_ .

The algebraic approach is more general (it does not require a smooth structure on X˛ ),
and it is easy to see that it gives the same answer as the perturbation approach when
X˛ has a smooth structure.

Example 2.3.2 Let X D f0g, X˛ D E˛ D R, and s˛.x/D xn (n � 1). The reader
may easily check that with our definition, the virtual fundamental class is 1 if n is odd
and 0 if n is even (as is consistent with the perturbation picture).

Let X D f0g, X˛ D E˛ D C (considered as an R–vector space), and s˛.z/ D zn

(n� 1). The reader may check that in this case, the virtual fundamental class is n.

2.3.3 Virtual fundamental class from a single chart (with covering group) We
now describe how the construction from Section 2.3.2 must be modified in the presence
of nontrivial covering groups (as in Section 2.1.2). We have not yet introduced implicit
atlases with nontrivial covering groups, so we will simply say explicitly what this means
in the present situation of a single chart (the reader may also refer to Definition 3.1.1).

We have a space X , and the implicit atlas A D f˛g consists of the following data.
We have a topological manifold X˛ (not necessarily compact), a vector space E˛ ,
and a continuous function s˛W X˛ ! E˛ . We have a finite group �˛ acting on X˛
and (linearly) on E˛ so that s˛ is �˛–equivariant. Finally, we have an identification
X D s�1˛ .0/=�˛ . We must now work over the coefficient ring RD ZŒ1=#�˛�.

To define the virtual fundamental class we consider

(2.3.2) LHd .s�1˛ .0/IR/�˛ DHdimE˛ .X˛; X˛ n s
�1
˛ .0/IR/�˛

.s˛/�
���!HdimE˛ .E˛; E˛ n 0IR/

�˛
ŒE˛� 7!1
�����!R:

9For the moment, we ignore the necessary twist by the orientation sheaf.
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Now it is a general property of Čech cohomology that LH �.Y IR/� D LH �.Y=�IR/
for a compact Hausdorff space Y acted on by a finite group � as long as R is
a module over ZŒ1=#��. We precompose (2.3.2) with the canonical isomorphism
LHd .X IR/! LHd .s�1˛ .0/IR/�˛ given as 1=#�˛ times the pullback. This gives an

element ŒX�vir
A 2

LHd .X IR/_ , which we call the virtual fundamental class.

2.3.4 Virtual fundamental class from two charts Generalizing the approach in
Section 2.3.2 to multiple charts leads immediately to the heart of the problem of
defining virtual fundamental cycles. Namely, we must figure out how to glue together
the information contained in each local chart to define the global virtual fundamental
class. We explain our solution to this problem in the simple case of AD f˛; ˇg, which
nevertheless illustrates most of the ideas necessary to deal with the general case (which
in addition just requires good organization of the combinatorics). Since the problem
we are facing is precisely to glue together local homological information into global
homological information, it should not be surprising that sheaf-theoretic tools and
homological algebra are useful.

Our space is X , and the implicit atlas AD f˛; ˇg amounts to the following data:

s˛W X˛!E˛; s�1˛ .0/D U˛ �X (open subset);(2.3.3)

sˇ W Xˇ !Eˇ ; s�1ˇ .0/D Uˇ �X (open subset);(2.3.4)

s˛˚ sˇ W X˛ˇ !E˛˚Eˇ ; .s˛˚ sˇ /
�1.0/D U˛ˇ D U˛ \Uˇ �X;(2.3.5)

which fit together as outlined in Section 2.1.1 (and as illustrated in Figure 2, right).

We would like to generalize the approach in Section 2.3.2, specifically Equation (2.3.1).
For this, we need a replacement for the group H�.X˛; X˛ nX/. To construct such a
replacement, we would like to “glue together” C�.X˛; X˛ nU˛/ and C�.Xˇ ; Xˇ nUˇ /
along C�.X˛ˇ ; X˛ˇ n U˛ˇ / (as remarked earlier, it is easier to glue together these
complexes rather than glue together the corresponding spaces). The resulting complex
should calculate the Čech cohomology of X (by some version of Poincaré duality) and
also have a natural map to C�.E˛˚Eˇ ; E˛˚Eˇ n 0/. If we can construct a complex
with these two properties, then we can define the virtual fundamental class just as in
(2.3.1). This complex we construct will be called the virtual cochain complex.

Remark 2.3.3 The complex CdimX˛��.X˛; X˛ n U˛/ calculates LH �c .U˛/, and the
map s�W C�.X˛; X˛ nU˛/! C�.E˛; E˛ n 0/ should be thought of as the chain-level
“local virtual fundamental cycle” ŒX�vir 2 LH

dimX˛�dimE˛
c .U˛/

_ , which we would like
to glue together into the global virtual fundamental cycle.
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Remark 2.3.4 Technically speaking, it is very important to have a uniform functorial
definition of the virtual cochain complexes (one which does not require making any
extra choices).

As a first try towards gluing the desired complexes together, let us consider using the
mapping cone of the chain map

(2.3.6) CdimX˛ˇ��.X˛ˇ ; X˛ˇ nU˛ˇ /
\Œs�1

ˇ
.0/�˚\Œs�1˛ .0/�

���������������!

CdimX˛��.X˛; X˛ nU˛/

˚

CdimXˇ��.Xˇ ; Xˇ nUˇ /

where the maps are intersections of chains with the (transversely cut out!) submanifolds
s�1
ˇ
.0/ and s�1˛ .0/ of X˛ˇ . There is the question, though, of how these maps are to

be defined on the chain level. There are various direct ways to define these maps,10

however (at least when attempted by the author) the multitude of “choices” one has to
make invariably leads to a big mess.

As a second try, let us try to glue together the complexes

CdimX˛ˇ��.X˛ �Eˇ ; ŒX˛ nU˛��Eˇ /;(2.3.7)

CdimX˛ˇ��.E˛ �Xˇ ; E˛ � ŒXˇ nUˇ �/;(2.3.8)

CdimX˛ˇ��.X˛ˇ ; X˛ˇ nU˛ˇ /:(2.3.9)

This should let us let us avoid the cap-product maps (since there is no “dimension
shift” between these complexes). Each of these complexes has a canonical map to
CdimX˛ˇ��.E˛˚Eˇ ; E˛˚Eˇ n 0/, but it is not clear how to glue them together in a
manner compatible with this map. In particular, there is no reason for there to exist
commuting diagrams:

(2.3.10)

U˛;˛ˇ �Eˇ X˛ˇ

E˛˚Eˇ

s˛˚id s˛ˇ

E˛ �Uˇ;˛ˇ X˛ˇ

E˛˚Eˇ

id˚sˇ s˛ˇ

Moreover, it is technically very inconvenient (functoriality of the construction is a
mess) to have a complex which depends on a choice of maps (2.3.10) (even if this turns
out to be a contractible choice, and thus morally irrelevant).

10One could use very fine chains, do a (chain-level) cap product with a choice of cochain-level Poincaré
dual of the relevant submanifold and then project “orthogonally” onto the submanifold. Alternatively, one
could just use “generic” chains (or perturb the chains) so they are transverse to the submanifold, and then
triangulate the intersection in a suitable way.
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As a third try (which ends up working nicely), let us consider the following “deformation
to the normal cone”:

(2.3.11) Y˛ˇ WD
˚
.e˛; eˇ ; t; x/ 2E˛ �Eˇ � Œ0; 1��X˛ˇ j

s˛.x/D t � e˛; sˇ .x/D .1� t / � eˇ
	
:

We think of Y˛ˇ as a family of spaces parametrized by Œ0; 1� (via the projection
Y˛ˇ ! Œ0; 1�). Observe that if t 2 .0; 1/, then e˛; eˇ are determined uniquely by x .
Therefore, over the open interval .0; 1/, we see that Y˛ˇ is a trivial product space
X˛ˇ � .0; 1/. Over the point t D 0, though, the fiber is E˛ � Uˇ;˛ˇ , which is the
“normal cone” of the submanifold Uˇ;˛ˇ �X˛ˇ cut out (transversally!) by the equation
s˛ D 0. Similarly, over the point t D 1, the fiber is U˛;˛ˇ �Eˇ . Also observe that
Y˛ˇ is a manifold by the submersion axiom.

Now we consider the mapping cone of

(2.3.12)

24CdimX˛ˇ��.U˛;˛ˇ�Eˇ ; U˛;˛ˇ�Eˇ n U˛�0/

˚

CdimX˛ˇ��.E˛�Uˇ;˛ˇ ; E˛�Uˇ;˛ˇ n 0�Uˇ /

35

�!

266664
CdimX˛ˇ��.X˛�Eˇ ; X˛�Eˇ n U˛�0/

˚

CdimX˛ˇ��.Y˛ˇ ; Y˛ˇ n 0�Œ0; 1��U˛ˇ /

˚

CdimX˛ˇ��.E˛�Xˇ ; E˛�Xˇ n 0�Uˇ /

377775 :
The maps are simply pushforwards along the maps of spaces (with appropriate signs)

U˛;˛ˇ �Eˇ ,!X˛ �Eˇ ;(2.3.13)

U˛;˛ˇ �Eˇ ,! Y˛ˇ (isomorphism onto t D 1 fiber);(2.3.14)

E˛ �Uˇ;˛ˇ ,! Y˛ˇ (isomorphism onto t D 0 fiber);(2.3.15)

E˛ �Uˇ;˛ˇ ,!E˛ �Xˇ :(2.3.16)

There is also an evident map from (the mapping cone of) (2.3.12) to

C�.E˛˚Eˇ ; E˛˚Eˇ n 0/

(namely pushforward on the three factors on the right-hand side and zero on the left-hand
side).

Now to complete the definition of the virtual fundamental cycle of X using the mapping
cone of (2.3.12), we need an argument to show that its homology is canonically
isomorphic to the Čech cohomology of X (a sort of Poincaré duality isomorphism).
We discuss this next in Section 2.3.5.
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2.3.5 Homotopy K–sheaves in the theory of virtual fundamental cycles As we
have already mentioned, the central objects we use to understand virtual fundamental
cycles are the virtual cochain complexes C �vir.X IA/ (for example, the mapping cone
of (2.3.12) plays the role of the virtual cochain complex in Section 2.3.4). A crucial
ingredient in this approach is an isomorphism

(2.3.17) H �vir.X IA/D
LH �.X/:

In Section 2.3.2, where we used C �vir.X IA/ WD CdimX˛��.X˛; X˛ nX/, this isomor-
phism was simply (a strong form of) Poincaré duality.

Let us now discuss our general approach to the isomorphism (2.3.17), which we think
of as a generalized form of Poincaré duality. An efficient approach (in fact, the only
approach known to the author) to constructing this isomorphism is through the language
of homotopy K–sheaves, and so this is the way we present it. We develop the necessary
sheaf-theoretic foundations in Appendix A, so the reader may also wish to refer to that
section for more details.

As an introduction to the language of sheaves and homotopy sheaves, let us first use
it to give a proof of ordinary Poincaré duality (in fact, a strong version for arbitrary
compact subsets of a manifold).11 The following argument appears in full detail in
Lemma A.6.4.

Fix a closed manifold M of dimension n. For any compact subset K �M , let F�.K/
denote the complex Cn��.M;M nK/. This object F� is a K–presheaf 12 of complexes
(or complex of K–presheaves) on M , which just means that we have natural maps
F�.K/! F�.K 0/ for K �K 0 , which are suitably compatible with each other. Now
F� satisfies the following key properties:

(i) F� is a homotopy K–sheaf The total complex of the double complex

(2.3.18) F�.K1[K2/! F�.K1/˚F�.K2/! F�.K1\K2/

is acyclic. This is essentially a restatement of the Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence.

(ii) F� is pure and H 0F�DoM The homology of F�.fpg/ (ie Hn��.M;M np/)
is concentrated in degree zero, where it can be canonically identified with the
fiber of oM (the orientation sheaf of M ) at p 2M .

11An easier proof (using the fact that Čech cohomology satisfies the “continuity axiom”) is available if
M has a smooth structure (along the lines of [68, pages 887–888, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3]). This approach
does not seem to apply to the more general setting we need to treat here.

12The prefix “K–” indicates sections are given over compact sets instead of open sets. For technical
reasons, it is more convenient to work with K–presheaves rather than presheaves, though at the conceptual
level, the reader may safely ignore the difference.
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(The precise notions of a homotopy K–sheaf and of purity are given in Definitions
A.2.5 and A.5.1; in the above statements they have been simplified for the sake of
exposition.) A formal consequence (Proposition A.5.4) of the fact that F� is a pure
homotopy K–sheaf with H 0F� D oM is that there is a canonical isomorphism

(2.3.19) Hn�i .M;M nK/DH
iF�.K/D LH i .KI oM /:

Specializing to KDM , we have derived the Poincaré duality isomorphism Hn�i .M/D
LH i .M I oM /.

This argument generalizes as follows to prove the isomorphism (2.3.17). For the sake
of concreteness, let us take C �vir.X IA/ to be the mapping cone of (2.3.12), though
the general case is not much different. First of all, we observe that there is a natural
complex of K–presheaves F� on X whose complex of global sections is C �vir.X IA/.
Namely, to get F�.K/ we simply replace every occurrence of U˛ , Uˇ , or U˛ˇ in
(2.3.12) by its intersection with K . Now F� is a homotopy K–sheaf (extensions of
homotopy K–sheaves are homotopy K–sheaves by Lemma A.2.11, and each of the
individual complexes appearing in (2.3.12) gives a homotopy K–sheaf by Mayer–
Vietoris). To prove that F� is pure and to identify its H 0 , we can calculate H iF�.fpg/

using a spectral sequence which degenerates at the E2 term (this is the argument in
Lemma A.8.2). It is this second step where it matters that we glued the complexes
together “correctly”. Since F� is a pure homotopy K–sheaf and we have identified
its H 0 , this gives the desired isomorphism.

Let us also mention that the fact that the virtual cochain complex C �vir.X IA/ is naturally
the complex of global sections of a homotopy K–sheaf on X plays a key role in proving
other crucial properties in addition to (2.3.17).

2.4 Floer-type homology theories

In this section, we introduce the basic ideas needed to apply our methods to construct
Hamiltonian Floer homology in the setting of non-degenerate periodic orbits and
non-transverse moduli spaces of Floer trajectories. A toy example of the same flavor
(which we mention only for the sake of analogy) is the problem of defining Morse
homology from a Morse function with gradient-like vector field which is not necessarily
Morse–Smale.

The methods developed thus far (the VFC package and the framework for constructing
implicit atlases) are robust in that they apply to moduli spaces of Floer trajectories
without much modification. The main task is to add a layer of (rather intricate) combina-
torics and algebra to properly organize together the information they yield. Essentially
what we must do is execute the key diagram (1.3.1)–(1.3.2) on the chain level.
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We approach the problem in two logically separate steps. In Section 2.4.1, we describe
the implicit atlases we put on the moduli spaces of Floer trajectories. In Section 2.4.2,
we describe how to use the VFC package to define Floer-type homology groups from
an appropriate abstract collection of “flow spaces” equipped with implicit atlases.

2.4.1 The system of implicit atlases We describe the “compatible system of im-
plicit atlases” we put on the moduli spaces of Floer trajectories relevant for defining
Hamiltonian Floer homology. For the sake of exposition, we will imagine we are in an
artificially simplified setting (the reader may refer to Section 10 for the full details).

We assume there are just three periodic orbits p � q � r (ordered by action). Hence
there are just three moduli spaces we have to deal with: M.p; q/, M.q; r/, and M.p; r/

(which are all compact). There is a single concatenation map

(2.4.1) M.p; q/�M.q; r/!M.p; r/

and it is a homeomorphism onto its image. We describe the construction of implicit
atlases ((i)–(iv) below) which are enough to provide a robust notion of “coherent system
of virtual fundamental cycles” with which we can define Floer homology.

The moduli spaces M.p; q/ and M.q; r/ do not contain any “broken trajectories”.
There is thus a straightforward generalization of the construction in Section 2.2.2 by
which we may define:

(i) An implicit atlas A.p; q/ on M.p; q/.

(ii) An implicit atlas A.q; r/ on M.q; r/.

Now since M.p; r/ contains the codimension-one boundary stratum M.p; q/�M.q; r/,
we cannot expect to equip it with an implicit atlas in the sense of Definitions 2.1.1
or 3.1.1. Rather, we would like to equip it with an implicit atlas with boundary. Such an
atlas on a space X is given by the same data as an implicit atlas, except that in addition
we specify closed subsets @XI �XI for all I �A which are compatible with the  IJ ,
and we modify the transversality axioms to assert that X reg

I is a manifold with boundary
@XI \X

reg
I . In particular, there should already be a natural choice of @X �X , which

in the present case is simply the definition @M.p; r/ WDM.p; q/�M.q; r/. The notion
of an implicit atlas with boundary is formulated so that the natural generalization of
the construction in Section 2.2.2 defines:

(iii) An implicit atlas with boundary A.p; r/ on M.p; r/.

For this atlas, the closed subsets @XI � XI are simply the loci where the thickened
trajectory has a break at q .
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Of course, to have any reasonable notion of “coherent virtual fundamental cycles” for
the spaces M. � ; � /, we need to “relate” the atlases (i)–(iii). It turns out that there is a
natural way to do this “over M.p; q/�M.q; r/” which we now describe.

First, let us observe that (i) and (ii) naturally give rise to an implicit atlas on M.p; q/�

M.q; r/. This is a special case of a general observation: implicit atlases A on X and
A0 on X 0 induce an implicit atlas AtA0 (disjoint union of index sets) on X �X 0 ,
simply by defining .X�X 0/ItI 0 WDXI �X

0
I 0 . Hence there is a “product implicit atlas”

A.p; q/tA.q; r/ on M.p; q/�M.q; r/.

Second, let us observe that (iii) naturally gives rise to an implicit atlas on @M.p; r/D
M.p; q/�M.q; r/. This is also a special case of a general observation: an implicit atlas
with boundary on X induces an implicit atlas (with the same index set) on @X , simply
by defining .@X/I WD @XI . Hence there is a “restriction to the boundary” implicit atlas
A.p; r/ on M.p; q/�M.q; r/.

Now, a good notion of “compatibility” between two implicit atlases A and B on
a space X is the existence of an implicit atlas on X with index set A tB , whose
subatlases A and B coincide with the given atlases. More importantly, this seems to
be the notion of compatibility which arises most naturally in practice (in particular,
there is usually a canonical choice for the atlas AtB which does not depend on any
“extra choices”). Hence the final implicit atlas we need is:

(iv) An implicit atlas A.p; q/ t A.q; r/ t A.p; r/ on M.p; q/ �M.q; r/ whose
subatlas A.p; q/tA.q; r/ coincides with the “product implicit atlas” above and
whose subatlas A.p; r/ coincides with the “restriction to the boundary” above.

This atlas (iv) is constructed essentially using the same ideas from Section 2.2.2,
however a few remarks are in order about its definition.

The thickened moduli spaces for the atlas (iv) are defined in the usual way, as moduli
spaces of broken Floer trajectories uW C !M �S1 with some intersection conditions
with divisors D˛ , satisfying a “thickened x@–equation”. Let us discuss these conditions
more precisely. The broken Floer trajectories in question are trajectories from p to r
broken at q , or, equivalently, a pair of trajectories, one from p to q and one from
q to r . Let us denote the entire broken trajectory as uW Cp;r !M � S1 , and let us
use Cp;q; Cq;r � Cp;r to denote the closed subcurves representing the portions of the
trajectory from p to q and from q to r , respectively (so Cp;r D .Cp;q tCq;r/= �,
where � identifies a point on Cp;q with a point on Cq;r ). Then the important points are:

(i) For thickening datums ˛ 2A.p; q/ we require that .ujCp;q/tD˛ , and we label
the intersections with f1; : : : ; r˛g, inducing a unique map �˛W Cp;q! C0;2Cr˛ .
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(ii) For thickening datums ˛ 2A.q; r/ we require that .ujCq;r/tD˛ , and we label
the intersections with f1; : : : ; r˛g, inducing a unique map �˛W Cq;r ! C0;2Cr˛ .

(iii) For thickening datums ˛ 2A.p; r/ we require that .ujCp;r/tD˛ , and we label
the intersections with f1; : : : ; r˛g, inducing a unique map �˛W Cp;r ! C0;2Cr˛ .

(iv) The thickened x@–equation we impose is still written in the form (2.2.4), though
the term �˛.e˛/.�˛; u/ is defined to be zero outside the domain of �˛ (namely
Cp;q , Cq;r , or Cp;r , depending on whether ˛ comes from A.p; q/, A.q; r/ or
A.p; r/).

A good exercise in understanding this definition is to check that the subatlases A.p; q/t
A.q; r/ and A.p; r/ are the “product implicit atlas” and “restriction to the boundary”,
respectively (this is just a matter of matching up definitions).

Remark 2.4.1 In theory, there is no way to go from a pair of implicit atlases A and B
on a space X to an implicit atlas AtB on X whose subatlases A and B coincide
with the given atlases (and there is no uniqueness for atlases AtB with this property).
However, in practice there is often a natural choice of such an atlas, which moreover is
essentially the only reasonable choice. The atlas (iv) is a good example of this.

The main ideas necessary to define the compatible system of implicit atlases in the
general case are all present above; the only real difference is that there are more moduli
spaces and more atlases to keep track of.

2.4.2 Applying the VFC package We now explain how to use the VFC package
to define homology groups from a system of moduli spaces (equipped with implicit
atlases) such as appear in a Morse-type setup. The extra complicating factor in this
construction (compared with constructing virtual fundamental classes) is that we must
make “coherent” choices for each moduli space (ie choices with certain compatibility
properties with respect to the maps between moduli spaces). Such choices give rise
to “counts” for the 0–dimensional moduli spaces and thus to a differential. Thus we
must show that such choices always exist and that the resulting homology groups are
independent of this choice.

In our presentation here, we make a number of simplifying assumptions (which we
try to point out when relevant) for the sake of exposition. The full details appear in
Section 7.

Let us begin by fixing some notation. We fix a finite set P (the “set of generators”)
equipped with a partial order � and a grading grW P! Z. For all pairs p � q in P,
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we fix a compact Hausdorff space X.p; q/ (the “space of broken trajectories from p

to q”). These spaces X.p; q/ are also equipped with “concatenation maps”

(2.4.2) X.p; q/�X.q; r/! X.p; r/

which satisfy some natural properties, in particular associativity.

We call such a pair .P;X/ (when defined precisely) a flow category. This terminology
is due to Cohen, Jones and Segal [14], who used it to mean something closer to what
we prefer to call a Morse–Smale flow category, namely a flow category in which
every X.p; q/ is a manifold with corners of dimension gr.q/� gr.p/� 1 in a manner
compatible with the concatenation maps (2.4.2). The basic example of a flow category
is the flow category of a Morse function: P is the set of critical points, and X.p; q/

is the space of (broken) Morse trajectories from p to q ; if the Morse function is
Morse–Smale, then this flow category is Morse–Smale.

Given a Morse–Smale flow category .P;X/, one can construct a map d W ZŒP�!ZŒP�
by counting those X of dimension 0, and one can prove that d2 D 0 by considering
those X of dimension 1. Our goal is to generalize this construction to flow categories
equipped with implicit atlases (meaning the spaces X.p; q/ carry suitably compatible
implicit atlases with boundary, with dimension gr.q/� gr.p/� 1). Specifically, let us
assume that we have fixed implicit atlases A.p; q/ on X.p; q/ and that

A.p; q/tA.q; r/DA.p; r/

for all p � q � r 2 P.

Remark 2.4.2 There are many different choices for what one could mean by a “com-
patible system of implicit atlases” A.p; q/ on the spaces X.p; q/. For the sake of
exposition, we have chosen here the structure for which it is easiest to apply the VFC
package. In the actual construction in Section 7, we use the structure which is the
easiest to construct in practice (via the natural generalization of Section 2.4.1). As a
result, various complexes that here coincide are only canonically quasi-isomorphic in
Section 7. Basically, this means that in Section 7, we will have to take lots of homotopy
colimits to make certain maps well-defined on the chain level. A systematic use of
1–categories of complexes would tame the resulting explosion of notation, at the cost
of relying on that more abstract language/machinery.

We now review what the VFC package gives to us for a flow category .P;X/ equipped
with a compatible system of implicit atlases. For a space X equipped with an implicit
atlas with boundary, the VFC package provides virtual cochain complexes C �vir.X rel @/
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and C �vir.X/ (defined using the ideas from Section 2.3). Moreover, giving @X the
“restriction to the boundary” implicit atlas, there is a natural map

(2.4.3) C ��1vir .@X/! C �vir.X rel @/

whose mapping cone is C �vir.X/ (by definition). There are canonical isomorphisms

H �vir.X/ �!
� LH �.X I oX /;(2.4.4)

H �vir.X rel @/ �!� LH �.X I oX rel @/;(2.4.5)

where oX is the “virtual orientation sheaf” of X . There is also a map

(2.4.6) C �vir.X rel @/
s�
�! CdimEA��.EA; EA n 0/

(which, when combined with (2.4.5), can be thought of as pairing against the virtual
fundamental cycle of X ). Now, there are also product maps

(2.4.7) C �vir.X.p; q/ rel @/˝C �vir.X.q; r/ rel @/! C �vir.ŒX.p; q/�X.q; r/� rel @/;

which, when combined with the concatenation maps (2.4.2), induce maps

(2.4.8) C �vir.X.p; q/ rel @/˝C �vir.X.q; r/ rel @/! C �vir.@X.p; r//:

From construction, it is clear that the diagram

(2.4.9)

C �vir.X.p; q/ rel @/˝C �vir.X.q; r/ rel @/ C �vir.@X.p; r//

C�.EA.p;q/; EA.p;q/n0/

˝C�.EA.q;r/; EA.q;r/n0/
C�.EA.p;r/; EA.p;r/n0/

(2.4.8)

s�˝s� s�

commutes, where the bottom map is simply the cartesian product on chains (recall that
A.p; r/DA.p; q/tA.q; r/).

Now, let us describe the construction of a boundary operator d W ZŒP�! ZŒP� given
the flow category .P;X/ and its system of implicit atlases. To define d , we need to
choose:13

(i) Chain-level coherent orientations Cochains �.p; q/ 2C 0vir.X.p; q/ rel @/ sat-
isfying the following property. Define

(2.4.10) �.p; r/ WD
X

p�q�r

�.p; q/ ��.q; r/ 2 C 0vir.@X.p; r//

13That these should be contractible choices is suggested by the Dold–Thom–Almgren theorem [4; 37,
page 430].
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(where we implicitly use (2.4.8) on the right-hand side). We require that
d�.p; r/ equal (the image under (2.4.3) of) �.p; r/. Thus .�.p; r/; �.p; r//
defines a cycle in the mapping cone of (2.4.3), and thus a homology class in
H 0

vir.X.p; r//D
LH 0.X.p; r/; oX.p;r// (by (2.4.4)). We require that this homol-

ogy class coincide with the (given) orientation on X.p; r/.

(ii) Thom cocycles Cocycles

ŒŒEA.p;q/�� 2 C
dimEA.p;q/.EA.p;q/; EA.p;q/ n 0/

whose pairing with ŒEA.p;q/� is 1 and which are compatible in the sense that
the following diagram commutes:

(2.4.11)

C�.EA.p;q/; EA.p;q/ n 0/

˝C�.EA.q;r/; EA.q;r/ n 0/ C�.EA.p;r/; EA.p;r/ n 0/

Z

ŒŒEA.p;q/��˝ŒŒEA.q;r/��

ŒŒEA.p;r/��

Given such choices, we define the boundary operator d W ZŒP�!ZŒP� to have “matrix
coefficients” ŒŒEA.p;q/��.s��.p; q//. One can show that d2 D 0 by using d�.p; q/D
�.p; q/ and the compatibilities (2.4.9) and (2.4.11).

Let us now sketch the proof of the existence of � and ŒŒE�� as above. We will work
by induction on .p; q/; that is, we show that valid �.p; q/ and ŒŒEA.p;q/�� exist given
that we have fixed valid �.p0; q0/ and ŒŒEA.p0;q0/�� for all p � p0 � q0 � q (other than
.p0; q0/D .p; q/).

To construct �.p; q/, argue as follows. Notice that �.p; q/ is automatically a cycle
(apply (2.4.10) to expand its boundary and everything cancels). Now from a general
statement about cycles in mapping cones, the existence of �.p; q/ inducing the correct
homology class in H 0

vir.X.p; q//D
LH 0.X.p; q/I oX.p;q// reduces to showing that the

homology class

Œ�.p; q/� 2H 0
vir.@X.p; q//D

LH 0.@X.p; q/; o@X.p;q//

is correct (namely, that it coincides with the image of the desired class under the
coboundary map LH 0.X.p; q/I oX.p;q//! LH 0.@X.p; q/; o@X.p;q//). The key observa-
tion is that this can be checked locally since o@X.p;q/ is a sheaf. Over the top strata
of @X.p; q/ (that is, those trajectories that split only once), the agreement is clear by
the induction hypothesis on � and the compatibility of the given coherent orientations.
Unfortunately, the top strata may not be dense in @X.p; q/, so we need to work harder
(see Proposition 6.2.3). In the end, we must use the induction hypothesis for all
�.p0; q0/.
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To construct ŒŒEA.p;r/��, argue as follows. First, observe that the “homology diagram”

(2.4.12)

H�.EA.p;q/; EA.p;q/ n 0/

˝H�.EA.q;r/; EA.q;r/ n 0/ H�.EA.p;r/; EA.p;r/ n 0/

Z

ŒEA.p;q/�˝ŒEA.q;r/� 7!1

ŒEA.p;r/� 7!1

trivially commutes. If the horizontal map in (2.4.11) were a cofibration (think “injec-
tive”) in a suitable sense, then the commutativity of (2.4.12) would be sufficient to
imply the existence of ŒŒEA.p;r/��. Unfortunately, it is far from clear that this map is a
cofibration; moreover, its failure to be a cofibration is a genuine obstruction to defining
ŒŒEA.p;r/�� inductively. For the correct inductive construction, we must use “cofibrant
replacements” for the system of complexes C�.EA.p;q/; EA.p;q/ n 0/ (the details of
which we leave for Section 7).

Finally, we should argue that the homology groups defined via a choice of .�; ŒŒE��/ are
in fact independent of that choice. For this, we use the usual strategy of constructing a
chain map between .ZŒP�; d / and .ZŒP�; d 0/ for any d and d 0 arising from .�; ŒŒE��/

and .�0; ŒŒE��0/ respectively (plus appropriate chain homotopies). To construct such
a chain map, we use a similar inductive procedure, starting from the base choices
.�; ŒŒE��/ and .�0; ŒŒE��0/. Note that for this argument for independence of choice to
work, the inductive nature of our construction is crucial.

2.5 S 1–localization

We now explain our strategy for proving S1–localization results for virtual fundamental
cycles. The full details of our treatment appear in Section 8.

The most basic setting in which our results apply (and are interesting) is that of a free
S1–space X (ie a space with a free action of S1 ) equipped with an S1–equivariant
implicit atlas A. Such an atlas is simply an implicit atlas where all the thickenings XI
are equipped with an action of S1 so that the functions  IJ are S1–equivariant and
the functions sI are S1–invariant. This last point bears repeating: S1 does not act on
the obstruction spaces EI (or, alternatively, it acts trivially on them).

In the above setup, our S1–localization result states that ��ŒX�virD 0, where � W X!
X=S1 is the quotient map and ��W LH �.X/_! LH �.X=S1/_ is the dual of the pullback
��W LH �.X=S1/! LH �.X/. Observe that �� is an isomorphism for � D 0 (since S1

is connected), hence this implies that if the virtual dimension d of X is zero, then
ŒX�vir D 0.
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One should expect this result to be true if one believes that one can choose a “chain
representative” of ŒX�vir which is S1–invariant (as the pushforward of such a chain
representative is clearly null-homologous). For instance, in the perturbation approach,
this result would follow if one could construct S1–invariant transverse perturbations.
Conversely, one can interpret our vanishing result ��ŒX�vir D 0 as a sense in which
our ŒX�vir is S1–invariant at the chain level.

Remark 2.5.1 A natural strategy for proving S1–localization results is to consider
XI=S

1 as forming an atlas on X=S1 of virtual dimension one less, and then “pulling
back” to X the virtual fundamental cycle on X=S1 (this is the approach taken by
Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [33; 31]). In the general setting where the S1–action
is merely continuous, the implicit atlas on X does not induce an implicit atlas on
X=S1 because of the existence of free S1–actions on topological manifolds whose
quotients are not manifolds,14 though we still consider this “quotient implicit atlas” in
spirit. This extra generality is convenient, since it means we do not need to construct
an S1–equivariant gluing map (providing the local slice necessary to show that the
“quotient implicit atlas” exists).

Let us now prove our assertion ��ŒX�vir D 0 in the simple case of a single chart (for
which we defined ŒX�vir in Section 2.3.2). In this case, the implicit atlas A D f˛g
consists of a topological manifold X˛ , a function s˛W X˛!E˛ , and an identification
X D s�1˛ .0/. This atlas being S1–equivariant means that X˛ is equipped with an
S1–action for which s˛ is S1–invariant and which induces the given action on X . The
desired statement follows from the following diagram, as we explain below:

LHd .X=S1/ HS1

dimE˛�1
.X˛; X˛ nX/ HS1

dimE˛�1
.E˛; E˛ n 0/

LHd .X/ HdimE˛ .X˛; X˛ nX/ HdimE˛ .E˛; E˛ n 0/ Z

��

.s˛/�

�Š �Š

.s˛/� ŒE˛� 7!1

The map �� is pullback under � W X !X=S1 . The maps � Š are the maps from the
Gysin long exact sequence for an S1–space:

(2.5.1) � � �
\e
��!HS1

��1.Z/
�Š

�!H�.Z/
��
��!HS1

�
.Z/

\e
��!HS1

��2.Z/
�Š

�! � � � :

14Such an action may be constructed out of any non-manifold X for which X �R is a manifold
(namely the obvious action on X �S1 ). Many examples of such spaces are known, the first being due to
Bing [9]; see also Cannon [11].
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The two leftmost horizontal identifications are a form of Poincaré duality (which can
be proven, along with the commutativity of the square, with homotopy K–sheaves as
in Section 2.3.5); it is at this step where we use the fact that S1 acts freely on X .

Now ŒX�vir is by definition the composition of the bottom row. Hence ��ŒX�vir is the
map from the upper left corner to the bottom right. On the other hand, the rightmost
vertical map � ŠW HS1

dimE˛�1
.E˛; E˛ n 0/! HdimE˛ .E˛; E˛ n 0/ vanishes since S1

acts trivially on E˛ . It follows that ��ŒX�vir D 0 as desired.

To generalize this approach to arbitrary implicit atlases, we introduce “S1–equivariant
virtual cochain complexes” which play the role of HS1

dimE˛�1
.X˛; X˛ n X/ above.

Morally speaking, these S1–equivariant virtual cochain complexes play the role of the
virtual cochain complexes of the (non-existent; see Remark 2.5.1) induced implicit
atlas on X=S1 . To define the S1–equivariant virtual cochain complexes, we use the
same definition as for the ordinary virtual cochain complexes, except with (shifted)
S1–equivariant chains CS

1

��1 in place of chains C� .

Remark 2.5.2 We do not construct an S1–equivariant virtual fundamental class, nor
do we address S1–localization for actions which are not free or almost free (having
finite stabilizer at every point). However, the machinery we develop could potentially
be used for these purposes; see Remark 8.6.3.

3 Implicit atlases

3.1 Implicit atlases

Definition 3.1.1 (Implicit atlas) Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. An implicit
atlas of dimension d D vdimAX on X is an index set A along with the following data:

(i) Covering groups A finite group �˛ for all ˛ 2 A (let �I WD
Q
˛2I �˛ ).

(ii) Obstruction spaces A finitely generated RŒ�˛�–module E˛ for all ˛ 2A (let
EI WD

L
˛2I E˛ ).

(iii) Thickenings A Hausdorff �I–space XI for all finite I �A, and a homeomor-
phism X !X¿ .

(iv) Kuranishi maps A �˛–equivariant function s˛W XI !E˛ for all ˛ 2 I � A
(for I � J , let sI W XJ !EI denote

L
˛2I s˛ ).

(v) Footprints A �I–invariant open set UIJ �XI for all I � J � A.

(vi) Footprint maps A �J –equivariant function  IJ W .sJnI jXJ /�1.0/!UIJ for
all I � J � A.

(vii) Regular locus A �I–invariant subset X reg
I �XI for all I � A.
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These data must satisfy the following “compatibility axioms”:

(i)  IJ JK D  IK and  II D id.

(ii) sI IJ D sI .

(iii) UIJ1 \UIJ2 D UI;J1[J2 and UII DXI .

(iv)  �1IJ .UIK/D UJK \ .sJnI jXJ /
�1.0/.15

(v) Homeomorphism axiom The map .sJnI jXJ /�1.0/=�JnI!UIJ induced by
 IJ is a homeomorphism.

They must also satisfy the following “transversality axioms”:

(vi)  �1IJ .X
reg
I /�X

reg
J .

(vii) �JnI acts freely on  �1IJ .X
reg
I /.

(viii) Openness axiom X
reg
I �XI is open.

(ix) Submersion axiom The map sJnI W XJ ! EJnI is locally modeled on the
projection RdCdimEI �RdimEJnI !RdimEJnI over  �1IJ .X

reg
I /�XJ .

(x) Covering axiom X¿ D
S
I�A  ¿I ..sI jX

reg
I /�1.0//.

Remark 3.1.2 The VFC machinery in this paper would go through admitting a slight
weakening of the axioms of an implicit atlas. For example, we only ever use the fact
that the openness and submersion axioms hold in a neighborhood of .sI jXI /�1.0/.
We will not make this precise here, however, since the constructions of implicit atlases
we know of would not be made any easier by such a weakening of the axioms.

Definition 3.1.3 (Smooth implicit atlas) A smooth structure on an implicit atlas
consists of a smooth structure on each X reg

I such that:

(i) �I acts smoothly on X reg
I .

(ii) sI is smooth over X reg
I .

(iii) sJnI W XJ !EJnI is a smooth submersion over  �1IJ .X
reg
I /.

(iv)  IJ is a local diffeomorphism over  �1IJ .X
reg
I /.

Remark 3.1.4 The VFC machinery in this paper applies to implicit atlases (without a
smooth structure), though the notion of a smooth implicit atlas may be useful for other
applications of implicit atlases.

15Added in proof: Abouzaid recently pointed out that this axiom is superfluous; it is implied by the
other axioms.
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Remark 3.1.5 (Using finite I ! A instead of finite I � A) An implicit atlas
consists of data parametrized by the category of finite subsets of A (objects: finite
subsets, morphisms: inclusions). A direct modification of the definition allows one to
instead use the category of finite sets over A (objects: finite sets I ! A, morphisms:
injective maps I ,! J compatible with the maps to A). In fact, all constructions of
implicit atlases we know of yield implicit atlases in this generalized sense. We won’t
need this generalization in this paper, but let us point out some reasons why it may be
useful to keep in mind.

With the definition as it stands now (using finite subsets of A), we can “pull back” an
implicit atlas along any injection B ,!A. If we instead use finite sets over A, then we
can pull back an implicit atlas along any map B! A (in fact, we can pull back along
any coproduct-preserving functor from finite sets over B to finite sets over A, which
amounts to the specification of a finite set Iˇ !A for all ˇ 2B ). Also, in the category
of finite subsets of A we can only take the disjoint union of subsets which are already
disjoint; however in the category of finite sets over A there exist arbitrary abstract
finite disjoint unions. This allows some extra (though currently unneeded) flexibility in
certain constructions, since we do not need to ensure certain sets are disjoint or that
certain maps are injective.

Using the category of sets over A is also the natural perspective to take if we wanted
to allow A to be a groupoid instead of a set (then an object is a finite set I along with
a collection of objects f˛igi2I of A, and a morphism .I; f˛igi2I /! .J; f j̨ gj2J / is
an injection j W I ,! J along with isomorphisms ˛i �!� j̨.i/ in A).

3.2 Implicit atlases with boundary

Definition 3.2.1 (Implicit atlas with boundary) Let X be a compact Hausdorff space
together with a closed subset denoted @X �X . An implicit atlas of dimension d with
boundary on X consists of the same data as an implicit atlas, except that in addition we
specify a �I–invariant closed subset @XI �XI for all I � A, such that @X¿ D @X .
We add the following “compatibility axiom”:

(i)  �1IJ .@XI /D .sJnI j@XJ /
�1.0/.

We also modify one “transversality axiom”:

(ii) Submersion axiom We allow an additional local model

R�0 �RdCdimEI�1 �RdimEJnI !RdimEJnI ;

and @X reg
J �X

reg
J must correspond to the boundary of the local model.
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Remark 3.2.2 Just as a manifold is a special case of a manifold with boundary,
an implicit atlas is a special case of an implicit atlas with boundary (namely where
@XI D¿ for all I ).

Definition 3.2.3 (Restriction of implicit atlas to boundary) Let X be a space with
implicit atlas A of dimension d with boundary. Then this induces an implicit atlas A
(the same index set) of dimension d � 1 on @X , simply by setting .@X/I WD @XI and
restricting the rest of the data to these subspaces.

4 The VFC package

In this section, we develop the VFC package, which is the algebraic machinery we
will apply in later sections to work with virtual fundamental cycles. The reader should
be comfortable with the material from Appendix A, where we recall and develop the
necessary foundational language of sheaves and homological algebra.

Convention 4.0.1 In this section, we work over a fixed ground ring R , and everything
takes place in the category of R–modules. We restrict to implicit atlases A for which
#�˛ is invertible in R for all ˛ 2 A.

Let us now introduce the formalism of our VFC package.

For any space X equipped with a finite locally orientable implicit atlas A of dimension
d with boundary, we define virtual cochain complexes C �vir.X IA/ and C �vir.X rel @IA/.
We construct canonical isomorphisms

H �vir.X IA/ �!
� LH �.X I oX /;(4.0.1)

H �vir.X rel @IA/ �!� LH �.X I oX rel @/(4.0.2)

(H �vir denotes the cohomology of C �vir ) for certain virtual orientation sheaves oX and
oX rel @ on X . There is a canonical map

(4.0.3) C dC�vir .X rel @IA/
s�
�! CdimEA��.EA; EA n 0I o

_
EA
/�A

which can be thought of as the (chain-level) virtual fundamental cycle.

To study the virtual cochain complexes (in particular, to construct the isomorphisms
(4.0.1)–(4.0.2)), we define complexes of K–presheaves on X

K 7! C �vir.KIA/;(4.0.4)

K 7! C �vir.K rel @IA/(4.0.5)
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whose global sections are the virtual cochain complexes.16 17 We show that they are
pure homotopy K–sheaves, and that there are canonical isomorphisms of sheaves on X

H 0
vir.�IA/D oX ;(4.0.6)

H 0
vir.� rel @IA/D oX rel @:(4.0.7)

The isomorphisms (4.0.1)–(4.0.2) then follow from Proposition A.5.4.

The fact that the virtual cochain complexes are the global sections of pure homotopy
K–sheaves with known H 0 will also play a key role in the applications of the VFC
package.

Another useful fact we prove here is that the isomorphisms (4.0.1)–(4.0.2) are compati-
ble with the long exact sequence of the pair .X; @X/ in LH � and a corresponding long
exact sequence of H �vir .

4.1 Orientations

Recall the notion of the orientation sheaf of a topological manifold (possibly with
boundary) given in Definition A.6.2.

Definition 4.1.1 (Orientation module of a vector space) Let E be a finite-dimensional
vector space over R. We let oE DHdimE .E;E n 0/ denote the orientation module
of E (a free R–module of rank 1).18

Definition 4.1.2 (Locally orientable implicit atlas) Let X be a space with implicit
atlas A with boundary. We say that A is locally orientable19 if and only if for every
I �A and every x2 .sI jX

reg
I /�1.0/, the stabilizer .�I /x acts trivially on .oX reg

I
/x˝o

_
EI

(this action is always by a sign .�I /x ! f˙1g). This notion is independent of the
ring R (due to our restriction that #�˛ be invertible in R).

Definition 4.1.3 (Virtual orientation sheaf oX of a space with implicit atlas) Let X be
a space with locally orientable implicit atlas A with boundary. Then there exists a sheaf
oX;A on X equipped with �I–equivariant isomorphisms  �

¿IoX;A �!
� oX reg

I
˝ o_EI

over .sI jX
reg
I /�1.0/ for every I � A, which are compatible with the maps  IJ . We

16Note that this is a certain abuse of notation, as A is not an implicit atlas on K ¤X .
17Note that the map s� (4.0.3) is global; it does not exist on C �vir.K rel @IA/ for K ¤ X or on any

C �vir.KIA/ .
18According to the previous definition, we should really call this .oE /0 (the stalk at 0 2 E of the

orientation sheaf of E considered as a manifold), though we do not anticipate this abuse causing any
particular confusion.

19This is analogous to the notion of an orbifold being locally orientable.
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call oX;A the virtual orientation sheaf of X (it is unique up to unique isomorphism);
it is locally isomorphic to the constant sheaf R . We write oX for oX;A when the atlas
is clear from context. We let oX rel @ WD jŠj

�oX where j W X n @X ,!X .

4.2 Virtual cochain complexes C �vir.X IA/ and C �vir.X rel @IA/

Definition 4.2.1 (Deformation to the normal cone) Let X be a space with finite
implicit atlas A with boundary. For I � J � A, we define

XI;J;A WD

8<:.e; t; x/ 2EA �RA�0 �X
reg
J

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ
t˛ D 0 for ˛ 2 A n I
s˛.x/D t˛e˛ for ˛ 2 J
 f˛2AWt˛>0g;J .x/ 2X

reg
f˛2AWt˛>0g

9=; :
The third condition ensures that we only deform to the normal cone of those zero sets
s�1
JnI 0

.0/ which are cut out transversally (I 0 � I ). Clearly .@X/I;J;A �XI;J;A is the
subset where x 2 @X reg

J (the former being with respect to the restriction of A to @X ).
There are compatible maps

(4.2.1) XI;J;A �EA0nA!XI 0;J 0;A0 for I � I 0 � J 0 � J � A� A0

given by tA0nA D 0 and x 7!  J 0;J .x/. For K �X , we let XKI;J;A �XI;J;A denote
the subspace where e D 0 and x 2  �1

¿J .K/. Note that �A acts on XI;J;A (acting
on X reg

J via the projection �A! �J and on EA ).

Remark 4.2.2 (Chains and cochains) We use C�.X/ and C �.X/ to denote singular
simplicial chains and cochains on a space X , respectively, and we use C�.X; Y / to
denote the cokernel of C�.Y / ,! C�.X/ for Y �X (“relative chains”).

Let us also recall the “Eilenberg–Zilber map” C�.X/˝C�.Y /!C�.X�Y / for spaces
X and Y , corresponding to the standard subdivision of �n ��m into

�
nCm
n

�
copies

of �nCm . The Eilenberg–Zilber map is associative (in the sense that it gives rise to
a unique map C�.X/˝C�.Y /˝C�.Z/! C�.X �Y �Z/) and commutative (in the
sense that the diagram

(4.2.2)

C�.X/˝C�.Y / � C�.X �Y /

C�.Y /˝C�.X/
g

� C�.Y �X/
g

commutes for all X and Y ). We should point out that this commutativity fails for
some other common models of singular chains, for example singular cubical chains
(modulo degeneracies).
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Remark 4.2.3 (Independence of chain model) The particular choice of singular
simplicial chains is not particularly important. The virtual fundamental classes, etc,
resulting from our theory should be unchanged by using any other model of singular
chains. This independence would follow immediately (and all issues about finding
chain models with good chain-level functoriality properties would go away) if we set
up the VFC package using 1–categories.

Definition 4.2.4 (Fundamental cycles of vector spaces) Let I be a finite subset of
an implicit atlas A. We define

(4.2.3) C�.EI I / WD CdimEIC�.EI ; EI n 0I o
_
EI
/�I :

There is a canonical isomorphism H�.EI I /DR (concentrated in degree zero), and
we denote the canonical generator by ŒEI � 2H�.EI I /.

Definition 4.2.5 (Partial virtual cochain complexesC �vir.�IA/IJ andC �vir.� rel @IA/IJ )
Let X be a space with finite implicit atlas A of dimension d with boundary. For any
compact K �X , we define

C �vir.K rel @IA/IJ WD CdCdimEA��.XI;J;A; XI;J;A nX
K
I;J;AI o

_
EA
/�A ;(4.2.4)

C �vir.KIA/IJ

WD

264CdCdimEA�1��..@X/I;J;A; .@X/I;J;A n .@X/
K\@X
I;J;A I o

_
EA
/�A

#

CdCdimEA��.XI;J;A; XI;J;A nX
K
I;J;AI o

_
EA
/�A

375 :
(4.2.5)

It is clear that K 7! C �vir.KIA/IJ and K 7! C �vir.K rel @IA/IJ are both complexes of
K–presheaves on X .

There are canonical maps

C �vir.K rel @IA/IJ ! C �vir.KIA/IJ ;(4.2.6)

C dC�vir .X rel @IA/IJ
s�
�! C��.EIA/;(4.2.7)

C �vir.�IA/IJ ! C �vir.�IA/I 0;J 0 for I � I 0 � J 0 � J(4.2.8)

((4.2.7) is induced by the projection XI;J;A!EA , and (4.2.8) is induced by (4.2.1)
with AD A0 ). These are compatible with each other in that certain obvious diagrams
commute.

Definition 4.2.6 (Virtual cochain complexes C �vir.�IA/ and C �vir.� rel @IA/) Let X
be a space with finite implicit atlas A of dimension d with boundary. For any compact
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K �X , we define

C �vir.KIA/ WD hocolim
I�J�A

C �vir.KIA/IJ ;(4.2.9)

C �vir.K rel @IA/ WD hocolim
I�J�A

C �vir.K rel @IA/IJ ;(4.2.10)

where hocolimI�J�A is the homotopy colimit (Definition A.7.2) over 2A with structure
maps given by .#�JnJ 0/�1 times (4.2.8). It is clear that K 7! C �vir.KIA/ and K 7!
C �vir.K rel @IA/ are both complexes of K–presheaves on X .

There are canonical maps

C �vir.K rel @IA/! C �vir.KIA/;(4.2.11)

C dC�vir .X rel @IA/
s�
�! C��.EIA/(4.2.12)

(induced by (4.2.6)–(4.2.7)). More precisely, (4.2.12) is given by (4.2.7) on the p D 0
part of the hocolim and is zero on the rest.

Definition 4.2.7 (Maps C �vir.�IA/ ! C �vir.�IA
0/) Let X be a space with finite

implicit atlases A� A0 with boundary. There are canonical maps

(4.2.13) C �vir.�IA/IJ ˝C��.EIA
0
nA/! C �vir.�IA

0/I 0;J 0

for I � I 0 � J 0 � J � A� A0 induced by (4.2.1) (of which (4.2.8) is a special case).
These are compatible with each other, and thus extend to the homotopy colimit over
I � J � A. Hence we get canonical maps

(4.2.14) C �vir.�IA/˝C��.EIA
0
nA/! C �vir.�IA

0/

which are compatible with (4.2.11)–(4.2.12).

Note that all of the complexes defined here are free R–modules (this follows from our
assumption that #�˛ is invertible in R) and that everything in sight is compatible with
base change ˝RS for ring homomorphisms R! S .

4.3 Isomorphisms H �vir.X IA/D
LH �.X IoX/ (also rel @)

Lemma 4.3.1 (C �vir.�IA/IJ are pure homotopy K–sheaves) Let X be a space
with finite locally orientable implicit atlas A with boundary. Then C �vir.�IA/IJ
and C �vir.� rel @IA/IJ are pure homotopy K–sheaves on X . Furthermore, there are
canonical isomorphisms of sheaves on X

H 0
vir.�IA/IJ D jŠj

�oX ;(4.3.1)

H 0
vir.� rel @IA/IJ D jŠj �oX rel @;(4.3.2)

where j W VI \VJ ,!X for VI WD  ¿I ..sI jX
reg
I /�1.0//�X (an open subset).
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Proof Applying Lemmas A.6.3 and A.2.11, we see that both C �vir.�IA/IJ and
C �vir.� rel @IA/IJ are homotopy K–sheaves.

Now let us calculate H �vir.KIA/IJ and H �vir.K rel @IA/IJ . It follows from the submer-
sion axiom that XI;J;A is a topological manifold of dimension vdimAXCdimEAC#I
with boundary (not necessarily second countable or paracompact).20 The boundary
@.XI;J;A/ is a (not necessarily disjoint) union of two pieces, namely the locus where
x 2 @X

reg
J (which is precisely .@X/I;J;A ) and the locus where t˛ D 0 for some ˛ 2 I .

It is easy to see that the first piece .@X/I;J;A � @.XI;J;A/ is a closed tamely embed-
ded codimension-zero submanifold with boundary. Hence we may apply Poincaré–
Lefschetz duality in the form of Lemma A.6.4 to see that

H �vir.K rel @IA/IJ(4.3.3)

D LH �C#I
c . �1

¿J .K \VI \VJ /�RI>0; o
˝I
R ˝ o_EJ ˝ oX reg

J rel @/
�A ;

H �vir.KIA/IJ(4.3.4)

D LH �C#I
c . �1

¿J .K \VI \VJ /�RI>0; o
˝I
R ˝ o_EJ ˝ oX reg

J
/�A

(the orientation sheaf of XI;J;A is given by oX reg
J
˝oEA˝o_EJ ˝o˝IR ). Now we apply

the Künneth formula to conclude that

H �vir.K rel @IA/IJ D LH �c . 
�1
¿J .K \VI \VJ /; o

_
EJ
˝ oX reg

J rel @/
�A ;(4.3.5)

H �vir.KIA/IJ D
LH �c . 

�1
¿J .K \VI \VJ /; o

_
EJ
˝ oX reg

J
/�A :(4.3.6)

Since X is locally orientable, we have oX reg
J
˝ o_EJ D  

�
¿J oX , so we can write

H �vir.K rel @IA/IJ D LH �c . 
�1
¿J .K \VI \VJ /;  

�
¿J oX rel @/

�A ;(4.3.7)

H �vir.KIA/IJ D
LH �c . 

�1
¿J .K \VI \VJ /;  

�
¿J oX /

�A :(4.3.8)

Now �A acts through the projection �A! �J , and

 ¿J W  
�1
¿J .K \VI \VJ /!K \VI \VJ

is exactly the quotient by �J . Hence by Lemma A.4.9 we get isomorphisms

H �vir.K rel @IA/IJ D LH �c .K \VI \VJ ; oX rel @/;(4.3.9)

H �vir.KIA/IJ D
LH �c .K \VI \VJ ; oX /:(4.3.10)

20In fact, it carries a natural structure of a manifold with corners, which for the present purpose is
mostly irrelevant.
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Now use Lemma A.4.7 to write this as

H �vir.K rel @IA/IJ D LH �.K; jŠj �oX rel @/;(4.3.11)

H �vir.KIA/IJ D
LH �.K; jŠj

�oX /:(4.3.12)

Thus C �vir.�IA/IJ and C �vir.� rel @IA/IJ are both pure, and we manifestly have the
desired isomorphisms (4.3.1)–(4.3.2).

Lemma 4.3.2 (Local description of isomorphisms H 0
vir.�IA/II D jŠj

�oX ) Let X
be a space with finite locally orientable implicit atlas A of dimension d with boundary.
Consider the maps of complexes of K–presheaves on X

C �vir.KIA/II(4.3.13)

 

24CdCdimEA�1��.EAnI � @X
reg
I ; EAnI � .@X

reg
I n 

�1
¿I .K//I o

_
EA
/�A

#

CdCdimEA��.EAnI �X
reg
I ; EAnI � .X

reg
I n 

�1
¿I .K//I o

_
EA
/�A

35;
C �vir.K rel @IA/II(4.3.14)

 CdCdimEA��.EAnI �X
reg
I ; EAnI � .X

reg
I n 

�1
¿I .K//I o

_
EA
/�A

(induced by the corresponding maps on spaces). These maps are quasi-isomorphisms,
and the isomorphisms (4.3.1)–(4.3.2) from Lemma 4.3.1 coincide with the Poincaré
duality isomorphisms for the complexes on the right above.

Proof Clear from the proof of Lemma 4.3.1.

Proposition 4.3.3 (C �vir.�IA/ are pure homotopy K–sheaves) Let X be a space
with finite locally orientable implicit atlas A with boundary. Then C �vir.�IA/ and
C �vir.� rel @IA/ are pure homotopy K–sheaves on X . Furthermore, there are canonical
isomorphisms of sheaves on X

H 0
vir.�IA/D oX ;(4.3.15)

H 0
vir.� rel @IA/D oX rel @:(4.3.16)

Proof This is a special case of Lemma A.8.2; we just need to make sure all of the
hypotheses are satisfied. The open cover in question is VI WD  ¿I ..sI jX

reg
I /�1.0//;

it follows from the axioms of an implicit atlas that VI \ VK � VJ for I � J � K
and VI \ VI 0 � VI[I 0 for all I; I 0 . Now we just need to check that the system of
isomorphisms from Lemma 4.3.1 is compatible with the maps of the homotopy diagram.
These being maps of sheaves, it suffices to check compatibility locally (on stalks) and
thus is a straightforward calculation (this is where the extra normalization factor of
.#�JnJ 0/�1 in Definition 4.2.6 is important).
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Theorem 4.3.4 (Calculation of H �vir ) Let X be a space with finite locally orientable
implicit atlas A with boundary. Then there are canonical isomorphisms

H �vir.X IA/D
LH �.X I oX /;(4.3.17)

H �vir.X rel @IA/D LH �.X I oX rel @/:(4.3.18)

Proof By Proposition A.5.4, this is a consequence of Proposition 4.3.3.

4.4 Long exact sequence for the pair .X; @X/

In this subsection, we compare two long exact sequences for the pair .X; @X/, namely
the one in Čech cohomology and one coming from the virtual cochain complexes.

It follows from the definition that C �vir.KIA/IJ is the mapping cone of the obvious
map C ��1vir .K \ @X IA/IJ ! C �vir.K rel @IA/IJ . Since homotopy colimit commutes
with the formation of mapping cones, we see that the same is true dropping the IJ
subscript. Hence there are natural maps

(4.4.1) � � � ! C ��1vir .K \ @X IA/! C �vir.K rel @IA/! C �vir.KIA/! � � �

and they induce a long exact sequence on cohomology.

Similarly, there is a sequence of sheaves on X which is exact on stalks:

(4.4.2) 0! oX rel @! oX ! i�o@X ! 0

(where i W @X ,! X ). This induces a long exact sequence on Čech cohomology
(Lemma A.4.20). Note that LH �.X I i�o@X /D LH �.@X I o@X / (Lemma A.4.8).

Remark 4.4.1 To be slightly pedantic about orientations, it would be more precise to
say that C �vir.�IA/D ŒC

�

vir.�\@X IA/˝oR!C �vir.� rel @IA/�, where we identify oR

canonically with the orientation line of the normal bundle of @X reg
I � X

reg
I . Also,

note that we should either say that the last map in (4.4.2) is odd or that it is really
oX ! i�o@X ˝ oR (and is even).

Proposition 4.4.2 (Compatibility of long exact sequences of the pair .X; @X/) The
following diagram commutes:
(4.4.3)

H �vir.X rel @IA/ H �vir.X IA/ H �vir.@X IA/ H �C1vir .X rel @IA/

LH �.X I oX rel @/ LH �.X I oX / LH �.@X I o@X / LH �C1.X I oX rel @/

(4.4.1)

Thm 4:3:4

(4.4.1)

Thm 4:3:4

(4.4.1)

Thm 4:3:4 Thm 4:3:4

(4.4.2) (4.4.2) (4.4.2)
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Proof By the definition of the vertical identifications, the commutativity of the first
two squares of (4.4.3) reduces to the commutativity of the diagram of sheaves:

(4.4.4)
H 0

vir.� rel @IA/ H 0
vir.�IA/ H 0

vir.�IA/

oX rel @ oX i�o@X

(4.4.1)

Prop 4.3.3

(4.4.1)

Prop 4.3.3 Prop 4.3.3

(4.4.2) (4.4.2)

It suffices to check commutativity on stalks, and to do this, we can work with the
complexes on the right in Lemma 4.3.2, for which the commutativity is clear.

In fact, the commutativity of the last square of (4.4.3) is also a consequence of the
commutativity of (4.4.4). To see this, consider the diagram:

H �vir.@X IA/ H �ŒC �C1vir .X rel @IA/! C �vir.X IA/� H �C1vir .X rel @IA/

LH �.@X IH 0
vir.�IA//

LH �C1.X;H 0
vir.� rel @IA//

LH �
�
X I ŒH 0

vir.� rel @IA/Œ1�!H 0
vir.�IA/�

�
LH �.@X I o@X / LH �.X I ŒoX rel @Œ1�! oX �/ LH �C1.X; oX rel @/

Prop A.5.4

�

Prop A.5.4

Prop A.5.4

� �

�

�

�

The middle vertical arrow is defined because of the commutativity of the left square
in (4.4.4). The top left horizontal arrow is a quasi-isomorphism, and thus every left
horizontal arrow is a quasi-isomorphism. The bottom left square is commutative
because of the commutativity of the right square in (4.4.4); the other squares are
trivially commutative. Reversing the left horizontal arrows, we see that the outermost
square commutes, and this is exactly the last square in (4.4.3).

5 Virtual fundamental classes

In this section, we use the technical results of Section 4 to define the virtual fundamental
class of a space with implicit atlas and derive some of its properties. We also show how
these properties can be used to calculate the virtual fundamental class in some special
situations (calculation directly from the definition seems prohibitively complicated
in all but the simplest of cases). The properties we prove here are sufficient for
some rudimentary purposes, and we think they at least demonstrate that the virtual
fundamental class we have defined is the “right” one.
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For more sophisticated applications than those considered in this paper, one would
certainly like to have more properties than those proven here. For example, one would
very much like to prove the expected formula for ŒX �M Y �vir in terms of ŒX�vir

and ŒY �vir (given some natural “fiber product implicit atlas” on X �M Y , where X; Y
are spaces with implicit atlases and M is a manifold).

Convention 5.0.1 In this section, we work over a fixed ground ring R , and everything
takes place in the category of R–modules. We restrict to implicit atlases A for which
#�˛ is invertible in R for all ˛ 2 A.

Remark 5.0.2 (Comparison of homology theories) There are (at least) three natural
“homology groups” which one can assign to a compact Hausdorff space X :

(i) Dual of Čech cohomology LH �.X/_ (_ denotes dual, ie Hom.�; R/).

(ii) Čech homology LH�.X/ (the inverse limit of the homology of nerves of finite
covers).

(iii) Steenrod–Sitnikov homology H�.X/ (the homology of the homotopy/derived
inverse limit of nerves of finite covers; see Section A.9).

These are successively more refined, in the sense that there are natural maps

(5.0.1) H�.X/! LH�.X/! LH �.X/_:

If X is homeomorphic to a finite CW-complex, then there are natural isomorphisms

(5.0.2) H�.X/DH�.X/; LH�.X/DH�.X/; LH �.X/_ DH �.X/_:

It follows that a virtual fundamental class in any of these groups can be used for all the
applications we are aware of. On the other hand, there are some potential advantages
to working with the more refined homology groups:

(i) H� and LH� retain torsion information.

(ii) H� and LH� have a natural “extension of scalars” map for any map of rings
R! S .

(iii) H� has the expected long exact sequence for pairs of spaces.

We first define the virtual fundamental class as an element of LH�.X/_ (with appropriate
twisted coefficients) and derive some properties. At the end, we indicate how to define
a canonical lift to H�.X/ by working at the level of the derived category.
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5.1 Definition

Definition 5.1.1 (Virtual fundamental class ŒX�vir ) Let X be a space with locally
orientable implicit atlas A of dimension d with boundary. Let B � A be a finite
subatlas (which exists by compactness). We consider the composite

(5.1.1) LHdC�.X I oX rel @/DH
dC�
vir .X rel @IB/

(4.2.12)
����!H��.EIB/

ŒEB � 7!1
������!R;

where the equality is the canonical isomorphism from Theorem 4.3.4. We thus get
a map LHd .X I oX rel @/! R . Now suppose B � B 0 are two finite subatlases. Then
the following diagram commutes (it suffices to check commutativity on stalks, and to
do this, we can work with the complexes on the right in Lemma 4.3.2, for which the
commutativity is clear):

(5.1.2)

oX rel @ H 0
vir.� rel @IB/

oX rel @ H 0
vir.� rel @IB 0/

Thm 4.3.4

�ŒEB0nB �(4.2.14)

Thm 4.3.4

Hence the following diagram commutes (the first square following from (5.1.2), the
rest being clear):
(5.1.3)

LHdC�.X I oX rel @/ HdC�
vir .X rel @IB/ H��.EIB/ R

LHdC�.X I oX rel @/ HdC�
vir .X rel @IB 0/ H��.EIB

0/ R

Thm 4.3.4 (4.2.12)

�ŒEB0nB �(4.2.14)

ŒEB � 7!1

�ŒEB0nB �

Thm 4.3.4 (4.2.12) ŒEB0 � 7!1

This shows that the maps LHd .X I oX rel @/!R induced by B and B 0 coincide. Since
any two B1; B2 � A are contained in a third B1[B2 � A, we see that the resulting
element

(5.1.4) ŒX�vir
A 2

LHd .X I oX rel @/
_

is independent of B . We write ŒX�vir for ŒX�vir
A when the atlas is clear from context.

5.2 Properties

Lemma 5.2.1 (Passing to a subatlas preserves ŒX�vir ) Let X be a space with locally
orientable implicit atlas A with boundary. If B�A is any subatlas, then ŒX�vir

A D ŒX�
vir
B .

Proof This follows immediately from the definition.
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Lemma 5.2.2 (Shrinking the charts preserves ŒX�vir ) Let X be a space with locally
orientable implicit atlas A with boundary. Let A0 be obtained from A by using instead
some open subsets U 0IJ � UIJ , X 0I � XI , X reg 0

I � X
reg
I , and restricting  IJ , sI to

these subsets, so that A0 is also an implicit atlas. Then ŒX�vir
A D ŒX�

vir
A0 .

Proof We may assume that A is finite. Certainly there is a map C �vir.X rel @IA0/!
C �vir.X rel @IA/ which respects the map (4.2.12). Hence it suffices to show that the
diagram

(5.2.1)

H �vir.X rel @IA0/ LH �.X I oX rel @/

H �vir.X rel @IA/ LH �.X I oX rel @/

Thm 4.3.4

Thm 4.3.4

commutes, where the left vertical arrow is induced by the obvious pushforward on
chains. By definition of the isomorphisms above, it suffices to check commutativity of
the corresponding diagram of sheaves with � D 0. This can be checked locally, where
it is clear.

Lemma 5.2.3 (ŒX tY �vir D ŒX�vir˚ ŒY �vir ) Let X and Y be spaces equipped with
locally orientable implicit atlases with boundary, on the same index set A and of
the same virtual dimension. Let us also denote by A the resulting implicit atlas on
X t Y (let .X t Y /I WD XI t YI ). Then A on X t Y is locally orientable with
oXtY D .iX /�oX ˚ .iY /�oY and

ŒX tY �vir
D ŒX�vir

˚ ŒY �vir

in
LH �.X tY I oXtY rel @/

_
D LH �.X I oX rel @/

_
˚ LH �.Y I oY rel @/

_:

Proof We may assume that A is finite. There is a natural isomorphism

(5.2.2) C �vir.X tY rel @IA/D C �vir.X rel @IA/˚C �vir.Y rel @IA/

compatible with the map to C��.EIA/. Thus it suffices to show that the following
square of isomorphisms commutes:

(5.2.3)

H �vir.X tY rel @IA/ LH �.X tY I oXtY rel @/

H �vir.X rel @IA/
˚H �vir.Y rel @IA/

LH �.X I oX rel @/

˚ LH �.Y I oY rel @/

Thm 4.3.4

Thm 4.3.4
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By definition of the horizontal maps, it suffices to check the commutativity of the
corresponding diagram of sheaves on X tY , which is clear.

Lemma 5.2.4 (@ŒX�virD Œ@X�vir ) Let X be a space with locally orientable implicit at-
las A with boundary. Then the dual connecting homomorphism ı_W LH �.X I oX rel @/

_!

LH ��1.@X I o@X /
_ sends ŒX�vir to Œ@X�vir .

Proof We may assume that A is finite. The map C �vir.@X IA/! C �C1vir .X rel @IA/ in
(4.4.1) commutes with the maps from both of these groups to Cd��.EIA/. Hence the
result follows from the commutativity of the last square in Proposition 4.4.2.

Lemma 5.2.5 (.@X!X/�Œ@X�
virD 0) Let X be a space with locally orientable im-

plicit atlas with boundary. Then the pushforward map LH �vir.@X I o@X /
_! LH �.X I oX /

_

annihilates Œ@X�vir .

Proof The composition LH �C1.X I oX rel @/
_ ! LH �.@X I o@X /

_ ! LH �.X I oX /
_ is

zero, and Œ@X�vir is in the image of the first map by Lemma 5.2.4.

Lemma 5.2.6 (If X D X reg then ŒX�vir D ŒX�) Let X be a space with locally
orientable implicit atlas A with boundary. If X reg D X (so in particular, X is a
compact topological manifold with boundary of dimension d D vdimAX ), then ŒX�vir

A

is the usual fundamental class of X .

Proof We may replace A with the finite subatlas ¿� A. Now in this case, we have

(5.2.4) C �vir.K rel @I¿/D C �vir.K rel @I¿/¿¿

D Cd��.X¿;¿;¿; X¿;¿;¿ nX
K
¿;¿;¿/

D Cd��.X;X nK/:

It follows that the identification

LH �.X I oX rel @/DH
�

vir.X rel @I¿/DHd��.X/

is simply the usual Poincaré duality isomorphism, and the map

H��.X/!H��.EI¿/!R

is the usual augmentation on H0 . Hence the composition LH �.X I oX rel @/!R is the
pairing against the usual fundamental class of X .
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Remark 5.2.7 (Calculating ŒX�vir using perturbation) The properties from this sec-
tion can be used to calculate the virtual fundamental class in the following sense.
Let us suppose we are given an “explicit” implicit atlas A on a space X . We may
always (for convenience) replace A by a subatlas and/or shrink the charts of A and the
virtual fundamental class is preserved (Lemmas 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). Now suppose we can
extend A to an implicit atlas with boundary on a space Y with @Y DX [X 0 where
X 0 D .X 0/reg (if A is a smooth implicit atlas, then such an extension is obtained if one
can “coherently perturb” the Kuranishi maps s˛ so they become transverse to zero).
Then X 0 is a closed smooth manifold, and ŒX 0�virD ŒX 0� is the naive fundamental class
(Lemma 5.2.6). Now Y is a cobordism between X and X 0 , so we have ŒX�vir D ŒX 0�

as homology classes in Y (Lemmas 5.2.3 and 5.2.5). This allows us to understand the
pushforward of ŒX�vir under any map f W X !Z which extends continuously to Y .
We do not claim such perturbations always exist; an affirmative answer is provided in
very similar, though not identical, contexts by Fukaya and Ono [33], Fukaya, Oh, Ohta
and Ono [30; 31] and McDuff and Wehrheim [63].

5.3 Manifold with obstruction bundle

A natural “test case” (beyond Lemma 5.2.6 and Remark 5.2.7) for our definition of
the virtual fundamental class is that of the natural implicit atlas on a “manifold with
obstruction bundle” (the expected answer being the Poincaré dual of the Euler class).
More generally, there is a natural implicit atlas on the zero set of a section of a vector
bundle over a manifold (the “manifold with obstruction bundle” case is when the section
is identically zero), and again the expected answer is a type of Euler class.

In this section, we show that our definition of the virtual fundamental class indeed
agrees with this expected answer. To prove this, we use only the properties of the
virtual fundamental class from Section 5.2.

Definition 5.3.1 (Implicit atlas on the zero set of a smooth section) Let B be a
smooth manifold with boundary, let pW E ! B be a smooth vector bundle, and let
sW B! E be a smooth section with s�1.0/ compact. We define an implicit atlas of
dimension dimB�dimE with boundary on X WD s�1.0/ as follows. The index set A
consists of all triples .V˛; E˛; �˛/ (called thickening datums) where:

(i) V˛ � B is an open subset.

(ii) E˛ is a finite-dimensional vector space.

(iii) �˛W E˛ �V˛! p�1.V˛/ is a smooth homomorphism of vector bundles.
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The thickened spaces are defined as follows:

(5.3.1) XI WD

�
.x; fe˛g˛2I / 2

\
˛2I

V˛ �
M
˛2I

E˛

ˇ̌̌
s.x/C

X
˛2I

�˛.x; e˛/D 0

�
:

The Kuranishi map s˛W XI!E˛ is the obvious projection map, the footprint UIJ is the
locus where x 2V˛ for all ˛ 2J , and the footprint maps  IJ W .sJnI jXJ /�1.0/!UIJ
are the obvious forgetful maps. The compatibility axioms are an easy exercise.

The regular locus X reg
I � XI is the locus where XI is “cut out transversally”; more

precisely, .x; fe˛g˛2I / 2XI is in X reg
I if and only if the map

(5.3.2)
�
dsC

X
˛2I

d�˛. � ; e˛/

�
˚

M
˛2I

�˛.x; � /W TxB˚
M
˛2I

E˛!Ex

is surjective. The transversality axioms are an easy exercise. Thus A is indeed an
implicit atlas on X .

Since everything here is in the smooth category, A is in fact a smooth implicit atlas.

Definition 5.3.2 (Euler class) Let B be a space equipped with a vector bundle
pW E!B of rank k . This induces a canonical locally constant sheaf oE on B whose
stalk at b 2 B is oEb . Let �E 2 Hk.E;E n 0Ip�oE / denote the Thom class of E
(characterized uniquely by the property that its restriction to any local trivialization
Rn �U ! U is the pullback of the tautological class in Hn.Rn;Rn n 0I oRn/).

The Euler class e.E/ 2Hk.BI oE / is s��E , where sW B ! E is any section. Any
two sections are homotopic, so e.E/ is well-defined. For any section sW B!E with
s�1.0/ compact, the Euler class with compact support ec.E; s/2Hk

c .BI oE / is s��E .
If s0 and s1 are homotopic through a section QsW B � Œ0; 1�!E with compact support,
then ec.E; s0/ D ec.E; s1/. The natural map Hk

c .BI oE /! Hk.BI oE / sends the
Euler class with compact support to the Euler class.

Remark 5.3.3 The Euler class with compact support can be nonzero even for the
trivial vector bundle.

Proposition 5.3.4 Let B be a smooth manifold, let pW E ! B be a smooth vector
bundle, and let sW B ! E be a smooth section with s�1.0/ compact. Consider the
implicit atlas A on X WD s�1.0/ from Definition 5.3.1. Then there is a canonical
isomorphism of sheaves oX D oB ˝ o_E on X (in particular, A is locally orientable),
and the image of the virtual fundamental class ŒX�vir in H dimB�dimE .BI oB ˝ o_E /

_

equals ec.E; s/\ ŒB�.
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Note that LH �.X I oX / D lim
��!X�U

H �.U I oB ˝ o_E / (direct limit over open neighbor-
hoods U � B of X ), by the continuity axiom of Čech cohomology. The proposition
applies equally well with U in place of B , and thus determines ŒX�vir 2 LH �.X I oX /

_

uniquely (note the use of either Lemma 5.2.1 or Lemma 5.2.2).

Proof The statement about orientation sheaves is a straightforward calculation which
we omit.

Choose some smooth family of sections QsW B � Œ0; 1�!E with Qs�1.0/ compact, so
that Qs. � ; 0/D s and s1 WD Qs. � ; 1/ is transverse to the zero section.

Now B � Œ0; 1� is a smooth manifold with boundary, so let zA be the implicit atlas
on zX WD Qs�1.0/ from Definition 5.3.1. Similarly, let A0 be the implicit atlas on
X 0 WD .s0/�1.0/.

Now we have two implicit atlases on X , namely A and (the restriction to the boundary
of) zA. On the other hand, we can exhibit A as a subatlas of zA by the map on thickening
datums sending V˛ to V˛�Œ0; 1� and �˛ to its obvious extension. Hence they induce the
same virtual fundamental class (Lemma 5.2.1), so we may just write ŒX�vir (dropping
the subscript indicating which atlas we use). The same reasoning applies to X 0 .

Now @ zX D X tX 0 , so we have ŒX�vir D ŒX 0�vir as homology classes on zX (Lem-
mas 5.2.3 and 5.2.5). Hence we have

(5.3.3) ŒX�vir
D ŒX 0�vir

as elements of H dimB�dimE .BI oB ˝ o_E /
_ .

We know X 0 D .X 0/reg (it is cut out transversally), so X 0 is a closed smooth manifold
and ŒX 0�vir D ŒX 0� (Lemma 5.2.6). But now ŒX 0� D ec.E; s/ \ ŒB� by elementary
Poincaré duality.

Remark 5.3.5 Proposition 5.3.4 in its present form is useless in practice, because the
implicit atlases which arise in interesting examples are not literally isomorphic to the
one given in Definition 5.3.1. One could, though, hope to show that they are equivalent
(see Remark 2.1.5) and then apply Proposition 5.3.4.

5.4 Lift to Steenrod homology

We now define a virtual fundamental class in Steenrod homology H�.X; @X I o
_
X /

refining the class in LH �.X I oX rel @/
_ constructed in Section 5.1. To do this, it suffices

to lift our earlier reasoning at the level of homology groups to the level of objects in
the derived category. We will be using the notation and results from Section A.9.
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Remark 5.4.1 The natural map H�.X; @X I o_X /! LH �.X I oX rel @/
_ is an isomorphism

if the base ring R is a field (this follows from Lemma A.9.12), but for R D Z the
kernel can be substantial (in particular, it contains all torsion).

Definition 5.4.2 (Virtual fundamental class in Steenrod homology) Let X be a space
with locally orientable implicit atlas A of dimension d with boundary. Let B � A be
a finite subatlas. By Propositions 4.3.3 and A.5.4, there is a canonical isomorphism
LC �.X I oX rel @/DC

�

vir.X rel @IB/ in D.R/ (observe that the isomorphisms in the proof
of Proposition A.5.4 all come from canonical quasi-isomorphisms on the chain level).
There is also a canonical isomorphism C��.EIB/DR in D.R/. Since C �vir.X rel @IB/
is free and bounded above, we have

(5.4.1) HomR.C �vir.X rel @IB/; C��.EIB//DRHomD.R/. LC
�.X I oX rel @/; R/:

Thus the map s�W C dC�vir .X rel @IB/! C��.EIB/ gives rise to an element

(5.4.2) ŒX�vir
A WD Œs�� 2 HomD.R/. LC

�.X I oX rel @/; RŒ�d�/DHd .X; @X I o
_
X /;

where the equality is the canonical isomorphism from Lemma A.9.12. The commuta-
tivity of (5.1.2) implies that this element is independent of the chosen finite subatlas
B � A.

By definition, this fundamental class (5.4.2) projects to the fundamental class of
Definition 5.1.1 under the map H�.X; @X I o

_
X / !

LH �.X I oX rel @/
_ . By chasing

the various isomorphisms involved in its definition, it can be checked that ŒX�vir 2

Hd .X; @X I o
_
X / is preserved under extension of scalars.

The statements and proofs of Lemmas 5.2.1–5.2.6 and Proposition 5.3.4 generalize
readily to the case of ŒX�vir 2 Hd .X; @X I o

_
X /. Note that (the generalization of)

Proposition 5.3.4 does not determine ŒX�vir 2 Hd .X; @X I o
_
X / uniquely since the

map from the Steenrod homology of X to the inverse limit of the homology of its
neighborhoods is not necessarily an isomorphism (see [64, page 87, Theorem 4]).
However, it does at least determine the image of ŒX�vir under any map from X to a
finite CW-complex, since any such map extends to some neighborhood of X .

6 Stratifications

In this section, we introduce implicit atlases with cell-like stratification. Roughly
speaking, an implicit atlas with cell-like stratification is an implicit atlas on a stratified
space, along with suitably compatible stratifications on each of the thickenings. We
show how to apply the VFC package in this setting to obtain a “stratum-by-stratum”
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understanding of virtual fundamental cycles. We also define the product implicit atlas,
a natural implicit atlas on X �Y induced from implicit atlases on X and Y .

Convention 6.0.1 In this section, we work over a fixed ground ring R , and everything
takes place in the category of R–modules. We restrict to implicit atlases A for which
#�˛ is invertible in R for all ˛ 2 A.

6.1 Implicit atlas with cell-like stratification

Definition 6.1.1 (Stratification) Let X be a topological space and let S be a poset.
A stratification of X by S is a lower semicontinuous function X ! S. We let
X�s , X s and X�s denote the inverse images of S�s , fsg and S�s , respectively; lower
semicontinuity of X ! S means by definition that every X�s is open.

For a pair of spaces .X; @X/, a stratification .X; @X/! .S; @S/ shall mean a stratifi-
cation X! S along with a downward closed (ie closed under taking smaller elements)
subset @S� S such that X@S D @X (note that this implies automatically that @X �X
is closed).

Definition 6.1.2 (Cell-like stratification) Let .M; @M/ be a topological manifold
with boundary and stratification by .S; @S/, and fix a map dimW S!Z. This stratifica-
tion is called cell-like if and only if each pair .M�s;M<s/ is a topological manifold
with boundary of dimension dim s.

If .M; @M/! .S; @S/ is cell-like, then so is @M ! @S (with empty boundary) and
.M�s;M<s/! .S�s; S<s/.

Example 6.1.3 Let T be a simplicial complex, and suppose that its geometric re-
alization M WD jT j is a topological manifold with boundary (then @M necessarily
corresponds to a subcomplex @T � T ). Let .S; @S/ WD .F.T /;F.@T // consist of the
face posets of T and @T . Then the stratification .M; @M/! .S; @S/ is cell-like (note
that T need not be a PL manifold).

Example 6.1.4 The natural stratification Rk
�0�Rn�k!f.0;1/ > f0ggk is cell-like.

The natural stratification Rk
�0 �Rn�k! Z given by (n minus) the number of zeros

in the first k coordinates is not cell-like for k � 2.

Lemma 6.1.5 (Some local properties of cell-like stratifications) Let .M; @M/!

.S; @S/ be cell-like. Then:

(i) If s� t then M s � @M�t .

(ii) If M s ¤¿, then dim s� dimM .
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(iii) If dim sD dimM , then M s �M is open.

(iv) If dim sD dimM � 1, s 2 @S, and M s ¤¿, then #S>s D 1.

(v) If dim s D dimM � 1, s … @S, and M s ¤ ¿, then #S>s D 2, and these M�t

give collars on either side of M s �M (so in particular M s �M is locally flat).

Proof Since s� t, we have M s �M<t D @M�t , giving (i).

Recall Brouwer’s “invariance of domain”, which implies that if a subset X � Rn is
(in the subspace topology) locally homeomorphic to Rm , then m� n, with equality if
and only if X is open. This immediately gives (ii), (iii).

We prove (iv). Fix p 2 M s . A neighborhood of p is covered by strata � s, so
since M s �M is not open, there exists a stratum t � s. Now M s � @M�t is open
by (iii) (applied to M<t! S<t ). A doubling argument (and invariance of domain) near
p 2 @M shows that M s[M t contains a neighborhood of p . Since we have exhausted
a neighborhood of p 2M s , it follows using (i) that there is no other stratum � s.

We prove (v). Fix p 2M s . A neighborhood of p is covered by strata � s, so since
M s �M is not open, there exists a stratum t� s. Now M s � @M�t is open by (iii),
as is M t �M . This gives a collar on one side of M s �M . This still does not fill out
a neighborhood of p , so there exists t0¤ t with t0 � s, giving a collar on the other side
of M s �M . Now by invariance of domain, we have thus exhausted a neighborhood
of p 2M s inside M , and hence it follows using (i) that there are no more strata � s

other than t; t0 .

Definition 6.1.6 (Implicit atlas with cell-like stratification) Let .X; @X/ be a pair of
compact Hausdorff spaces equipped with a stratification .X; @X/! .S; @S/ (S finite)
along with a map dimW S! Z. Also fix “orientation data”:

(i) For every s 2 S, an orientation line os (ie a free Z=2–graded Z–module of
rank one).

(ii) For codim.s� t/D 1, an odd “coboundary” map os! ot .

An implicit atlas of dimension d with boundary and cell-like stratification on .X;@X/!
.S; @S/ consists of the same data as an implicit atlas with boundary, except that in addi-
tion we specify a �I–invariant stratification .XI ; @XI /! .S; @S/ for all I �A, whose
restriction to X¿ is the given stratification. We add the following “compatibility axiom”:

(i) The restriction of the stratification on XJ to .sJnI jXJ /�1.0/ coincides with
the pullback of the stratification on XI via  IJ .
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We also modify one “transversality axiom”:
(ii) Submersion axiom In the local model RdCdimEI �RdimEJnI ! RdimEJnI

(or .R�0�RdCdimEI�1/�RdimEJnI!RdimEJnI ), we require the stratification
on the domain to be pulled back from a cell-like stratification on the first factor
(for s 7! dim sC dimEI ).

We also specify isomorphisms of sheaves o.X reg
I /
�s˝os �!� oX reg

I
over .X reg

I /�s which
are compatible with  IJ and such that the diagram

(6.1.1)

o.X reg
I /
�s ˝ os oX reg

I

o.X reg
I /
�t ˝ ot oX reg

I

commutes for codim.s � t/ D 1 (the left vertical map is the tensor product of the
coboundary map os! ot and the inverse of the boundary map o.X reg

I /
�t ! o.X reg

I /
�s ).

In other words, we identify os with the orientation line of the normal bundle of
.X

reg
I /�s � X

reg
I , so that the coboundary maps os! ot coincide with the geometric

coboundary maps on normal bundles.

Given an implicit atlas with boundary and cell-like stratification A on .X; @X/!
.S; @S/, we may obtain by restriction to the corresponding strata an implicit atlas
with cell-like stratification on @X ! @S (empty boundary, tensor every orientation
line with oR ) and an implicit atlas with boundary and cell-like stratification on
.X�s; X<s/! .S�s; S<s/ (tensor every orientation line with o_s ).

Remark 6.1.7 There should be a slightly more general setting for the results of this
section (and their proofs), which takes as input a weakened version of Definition 6.1.2.
For example, it is probably enough to require that in a neighborhood of any p 2M , the
closure of any (local) component of M s is a manifold with boundary whose interior is
this local component (this is satisfied by both stratifications in Example 6.1.4); basically
this allows “non-embedded faces”.

6.2 Stratified virtual cochain complexes

In this section, we apply the VFC package to obtain a “stratum-by-stratum” under-
standing of virtual fundamental cycles on a space with implicit atlas with cell-like
stratification. To do this, we build a complex out of the virtual cochain complexes
associated to each stratum and then study the properties of this larger complex. This
construction can be viewed as a generalization of the definition of C �vir.X IA/ as the
mapping cone ŒC �vir.@X IA/!C �vir.X rel @IA/�, and the main result here can be viewed
as a generalization of Proposition 4.4.2.
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Example 6.2.1 As a first step towards understanding the main construction of this
section, let us first describe a similar construction in a more familiar setting. Let M be
a topological manifold with cell-like stratification by S. Define

(6.2.1) C�.M I S/ WD
M
s2S

C��.dimM�dim s/.M
�s
I oM ˝ o_M�s/;

equipped with the differential given by the sum over codim.s� t/D 1 of the pushfor-
wards C�.M�s/!C�.M

�t/ (covered by the dual of the boundary map oM�t!oM�s )
plus the internal differential. This differential squares to zero by Lemma 6.1.5 (the
square of the differential is a sum over codim.s� t/D2 of maps C�.M�s/!C�.M

�t/,
each of which can be seen to vanish by applying Lemma 6.1.5(v) to M<t ! S<t ).
Now there is a natural map

C�.M I S/! C�.M/;(6.2.2) M
s2S

s 7!
X
s2S

dim sDdimM

s(6.2.3)

(it follows from Lemma 6.1.5 that this is a chain map) which we claim is a quasi-
isomorphism.

To see that (6.2.2) is a quasi-isomorphism, observe that it is the map on global sections
of a corresponding map of complexes of K–presheaves

C�.M;M nKI S/! C�.M;M nK/

on the one-point compactification MC of M . Both are homotopy K–sheaves by
Lemma A.6.3. Thus by Corollary A.4.19, it suffices to show that the map

C�.M;M npI S/! C�.M;M np/

is a quasi-isomorphism for every p 2M . This holds by the following local argument.
Note that H�.M;M npI S/ is isomorphic to Z (to see this, consider the filtration by
dim s), so it suffices to construct a cycle in C�.M;M npI S/ representing a generator
of Z and show that its image in H�.M;M np/D Z is a generator. Such a cycle may
be constructed by induction on S (starting from the stratum containing p and going
up), and its image in H�.M;M np/ generates since its degree at p coincides with its
degree at any nearby point in an open stratum, which is one by construction. A similar
argument appears in Barraud and Cornea [6, page 670, Lemma 2.2].

Thus we can think of C�.M I S/ as a model for chains on M (the reader should make
sure they understand what this means geometrically).
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Definition 6.2.2 (Stratified virtual cochain complexes C �vir.�; SIA/) Let .X; @X/!
.S; @S/ be equipped with a finite implicit atlas with boundary and cell-like stratifica-
tion A. For any compact K �X , we define

(6.2.4) C �vir.K; SIA/ WD
M
s2S

C �vir.K \X
�s rel @IA/˝ os;

(on the right, A refers to the restriction of the atlas to X�s ) equipped with the differential
given by the sum over codim.s� t/D 1 of the pushforwards

(6.2.5) C �vir.K \X
�s rel @IA/! C �C1vir .K \X�t rel @IA/

tensored with the specified coboundary map os! ot (plus the internal differential).
The fact that this differential squares to zero follows from Lemma 6.1.5 and the
compatibility of the coboundary maps os ! ot with the geometric boundary maps
o.X reg

I /
�t ! o.X reg

I /
�s .

There is a natural map

C �vir.K; SIA/ �!
� C �.KIA/;(6.2.6)

fsgs2S 7!

� X
s2@S

dim sDd�1

s;
X
s2S

dim sDd

s

�
:(6.2.7)

Note that for dim sDd , the identification o.X reg
I /
�s˝osDoX reg

I
gives a (locally constant)

isomorphism os D Z over .X reg
I /�s (and similarly for s 2 @S with dim s D d � 1;

see also Remark 4.4.1) which is used implicitly in (6.2.7). This is a chain map by
Lemma 6.1.5.

Proposition 6.2.3 (C �vir.�; SIA/ ! C �vir.�IA/ is a quasi-isomorphism) Suppose
.X; @X/ ! .S; @S/ is equipped with a finite locally orientable implicit atlas with
boundary and cell-like stratification A. Then (6.2.6) is a quasi-isomorphism, and the
following diagram of sheaves on X commutes:

H 0
vir.�; SIA/ H 0

vir.�IA/ oX

H 0
vir.�\X

�s; S�sIA/˝ os H 0
vir.�\X

�sIA/˝ os oX�s ˝ os

H 0
vir.�\X

�s rel @IA/˝ os oX�s rel @˝ os

(6.2.6) Prop 4:3:3

(6.2.6) Prop 4:3:3

Prop 4:3:3
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Note that C �vir.K \ X
�s rel @IA/ ! C �vir.K \ X

�s; S�sIA/ is an isomorphism for
K �X s .

Proof Filter C �vir.�; SIA/ by dim s; the associated graded of this filtration is the direct
sum of C �vir.�\X

�s rel @IA/. Each these is a homotopy K–sheaf on X (pushforward
from X�s to X preserves homotopy K–sheaves by Definition A.3.4), and hence
C �vir.�; SIA/ is also a homotopy K–sheaf (Lemma A.2.11).

Now the map (6.2.6) is a map of homotopy K–sheaves, so to check that it is a quasi-
isomorphism, it suffices to check it is a quasi-isomorphism on stalks (Corollary A.4.19).
For this, we may use the argument from Example 6.2.1 (adapted to the case with
boundary) along with Lemma 4.3.2. Moreover, this local construction also gives us the
desired commutativity of the diagram of sheaves on X .

6.3 Product implicit atlas

Definition 6.3.1 (Product implicit atlas) Let X1 and X2 be spaces with implicit
atlases A1 and A2 respectively. The product implicit atlas A1 tA2 on X1 �X2 is
defined by setting

.X1 �X2/I1tI2 WD .X1/I1 � .X2/I2 and .X1 �Y2/
reg
I1tI2

WD .X1/
reg
I1
� .X2/

reg
I2
;

with the rest of the data extended in the obvious manner. Of course, this extends
naturally to the setting of implicit atlases with boundary and cell-like stratification
(given X1 and X2 stratified by S1 and S2 respectively, their product X1 � X2 is
stratified by S1 � S2 , with @.S1 � S2/ WD .@S1 � S2/[ .S1 � @S2/).

Definition 6.3.2 Let X1 and X2 be spaces with finite implicit atlases A1 and A2 ;
equip X1�X2 with the product implicit atlas A1tA2 . Let us define a canonical map

(6.3.1) C �vir.X1 rel @IA1/˝C �vir.X2 rel @IA2/! C �vir.X1 �X2 rel @IA1 tA2/

which is compatible with the maps (4.2.12) and (4.2.14) and is associative.

There are isomorphisms .X1/I1;J1;A1 � .X2/I2;J2;A2 ! .X1 �X2/I1tI2;J1tJ2;A1tA2
which are compatible with the maps (4.2.1). This induces maps

(6.3.2) C �vir.X1 rel @IA1/I1;J1 ˝C
�

vir.X2 rel @IA2/I2;J2
! C �vir.X1 �X2 rel @IA1 tA2/I1tI2;J1tJ2 :

These maps are compatible with the maps (4.2.13) (note that this compatibility uses
the commutativity of (4.2.2)). It follows using Definition A.7.5 that they induce the
desired map (6.3.1).
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Note also that (6.3.1) extends to a collection of maps

(6.3.3) C �vir.K1 rel @IA1/˝C �vir.K2 rel @IA2/! C �vir.K1 �K2 rel @IA1 tA2/

for compact K1 � X1 and K2 � X2 , which are compatible with restriction, thus
inducing a map of sheaves p�1oX1 ˝p

�
2oX2 ! oX1�X2 . It can be checked that this is

the tautological such map by checking locally (ie for K1 and K2 single points) using
Lemma 4.3.2.

7 Floer-type homology theories

In this section, we define Floer-type homology groups from a collection of “flow spaces”
(equipped with appropriately compatible implicit atlases) such as arise in a Morse-type
setup. The necessary VFC machinery has already been set up in Section 4 and Section 6.
The main task in this section is to correctly organize everything together algebraically.

Convention 7.0.1 In this section, we work over a fixed ground ring R , and everything
takes place in the category of R–modules unless stated otherwise. We restrict to implicit
atlases A for which #�˛ is invertible in R for all ˛ 2 A.

The main object of study is a flow category diagram X=Z� , where Z� is a semisimplicial
set. Roughly speaking, this consists of a set of generators Pz for every vertex z 2Z0 ,
along with a collection of spaces X.�; p; q/, which are to be thought of as the spaces
of flows from p 2 Pz0 to q 2 Pzn over � 2Zn spanning vertices z0; : : : ; zn . Given a
flow category diagram X=Z� , our goal is to construct:

(i) For every � 2Z0 , a boundary map RŒPz0 �!RŒPz0 �.

(ii) For every � 2Z1 , a chain map RŒPz0 �!RŒPz1 �.

(iii) For every � 2Z2 , a chain homotopy between the two maps RŒPz0 �!RŒPz2 �.

(iv) For every � 2Z3 , . . .

We will refer to such data as a diagram HW Z�! Ndg.ChR/ (see Definition 7.6.5).

Indeed, when the flow spaces X.�; p; q/ are compact oriented manifolds with corners
of dimension gr.q/� gr.p/C dim � � 1 in a compatible manner (that is, X=Z� is a
Morse–Smale flow category diagram), one may obtain such a diagram H by counting
the 0–dimensional flow spaces (one may see that the maps satisfy the required identities
by considering the boundary of the 1–dimensional flow spaces).

Our goal is to generalize this construction to the setting where the spaces X are equipped
with compatible implicit atlases. In this generalization, the diagram HW Z�!Ndg.ChR/
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is not determined uniquely. Rather, its construction depends on making a certain set
of “coherent choices” (of virtual fundamental cycles) for the spaces X. Hence, the
main steps we must take are: formulating precisely what “coherent choices” mean,
proving such choices always exist, and proving that the diagram is (in a suitable sense)
independent of the choices. Let us now comment briefly on the latter two steps.

Given a flow category diagram X=Z� with an implicit atlas, we encode the “space”
of coherent choices via a map � W zZ� ! Z� . Namely, � W zZ� ! Z� is defined by
the property that giving a section sW Z�! zZ� of � is the same as making coherent
choices over all of Z� . Now, the statement that coherent choices give rise to a diagram
HW Z�! Ndg.ChR/ translates into a canonical diagram zHW zZ�! Ndg.ChR/ (defined
essentially by the property that the set of coherent choices over Z� corresponding to a
section sW Z�! zZ� gives rise to the diagram H WD zH ı s ). Thus, we have constructed

(7.0.1)

zZ�
zH
� Ndg.ChR/

Z�

�
g

Now, the key result we prove is that � W zZ�!Z� is a trivial Kan fibration (think: “is a
bundle with contractible fibers”). From this, we obtain (mostly formally) that coherent
choices exist and that the resulting diagram is (up to quasi-isomorphism) independent
of the choice (both are incarnations of the fact that “the space of sections of a trivial
Kan fibration is contractible”).

Remark 7.0.2 (Restricting to the 2–skeleton of Z� ) If one is satisfied with working
in the homotopy category (ie constructing a diagram Z�!H 0.ChR/), then one needs
only the 2–skeleton of Z� . On the other hand, there is little simplification to be gained
by using 2–truncated semisimplicial sets instead of semisimplicial sets. Moreover,
the “higher homotopies” which are kept track of in Ndg.ChR/ are known to contain
interesting information in certain settings (for example, they can be used to obstruct
isotopies between symplectic embeddings, as in Floer, Hofer and Wysocki [26]).

7.1 Sets of generators, triples .�; p; q/, and F-modules

Definition 7.1.1 (Simplicial set and semisimplicial set) Let � be the category of
finite nonempty totally ordered sets with morphisms weakly order-preserving maps.
Let �inj be the subcategory of injective morphisms. A simplicial set Z� is a functor
ZW �op ! Set, and a semisimplicial set Z� is a functor ZW �op

inj ! Set. In both
cases, we write Zn for Z.f0; : : : ; ng/. For � 2 Zn and 0 � j0 < � � � < jm � n, we
denote by � jŒj0 : : : jm� the image of � under the map Zn!Zm induced by the map
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f0; : : : ; mg ! f0; : : : ; ng given by i 7! ji (� jŒj0 : : : jm� is called a facet of � ); if
mD 0 we also write �.j / for � jŒj �.

Definition 7.1.2 (Set of generators) Let Z be a set. A set of generators P=Z is a
collection of sets fPzgz2Z , each equipped with a grading grW Pz!Z and an “action”
aW Pz!R. Given a set of generators P=Z and a map f W Y !Z , we can form the
pullback set of generators f �P=Y defined by .f �P/y WD Pf .y/ .

Definition 7.1.3 (Triples .�; p; q/) Let Z� be a semisimplicial set, and let P=Z0 be
a set of generators. The notation .�; p; q/ always means a triple where � 2Zn is an
n–simplex and .p; q/ 2 P�.0/ �P�.n/ , where either dim � > 0 or a.p/ < a.q/. We
say that .� 0; p0; q0/� .�; p; q/ (“strictly precedes”) if and only if one of the following
two conditions holds:

(i) � 0 ¤ � (ie � 0 is a facet of positive codimension of � ).

(ii) � 0 D � and a.p/� a.p0/ and a.q0/� a.q/ with at least one inequality being
strict.

It is easy to see that � is a partial order.

Definition 7.1.4 (F–module) Let Z� be a semisimplicial set, and let P=Z0 be a set
of generators. Let C˝ be a monoidal category with an initial object 0 2 C such that
X ˝ 0D 0D 0˝X for all X 2 C.

An F.P=Z�/–module W (often abbreviated “F–module”) in C is a collection of objects
WD fW.�; p; q/ 2 Cg.�;p;q/ equipped with product maps

(7.1.1) W.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/˝W.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/!W.�; p; r/ for 0� k � n

and face maps

(7.1.2) W.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�; p; q/!W.�; p; q/ for 0 < k < n

which are compatible in a sense we will now describe. Note that for both (7.1.1) and
(7.1.2), the triples indexing the domain strictly precede the triple indexing the target
(because we always restrict to triples .�; p; q/ with dim � > 0 or a.p/ < a.q/).

Now given any � 2Z� spanning vertices 0; : : : ; n and a choice of

0D j0 < � � �< j` D n;(7.1.3)

0D a0 � � � � � am D `;(7.1.4)

pi 2 P�.jai /
for 0� i �m;(7.1.5)
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we can apply the product map m�1 times and the face map n�` times in some order
to obtain a map

(7.1.6) W.� jŒja0 : : : ja1 �; p0; p1/˝ � � �˝W.� jŒjam�1 : : : jam �; pm�1; pm/

!W.�; p0; pm/:

We say that the product/face maps are compatible if and only if this map is indepen-
dent of the order in which they are applied (this reduces to three basic commutation
identities).

Given an F.P=Z�/–module W and a map f W Y� ! Z� , we can form the pullback
f �W, which is an F.f �P=Y�/–module defined by .f �W/.�; p; q/ WDW.f .�/; p; q/.

The categories C relevant for this paper are:

(i) The category of spaces with the product monoidal structure (“F–module space”).

(ii) The category of posets with the product monoidal structure (“F–module poset”).

(iii) The category of chain complexes with the tensor product monoidal structure
(“F–module complex”).

All are in fact symmetric monoidal (noting that the relevant symmetric monoidal
structure on complexes is the super tensor product).

Example 7.1.5 Let Z� be any semisimplicial set, and let us take as set of generators
P WDZ0 (ie a single generator over every vertex of Z� ). We define an F.P=Z�/–module
space W by W.�; p; q/ WD F.�/, where F is the space of broken Morse trajectories
from Definition 10.1.4. The reader may easily verify that this forms an F–module
space, with product/face maps given by (10.1.3)–(10.1.4).

Definition 7.1.6 (Support of an F–module) Let W be an F–module. We define the
support of W, denoted suppW, as the smallest collection of triples containing those
for which W.�; p; q/¤ 0 that is closed under product/face operations (meaning that
if the triples on the left side of (7.1.1) or (7.1.2) are in the set, then so is the triple
on the right). Equivalently, .�; p; q/ 2 suppW if and only if there is some choice
of (7.1.3)–(7.1.5) for which p0 D p and pm D q and for which every factor on the
left-hand side of (7.1.6) is ¤ 0.

Definition 7.1.7 (Strata of an F–module) Let W be an F–module. We let SW.�; p; q/
denote the set of choices of (7.1.3)–(7.1.5) for which p0 D p and pm D q and for
which every factor on the left-hand side of (7.1.6) is in suppW. We equip SW.�; p; q/

with the partial order induced by formally applying product/face maps. The reader may
easily convince themselves that SW is itself an F–module poset.
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There is an order-reversing map codimW SW.�; p; q/! Z�0 defined by codim s WD

.m� 1/C .n� `/ for s 2 SW.�; p; q/. We let stop 2 SW.�; p; q/ denote the unique
maximal element (the only element s with codim s D 0; it is given by ` D n and
mD 1).

For s 2 SW.�; p; q/, we let W.�; p; q; s/ denote the left-hand side of (7.1.6). The
boundary inclusion map

(7.1.7) colim
s2@SW.�;p;q/

W.�; p; q; s/!W.�; p; q/

(where @SW.�; p; q/ denotes SW.�; p; q/ n s
top ) will play an important role.

7.2 Flow category diagrams and their implicit atlases

Definition 7.2.1 (Flow category diagram) Let Z� be a semisimplicial set. A flow
category diagram X=Z� (read “X over Z�”) is:

(i) A set of generators P=Z0 .

(ii) An F–module space X where each X.�; p; q/ is compact Hausdorff and each
SX.�; p; q/ is finite.

(iii) A stratification of each X.�; p; q/ by SX.�; p; q/ which is compatible with the
product/face maps and so that X.�; p; q; s/! X.�; p; q/ is a homeomorphism
onto X.�; p; q/�s .

The following finiteness properties must also be satisfied:

(iv) For all � , p , and M <1, we have

#fq W X.�; p; q/¤¿ and a.q/ < a.p/CM g<1:

(v) For all � , we have inffa.q/� a.p/ W X.�; p; q/¤¿g> �1.

Let H be a group. An H–equivariant flow category diagram is a flow category diagram
along with:

(vi) A free action of H on P.

(vii) An action of H on X (meaning compatible maps hW X.�; p; q/!X.�; hp; hq/).

(viii) Homomorphisms grW H !Z and aW H !R such that gr.hp/D gr.h/Cgr.p/
and a.hp/D a.h/C a.p/ for all h 2H and p 2 P.

Given an H–equivariant flow category diagram X=Z� and a map f W Y�! Z� , we
can form the pullback H–equivariant flow category diagram f �X=Y� .
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Remark 7.2.2 (Morse–Smale flow category diagram) A Morse–Smale flow category
diagram is one in which each X.�; p; q/ is a (compact) topological manifold with
corners of dimension gr.q/�gr.p/Cdim � �1 (the corner structure being induced by
the stratification by SX.�; p; q/).

Remark 7.2.3 (1–category FlowCat) Let FlowCat be the semisimplicial set which
represents the functor Z� 7! fFlow category diagrams over Z�g. The reader familiar
with 1–categories may wish to think of FlowCat as an 1–category of flow categories
(though only in a vague sense, since we have not given it the structure of a simplicial
set, nor have we verified the weak Kan condition). All of the constructions in this
section involving flow category diagrams over a semisimplicial set Z� are compatible
with pullback, and thus can be equivalently thought of as “universal” constructions
over FlowCatIA (which represents the functor of flow category diagrams equipped with
implicit atlases).

Definition 7.2.4 (Implicit atlas on flow category diagram) Let X=Z� be a flow
category diagram. An implicit atlas A on X=Z� consists of the following data. We
give index sets xA.�; p; q/, and we define21

(7.2.1) A.�; p; q/�s WD
a

0�i0<���<im�n
.p0;q0/2P�.i0/�P�.im/

9t2SX.�;p;q/
�s containing .Œi0:::im�;p0;q0/

xA.� jŒi0 : : : im�; p
0; q0/:

We explain the notation: recall that SX.�; p; q/ parametrizes the “possible left-hand
sides” of (7.1.6); the coproduct is over all .Œi0 : : : im�; p0; q0/ which appear as a factor
in some t 2 SX.�; p; q/ with s� t.

For all .�; p; q/ and s 2 SX.�; p; q/, we give an implicit atlas with boundary with
cell-like stratification A.�; p; q/�s on X.�; p; q/�s (stratified by SX.�; p; q/

�s , of
virtual dimension gr.q/� gr.p/C dim � � 1� codim s), for which the stratification
conforms to the following local model. Given s0 � s, let G DG.s0; s/ denote the set
of possible product/face operations which may be applied to s0 for which the result
is still � s. There is a tautological isomorphism of posets 2G ! SX.�; p; q/

s0� ��s

sending a given set of product/face operations to the result of applying them to s0 .
Now the local model for the stratification on (regular thickened moduli spaces of)
X.�; p; q/�s near a point of type s0 is given by RG

�0 �RN , stratified in the obvious
way by SX.�; p; q/

s0� ��s . Clearly this stratification is cell-like. Moreover, the normal
bundle to the s0 stratum is canonically identified with o

˝G.s0;s/
R , and the implicit atlas

should use this as the orientation data.
21Warning: a particular set xA.� 0; p0; q0/ may appear many times on the right-hand side.
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In addition, we give compatible identifications between these atlases as follows:

(i) Let s� t 2 SX.�; p; q/. Then by definition

A.�; p; q/�t �A.�; p; q/�s:

Both are implicit atlases on X.�; p; q/�s (the former by restriction to this sub-
stratum of X.�; p; q/�t ), and we identify the former with the subatlas of the
latter corresponding to this tautological inclusion of index sets.

(ii) Let s 2 SX.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�; p; q/� SX.�; p; q/. Then by definition

A.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�; p; q/�s �A.�; p; q/�s:

Both are implicit atlases on

X.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�; p; q/�s D X.�; p; q/�s;

and we identify the former with the subatlas of the latter corresponding to this
tautological inclusion of index sets.

(iii) Let s1�s2 2 SX.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/�SX.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/� SX.�; p; r/. Then by
definition

A.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/�s1 tA.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/�s2 �A.�; p; r/�.s1�s2/

Both are implicit atlases on

X.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/�s1 �X.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/�s2 D X.�; p; r/�.s1�s2/;

and we identify the former with the subatlas of the latter corresponding to this
tautological inclusion of index sets.

An implicit atlas on an H–equivariant flow category X=Z� is an implicit atlas along
with a lift of the action of H to the implicit atlas structure.

Given an implicit atlas A on X=Z� and a map f W Y�!Z� , we can form the pullback
implicit atlas f �A on f �X=Y� .

Remark 7.2.5 The above definition has been formulated to reflect the collection
of atlases which is the simplest to construct, yet still sufficient to define Floer-type
homology groups.

Definition 7.2.6 (Coherent orientations) Let X=Z� be a flow category diagram with
locally orientable implicit atlas A. A set of coherent orientations ! is a choice of
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global sections !.�; p; q/ 2 LH 0.X.�; p; q/I oX.�;p;q// with the following property.
Note that covering each of the product/face maps

X.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/�X.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/! @X.�; p; r/;(7.2.2)

X.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�; p; q/! @X.�; p; q/(7.2.3)

is an isomorphism of orientation sheaves. We require that ! transform in the following
way under this isomorphism:

!.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/�!.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/D .�1/kCgr.p/d!.�; p; r/;(7.2.4)

�!.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�; p; q/D .�1/kCgr.p/d!.�; p; q/;(7.2.5)

where d! 2 LH 0.@XI o@X/ is the boundary orientation induced by ! . Each of

!.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; p0/�!.� jŒk : : : `�; p0; p00/�!.� jŒ` : : : n�; p00; q/;(7.2.6)

!.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : `�; p; p0/�!.� jŒ` : : : n�; p0; q/;(7.2.7)

!.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; p0/�!.� jŒk : : : Ò : : : n�; p0; q/;(7.2.8)

!.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : Ò : : : n�; p; q/(7.2.9)

can be expressed in terms of !.�; p; q/ in two different ways using (7.2.4)–(7.2.5). One
can easily check that with the choice of signs in (7.2.4)–(7.2.5), these two expressions
coincide for each of (7.2.6)–(7.2.9) (the Koszul rule of signs applies to calculating
the boundary of a product of orientations, which means that this coherence condition
involves vdimX.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; p0/ for both (7.2.6) and (7.2.8)).

Coherent orientations on an H–equivariant flow category diagram with implicit atlas
are coherent orientations which are invariant under the action of H .

Given coherent orientations ! on X=Z� and a map f W Y� ! Z� , we can form the
pullback coherent orientations f �! on f �X=Y� .

Remark 7.2.7 One can obtain alternative sign conventions in (7.2.4)–(7.2.5) by “twist-
ing” !.�; p; q/. For example, multiplying !.�; p; q/ by .�1/ flips the sign of (7.2.4),
multiplying by .�1/dim� flips the sign of (7.2.5), and multiplying by .�1/gr.p/ or
.�1/gr.q/ multiplies (7.2.4) by .�1/gr.q/ .

7.3 Augmented virtual cochain complexes

We would like to endow C �vir.X.�; p; q/ rel @/ with the structure of an F–module
complex. More precisely, we would like to construct product maps

(7.3.1) C �vir.X.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/ rel @/˝C �vir.X.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/ rel @/

! C �vir.@X.�; p; r//
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and face maps

(7.3.2) C �vir.X.� jŒ0 : : :
Ok : : : n�; p; q/ rel @/! C �vir.@X.�; p; q//

(induced by the corresponding product and face maps of the spaces X.�; p; q/). How-
ever, to obtain maps (7.3.1)–(7.3.2) defined on the chain level, we must replace the
virtual cochain complexes with certain augmented virtual cochain complexes (which
are canonically quasi-isomorphic to their “non-augmented” counterparts).

In this subsection, we build the augmented virtual cochain complexes (using a homotopy
colimit construction) and then we define the F–module structure on them. We also
define the analogue of the map s� for the augmented virtual cochain complexes.
We remark that the proliferation of homotopy colimits could probably be abated (and,
indeed, this entire subsection eliminated) at the expense of using more abstract language
(specifically, working in a symmetric monoidal 1–category of complexes).

Definition 7.3.1 (Augmented virtual cochain complexes C �vir.�IA/
C ) Let X=Z� be

a flow category diagram with implicit atlas A, where every xA.�; p; q/ is finite and we
have fixed fundamental cycles ŒE˛� 2 C�.EI˛/ for all ˛ 2 xA.�; p; q/. We define the
complexes

(7.3.3) C �vir.X rel @IA/C.�; p; q/ WD

hocolim
s�t2SX.�;p;q/

C ��codim s
vir .X.�; p; q/�s rel @IA.�; p; q/�t/;

(7.3.4) C ��1vir .@XIA/C.�; p; q/ WD

hocolim
s�t2SX.�;p;q/

(
C ��1vir .@X.�; p; q/IA.�; p; q/�t/; sD tD stop;

C ��codim s
vir .X.�; p; q/�s rel @IA.�; p; q/�t/; otherwise.

The structure maps of the homotopy diagrams come from the obvious pushforward
maps (for increasing s) and the maps (4.2.14) using the fixed fundamental cycles ŒE˛�
(for decreasing t). These are compatible because of the commutativity of (4.2.2).

Next, let us observe that we have a natural commutative diagram:

(7.3.5)

C ��1vir .@X.�; p; q/IA.�; p; q/�s
top
/ C ��1vir .@XIA/C.�; p; q/

C �vir.X.�; p; q/ rel @IA.�; p; q/�s
top
/ C �vir.X rel @IA/C.�; p; q/

�

�

The horizontal maps (inclusions of the s D t D stop subcomplexes) are quasi-iso-
morphisms by Lemma A.7.3 (which morally says that stop 2 SX.�; p; q/ acts as a final
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object in the homotopy colimits (7.3.3)–(7.3.4)), which applies because each of the
structure maps from .s; t/ to .s; t0/ is a quasi-isomorphism.

Note that by definition, the support of C �vir.X rel @IA/C and of C �vir.@XIA/
C are

contained in the support of X.

Definition 7.3.2 (Product/face maps for C �vir.�IA/
C ) Let X=Z� be a flow category

diagram with implicit atlas A, where every xA.�; p; q/ is finite and we have fixed fun-
damental cycles ŒE˛�. Let us now define face and product maps for C �vir.X rel @IA/C .
These will be of degree 1 and will be equipped with a canonical factorization through
C ��1vir .@XIA/C! C �vir.X rel @IA/C . In other words, we really are going to construct
maps

(7.3.6) C �vir.X rel @IA/C.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/˝C �vir.X rel @IA/C.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/

! C �vir.@XIA/
C.�; p; r/;

(7.3.7) C �vir.X rel @IA/C.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�; p; q/! C �vir.@XIA/
C.�; p; q/:

We construct (7.3.7). The corresponding face map for SX is covered by a corre-
sponding morphism of the homotopy diagrams (7.3.3)–(7.3.4) (namely (4.2.14) using
the fixed fundamental cycle ŒE

A.�;p;q/�tnA.� jŒ0;:::; Ok;:::;n�;p;q/�t �). This gives rise to a
corresponding map (7.3.7) on homotopy colimits.

We construct (7.3.6). We construct a morphism of homotopy diagrams (7.3.3)–(7.3.4)
covering the corresponding product map for SX . Using the product operation on
homotopy diagrams (Definition A.7.5), it suffices to construct compatible maps

(7.3.8) C �vir.X.� jŒ0; : : : ; k�; p; q/
�s1 rel @IA.� jŒ0; : : : ; k�; p; q/�t1/

˝C �vir.X.� jŒk; : : : ; n�; q; r/
�s2 rel @IA.� jŒk; : : : ; n�; q; r/�t2/

! C �vir.X.�; p; q/
�s1�s2 rel @IA.�; p; q/�t1�t2/

for s1 � t1 2 S.� jŒ0; : : : ; k�; p; q/ and s2 � t2 2 S.� jŒk; : : : ; n�; q; r/. By definition,
the subatlas

A.� jŒ0; : : : ; k�; p; q/�t1 tA.� jŒk; : : : ; n�; q; r/�t2 �A.�; p; q/�t1�t2

is identified with the product implicit atlas on

X.�; p; q/�s1�s2 D X.� jŒ0; : : : ; k�; p; q/�s1 �X.� jŒk; : : : ; n�; q; r/�s2 :

Thus the desired map is constructed in Definition 6.3.2.
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Definition 7.3.3 (Complexes C�.EIA/C ) Let X=Z� be a flow category diagram
with implicit atlas A, where every xA.�; p; q/ is finite and we have fixed fundamental
cycles ŒE˛�. We define

(7.3.9) C�.EIA/
C.�; p; q/ WD hocolim

s�t2SX.�;p;q/
C�.EIA

�t.�; p; q//;

where the maps in the homotopy diagram are �� ŒEA.�;p;q;t0/nA.�;p;q;t/�. We equip
C�.EIA/

C with product/face maps just as in Definition 7.3.2. Now there are natural
maps

(7.3.10) C
vdimX.�;p;q/C�
vir .X rel @IA/C.�; p; q/

s�
�! C��.EIA/

C.�; p; q/

(induced by (4.2.12)), which are maps of F–modules (that is, they respect the prod-
uct/face maps).

Note that by definition, the support of C�.EIA/C is contained in the support of X.

7.4 Cofibrant F-module complexes

We introduce the notion of an F–module complex being cofibrant, and we introduce a
cofibrant replacement functor Q for F–module complexes. The machinery we set up is
used only for technical reasons in Definition 7.5.3 so that the proof of Proposition 7.5.5
works correctly.

Recall that an injection of modules with projective cokernel automatically splits.

Definition 7.4.1 (Cofibrations of complexes) We say a complex is cofibrant if and
only if it is projective (as a module). We say a map of complexes is a cofibration if and
only if it is injective and its cokernel is cofibrant; we use the arrow � to indicate that
a map is a cofibration. It is easy to check that a composition of cofibrations is again a
cofibration.

Definition 7.4.2 (Cofibrant F–module complex) Let W� be an F–module complex.
We say that W� is cofibrant if and only if for all .�; p; q/:

(i) W�.�; p; q/ is cofibrant.

(ii) The map

(7.4.1) colim
s2@SW.�;p;q/

W�.�; p; q; s/�W�.�; p; q/

is a cofibration.
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Lemma 7.4.3 Let W� be a cofibrant F–module complex. Then the map

(7.4.2) colim
s2SW.�;p;q/

s�s0

W.�; p; q; s/�W.�; p; q; s0/

is a cofibration for all s0 2 S.�; p; q/.

Proof Write s0 in the form (7.1.3)–(7.1.5). Then we have

(7.4.3) SW.�; p; q/
�s0

D SW.� jŒja0 : : : ja1 �; p0; p1/� � � � � SW.� jŒjam�1 : : : jam �; pm�1; pm/:

Now we consider the m–cubical diagram given by
Nm
iD1 of

(7.4.4) colim
s2@SW.� jŒjai�1 :::jai �;pi�1;pi /

W�.� jŒjai�1 : : : jai �; pi�1; pi ; s/

�W�.� jŒjai�1 : : : jai �; pi�1; pi /

Now (7.4.2) is simply the map to the maximal vertex of the m–cube from the colimit
over the m–cube minus the maximal vertex. This is a cofibration for any cubical
diagram of the form

Nm
iD1ŒAi � Bi � where each Ai � Bi is a cofibration. To

see this, write Bi D Ai ˚Pi , where Pi is projective, and then the map is obviously
injective with cokernel

Nm
iD1 Pi . A tensor product of projective modules is projective,

as can be seen using either the tensor–hom adjunction or the fact that a module is
projective if and only if it is a direct summand of a free module.

Lemma 7.4.4 Let W� be a cofibrant F–module complex. Let S � T � SW.�; p; q/

be finite downward closed subsets. Then the map

(7.4.5) colim
s2S

W�.�; p; q; s/� colim
s2T

W�.�; p; q; s/

is a cofibration. In particular, colims2T W�.�; p; q; s/ is projective (take SD¿ above).

Proof Let us abbreviate As WDW�.�; p; q; s/.

We proceed by induction on the cardinality of T , the case T D¿ being clear. Using
the fact that a composition of cofibrations is again a cofibration, it suffices to consider
the case .S;T/D .S n s0; S/, where s0 2 S is a maximal element. Now colims2SAs is
the colimit of the diagram

(7.4.6)

As0

colim
s2S
s�s0

As

colim
s2Sns0

As
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where the top arrow is a cofibration by Lemma 7.4.3 and the bottom arrow is a cofibration
by the induction hypothesis. It follows that colims2Sns0 As! colims2SAs is injective,
with cokernel isomorphic to the cokernel of the top map above. Hence it is a cofibration
as needed.

Definition 7.4.5 (Cofibrant replacement functor Q) Let W� be an F–module com-
plex. Suppose that W� satisfies the following properties:

(i) Each W�.�; p; q/ is cofibrant.

(ii) Each SW.�; p; q/ is finite.

In this case, we define (functorially) an F–module complex QW� (called the cofibrant
replacement) with the following properties:

(i) QW� is cofibrant.

(ii) suppQW� D suppW� .

(iii) There is a (functorial) surjective quasi-isomorphism QW� ��� W� (compatible
with product/face maps).

We define QW�.�; p; q/ and the product/face maps with target .�; p; q/ by induction on
the set of triples .�; p; q/, equipped with the partial order �W in which .� 0; p0; q0/�W

.�; p; q/ if and only if .� 0; p0; q0/ appears as a “factor” of some element of SW.�; p; q/.
This partial order is well-founded (ie there is no strictly decreasing infinite sequence)
since each SW.�; p; q/ is finite, and thus it is valid for induction. The inductive
step for .�; p; q/ works as follows. By the induction hypothesis, we have defined
QW�.�; p; q; s/ for all s 2 @SW.�; p; q/. Hence it suffices to construct (functorially)
QW�.�; p; q/ fitting into the following commutative diagram:

(7.4.7)

colim
s2@SW.�;p;q/

QW�.�; p; q; s/ ‹9QW�.�; p; q/

colim
s2@SW.�;p;q/

W�.�; p; q; s/ W�.�; p; q/

product/face

�

product/face

Now we define QW�.�; p; q/ to be the mapping cylinder of the diagonal composition.
Since the domain and codomain of this map are both cofibrant (for the domain, use
Lemma 7.4.4, which applies since SW.�; p; q/ has been assumed to be finite), it follows
that the top map is a cofibration and that QW�.�; p; q/ is cofibrant. The product/face
maps with target QW�.�; p; q/ are defined using the top horizontal map; they are
compatible since by construction they factor through the colimit in the upper left corner.
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Certainly suppQW�� suppW� . Conversely, suppose QW�.�; p; q/ is nonzero. Then
either W�.�; p; q/ ¤ 0 (so .�; p; q/ 2 suppW� ), or QW�.�; p; q; s/ ¤ 0 for some
s 2 @S.�; p; q/ (so by induction, the triples comprising s are in suppW� , and hence
so is .�; p; q/).

Lemma 7.4.6 Let fC k
�
gn
kD1

be cofibrant complexes over Z such that HiC k� D 0 for
i < 0. Then for i < 0 we have Hi

�Nn
kD1 C

k
�

�
D 0.

Proof Since the tensor product of projective modules is projective, we may use
induction to reduce to the case k D 2.

Thus, we have two cofibrant complexes A� and B� with HiA� DHiB� D 0 for i < 0
and we would like to conclude that Hi .A�˝B�/D 0 for i < 0. This follows from
the Künneth theorem, specifically in the form of [67, page 301, Theorem 9.16] or [70,
page 679, Theorem 10.81] (both of which apply because ToriZ. � ; � /D0 for i >1).22

Lemma 7.4.7 Let W� be a cofibrant F–module complex over Z such that HiW� D 0
for i < 0. Then for any finite downward closed subset S� SW.�; p; q/, the map

(7.4.8) Hi
M
s2S

W�.�; p; q; s/�Hi colim
s2S

W�.�; p; q; s/

is surjective for i � 0. Moreover, both sides vanish for i < 0.

Proof Let us abbreviate As WDW�.�; p; q; s/. Since As is a tensor product of various
W�.�

0; p0; q0/, it follows (using Lemma 7.4.6) that HiAs for i < 0, so the left-hand
side of (7.4.8) vanishes for i < 0. Hence it remains just to show that (7.4.8) is surjective
for i � 0.

We proceed by induction on the cardinality of S, the case S D ¿ being clear. Let
s0 2 S be any maximal element. Now colims2SAs is the colimit of (7.4.6); it follows
that we have the exact sequence

(7.4.9) 0! colim
s2S
s�s0

As! As0 ˚ colim
s2Sns0

As! colim
s2S

As! 0:

By the induction hypothesis, it suffices to show that the second map above is surjective
on Hi for i � 0. By the long exact sequence induced by (7.4.9), it suffices to show that
Hi colim s2S

s�s0
As D 0 for i < 0. Now this follows from the induction hypothesis.

22If we were assuming A� and B� to be bounded below, then we could apply the Künneth spectral
sequence

L
iCjDq Torp.HiA�;HjB�/) HpCq.A� ˝ B�/ (see [70, page 686, Theorem 10.90]) to

reach the desired conclusion without any assumptions on the ground ring.
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Lemma 7.4.8 (Lifting cycles along a fibration) Let zA�� A� be surjective. Fix a
cycle a 2A0 and a homology class za 2H 0 zA� whose images in H 0A� coincide. Then
there exists a cycle za 2 zA0 which maps to a and which represents za.

Proof Pick any cycle za0 2 zA0 representing za. Then za0 � a 2 A0 is a boundary db ,
and lifting b 2 A�1 to zb 2 zA�1 , we let za WD za0� d zb .

Lemma 7.4.9 (Representing homology classes in mapping cones) Fix f W A�! B�

and ! 2H 0ŒA�! B��1�. Let a 2 A0 be a cycle representing ı! 2H 0.A�/. Then
there exists b 2 B�1 with db D f .a/ such that a˚ b represents ! .

Proof This is a special case of Lemma 7.4.8 for the surjection ŒA�!B��1��A� .

Lemma 7.4.10 (Universal coefficient theorem) Let A� be a cofibrant complex
over Z. Then there is a natural short exact sequence

(7.4.10) 0! Ext1.Hi�1A�;Z/!H i Hom.A�;Z/! Hom.HiA�;Z/! 0:

Proof Well-known.

Lemma 7.4.11 (Extending cocycles along a cofibration) Suppose we have the fol-
lowing commuting diagrams (solid arrows) of complexes over Z and their homology
(where Z is concentrated in degree zero):

(7.4.11)
A� zA�

Z

H�
H)

H�A� H� zA�

Z

where A� and zA� are cofibrant and H�1A� D 0. Then there exists a dashed arrow
compatible with the rest of the diagram.

Proof By Lemma 7.4.10, we have

H 0 Hom.A�;Z/ �!� Hom.H0A�;Z/;(7.4.12)

H 0 Hom. zA�;Z/� Hom.H0 zA�;Z/:(7.4.13)

Let f W A0! Z denote the vertical map in the first diagram. Using the surjectivity
of (7.4.13), there exists a cocycle zf W zA0! Z giving the desired map on homology.
Denote by i W A�� zA� the inclusion. Now by the commutativity of the second diagram,
the difference f � zf i acts as zero on H0A� . Since (7.4.12) is an isomorphism,
this difference is thus a coboundary ıg for some gW A�1 ! Z. Now extend g to
zgW zA�1 ! Z (using the fact that A�1� zA�1 splits) and let the dotted arrow be
zf C ızg .
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7.5 Resolution zZ�!Z�

We now introduce the space � W zZ� ! Z� (depending on a flow category diagram
X=Z� equipped with an implicit atlas and coherent orientations) which one may think
of as parametrizing coherent choices of virtual fundamental cycles over all of the flow
spaces X.�; p; q/.

The main result is that � W zZ�!Z� is a trivial Kan fibration.

Definition 7.5.1 (System of chains) Let W� be an F–module complex with each
SW.�; p; q/ finite. A system of chains � 2W� (of degree d.�; p; q/) is a collection of
elements ��;p;q 2Wd.�;p;q/.�; p; q/ satisfying d��;p;q D ��;p;q , where

(7.5.1) ��;p;r WD

nX
kD0

X
q2P�.k/

.�1/kCgr.p/�� jŒ0:::k�;p;q ��� jŒk:::n�;q;r

�

n�1X
kD1

.�1/kCgr.p/�
� jŒ0::: Ok:::n�;p;r

2W�.�; p; r/

(using the product/face maps on the right-hand side). Note that this sum is finite
since SW.�; p; q/ is finite. Also, note that the triples on the right-hand side all strictly
precede the triple on the left-hand side. We also require that the parity (in the sense of
Convention A.0.3) of ��;p;q equals gr.q/�gr.p/Cdim ��12Z=2. This ensures (via
the Koszul rule of signs) that expanding d��;p;q using the identity d��;p;q D ��;p;q
yields zero (the signs work out correctly as a consequence of the discussion surrounding
(7.2.6)–(7.2.9)). In practice the degrees d.�; p; q/ are chosen so that ��;p;q (as defined
by (7.5.1)) is formally homogeneous of the same degree as d��;p;q .

Remark 7.5.2 There is a natural bijection between systems of chains � 2W� and
maps of F–modules RŒSW�!W� , where RŒSW�.�; p; q/ is the free R–module on
SW.�; p; q/ with differential ds WD

P
codim.s0�s/D1 s

0 (with appropriate signs) and
equipped with the obvious product/face maps coming from the F–module structure
on SW (more intrinsically, RŒSW�.�; p; q/ is the direct sum over s 2 SW.�; p; q/ of
the orientation lines from Definition 7.2.4). This perspective is relevant for the key step
of the proof of Proposition 7.5.5 below.

Definition 7.5.3 (Resolution � W zZ� ! Z� ) Let X=Z� be an H–equivariant flow
category diagram with implicit atlas A and coherent orientations ! . We construct a
resolution � W zZ�!Z� (which depends on X, A, ! ) as follows. A simplex �n! zZ�
consists of the following data:

(i) A map f W �n!Z� (where �n is the semisimplicial n–simplex).
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(ii) An H–invariant finite subatlas B � f �A (meaning choices of finite subsets
xB.�; p; q/� xA.f .�/; p; q/).

(iii) An H–invariant collection of fundamental cycles ŒE˛�2C�.EI˛/ for all ˛ 2 xB.

(iv) An H–invariant system of chains � 2 C �vir.f
�X rel @IB/C (degree zero and

supported inside suppX) with the following property. Note that .�; �/ is a cycle
in the mapping cone

ŒC �vir.@f
�XIB/C! C �vir.f

�X rel @IB/C�;

whose homology is identified with LH �.f �XI of �X/. We require that the homol-
ogy class of .�; �/ equal f �! 2 LH 0.f �XI of �X/.

(v) An H–invariant system of chains z� for QC�.EIB/C (degree gr.q/� gr.p/C
dim � � 1 and supported inside suppX) whose image in C�.EIB/C coincides
with s�� (recall (7.3.10)).

(vi) An H–invariant map of F–modules ŒŒE��W QC�.EIB/CZ ! Z which sends the
fundamental class to 1. The left-hand side QC�.EIB/CZ is defined over Z,
and the right-hand side is the F–module which for every .�; p; q/ is Z concen-
trated in degree zero (with the product/face maps being multiplication/identity,
respectively).

Remark 7.5.4 (Resolution commutes with pullback) Let X=Z� be an H–equivariant
flow category diagram with implicit atlas A and coherent orientations ! . Let f W Y�!Z�
be a map, and consider f �X=Y� with implicit atlas f �A and coherent orienta-
tions f �! . Then there is a canonical fiber diagram relating the resolutions:

(7.5.2)

zY� � zZ�

Y�

g
� Z�

g

Proposition 7.5.5 (� W zZ� ! Z� is a trivial Kan fibration) The map � W zZ� ! Z�
has the right lifting property with respect to the boundary inclusions @�n ,!�n for
all n � 0 (where �n is the semisimplicial n–simplex). In other words, given any
commuting diagram

(7.5.3)
@�n zZ�

�n Z�

of solid arrows, there exists a dashed arrow making the diagram commute.
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Proof It is equivalent to show that, given any f W �n!Z� along with data (ii)–(vi)
over @�n , the data can be extended over �n . For ease of notation, let us rename
.f �X; f �A; f �!/ as .X;A; !/.

We construct (ii)–(vi) via H–equivariant induction on the set of triples .�; p; q/,
equipped with the partial order �X in which .� 0; p0; q0/ �X .�; p; q/ if and only if
.� 0; p0; q0/ appears as a “factor” of some element of SX.�; p; q/. This partial order is
well-founded (ie there is no strictly decreasing infinite sequence) since each SX.�; p; q/

is finite, and thus it is valid for induction. The induction works H–equivariantly since
the action of H on P is free, and .�; p; q/ and .�; hp; hq/ are always incomparable for
h2H (so we may henceforth ignore the action of H ). The inductive step is as follows.

Choosing B.�; p; q/ We must choose a finite xB.�; p; q/� xA.�; p; q/ so that the cor-
responding subatlas of A.�; p; q/�s

top
D xA.�; p; q/ on X.�; p; q/ satisfies the covering

axiom (and thus is an implicit atlas). This is possible by compactness.

Choosing ŒE˛� Trivial.

Choosing ŒŒE���;p;qW QC�.EIB/CZ.�; p; q/! Z We need to construct ŒŒE���;p;q fit-
ting into the following diagram:

(7.5.4)

colim
s2@SX.�;p;q/

QC�.EIB/
C

Z.�; p; q; s/ QC�.EIB/
C

Z.�; p; q/

Z

H� colim
s2@SX.�;p;q/

QC�.EIB/
C

Z.�; p; q; s/ H�QC�.EIB/
C

Z.�; p; q/

Z

product/face

ŒŒE��

‹9 ŒŒE���;p;q

product/face

ŒŒE��

ŒE�7!1

Since QC�.EIB/CZ is cofibrant, it follows that the top horizontal map is a cofibration
between cofibrant complexes (this uses Lemma 7.4.4). Now Lemma 7.4.7 tells us that
the direct sum of H0QC�.EIB/CZ.�; p; q; s/ surjects onto H0 on the left, and this
makes it easy to check that the second diagram commutes. Lemma 7.4.7 also tells us
that H�1 on the left vanishes. Hence we may apply Lemma 7.4.11 to conclude the
existence of a suitable ŒŒE���;p;q .

Choosing ��;p;q (the key step) According to Lemma 7.4.9, we may choose a ��;p;q
with the required property if and only if the homology class of

��;p;q 2H
�

vir.@XIB/
C.�; p; q/
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coincides with
d!.�; p; q/ 2 LH 0.@X.�; p; q/I o@X.�;p;q//:

Let us now prove this desired statement Œ��;p;q� D d!.�; p; q/. Let us fix r0 2

@SX.�; p; q/ and verify equality over X.�; p; q/r0 (this is clearly enough).

We consider the following diagram, where X�s , B�t , S
�r
X , @SX , @S�rX stand for

X.�; p; q/�s , B.�; p; q/�t , SX.�; p; q/�r , @SX.�; p; q/, @SX.�; p; q/�r , respectively:

��;p;q 2 C
�

vir.@XIB/
C.�; p; q/(7.5.5)

"M
r2@SX

��;p;q;r 2
M
r2@SX

hocolim
s�t2S

�r
X

C �vir.X
�s rel @IB�t/(7.5.6)

#M
r2@S

�r0
X

��;p;q;r 2
M

r2@S
�r0
X

hocolim
s�t2S

�r
X

C �vir.X
�s rel @IB�t/(7.5.7)

"

��;p;q;r0 2 hocolim
s�t2S

�r0
X

C �vir.X
�s rel @IB�t/(7.5.8)

The differentials in (7.5.6)–(7.5.7) are given by the sum over codim.r� r0/D 1 of the
obvious pushforward maps (plus the internal differentials of each hocolim). The first
vertical map is the sum over codim rD 0 (ie over maximal elements of @SX.�; p; q/);
clearly this is a chain map. The remaining vertical maps are clear. The easiest way to
keep track of signs in the present discussion is to use the orientation lines associated
to elements of SX.�; p; q/, as in Definition 6.2.2, though we will suppress them from
the notation. Note that there is a natural diagram of complexes of K–presheaves on
@X.�; p; q/ whose diagram of global sections is (7.5.5)–(7.5.8). We will see below that
these complexes of K–presheaves are in fact pure homotopy K–sheaves and that the
induced diagram of sheaves (obtained by taking H 0 ) is given by the tautological maps

(7.5.9) o@X.�;p;q/ o@X.�;p;q/! oX.�;p;q/�r0  oX.�;p;q/�r0 rel @:

First, though, let us argue that this claim implies the desired result. The cycle
��;p;q 2 (7.5.5) lifts to a cycle

L
r2@SX.�;p;q/

��;p;q;r 2 (7.5.6), where ��;p;q;r is
obtained by applying the product/face maps to the tensor product of the various �
corresponding to the factors on the left-hand side of (7.1.6) corresponding to r (this
is a cycle by (7.5.1)). ObviouslyM

r2@SX.�;p;q/

��;p;q;r 2 (7.5.6) maps to
M

r2@SX.�;p;q/
�r0

��;p;q;r 2 (7.5.7):
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On sections over K � X.�; p; q/r0 , the last vertical map is an isomorphism, and (the
restriction to K of)

L
r2@SX.�;p;q/

�r0 ��;p;q;r 2 (7.5.7) lifts to (the restriction to K of)
��;p;q;r0 2 (7.5.8). Finally, observe that over any K�X.�; p; q/r0 , the homology class
of ��;p;q;r0 2 (7.5.8) coincides with the restriction of d!.�; p; q/ to the r0 stratum
(this follows from the induction hypothesis, using the fact that the orientations are
coherent and the observation at the end of Definition 6.3.2). Clearly this implies that
��;p;q coincides with d!.�; p; q/ in homology over X.�; p; q/r0 .

Thus it remains only to show that (7.5.5)–(7.5.8) are pure homotopy K–sheaves and that
the induced maps on H 0 coincide with the tautological maps on orientation sheaves
(7.5.9). Note that by Proposition 6.2.3, the following closely related diagram (using
similar simplified notation as in (7.5.5)–(7.5.8)) satisfies all of the desired properties
(ie is a diagram of pure homotopy K–sheaves inducing (7.5.9) on H 0 ):

C �vir.@XIB
�stop

/(7.5.10)

"M
r2@SX

C �vir.X
�r rel @IB�s

top
/(7.5.11)

#M
r2@S

�r0
X

C �vir.X
�r rel @IB�s

top
/(7.5.12)

"

C �vir.X
�r0 rel @IB�s

top
/(7.5.13)

Hence it is enough to relate this diagram to (7.5.5)–(7.5.8) via quasi-isomorphisms. The
diagram obtained from (7.5.5)–(7.5.8) by replacing every occurrence of B.�; p; q/�t

with B.�; p; q/�s
top

maps quasi-isomorphically to (7.5.5)–(7.5.8) (by pairing with the
fixed fundamental cycles), and it also maps quasi-isomorphically to the diagram above
(use the obvious pushforwards on the p D 0 level of the homotopy colimits, and zero
for p > 0), thus giving the desired result.

Choosing z��;p;q We must find z��;p;q lifting s���;p;q and satisfying dz��;p;q D

z��;p;q . Now we know that z��;p;q is a cycle (see Definition 7.5.1); furthermore, its
image in C�.EIB/C is s���;p;q D d.s���;p;q/, which is null-homologous. Since
QW� ��� W� is always a quasi-isomorphism, it follows that z��;p;q is null-homologous.
Hence there exists z�0�;p;q with dz�0�;p;q D z��;p;q ; now we must modify z�0�;p;q so
that it lifts s���;p;q . The difference of s���;p;q and the image of z�0�;p;q is a cycle
in C�.EIB/C . It can be lifted to a cycle in QC�.EIB/C using Lemma 7.4.8 (again
using that QW� ��� W� is a quasi-isomorphism), which is enough.
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7.6 Categories of complexes

We review various categories of complexes over graded rings. We use these categories
as targets for the Floer-type homology groups we construct.

Definition 7.6.1 (Complexes over graded rings) Let S be a graded ring. A differential
graded S–module is a graded module A� over S along with a map d W A�! A�C1

satisfying d2 D 0.

Definition 7.6.2 (Category ChS ) Let S be a graded ring. We let ChS denote the
category whose objects are differential graded S–modules and whose morphisms are
chain maps.

Definition 7.6.3 (Category H 0.ChS /) Let S be a graded ring. We let H 0.ChS /

denote the category whose objects are objects of ChS and whose morphisms are chain
maps modulo chain homotopy.

Definition 7.6.4 (1–category Ndg.ChS /) Let S be a graded ring. We let Ndg.ChS /

denote the differential graded nerve of ChS (see Lurie [58, Construction 1.3.1.6] or
Definition 7.6.5 below).

Let us now discuss the relationship between these three categories and in particular
explain the definition of Ndg.ChS / in concrete terms. Despite appearances, the reader
need not be familiar with 1–categories to understand Ndg.ChS /.

Recall that if C is a category and X� is a simplicial set, a diagram X�! C is a map of
simplicial sets X�!N�C where N�C denotes the nerve23 of C. Concretely, a diagram
F W X�! C is the data of:

(i) For every vertex v 2X0 , an object Av 2 C.

(ii) For every edge e 2X1 from v0 to v1 , a morphism feW Av0 ! Av1 in C.

Moreover, the following conditions must be satisfied:

(iii) For every degenerate edge e 2X1 over a vertex v , we have fe D idAv .

(iv) For every face in X2 spanning edges e01; e12; e02 , we have fe12 ıfe01 D fe02 .

23An n–simplex �n!N�C is a diagram A0
f01
��! A1

f12
��! � � �

fn�1;n
�����! An in C . Strictly speaking,

N�C is not a simplicial set unless C is small.
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We often speak of a diagram X�! C where X� is only a semisimplicial set, in which
case we ignore condition (iii).

It should now be clear what we mean by a diagram X�!ChS or X�!H 0.ChS / if X�
is a (semi)simplicial set. Let us now say what we mean by a diagram X�! Ndg.ChS /.
Such a diagram is similar to a diagram X�!ChS , except that we only require condition
(iv) to hold “up to coherent higher homotopy”.

Definition 7.6.5 (Diagram X�! Ndg.ChS / [58, Construction 1.3.1.6]) Let S be a
graded ring and let X� be a simplicial set. A diagram X�! Ndg.ChS / consists of:24

(i) For every v 2X0 , a graded S–module A�v .

(ii) For every � 2Xn spanning v0; : : : ; vn 2X0 , a map f� W Av0 ! Avn of degree
1�n, such that

(7.6.1)
nX
kD0

.�1/kf� jŒk:::n� ıf� jŒ0:::k� D

n�1X
kD1

.�1/kf
� jŒ0::: Ok:::n�

;

and if � is degenerate, then

(7.6.2) f� D

�
id; dim � D 1;

0; otherwise:

If X� is only a semisimplicial set, then we ignore (7.6.2).

Let us now explain this definition by examining what (7.6.1) says for low-dimensional
simplices � W �n!X� (following [58, Example 1.3.1.8]).

(i) Let nD 0. Then f0W A�0!A�0 has degree 1, and (7.6.1) asserts that f0ıf0D 0.
Thus .A0; f0/ is a chain complex.

(ii) Let n D 1. Then f01W A
�

0 ! A�1 has degree zero, and (7.6.1) asserts that
f01 ı f0 � f1 ı f01 D 0. Thus f01W .A�0; f0/! .A�1; f1/ is a chain map. For
a degenerate 1–simplex, (7.6.2) asserts that f01W .A�0; f0/! .A�1; f1/ is the
identity map.

(iii) Let n D 2. Then f012W A
�

0 ! A�2 has degree �1, and (7.6.1) asserts that
f012f0� f12f01C f2f012 D�f02 . Thus f012 is a chain homotopy between
f02; f12f01W A

�

0! A�2 .

24For the reader familiar with 1–categories: the notion of a diagram X� ! Ndg.ChS / suffices to
define Ndg.ChS / by Yoneda’s lemma.
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We can now relate Ndg.ChS / to the more familiar categories ChS and H 0.ChS / by
introducing natural forgetful functors

(7.6.3) ChS ! Ndg.ChS /!H 0.ChS /;

which should be clear given the above interpretation of diagrams to Ndg.ChS /. More
precisely, a diagram X�! ChS gives rise to a diagram X�! Ndg.ChS / where the
higher homotopies ff�gdim��2 are all zero. A diagram X� ! Ndg.ChS / gives rise
to a diagram X�!H 0.ChS / which forgets about the choice of higher homotopies
ff�gdim��2 , remembering only the existence of ff�gdim�D2 satisfying (7.6.1).

7.7 Definition

We now define the Floer-type homology groups of an H–equivariant flow category
diagram X=Z� with implicit atlas and coherent orientations. More precisely, given
such data we construct a diagram H.X/W Z�!H 0.ChRŒŒH��/.

We first define a diagram zH.X/W zZ�! Ndg.ChRŒŒH��/ (this is straightforward from the
definition of zZ� ). Schematically:

(7.7.1)

zZ�
zH.X/
� Ndg.ChRŒŒH��/

Z�

�
g

We then use Proposition 7.5.5 (that � W zZ�!Z� is a trivial Kan fibration) to show that
zH.X/ descends uniquely to a diagram H.X/W Z�!H 0.ChRŒŒH��/.

For the descent argument, we need to assume that Z� is a simplicial set. The main
nontrivial step is to show that certain lifts of degenerate edges in Z� to zZ� are sent by
zH.X/ to the identity map in H 0.ChRŒŒH��/.

Remark 7.7.1 There should also be a (more refined) descent with target Ndg.ChRŒŒH��/

(see also Remark 7.0.2), though we have decided to omit this for the sake of brevity
(the correct uniqueness statement is more complicated to state).

Definition 7.7.2 (Novikov rings) Let T be a set equipped with a “grading” grW T!Z
and an “action” aW T !R. We let RŒŒT �� denote the graded R–module consisting of
formal sums

P
t2T ct �t with ct 2R , satisfying the following two finiteness conditions:

(i) #fn 2 Z W 9t such that ct ¤ 0 and gr.t/D ng<1.

(ii) #ft 2 T W ct ¤ 0 and a.t/ <M g<1 for all M <1.
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In other words, RŒŒT �� is the graded completion of RŒT � with respect to the non-
archimedean a–adic norm jt ja WD e�a.t/ . If T is a group and gr, a are group
homomorphisms, then RŒŒT �� is a graded ring.

Definition 7.7.3 ((Co)homology groups zH.X/W zZ�! Ndg.ChRŒŒH��/) Let X=Z� be
an H–equivariant flow category diagram with implicit atlas A and coherent orienta-
tions ! . We define a diagram

(7.7.2) zH.X/A;! W zZ�! Ndg.ChRŒŒH��/:

We will write zH.X/ for zH.X/A;! when the atlas and orientations are clear from context.

To a vertex of zZ� we associate RŒŒPz��, where z is the corresponding vertex in Z� .
This is clearly a graded RŒŒH��–module.

Now for a simplex � 2 zZn , we aim to define the map f� W RŒŒP�.0/��!RŒŒP�.n/�� by
the formula

(7.7.3) f� .p/ WD
X

q2P�.n/

.ŒŒE���;p;q˝ idR/.z��;p;q/ � q:

Let us now argue that (7.7.3) makes sense and that the resulting maps f� satisfy (7.6.1).

First, observe that since z��;p;q is of degree gr.q/�gr.p/Cdim ��1 and ŒŒE���;p;q has
degree zero, all terms on the right-hand side of (7.7.3) are of degree gr.p/C1�dim � .
Now, z��;p;q D 0 if X.�; p; q/ D ¿. Hence finiteness condition Definition 7.2.1(iv)
implies that (7.7.3) converges in the a–adic topology, and hence defines an R–linear
map f� W RŒP�.0/� ! RŒŒP�.0/��. Finiteness condition (v) implies that there exists
M <1 such that jf� .p/ja �M jpja . Thus f� extends uniquely to a continuous (in
fact, bounded) R–linear map f� W RŒŒP�.0/��!RŒŒP�.0/��. Clearly f� is RŒŒH��–linear
since ŒŒE�� and z� are both H–invariant.

Now it remains to verify that the f� defined by (7.7.3) satisfy (7.6.1). To see this, write

0D .�1/gr.p/
� ŒŒE���;p;r.dz��;p;r/

D .�1/gr.p/
� ŒŒE���;p;r.z��;p;r/

D ŒŒE���;p;r

� nX
kD0

X
q2P�.k/

.�1/kz�� jŒ0:::k�;p;q � z�� jŒk:::n�;q;r

�

n�1X
kD1

.�1/kz�
� jŒ0::: Ok:::n�;p;r

�
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D

nX
kD0

X
q2P�.k/

.�1/kŒŒE��� jŒ0:::k�;p;q.z�� jŒ0:::k�;p;q/ � ŒŒE��� jŒk:::n�;q;r.z�� jŒk:::n�;q;r/

�

n�1X
kD1

.�1/kŒŒE��
� jŒ0::: Ok:::n�;p;r

.z�
� jŒ0::: Ok:::n�;p;r

/

D coefficient of r in
nX
kD0

.�1/kf� jŒk:::n�.f� jŒ0:::k�.p//�

n�1X
kD1

.�1/kf
� jŒ0::: Ok:::n�

.p/:

The first equality follows because ŒŒE���;p;r is a chain map, the second equality follows
from the definition of a system of chains, the third equality is (7.5.1), the fourth equality
follows from the fact that ŒŒE�� is compatible with the product/face maps, and the fifth
equality follows from the definition of f� (7.7.3).

Proposition 7.7.4 (Degenerate edges in zZ� give the identity map up to homotopy)
Let Z� D � be the semisimplicial set with a single simplex � i in dimension i for all
i � 0 (ie the simplicial 0–simplex). Let X=Z� be an H–equivariant flow category
diagram with implicit atlas and coherent orientations. Suppose that:

(i) X.�1; p; p/D X.�1; p; p/reg is a single point and !.�1; p; p/D 1, for all p .

(ii) X.�0; p; q/D¿D) X.� i ; p; q/D¿ for all i and all p ¤ q .

Then for any � 2 zZ1 whose two vertices coincide, the associated map in zH.X/ is
homotopic to the identity map.

Proof Let d W RŒŒP��!RŒŒP�� denote the boundary operator associated to the vertex
of � , and let 1� �W RŒŒP��! RŒŒP�� denote the chain map associated to � . We must
show that � is chain homotopic to the zero map. Since zZ� ! Z� is a trivial Kan
fibration (Proposition 7.5.5), there exists a 2–simplex in zZ� all of whose edges are � .
Associated to this 2–simplex is a chain homotopy hW RŒŒP��!RŒŒP�� between .1� �/
and .1� �/ ı .1� �/; in other words,

(7.7.4) � D dhC hd C �2:

Now we claim that the only nonzero “matrix coefficients” cp;q of d; �; h are those for
which X.�0; p; q/¤¿. By definition, f� can have nonzero matrix coefficients cp;q
only for X.�; p; q/¤¿. Hence hypothesis (ii) gives the desired claim as long as p¤ q .
For the diagonal matrix coefficients cp;p , we argue separately as follows. By degree
considerations, only � can have nonzero cp;p . It thus suffices to show that the matrix co-
efficient cp;pD ŒŒE���1;p;p.z��1;p;p/ of f�1D1�� equals 1. Note that no product/face
maps have target .�1; p; p/, so ��1;p;p is a cycle representing !.�1; p; p/D1. Hence
z��1;p;p is a cycle representing ŒE�, and so ŒŒE���1;p;p.z��;p;p/D 1 as needed. Hence
the claim is valid. From the claim, we make the following two observations:
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(i) We have jd.p/ja; j�.p/ja; jh.p/ja � jpja .

(ii) For all M < 1 and p 2 P, there exists N < 1 such that any length-N
composition of d; �; h applied to p has a–adic norm � e�M .

(The second observation also uses Definition 7.2.1(iv).)

Now iterating the identity � D dhC hd C �2 , we are led to the infinite series25

(7.7.5) � D

1X
nD1

1

n

� 2n�2
n�1

�
.hd C dh/n;

which by observations (i)–(ii) converges in the a–adic topology when applied to any
element of RŒŒP��. Now we have

.hd C dh/n D

nX
kD0

.dh/k.hd/n�k DHnd C dHn;

where HnD
Pn
kD1 h.dh/

k�1.hd/n�k . This gives the desired chain homotopy between
� and zero (again using observations (i)–(ii) to justify convergence of infinite sums).

Lemma 7.7.5 (Criterion for descent along a trivial Kan fibration) Let � W zZ�!Z�
be a trivial Kan fibration of semisimplicial sets, and let zHW zZ�! C be a diagram in
some category C. A descent of zH to Z� is a diagram HW Z� ! C along with an
isomorphism zH!H ı� :

(7.7.6)

zZ� C

Z�

zH

�
H

Suppose that:

(i) Z� is a simplicial set.

(ii) For any edge �1 in zZ� whose endpoints coincide and which projects to a
degenerate edge in Z� , the associated map in C is the identity map.

Then a descent exists and is unique up to unique isomorphism.

Proof The proof below shows that we may define H WD zH ı s for any section
sW Z�! zZ� .

25The coefficients 1
n

�2n�2
n�1

�
are integers (Catalan numbers Cn�1 ), so writing this expression does not

make any implicit assumptions on the ring R .
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Defining H over 0–simplices Fix some 0–simplex v of Z� . For every lift zv , we
have an object zH.zv/. Furthermore, for every lift ze of the degenerate 1–simplex e
over v , we get a map

zH.zv1/
zH.ze/
���! zH.zv2/;

which is the identity map if zv1 D zv2 . Finally, for every lift zf of the degenerate
2–simplex f over v , the diagram

(7.7.7)
zH.zv2/

zH.zv1/ zH.zv3/

zH.ze23/zH.ze12/

zH.ze13/

commutes, where ze12; ze23; ze13 are the edges of zf . Using that zZ�!Z� is a trivial Kan
fibration to conclude that we can always find lifts with specified boundary conditions,
it follows that all zH.zv/ are canonically isomorphic. Thus there exists a unique choice
for H.v/.

Defining H over 1–simplices Fix some 1–simplex e of Z� with vertices v1; v2 . If ze
is any lift of e , then we get a map

H.v1/D zH.zv1/
zH.ze/
���! zH.zv2/DH.v2/:

Furthermore, this map H.v1/!H.v2/ is seen to be independent of the choice of lift ze
by lifting degenerate 2–simplices over e . Thus there exists a unique choice for H.e/.

Defining H over n–simplices for n� 2 We just need to check that the diagram

(7.7.8) H.v2/

H.v1/ H.v3/

H.e23/H.e12/

H.e13/

commutes for all 2–simplices f in Z� , where e12; e23; e13 are the edges of f . This
follows from lifting f and the commutativity of (7.7.7).

Definition 7.7.6 ((Co)homology groups H.X/W Z�!H 0.ChRŒŒH��/) Let Z� be a
simplicial set. Let X=Z� be an H–equivariant flow category diagram with implicit
atlas A and coherent orientations ! . Suppose that for any vertex �0 of Z� , we have:

(i) X.�1; p; p/D X.�1; p; p/reg is a single point and !.�1; p; p/D 1, for all p .

(ii) X.�0; p; q/D¿D) X.� i ; p; q/D¿ for all i and p ¤ q .
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(Here � i denotes the completely degenerate i–simplex over �0 .) We have

(7.7.9)

zZ� H 0.ChRŒŒH��/

Z�

zH.X/

�

(abusing notation and using zH.X/W zZ�!H 0.ChRŒŒH��/ to denote the composition of
zH.X/ with the forgetful functor Ndg ! H 0 ). The hypotheses of Lemma 7.7.5 are
satisfied by Propositions 7.5.5 and 7.7.4, and hence we get a canonical descent

(7.7.10) H.X/A;! W Z�!H 0.ChRŒŒH��/:

We will write H.X/ for H.X/A;! when the atlas and orientations are clear from context.

7.8 Properties

Lemma 7.8.1 (Passing to a subatlas preserves H.X/) Let Z� , X=Z� , A and ! be
as in Definition 7.7.6. If B�A is any subatlas, then there is a canonical isomorphism
H.X/A DH.X/B .

Proof Indeed, we have zZB
�
� zZA

�
compatibly with zH.X/.

Lemma 7.8.2 (Shrinking the charts preserves H.X/) Let Z� , X=Z� , A and ! be
as in Definition 7.7.6. Let A0 be obtained from A by using instead some open subsets
U 0IJ � UIJ , X 0I �XI , X reg 0

I �X
reg
I , and restricting  IJ , sI to these subsets, so that

A0 is also an implicit atlas. Then there is a canonical isomorphism H.X/A DH.X/A0 .

Proof There is a natural map zZA0

�
! zZA

�
for which the pullback of zH.X/A is

canonically isomorphic to zH.X/A0 . This is enough.

Lemma 7.8.3 (Universal coefficients) Let Z� , X=Z� , A, ! be as in Definition 7.7.6.
Let R! S a homomorphism of base rings. Then there is a canonical isomorphism

H.X/S DH.X/R˝RŒŒH�� SŒŒH��

(denoting �˝RŒŒH�� SŒŒH��W H 0.ChRŒŒH��/!H 0.ChSŒŒH��/).

Proof There is a natural base change map bW zZR
�
! zZS

�
and a canonical isomorphism

zH.X/S ı b D zH.X/R ˝RŒŒH�� SŒŒH��. Now the result follows since zH.X/S ı b and
zH.X/S have the same descent to Z� .
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Proposition 7.8.4 (If X D Xreg , then H.X/ is given by counting 0–dimensional
flow spaces) Let Z� , X=Z� , A, and ! be as in Definition 7.7.6. Suppose that
X.�; p; q/D X.�; p; q/reg for all .�; p; q/ (so, in particular, X=Z� is Morse–Smale in
the sense of Remark 7.2.2).

Define a diagram H0.X/W Z�! Ndg.ChRŒŒH��/ as follows. The graded RŒŒH��–module
associated to a vertex z of zZ� is RŒŒPz��. For a simplex � 2 zZn , we define the map
f� W RŒŒP�.0/��!RŒŒP�.n/�� by the formula

(7.8.1) f� .p/ WD
X

q2P�.n/
gr.q/�gr.p/D1�dim�

h!.�; p; q/; ŒX.�; p; q/�i � q:

It is easy to verify that the maps f� are well-defined and satisfy (7.6.1).

Now there is a canonical isomorphism H.X/DH0.X/ (where on the right-hand side
we implicitly compose with the forgetful functor Ndg!H 0 ).

Proof We will show an equality of “matrix coefficients”

(7.8.2) .ŒŒE���;p;q˝ idR/.z��;p;q/D h!.�; p; q/; ŒX.�; p; q/�i

for .�; p; q/ 2 zZ� with vdimX.�; p; q/ D 0. Thus comparing (7.7.3) and (7.8.1), it
follows that the two diagrams zZ� ! Ndg.ChRŒŒH��/ in question, namely zH.X/ and
H0.X/ ı � , coincide. The desired isomorphism thus follows from the definition of
H.X/ as the descent of zH.X/.

To prove (7.8.2), argue as follows. Since X.�; p; q/ D X.�; p; q/reg , we know that
if vdimX.�; p; q/ < 0 then X.�; p; q/ D ¿ and hence ��;p;q D 0 and z��;p;q D 0.
Now when vdimX.�; p; q/D 0, we see that ��;p;q D 0 and z��;p;q D 0 (because all
of the terms defining them involve a triple with negative dimension), so ��;p;q and
z��;p;q are cycles. Since the homology class of ��;p;q coincides with !.�; p; q/, the
left-hand side of (7.8.2) coincides with the evaluation of !.�; p; q/ on ŒX.�; p; q/�vir 2
LH 0.X.�; p; q/I oX.�;p;q//

_ . Now we are done since ŒX.�; p; q/�vir D ŒX.�; p; q/� by
Lemma 5.2.6.

8 S 1–localization

In this section, we prove vanishing results for virtual fundamental cycles on almost
free26 S1–spaces equipped with an S1–equivariant implicit atlas.

Convention 8.0.1 In this section, we work over a fixed ground ring R , and everything
takes place in the category of R–modules. We restrict to implicit atlases A for which

26An “almost free” action is one for which the stabilizer group of every point is finite.
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#�˛ is invertible in R for all ˛ 2 A. We restrict to S1–equivariant implicit atlases for
which #.S1/p is invertible in R for all p 2X¿ .

For this purpose, we introduce the S1–equivariant virtual cochain complexes C �
S1;vir ,

which enjoys properties similar to those of C �vir . There are canonical “comparison maps”

C �
S1;vir.X IA/! C �vir.X IA/;(8.0.1)

C �
S1;vir.X rel @IA/! C �vir.X rel @IA/(8.0.2)

and a canonical commutative diagram

(8.0.3)

C dC�
S1;vir.X rel @IA/ s�

� CS
1

dimEA���1.EA; EA n 0I o
_
EA
/�A

C dC�vir .X rel @IA/
g

s�
� CdimEA��.EA; EA n 0I o

_
EA
/�A

�Šg

(S1 acting trivially on EA ). Furthermore, if X is an almost free S1–space and A is
locally S1–orientable, then there are canonical isomorphisms

H �
S1;vir.X IA/D

LH �.X=S1I��oX /;(8.0.4)

H �
S1;vir.X rel @IA/D LH �.X=S1I��oX rel @/:(8.0.5)

The construction of C �
S1;vir and the proof of these properties are the main technical

ingredients for the S1–localization statements we prove.

To prove the desired vanishing results, we consider using C �
S1;vir in place of C �vir to

define virtual fundamental cycles. The properties and compatibilities above then show
that the desired statements follow essentially from the vanishing (on homology) of
the right vertical map in (8.0.3). This basic strategy works easily to give the desired
vanishing results for the virtual fundamental classes from Section 5. We also apply
this strategy to prove results for the Floer-type homology groups from Section 7 in the
presence of an S1–action on the flow spaces (to the effect that flow spaces on which
the action is almost free may be ignored).

We do not construct an S1–equivariant virtual fundamental cycle, though the machinery
we set up is a step in this direction (see Remark 8.6.3).

8.1 Background on S 1–equivariant homology

Definition 8.1.1 (Gysin sequence) Let � W E!B be a principal S1–bundle. Analy-
sis of the associated Serre spectral sequence gives the Gysin long exact sequence

(8.1.1) � � �
\e
��!H��1.B/

�Š

�!H�.E/
��
��!H�.B/

\e
��!H��2.B/

�Š

�! � � � :
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The \e map is cap product with the Euler class e.E/ 2H 2.B/. To see this, observe
that the sequence (8.1.1) coincides with the long exact sequence of the pair for (the
mapping cone of) � W E! B , and that there is a natural isomorphism

H�C2.B;E/
\�
��!H�.B/;

where � D �.E/ 2H 2.B;E/ is the Thom class (eg as argued in [39, page 444] for
the corresponding sequence in cohomology).

For any S1–space X, there is a principal S1–bundle � W X �ES1! .X �ES1/=S1 ,
and thus a long exact sequence

(8.1.2) � � �
\e
��!HS1

��1.X/
�Š

�!H�.X/
��
��!HS1

�
.X/

\e
��!HS1

��2.X/
�Š

�! � � �

for e.X/ 2H 2
S1
.X/. The same reasoning applies for pairs of spaces, so the same exact

sequence exists for relative homology as well.

Lemma 8.1.2 Let X be a trivial S1–space. Then the � Š map in the Gysin sequence
vanishes, turning it into a short exact sequence

(8.1.3) 0!H�.X/
��
��!HS1

�
.X/

\e
��!HS1

��2.X/! 0:

The same statement applies to relative homology of trivial S1–spaces.

Proof The composition H�.X/!H�.X �BS
1/!H�.X/ is the identity map, and

so the first map is injective. On the other hand, this map is precisely ��W H�.X/!
HS1

�
.X/ since the S1–action is trivial, so �� is injective, which is sufficient. The

same argument applies in the relative setting as well.

Lemma 8.1.3 Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff S1–space which is almost free
at p 2X , and suppose that the order of the stabilizer #.S1/p is invertible in the ground
ring R . Then there exists an S1–invariant neighborhood S1p � K � X so that the
Euler class e.K/ 2H 2

S1
.K/ vanishes.

Proof Apply the Tietze extension theorem to the identity map S1p! S1p to obtain
an S1–invariant neighborhood K of S1p and a retraction r W K! S1p . By averaging
and passing to a smaller neighborhood, we may assume without loss of generality that r
is S1–equivariant. Now by the naturality of the Euler class, we have e.K/D r�e.S1p/.
Thus it suffices to show that e.S1p/ 2H 2

S1
.S1p/ vanishes. Now we have

H 2
S1
.S1p/DH 2

.S1/p
.p/DH 2..S1/p/;
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where the latter is the group cohomology of the finite stabilizer group .S1/p . It is a
standard fact that the group cohomology of a finite group is annihilated by the order of
the group. Hence our assumption that #.S1/p is invertible in R guarantees that this
cohomology group vanishes.

Lemma 8.1.4 Let M be a topological S1–manifold of dimension d which is almost
free near p 2M . Suppose that #.S1/p is invertible in the ground ring R . Then there
is a canonical isomorphism

(8.1.4) HS1

�
.M;M nS1p/D

�
H 1.S1pI oM /; �D d � 1;

0; �¤ d � 1

(note also that H 1.S1pI oM /DH
0.S1pI oM ˝ o_

S1p
/).

Proof By Poincaré duality, we have canonical isomorphisms

(8.1.5) H�.M;M nS
1p/D

8<:
H 0.S1pI oM /; �D d;

H 1.S1pI oM /; �D d � 1;

0; otherwise:

By excision and Lemma 8.1.3, the Gysin sequence reduces to a short exact sequence

(8.1.6) 0!HS1

��1.M;M nS
1p/

�Š

�!H�.M;M nS
1p/

��
��!HS1

�
.M;M nS1p/! 0:

Combining this with (8.1.5), we see that HS1

�
.M;M nS1p/D 0 for � ¤ d � 1, and

that both maps in the sequence

(8.1.7) Hd�1.M;M nS
1p/

��
��!HS1

d�1.M;M nS
1p/

�Š

�!Hd .M;M nS
1p/

are isomorphisms, which yields the desired result.

8.2 S 1–equivariant implicit atlases

Definition 8.2.1 (S1–equivariant implicit atlas) Let X be an S1–space. An S1–
equivariant implicit atlas A on X is an implicit atlas A along with an action of S1

on each thickening XI (commuting with the �I–action) such that each map  IJ is
S1–equivariant, each function s˛ is S1–invariant, and each subset X reg

I is S1–invariant.

Similarly, we define an S1–equivariant implicit atlas with boundary and/or stratification
by in addition requiring that the boundary loci @XI and/or stratifications XI ! S be
S1–invariant.

Note that in the above definition S1 does not act on any of the obstruction spaces E˛
(or, alternatively, it acts trivially on them).
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8.3 S 1–equivariant orientations

We begin with the trivial observation that if X is equipped with a locally orientable
S1–equivariant implicit atlas A, then the S1–action on X lifts canonically to the
orientation sheaf oX .

Definition 8.3.1 (Locally S1–orientable implicit atlas) Let X be an S1–space with
S1–equivariant implicit atlas with boundary. We say that A is locally S1–orientable if
and only if it is locally orientable and for all p 2X , the stabilizer .S1/p acts trivially
on .oX /p (this action is always by a sign .S1/p! f˙1g). This notion is independent
of the ring R (due to our restriction that #.S1/p be invertible in R).

It is easy to see that if A is locally S1–orientable, then ��oX is locally isomorphic to
the constant sheaf R (where � W X !X=S1 ).

Remark 8.3.2 If A is locally orientable and oX has a global section, then A is
automatically locally S1–orientable (S1 is connected, so the section must be S1–
invariant, hence the claim).

8.4 S 1–equivariant virtual cochain complexes C �
S1;vir

.X IA/ (also rel @)

To define the S1–equivariant virtual cochain complexes, we must first fix a model CS
1

�

of S1–equivariant chains to work with.

Remark 8.4.1 If we used the language of 1–categories, there would be no need
to construct models of chains with good (chain-level) functoriality properties (see
Remark 4.2.3).

We begin by stating the (chain-level) properties we would like our model CS
1

�
to satisfy.

We want a functor CS
1

�
from spaces to chain complexes of free Z–modules (and then

we can tensor up to any base ring R); we also demand that CS
1

�
.A/! CS

1

�
.X/ be

injective for A�X (and then we define relative chains CS
1

�
.X;A/ as the cokernel).

Now we need there to be functorial maps

CS
1

�
.X/

�Š

�! C�C1.X/;(8.4.1)

CS
1

�
.X/˝C�.Y /! CS

1

�
.X �Y /;(8.4.2)

realizing (respectively) the Gysin map and the obvious product map. The map (8.4.2)
must be compatible with the Eilenberg–Zilber map on C� in that the two ways of
building up the map

(8.4.3) CS
1

�
.X/˝C�.Y /˝C�.Z/! CS

1

�
.X �Y �Z/
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coincide. Moreover, (8.4.1) and (8.4.2) must be compatible in that the diagram

(8.4.4)

CS
1

�
.X/˝C�.Y / � CS

1

�
.X �Y /

C�C1.X/˝C�.Y /
g

� C�C1.X �Y /
g

commutes. To define CS
1

�
with the aforementioned properties, let us recall the construc-

tion of the Serre spectral sequence due to Dress [17]. For a Serre fibration � W E! B ,
we consider diagrams of the form:

(8.4.5)

�p ��q � E

�p
g

� B

�
g

Let Cp;q.� W E!B/ denote the free abelian group generated by such diagrams. Then
the direct sum of all of these C�;�.� W E ! B/ is a double complex (differentials
corresponding to the two pieces of boundary @�p � �q and �p � @�q ). We let
C�.� W E ! B/ denote the corresponding total complex. There is a natural map
C�.� W E ! B/ ! C�.E/, where we subdivide �p � �q in the usual way. By
considering the spectral sequence associated to the filtration by q , Dress showed
that this map is a quasi-isomorphism. Dress also showed that the spectral sequence
associated to the filtration by p is the Serre spectral sequence; in particular, the E2p;q
term is Hp.B;Hq.F //.

To define CS
1

�
, fix once and for all an ES1 . Then for any space X , the map

� W X �ES1! .X �ES1/=S1

is a principal S1–bundle, so a fortiori it is a Serre fibration. We define

(8.4.6) CS
1

��1.X/ WD
˚
 2 C�.� W X �ES

1
! .X �ES1/=S1/ j

; d have no component with q–degree< 1
	
:

The inclusion CS
1

��1.X/ ,!C�.� W X �ES
1! .X �ES1/=S1/ is compatible with the

p–grading on each. Let us consider the associated morphism of spectral sequences
(induced by the p–filtration). The latter has E2p;q term HS1

p .X;Hq.S
1// by Dress [17].

It follows from the definition (8.4.6) that the E2p;q term of the former is the same in
degrees q � 1 and zero otherwise. Since Hq.S1/ is nonzero only for q � 1, it follows
that the former spectral sequence has no further differentials, and we conclude that the
homology of CS

1

�
.X/ is indeed HS1

�
.X/ as needed.
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Now let us define the maps (8.4.1) and (8.4.2) and verify the required properties. The
map (8.4.1) is obtained by the standard subdivision of �p��q into simplices along with
the projection map X �ES1!X . The map (8.4.2) is defined as follows. Given maps
�p��q!X�ES1 and �p

0

!Y , we obtain a map �p
0

��p��q!Y �X�ES1

and we subdivide �p
0

��p . The required properties are then straightforward to verify.

Definition 8.4.2 (S1–equivariant virtual cochain complexes C �
S1;vir.�IA/ (and IJ ))

Let X be an S1–space with finite S1–equivariant implicit atlas with boundary A. For
any S1–invariant compact K �X , we define

C �
S1;vir.KIA/IJ ; C �

S1;vir.K rel @IA/IJ ;(8.4.7)

C �
S1;vir.KIA/; C �

S1;vir.K rel @IA/(8.4.8)

as in Definitions 4.2.5–4.2.6, except using CS
1

��1 in place of C� in (4.2.4)–(4.2.5). It is
clear that (8.4.7)–(8.4.8) are complexes of K–presheaves on X=S1 (replace K with
��1.K/, where � W X !X=S1 ). The Gysin map (8.4.1) induces “comparison maps”

(8.4.9) C �
S1;vir.�IA/.IJ /! C �vir.�IA/.IJ /

for all flavors (8.4.7)–(8.4.8)

Analogously with (4.2.6)–(4.2.8) and (4.2.11)–(4.2.12), there are natural maps (com-
patible with (8.4.9))

C �
S1;vir.K rel @IA/IJ ! C �

S1;vir.KIA/IJ ;(8.4.10)

C dC�
S1;vir.X rel @IA/IJ

s�
�! CS

1

���1.EIA/;(8.4.11)

C �
S1;vir.�IA/IJ ! C �

S1;vir.�IA/I 0;J 0 ;(8.4.12)

C �
S1;vir.K rel @IA/! C �

S1;vir.KIA/;(8.4.13)

C dC�
S1;vir.X rel @IA/

s�
�! CS

1

���1.EIA/:(8.4.14)

Analogously with (4.2.13)–(4.2.14), there are natural maps (compatible with (8.4.9))

C �
S1;vir.�IA/IJ ˝C��.EIA

0
nA/! C �

S1;vir.�IA
0/I 0;J 0 ;(8.4.15)

C �
S1;vir.�IA/˝C��.EIA

0
nA/! C �

S1;vir.�IA
0/:(8.4.16)

8.5 Isomorphisms H �
S1;vir

.X IA/D LH �.X=S 1I��oX/ (also rel @)

Lemma 8.5.1 (C �
S1;vir.�IA/IJ are pure homotopy K–sheaves) Let X be an almost

free S1–space with finite locally S1–orientable S1–equivariant implicit atlas with
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boundary A. Then C �
S1;vir.�IA/IJ and C �

S1;vir.� rel @IA/IJ are pure homotopy K–
sheaves on X=S1 . Furthermore, there are canonical isomorphisms

H 0
S1;vir.�IA/IJ D ��jŠj

�oX ;(8.5.1)

H 0
S1;vir.� rel @IA/IJ D ��jŠj �oX rel @(8.5.2)

of sheaves on X=S1 , where j W VI \ VJ ,! X for VI WD  ¿I ..sI jX
reg
I /�1.0// � X

and � W X !X=S1 .

Proof As in the proof of Lemma 4.3.1, we use Lemmas A.6.3 and A.2.11 to see that
C �
S1;vir.�IA/IJ and C �

S1;vir.� rel @IA/IJ are homotopy K–sheaves. More precisely,
in the present context we need the statement of Lemma A.6.3 for CS

1

�
in place of C� .

The proof of this lemma applies equally well to CS
1

�
, noting that since CS

1

�
is a

model of S1–equivariant chains, it in particular satisfies Mayer–Vietoris in that the
total complex

(8.5.3) CS
1

�
.U \U 0/! CS

1

�
.U /˚CS

1

�
.U 0/! CS

1

�
.U [U 0/

is acyclic. Now let us show purity. By Lemma A.5.5, it suffices to show that the
restrictions of C �

S1;vir.�IA/IJ and C �
S1;vir.� rel @IA/IJ to .VI \ VJ /=S

1 and to
X=S1 n .VI \ VJ /=S

1 are pure. The latter restriction is trivially pure, since both
complexes are simply zero for K \VI \VJ D¿. Hence it suffices to show that the
restrictions of both complexes to .VI \VJ /=S1 are pure.

We consider the comparison maps

H �
S1;vir.KIA/IJ !H �vir.KIA/IJ ;(8.5.4)

H �
S1;vir.K rel @IA/IJ !H �vir.K rel @IA/IJ :(8.5.5)

These are Gysin maps � Š , and hence by the Gysin sequence their kernels coincide
(respectively) with the images of

H ��2
S1;vir.KIA/IJ

\e
��!H �

S1;vir.KIA/IJ ;(8.5.6)

H ��2
S1;vir.K rel @IA/IJ

\e
��!H �

S1;vir.K rel @IA/IJ ;(8.5.7)

where e is (the pullback of) e 2 H 2
S1
.X

reg
J =�J /. Pick any p 2 VJ � X . By

Lemma 8.1.3, this e vanishes when restricted to small S1–invariant compact neighbor-
hoods of

S1p � VJ D .sJ jX
reg
J /�1.0/=�J �X

reg
J =�J :
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It follows that (8.5.6)–(8.5.7) vanish for small S1–invariant compact neighborhoods
K of S1p � VJ . Hence (8.5.4)–(8.5.5) are injective for such K . Now, using this
injectivity and the fact that C �vir.�IA/IJ and C �vir.� rel @IA/IJ are pure homotopy
K–sheaves (Lemma 4.3.1), it follows that C �

S1;vir.�IA/IJ and C �
S1;vir.� rel @IA/IJ

are pure on VJ =S1 , and hence on all of X=S1 .

It remains to identify H 0
S1;vir.�IA/IJ and H 0

S1;vir.� rel @IA/IJ . Consider the com-
parison maps

H 0
S1;vir.�IA/IJ ! ��H

0
vir.�IA/IJ ;(8.5.8)

H 0
S1;vir.� rel @IA/IJ ! ��H

0
vir.� rel @IA/IJ ;(8.5.9)

which are maps of sheaves on X=S1 . It suffices (by Lemma 4.3.1) to show that these
are isomorphisms (which we will check on stalks, ie for K D S1p ). Now this is just a
calculation, similar to that in the proof of Lemma 4.3.1, except using an S1–equivariant
version of Poincaré–Lefschetz duality based on Lemma 8.1.4 in place of Lemma A.6.4
(and it is in this calculation where we use the local S1–orientability of A).

Proposition 8.5.2 (C �
S1;vir.�IA/ are pure homotopy K–sheaves) Let X be an al-

most free S1–space with finite locally S1–orientable S1–equivariant implicit atlas
with boundary A. Then C �

S1;vir.�IA/ and C �
S1;vir.� rel @IA/ are pure homotopy

K–sheaves on X=S1 . Furthermore, there are canonical isomorphisms

H 0
S1;vir.�IA/D ��oX ;(8.5.10)

H 0
S1;vir.� rel @IA/D ��oX rel @(8.5.11)

of sheaves on X=S1 , where � W X !X=S1 .

Proof This is exactly analogous to Proposition 4.3.3 and has the same proof (using
Lemma 8.5.1 in place of Lemma 4.3.1).

Theorem 8.5.3 (Calculation of H �
S1;vir ) Let X be an almost free S1–space with

finite locally S1–orientable S1–equivariant implicit atlas with boundary A. Then there
are canonical isomorphisms fitting (as the top horizontal maps) into commutative di-
agrams:

H �
S1;vir.X IA/

�
� LH �.X=S1; ��oX /

H �vir.X IA/

(8.4.9)
g

Thm 4.3.4
� LH �.X; oX /

��g
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and

H �
S1;vir.X rel @IA/ �

� LH �.X=S1; ��oX rel @/

H �vir.X rel @IA/

(8.4.9)
g

Thm 4.3.4
� LH �.X; oX rel @/

��g

Proof Consider the following diagram:

H �
S1;vir

.X IA/ H �vir.X IA/

LH �.X=S1IC �
S1;vir

.�IA// LH �.X=S1;��C
�

vir.�IA//
LH �.X IC �vir.�IA//

LH �.X=S1I��0C
�

S1;vir
.�IA// LH �.X=S1;����0C

�

vir.�IA//
LH �.X I��0C

�

vir.�IA//

LH �.X=S1IH 0
S1;vir

.�IA// LH �.X=S1;��H
0
vir.�IA//

LH �.X IH 0
vir.�IA//

LH �.X=S1I��oX / LH �.X=S1;��oX / LH �.X IoX /

�

(8.4.9)

�

(8.4.9)

�

��

� �

(8.4.9) ��

�

(8.4.9)

�

��

�

�

�

��

where the vertical isomorphisms are by Propositions 8.5.2 and 4.3.3 (see also (A.5.3)).

Now each small square of this diagram commutes (only the bottom left requires an
argument; one shows that the corresponding diagram of sheaves commutes by checking
it locally, where it is just a calculation). Now the first square in Theorem 8.5.3 is the
same as the big square above, which commutes by a diagram chase (for which one
should be careful of the fact that one of the vertical arrows is not an isomorphism).

An identical argument applies to the second square in Theorem 8.5.3.

8.6 Localization for virtual fundamental classes

Theorem 8.6.1 (S1–localization for ŒX�vir ) Let X be an almost free S1–space
with locally S1–orientable S1–equivariant implicit atlas with boundary A. Then
��ŒX�

vir D 0, where �� D .��/_W LH �.X I oX rel @/
_! LH �.X=S1I��oX rel @/

_ .
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Proof We may assume that A is finite. Now by Theorem 8.5.3, we have a commutative
diagram:

LHdC�.X=S1I��oX rel@/ HdC�
S1;vir.X rel@IA/ HS1

���1.EIA/

LHdC�.X IoX rel@/ HdC�
vir .X rel@IA/ H��.EIA/ R

��

Thm 8.5.3

(8.4.9)

(8.4.14)

�Š

Thm 4.3.4 (4.2.12) ŒEA�7!1

By definition, ŒX�vir is the total composition of the bottom row for � D 0. Now the
desired statement follows since the rightmost vertical map is zero (by Lemma 8.1.2,
because S1 acts trivially on EA ).

Corollary 8.6.2 Let X be an almost free S1–space with locally S1–orientable S1–
equivariant implicit atlas with boundary A of dimension 0. Then ŒX�vir D 0.

Proof This follows from Theorem 8.6.1 since the map ��W LH 0.X=S1I��oX rel @/!
LH 0.X I oX rel @/ is an isomorphism (since S1 is connected and the atlas A is locally
S1–orientable).

Remark 8.6.3 We expect that the machinery of this section can be used to define an
S1–equivariant virtual fundamental cycle

ŒX�S
1;vir
2 LHd�1.X=S1I��oX rel @/

_
.�Š/
_

���! LHd .X I oX rel @/
_

lifting ŒX�vir , via the diagram

LHdC�.X I oX rel @/ HdC�
vir .X rel @IA/ H��.EIA/ R

LHdC��1.X=S1I��oX rel @/ HdC��1
S1;vir .X rel @IA/ HS1

�� .EIA/ R

�Š

Thm 4.3.4 (4.2.12)

��

ŒEA� 7!1

Thm 8.5.3 (8.4.14) ŒEA� 7!1

where the second vertical map is induced by pushforward �� on chains. Note that
we would need to show that the first square commutes. This would provide another
proof of Theorem 8.6.1. This should also be applicable without any restriction on the
S1–action on X (provided we use S1–equivariant (co)homology in the appropriate
places).

8.7 Localization for homology

To prove the desired localization result for Floer-type homology groups, the chain
models used in Section 8.4 are inadequate. Specifically, the fact that we need to consider
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product maps X.p; q/�X.q; r/! X.p; r/ between flow spaces with an S1–action
means that we need a corresponding map CS

1

�
.X/ � CS

1

�
.Y /! CS

1

�C1.X � Y / on
S1–equivariant chains. To obtain such a map, we will end up using different models
of chains for every .�; p; q/. We first introduce the models of chains we will use, we
then describe how to use these chain models for the constructions of Section 7, and
finally we prove the localization result for homology groups.

Remark 8.7.1 If we used the language of 1–categories, there would be no need
to construct models of chains with good (chain-level) functoriality properties (see
Remark 4.2.3).

8.7.1 MF-sets and S 1–MF-sets

Definition 8.7.2 A PL manifold with cells .M; S/ is a compact connected nonempty
orientable PL-manifold with boundary M with stratification by a finite poset S (see
Definition 6.1.1) such that:

(i) M�s is a connected nonempty orientable PL-submanifold with boundary.

(ii) .M�s/ı DM s .

(iii) S has a unique maximal element.

For every s 2 S, there corresponds a face .M�s; S�s/, which is also a PL manifold
with cells.

Definition 8.7.3 An MF-set is a set Y along with:

(i) For every i 2 Y, a PL manifold with cells .Mi ; Si /.

(ii) Face identifications For every i 2 Y and every s 2 Si , an index j 2 Y and an
isomorphism .M

�s
i ; S

�s
i / �!

� .Mj ; Sj /. These indices and isomorphisms must
be (strictly) transitive in the following obvious sense. If s 2 S is maximal, then
j D i and

.Mi ; Si /D .M
�s
i ; S

�s
i / �!

� .Mj ; Sj /D .Mi ; Si /

is the identity map. If s0 � s is a nested pair of faces with identifications

.M
�s
i ; S

�s
i / �!

� .Mj ; Sj / and .M
�s0

i ; S
�s0

i / �!� .Mj 0 ; Sj 0/;

and the s0 face of .Mj ; Sj / is identified

.M
�s0

j ; S
�s0

j / �!� .Mk; Sk/;

then k D j 0 and the two identifications of .M�s
0

i ; S
�s0

i / with .Mk; Sk/ D

.Mj 0 ; Sj 0/ are the same.
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A morphism of MF-sets f W Y ! Y0 is a map of sets covered by isomorphisms
.Mi ; Si /! .Mf .i/; Sf .i//, compatible with the face identifications for Y and Y0 in the
obvious way.

The category of MF-sets has a natural symmetric monoidal structure: given MF-sets
fMigi2Y and fM 0j gj2Y0 , their product is defined to be fMi �M

0
j g.i;j /2Y�Y0 , which is

again an MF-set.

For an MF-set Y, let C Y
�
.X/ denote the complex freely generated27 by maps Mi !X

(for i 2 Y), with differential given by the obvious sum over all codimension-one faces.
Note that there is a natural map

(8.7.1) C Y
�
.X/˝CY0

�
.X 0/! C Y�Y0

�
.X �X 0/:

Remark 8.7.4 It would perhaps be more natural to work with MF-sets in the DIFF
category, although in that case it is not clear precisely what sort of stratifications and
corner structure one should allow so that the proof of Lemma 8.7.7 goes through.

Example 8.7.5 The collection of standard simplices f�ngn�0 equipped with their
standard simplicial stratifications and the standard identifications of the faces of �n

with the various �i , forms an MF-set.

Definition 8.7.6 An MF-set Y is called saturated if and only if for every PL manifold
with cells .M; S/ along with, for every s 2 S of positive codimension, an index
j 2 Y and an isomorphism .Mj ; Sj / �!

� .M�s; S�s/, such that these indices and
isomorphisms are (strictly) transitive in the obvious sense, there exists i 2 Y and an
isomorphism .Mi ; Si / �!

� .M; S/ respecting these given face identifications.

Every MF-set Y embeds into a saturated MF-set Y1 , which may be constructed (non-
canonically) as follows. We define a sequence of inclusions YDY�1 ,!Y0 ,!Y1 ,!� � � ,
and we let Y1 WD lim

��!
Yn . To define Yn , we consider all PL manifolds with cells of

dimension n with face identifications to elements of Yn�1 as in Definition 8.7.6. The
collection of isomorphism classes of such data (manifold along with face identifications)
forms a set, so we may choose (non-canonically) a set Zn parametrizing all of them.
We then set Yn WD Yn�1 tZn . Now it is easy to check that Y1 is saturated.

Lemma 8.7.7 Let Y be a saturated MF-set. Then there is a canonical isomorphism
between singular homology H�.X/ and HY

�
.X/ (the homology of C Y

�
.X/).

27A given map Mi ! X contributes a copy of the orientation module of Mi , which is isomorphic
to Z but not canonically so.
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Proof Since Y is saturated, there exists a morphism of MF-sets f�ngn�0!fMigi2Y

(where f�ngn�0 is as in Example 8.7.5). Since

C�.X/D C
f�ngn�0
� .X/

by definition, we obtain a chain map C�.X/! C Y
�
.X/. The resulting map

(8.7.2) H�.X/!HY
�
.X/

is independent of the choice of morphism f�ngn�0 ! fMigi2Y , as can be seen as
follows. There is an MF-set

f�ngn�0 t f�
n
� Œ0; 1�gn�0 t f�

n
gn�0

where each f�ngn�0 is as in Example 8.7.5, where �n � Œ0; 1� is given the product
stratification (Œ0; 1� stratified by ff0g; f1g; .0; 1/g), and �n � f0g (resp. �n � f1g) is
identified with the first (resp. second) copy of �n . Since Y is saturated, it follows that
for any pair of morphisms f�ngn�0! fMigi2Y there is a morphism

f�ngn�0 t f�
n
� Œ0; 1�gn�0 t f�

n
gn�0! fMigi2Y

whose restriction to the two copies of f�ngn�0 are the two given morphisms. From this
data one easily constructs a chain homotopy between the two maps C�.X/! C Y

�
.X/.

Hence the map (8.7.2) is canonical.

Now let us show that (8.7.2) is an isomorphism. Fix a map f�ngn�0 ! fMigi2Y .
Fix triangulations Ti of Mi for which each M

�s
i is a union of simplices, which

are compatible with the face identifications, and which restrict to the tautological
triangulation of f�ngn�0 . Such triangulations may be constructed by induction. By
triangulation, we mean a triangulation in which each simplex is equipped with a total
order on its set of vertices, compatible with its faces (ie a semisimplicial set rather than a
simplicial complex). Such triangulations induce a map of complexes C Y

�
.X/!C�.X/,

and the composition C�.X/!C Y
�
.X/!C�.X/ is clearly the identity map. It suffices

to show that the other composition is chain homotopic to the identity map.

Now let us define a new MF-set in terms of the map f�ngn�0 ! fMigi2Y and the
triangulations Ti . Note that the stratification of Mi by the face poset F.Ti / of Ti
refines the stratification by Si ; in other words, we have maps Mi ! F.Ti / ! Si .
The objects of the new MF-set are fMigi2Y t fMi � Œ0; 1�gi2Y , where Mi � Œ0; 1� is
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stratified by the following strata:

M s
i � f0g; s 2 Si ;(8.7.3)

M s
i � .0; 1/; s 2 Si ;(8.7.4)

M t
i � f1g; t 2 F.Ti /:(8.7.5)

Thus the poset of strata of Mi � Œ0; 1� is Si t Si tF.Ti /. For the face identifications,
Mi �f0g is identified tautologically with Mi , and each of the closed strata M�ti �f1g
(t2F.Ti /) is identified with the corresponding �n (considered as an object of fMigi2Y

via the inclusion f�ngn�0! fMigi2Y ).

Now we have a chain of inclusions

f�ngn�0 ,! fMigi2Y ,! fMigi2Y t fMi � Œ0; 1�gi2Y:

Since Y is saturated, there in fact exists a map backwards

fMigi2Y t fMi � Œ0; 1�gi2Y! fMigi2Y

(acting identically on fMigi2Y ). Using this map, we obtain a chain map C Y
�
.X/!

C Y
�C1.X/ (precompose chains with the projection Mi � Œ0; 1�!Mi ). This map is a

chain homotopy between the identity map and the composition C Y
�
.X/! C�.X/!

C Y
�
.X/, so we are done.

Equip S1 with its standard PL structure, for which the group operations are PL.

Definition 8.7.8 An S1–MF-set is an MF-set Y along with a principal S1–bundle
.ES1/Y! .BS1/Y where .BS1/Y (and hence also .ES1/Y ) is an increasing union of
compact polyhedra (we do not require .ES1/Y to be contractible), and for every i 2 Y,
a pullback diagram

(8.7.6)
Mi .ES1/Y

Ni .BS1/Y

with PL maps where Ni (and hence also Mi ) is a PL manifold, and where the stratifi-
cation on Mi is pulled back from Ni , such that these diagrams are compatible with
the face identifications. A map of S1–MF-sets Y! Y0 is said to be injective if and
only if it is injective as a map of sets and the map .ES1/Y! .ES1/Y0 is injective.

There is a forgetful functor from S1–MF-sets to MF-sets, where we remember Mi

(of course, there is another natural forgetful functor remembering Ni , though we will
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never use it). When speaking of a morphism Y! Y0 where Y is an S1–MF-set and Y0

is an MF-set, we implicitly apply the forgetful functor to Y.

The category of S1–MF-sets has a natural symmetric monoidal structure: given S1–
MF-sets fMigi2Y and fM 0j gj2Y0 , we may define their product fMi �M

0
j g.i;j /2Y�Y0 ,

which is again an S1–MF-set, via the diagonal S1–action on Mi �M
0
j and

.ES1/Y�Y0 WD .ES
1/Y � .ES

1/Y0

with the diagonal action. The forgetful functor from S1–MF-sets to MF-sets is clearly
a symmetric monoidal functor. It also makes sense to take the product of an S1–MF-set
and an MF-set.

For an S1–MF-set Y, let CS
1;Y
�

.X/ (for X an S1–space) denote the complex generated
by commuting diagrams of S1–equivariant maps

(8.7.7)
Mi X � .ES1/Y .ES1/Y

Ni .X � .ES1/Y/=S
1 .BS1/Y

(i 2 Y), where the outer square coincides with (8.7.6), with differential given by the
obvious sum over all codimension-one faces. A generator (8.7.7) resides in degree
dimNi . Note that there are natural compatible maps

CS
1;Y
�

.X 0/! C Y
�C1.X/;(8.7.8)

C Y
�
.X/˝CS

1;Y0

�
.X 0/! CS

1;Y�Y0

�
.X �X 0/;(8.7.9)

CS
1;Y
�

.X/˝CS
1;Y0

�
.X 0/! C

S1;Y�Y0

�C1 .X �X 0/:(8.7.10)

Definition 8.7.9 An S1–MF-set Y is called saturated if and only if .ES1/Y is con-
tractible and every pullback diagram

(8.7.11)
M .ES1/Y

N .BS1/Y

where N (and thus M ) is a PL manifold with cells, along with strictly transitive identi-
fications of the faces of positive codimension with elements of Y (as in Definition 8.7.8),
is isomorphic to some i 2 Y.

Note that the notions of saturation for MF-sets and S1–MF-sets are different: an
S1–MF-set is never saturated as an MF-set.
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Every S1–MF-set Y embeds into a saturated S1–MF-set Y1 , which may be constructed
(again, non-canonically) by first embedding .ES1/Y into something contractible, and
then proceeding as in the case of MF-sets.

Lemma 8.7.10 Let Y be a saturated S1–MF-set. Then there is a canonical isomor-
phism between S1–equivariant singular homology HS1

�
.X/ and HS1;Y

�
.X/ (the ho-

mology of CS
1;Y
�

.X/). Furthermore, the natural map CS
1;Y
�

.X/! C Y0

�C1.X/ induces
the Gysin map on homology, for Y0 a saturated MF-set.

Proof All S1–MF-sets in this proof will share the same .ES1/Y! .BS1/Y , so we
will omit the subscript Y from the notation.

Let f�ngn�0;f W�n!BS1 denote the S1–MF-set indexed by pairs .n; f / consisting
of an integer n� 0 and a PL map f W �n! BS1 , where the stratifications and face
identifications are as in Example 8.7.5. Now the complex

C
S1;f�ng

n�0;f W�n!BS1

� .X/

is freely generated by maps �n! .X �ES1/=S1 whose composition with the pro-
jection .X � ES1/=S1 ! BS1 is PL. A straightforward approximation argument
shows that the inclusion of this complex into the complex generated by all maps
�n! .X�ES1/=S1 is a quasi-isomorphism. Hence there is a canonical isomorphism

(8.7.12) H
S1;f�ng

n�0;f W�n!BS1

� .X/ �!� H�..X �ES
1/=S1/DHS1

�
.X/:

As in the proof of Lemma 8.7.7, since Y is saturated, there exists a morphism of
S1–MF-sets f�ngn�0;f W�n!BS1 ! Y. This induces a chain map

C
S1;f�ng

n�0;f W�n!BS1

� .X/! CS
1;Y
�

.X/;

which as before induces a canonical map on homology

(8.7.13) H
S1;f�ng

n�0;f W�n!BS1

� .X/!HS1;Y
�

.X/;

which is independent of the choice of morphism f�ngn�0;f W�n!BS1! Y. It suffices
to show that this map is an isomorphism.

Fix a map f�ngn�0;f W�n!BS1 ! Y, which we observe is necessarily injective. Fix
triangulations Ti of Mi as in the proof of Lemma 8.7.7. Such triangulations induce a
map of complexes

CS
1;Y
�

.X/! C
S1;f�ng

n�0;f W�n!BS1

� .X/:
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The composition

C
S1;f�ng

n�0;f W�n!BS1

� .X/! CS
1;Y
�

.X/! C
S1;f�ng

n�0;f W�n!BS1

� .X/

is clearly the identity map. It thus suffices to show that the reverse composition is chain
homotopic to the identity.

As in the proof of Lemma 8.7.7, we construct a new S1–MF-set, namely

fMigi2Y t fMi � Œ0; 1�gi2Y;

from the inclusion f�ngn�0;f W�n!BS1 ,! fMigi2Y and the triangulations Ti . There
are inclusions

f�ngn�0;f W�n!BS1 ,! fMigi2Y ,! fMigi2Y t fMi � Œ0; 1�gi2Y:

The desired chain homotopy may then be constructed as in the proof of Lemma 8.7.7.

That the induced map HS1

�
.X/!H�C1.X/ is the Gysin map is left to the reader.

8.7.2 F–modules valued in MF-sets and S 1–MF-sets Plugging the category of
MF-sets into Definition 7.1.4, we may talk about F–modules valued in MF-sets. In
other words, an F–module MF-set is a collection of MF-sets Y.�; p; q/ along with
product/face maps

Y.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�; p; q/! Y.�; p; q/;(8.7.14)

Y.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/�Y.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/! Y.�; p; r/;(8.7.15)

which are compatible in the sense of Definition 7.1.4. Similarly, we may talk about
F–modules of S1–MF-sets. We may also talk about morphisms from F–module S1–
MF-sets to F–module MF-sets using the forgetful functor described earlier.

Proposition 8.7.11 Let X=Z� be a flow category diagram. There exists an F–module
of MF-sets Y and an F–module of S1–MF-sets YS1 (both supported inside suppX)
along with a morphism YS1! Y, satisfying the following property. For all .�; p; q/ 2
suppX, both Y.�; p; q/ and YS1.�; p; q/ are saturated, and the tautologous maps

colim
s2@SX.�;p;q/

Y.�; p; q; s/ ,! Y.�; p; q/;(8.7.16)

colim
s2@SX.�;p;q/

YS1.�; p; q; s/ ,! YS1.�; p; q/(8.7.17)

are injective (and the colimits on the left exist). Moreover, such YS1 ! Y may be
constructed by induction on .�; p; q/, partially ordered by �X (which is well-founded;
see Definition 7.4.5 or the proof of Proposition 7.5.5).
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Note the similarity of (8.7.16)–(8.7.17) with Definition 7.4.2. One should think of
these conditions as being: “Y and YS1 are both cofibrant”.

Proof It suffices to perform the inductive step for a given .�; p; q/. First, we show that
the colimits (8.7.16)–(8.7.17) exist, essentially by rewriting the proofs of Lemmas 7.4.3
and 7.4.4 in the present context. We actually show the more general statement that the
colimits

(8.7.18) colim
t2T

Y.�; p; q; t/ and colim
t2T

YS1.�; p; q; t/

exist for any T � @SX.�; p; q/ which is downward closed. We show this by induction
on the cardinality of T . If T D¿, existence is trivial. For T nonempty, let t0 2 T be
any maximal element, and observe that (8.7.18) can be written as the colimit of the
diagram:

(8.7.19)

Y.�; p; q; t0/

colim
t2T
t�t0

Y.�; p; q; t/

colim
t2Tnt0

Y.�; p; q; t/

Let us show that the top arrow is injective. Write t0 in the form (7.1.3)–(7.1.5). Then
we have

(8.7.20) SX.�; p; q/
�t0

D SX.� jŒja0 : : : ja1 �; p0; p1/� � � � � SX.� jŒjam�1 : : : jam �; pm�1; pm/:

Now we consider the m–cubical diagram given by

(8.7.21)
mY
iD1

colim
s2@SX.� jŒjai�1 :::jai �;pi�1;pi /

Y.� jŒjai�1 : : : jai �; pi�1; pi ; s/

,! Y.� jŒjai�1 : : : jai �; pi�1; pi /:

Now the top arrow of (8.7.19) is simply the map to the maximal vertex of this m–cube
from the colimit over the m–cube minus the maximal vertex (this is where we use
the fact that T is downward closed). This is injective for any cubical diagram of the
form

Qm
iD1ŒAi ,! Bi � where each Ai ,! Bi is injective. Now that the top arrow

in (8.7.19) is injective, the existence of the colimit is clear (first take the colimit of
underlying sets and then the rest of the structure extends in an obvious way), and hence
the colimit in (8.7.18) exists. This reasoning applies equally well to YS1 (including
.ES1/Y! .BS1/Y ).
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Now that we have shown that the colimits on the left-hand side of (8.7.16)–(8.7.17)
exist, it remains to define Y.�; p; q/ and YS1.�; p; q/.

We observed earlier that any S1–MF-set injects into a saturated S1–MF-set. Let
YS1.�; p; q/ be any saturated S1–MF-set with an injection (8.7.17). Note that with
this definition, the product/face maps with target YS1.�; p; q/ are obvious, as is their
compatibility.

To define Y.�; p; q/, consider the following diagram:

(8.7.22)

colim
s2@SX.�;p;q/

Y.�; p; q; s/

colim
s2@SX.�;p;q/

YS1.�; p; q; s/ YS1.�; p; q/

The lower colimit is in the category of S1–MF-sets. It is clear from the inductive
proof of its existence that this particular colimit commutes with the forgetful functor
to MF-sets. Hence we may equally well think of this colimit as taking place in the
category of MF-sets, and with this perspective the definition of the vertical map is clear.
Now since the horizontal map is injective, the colimit of this diagram (in the category
of MF-sets) clearly exists (first take the colimit in sets and then the rest of the structure
is obvious). We pick any saturated MF-set into which the colimit of (8.7.22) embeds,
and we call this saturated MF-set Y.�; p; q/. Via the embedding of the upper colimit
into Y.�; p; q/, it is tautological that the face/product maps with target Y.�; p; q/ exist
and are compatible. The map YS1.�; p; q/! Y.�; p; q/ is similarly tautological, as is
the fact that it is compatible with the product/face maps.

8.7.3 Augmented virtual cochain complexes from F–module MF-sets and S 1–
MF-sets We now describe a modified version of the complexes from Definitions
7.3.1 and 7.3.3 and their S1–equivariant versions using a choice of YS1 ! Y as in
Proposition 8.7.11.

Let us give alternative definitions of the complexes

(8.7.23) C �vir.X rel @IA/C.�; p; q/; C �vir.@XIA/
C.�; p; q/; C�.EIA/

C.�; p; q/:

The “fixed fundamental cycles” ŒE˛�2C�.EI˛/ still live in ordinary singular simplicial
chains. Now (8.7.23) are defined in terms of the (relative) singular chains on certain
spaces; the modification we make is just to use a different model of singular chains
(depending on .�; p; q/) which we now describe. Our model of chains on a space X
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is generated by the set of maps

(8.7.24) Mi �

Y
˛2
`
xA.� 0;p0;q0/

�i˛ !X;

where i 2Y.�; p; q/, i˛ 2Z�0 (all but finitely many must be zero), and
`
xA.� 0; p0; q0/

stands for

(8.7.25)
a

0�i0<���<im�n
.p0;q0/2P�.i0/�P�.im/

9t2SX.�;p;q/ containing .Œi0:::im�;p0;q0/

xA.� jŒi0 : : : im�; p
0; q0/

(this is very similar to (7.2.1)). We define relative chains as usual: C�.X IY / WD
C�.X/=C�.Y / for Y �X . It is a straightforward (though tedious) exercise to verify
that with this definition of singular chains, the structure maps for the homotopy colimits
used to construct (8.7.23) are all well-defined and appropriately compatible. We
define the product �� ŒE˛� via the Eilenberg–Zilber subdivision of �p ��q (as in
Remark 4.2.2) at the index ˛ . It may also be verified in a similar manner that the
product/face maps for (8.7.23) as defined in Definitions 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 make sense and
are compatible given this model of chains. For these maps, we use the product/face
maps of Y along with Eilenberg–Zilber (separately at each index ˛ ).

We also define S1–equivariant versions

(8.7.26) C �
S1;vir.X rel @IA/C.�; p; q/; C �

S1;vir.@XIA/
C.�; p; q/;

CS
1

�
.EIA/C.�; p; q/

of (8.7.23) using C �
S1;vir in place of C �vir (and CS

1

�
in place of C� ). The fixed fun-

damental cycles ŒE˛� again live in ordinary singular simplicial chains. We use the
following as our model for (relative) S1–equivariant chains (for C �

S1;vir ). Our model
of S1–equivariant chains on an S1–space X is generated by the set of commuting
diagrams of S1–equivariant maps

(8.7.27)

Mi �
Q
˛2
`
xA.� 0;p0;q0/�

i˛ X � .ES1/Y
S1
.�;p;q/

Mi .ES1/Y
S1
.�;p;q/

where i 2YS1.�; p; q/, the vertical maps are the projections, the bottom horizontal map
is the given structure map, and

`
xA.� 0; p0; q0/ is as before. It is then a straightforward

(though tedious) exercise to verify that with this definition of S1–equivariant chains,
the complexes (8.7.26) are well-defined, have well-defined product/face maps, and that
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the obvious forgetful maps to their non-equivariant versions (8.7.23) are well-defined
and compatible with the product/face maps.

Now it remains only to show that our models of chains and S1–equivariant chains
described above do actually calculate singular homology and S1–equivariant singular
homology.28 Note that once we do this, we can use our alternative definitions of
(8.7.23) and (8.7.26) in place of the originals in all the arguments of Section 7.

We show that our model of chains (generated by diagrams (8.7.24)) calculates singular
homology as follows. Let us abbreviate Y D Y.�; p; q/. Our complex generated by
maps (8.7.24) is in fact a double complex with bigrading pD

P
˛ i˛ and q D dimMi .

Now let us consider the associated spectral sequence. We calculate the E1p;q term as
follows. By definition E1p;q is simply the homology of the complex with only the
differentials decreasing q . Clearly this breaks up as a direct sum over tuples fi˛ 2Z�0g.
For a given tuple fi˛ 2 Z�0g, we must calculate the homology of the complex

(8.7.28)
M
i2Y

Mi�
Q
˛�

i˛!X

Z:

We claim that this is the same as the homology of the complex

(8.7.29)
M
i2Y

Mi!X

Z:

There is a clearly a map (8.7.29)! (8.7.28), given by precomposing with the projection

Mi �

Y
˛

�i˛ !Mi ;

and picking a point x 2
Q
˛ �

i˛ gives a map in the opposite direction. The composition
(8.7.29)! (8.7.28)! (8.7.29) is clearly the identity. The other composition is chain
homotopic to the identity by the following argument. Since Y is saturated, we can
choose a map I W Y! Y and isomorphisms .MI.i/; SI.i// �!

� .Mi � Œ0; 1�; Si � S/

compatible with the face identifications, where .Œ0; 1�; S/ is the PL manifold Œ0; 1� with
strata ff0g; f1g; .0; 1/g, and Mi � f0g, Mi � f1g have the obvious face identifications
with Mi (construct I and the isomorphisms by induction on dimension). Using this
coherent choice of “cylinder objects”, it is easy to define a chain homotopy between
the identity map and the composition (8.7.28)! (8.7.29)! (8.7.28) (using the fact
that

Q
˛ �

i˛ is contractible). It follows that the canonical map (8.7.29)! (8.7.28)

28Technically speaking, we must also show that the pushforward maps, product maps, and Gysin maps
have the expected action on homology, though this verification is safely left to the reader.
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is a quasi-isomorphism. By Lemma 8.7.7, the complex (8.7.29) calculates singular
homology. Hence we conclude that the E1 term is

(8.7.30) E1p;q D
M

P
˛ i˛Dp

Hq.X/:

The differentials on the E1 page are easy to understand (essentially we have Hq.X/
tensored with the restricted tensor product

N
˛ C�.pt/). We conclude that

(8.7.31) E2p;q D

�
Hq.X/; p D 0;

0; p ¤ 0:

Hence there are no further differentials and we are done.

We now use a similar argument to show that our model of S1–equivariant chains
calculates S1–equivariant singular homology. Let us abbreviate YD YS1.�; p; q/. Our
complex generated by maps (8.7.27) is a double complex as before, and we consider
the associated spectral sequence. As before, E1p;q splits up as a direct sum over tuples
fi˛ 2 Z�0g. For a given tuple fi˛ 2 Z�0g, the corresponding direct summand is the
homology of the complex freely generated by diagrams

(8.7.32)

Mi �
Q
˛ �

i˛ X � .ES1/Y
S1

Mi .ES1/Y
S1

with i 2 Y:

As in the non-equivariant case, this is canonically quasi-isomorphic to the complex
freely generated by diagrams

(8.7.33)

Mi X � .ES1/Y
S1

Mi .ES1/Y
S1

with i 2 Y:

Thus by Lemma 8.7.10 the E1 term is

(8.7.34) E1p;q D
M

P
˛ i˛Dp

HS1

q .X/:

The differentials on the E1 page are as before, and thus

(8.7.35) E2p;q D

�
HS1

q .X/; p D 0;

0; p ¤ 0;

so we are done.
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8.7.4 Floer-type homology groups from F–module MF-sets and S 1–MF-sets
We now give a new definition of Floer-type homology groups identical to Definition 7.7.6
except using the chain models from Section 8.7.3. Precisely, we define a new resolution
zZ� ! Z� by including the data29 of F–module (S1–)MF-sets YS1 ! Y over �n

for f �X satisfying the conclusion of Proposition 8.7.11. Now Proposition 8.7.11
implies that this new resolution is still a trivial Kan fibration, and thus the rest of the
construction of Floer-type homology groups in Section 7 applies as written.

Remark 8.7.12 These Floer-type homology groups are a priori different from the
ones constructed in Section 7. However, they share all the same properties, and we
certainly expect them to be canonically isomorphic (see Remark 4.2.3). We won’t
pursue this here, though, since it is not necessary for our intended application.

8.7.5 Localization The following localization result concerns the Floer-type homol-
ogy groups from Section 8.7.4.

Theorem 8.7.13 (S1–localization for H.X/) Let X=Z� be an H–equivariant flow
category diagram with implicit atlas A and coherent orientations ! , satisfying the
hypotheses of Definition 7.7.6. Suppose that S1 acts compatibly on this entire structure
(S1–actions on X.�; p; q/ and S1–equivariant implicit atlases, so that all the relevant
structure maps are S1–equivariant).

Fix partitions (into disjoint closed subsets)

(8.7.36) X.�; p; q/D X.�; p; q/0 tX.�; p; q/1

where S1 acts almost freely on X.�; p; q/1 , and suppose that the product/face maps
specialize to maps

X.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/0 �X.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/0! X.�; p; r/0;(8.7.37)

X.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/0 �X.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/1! X.�; p; r/1;(8.7.38)

X.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/1 �X.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/0! X.�; p; r/1;(8.7.39)

X.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/1 �X.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/1! X.�; p; r/1;(8.7.40)

X.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�; p; q/0! X.�; p; q/0;(8.7.41)

X.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�; p; q/1! X.�; p; q/1:(8.7.42)

29For the reader concerned with set-theoretic issues: so that the collection of all possible choices of
this data forms a set, one may add “rigidifying data” to the definition of an (S1–)MF-set, eg require Y to
be countable, equip Y with an injection into !1 (the first uncountable ordinal), and equip each Mi and
.ES1/Y with an embedding into R1 (note that this rigidifying data is not required to be compatible in
any way with the rest of the structure, and thus it does not affect any of our previous arguments).
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Assume in addition that for any vertex �0 2Z� , we have

X.�0; p; q/0 D¿ D) X.� i ; p; q/0 D¿

for all i and p ¤ q .

Then there is a canonical isomorphism H.X/A D H.X0/A , where X0 is the H–
equivariant flow category diagram with product/face maps given by (8.7.37) and (8.7.41),
equipped with the implicit atlas obtained by removing X1 from every thickening.

Proof Part I We begin by reducing to a situation in which the partition (8.7.36) is
extended to every thickened moduli space, so that the product/face maps on thickened
moduli spaces also take the form (8.7.37)–(8.7.42). Precisely, consider a new implicit
atlas zA (on the same index set A) in which the thickened moduli spaces are

(8.7.43) X.�; p; q/
�s
zI
WD ŒX.�; p; q/

�s
I nX.�; p; q/

1�t ŒX.�; p; q/
�s
I nX.�; p; q/

0�:

Now these thickened moduli spaces are by definition equipped with a partition

X.�; p; q/
�s
zI
D .X.�; p; q/

�s
zI
/0 t .X.�; p; q/

�s
zI
/1

(namely the partition (8.7.43)), and the natural product/face maps for the implicit
atlas zA take the form (8.7.37)–(8.7.42).

The thickened moduli spaces of zA are equipped with natural maps to those of A

(compatible with the product/face maps); these maps are not open embeddings, but
nevertheless the proof of Lemma 7.8.2 applies to give a canonical isomorphism
H.X/A DH.X/ zA . Thus it suffices to produce an isomorphism H.X/ zA DH.X0/ zA0 ,
where zA0 is the implicit atlas on X0 with thickened moduli spaces

.X.�; p; q/
�s
zI
/0:

From now on, we will work exclusively with the atlas zA, which we now rather abusively
rename as A.

Part II We will define an isomorphism H.X/ADH.X0/A0 , where A0 is the implicit
atlas on X0 with thickened moduli spaces

.X.�; p; q/
�s
I /

0:

Note that since we have coherent orientations ! and S1 is connected, it follows that
all the flow spaces are locally S1–orientable (see Remark 8.3.2), so we may use the
S1–localization machinery freely.

Let zZ�!Z� denote the resolution (as in Section 8.7.4) associated to X=Z� with the
implicit atlas A, and let zZ0

�
!Z� denote the resolution associated to X0=Z� with the

implicit atlas A0 .
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We will construct a diagram of the following shape:

(8.7.44)

zZ� zZa
�

zZb
�

zZc
�

zZ0
�

Z�

and natural diagrams zH; zHa; zHb; zHc ; zH0 from zZ�; zZa� ; zZ
b
�
; zZc
�
; zZ0
�

to Ndg.ChRŒŒH��/,
respectively. We will also construct natural isomorphisms relating these and their
pullbacks under the horizontal maps in (8.7.44). Finally, we will show that each of the
vertical maps (8.7.44) satisfies the conclusions of Propositions 7.5.5 and 7.7.4. The
desired result follows easily from these statements; let us now start on the proof.

We may consider A.�; p; q/ as a system of implicit atlases on X.�; p; q/0 and on
X.�; p; q/1 separately. Now consider the following maps (where the complexes on the
left are defined analogously to those on the right as in Section 8.7.3):

C �vir.@X
0;A/C˚C �

S1;vir.@X
1;A/C! C �vir.@XIA/

C;(8.7.45)

C �vir.X
0 rel @;A/C˚C �

S1;vir.X
1 rel @;A/C! C �vir.X rel @IA/C:(8.7.46)

We give C �vir.X
0 rel @;A/C˚C �

S1;vir.X
1 rel @;A/C the structure of an F–module with

product/face maps

C �vir.X
0 rel @IA/C.� � � /˝C �vir.X

0 rel @IA/C.� � � /(8.7.47)

! C �vir.@X
0
IA/C.� � � /;

C �vir.X
0 rel @IA/C.� � � /˝C �

S1;vir.X
1 rel @IA/C.� � � /(8.7.48)

! C �
S1;vir.@X

1
IA/C.� � � /;

C �
S1;vir.X

1 rel @IA/C.� � � /˝C �vir.X
0 rel @IA/C.� � � /(8.7.49)

! C �
S1;vir.@X

1
IA/C.� � � /;

C �
S1;vir.X

1 rel @IA/C.� � � /˝C �
S1;vir.X

1 rel @IA/C.� � � /(8.7.50)

! C �
S1;vir.@X

1
IA/C.� � � /;

C �vir.X
0 rel @IA/C.� � � /! C �vir.@X

0
IA/C.� � � /;(8.7.51)

C �
S1;vir.X

1 rel @IA/C.� � � /! C �
S1;vir.@X

1
IA/C.� � � /;(8.7.52)

just as in Definition 7.3.2 (and using the chain models from Section 8.7.3). These are
compatible with (8.7.45)–(8.7.46) and (7.3.6)–(7.3.7).
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Next, we consider C�.EIA/C˚CS
1

��1.EIA/
C (as in Section 8.7.3). Now, there are

two natural maps

(8.7.53) C�.EIA/
C˚CS

1

��1.EIA/
C C�.EIA/

C:
id˚�Š

id˚0

We give C�.EIA/C˚CS
1

��1.EIA/
C the structure of an F–module with product/face

maps of the shape (8.7.47)–(8.7.52) just as in Definition 7.3.3. Then both maps (8.7.53)
are maps of F–modules. There is also a pushforward map

C vdimXC�
vir .X0 rel @;A/C˚C vdimXC�

S1;vir .X1 rel @;A/C!C��.EIA/
C
˚CS

1

���1.EIA/
C;

which is a map of F–modules.

Now let us define zZa
�

, zZb
�

, and zZc
�

. We modify the definition of zZ� ! Z� (ie
Definition 7.5.3 as amended in Section 8.7.4) as follows. For zZa

�
D zZc

�
we replace

Definition 7.5.3(iv)–(v) with (i)–(ii) below, and for zZb
�

we replace Definition 7.5.3(iv)–
(vi) with (i)–(iii) below.

(i) An H–invariant system of chains

�D �0˚�1 2 C �vir.X
0 rel @;B/C˚C �

S1;vir.X
1 rel @;B/C

(degree zero and supported inside suppX) with the following property. Note
that .�; �/ is a cycle in the mapping cone

C �vir.@f
�X0IB/C

˚

C �
S1;vir.@f

�X1IB/C
�!

C �vir.f
�X0 rel @IB/C

˚

C �
S1;vir.f

�X1 rel @IB/C

whose homology is identified with

LH �.f �X0I of �X0/˚ LH
�..f �X1/=S1I��of �X1/;

which in degree zero simply equals LH 0.f �XI of �X/. We require that the ho-
mology class of .�; �/ equal f �! 2 LH 0.f �XI of �X/.

(ii) An H–invariant system of chains z� for QŒC�.EIA/C ˚ CS
1

��1.EIA/
C� (de-

gree gr.q/� gr.p/C dim � � 1 and supported inside suppX) whose image in
C�.EIA/

C˚CS
1

��1.EIA/
C coincides with the image of �.

(iii) An H–invariant map

ŒŒE��W QŒC�.EIA/
C

Z ˚C
S1

��1.EIA/
C

Z �! Z

of F–modules which sends the fundamental class in H�.EIA/CZ to 1 and is zero
on HS1

��1.EIA/
C

Z .
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The maps zZ� zZa� ! zZ
b
�
 zZc

�
! zZ0

�
are defined as follows:

(8.7.54)

zZ� zZa
�

zZb
�

zZc
�

zZ0
�

� � � �0

z� z� z� z�0

ŒŒE�� ŒŒE�� ŒŒE��

(8.7.46) �D�0˚�1

QŒid˚�Š� QŒid˚0�

ıQŒid˚�Š� ıQŒid˚0�

Lemma 8.1.2 shows that the map zZa! zZb above produces an ŒŒE�� satisfying (iii).

Now zH; zHa; zHb; zHc ; zH0 are defined via the matrix coefficients c�;p;q , defined as

c�;p;q WD

8̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂:

.ŒŒE���;p;q˝ idR/.z��;p;q/ for zH;

.ŒŒE���;p;q˝ idR/.id˚� Š/.z��;p;q/ for zHa;

.ŒŒE���;p;q˝ idR/.z��;p;q/ for zHb;

.ŒŒE���;p;q˝ idR/.id˚0/.z��;p;q/ for zHc ;

.ŒŒE���;p;q˝ idR/.z��;p;q/ for zH0:

These matrix coefficients give rise to diagrams in Ndg.ChRŒŒH��/ since ŒŒE�� is a map
of F–modules. The isomorphisms between these diagrams and their pullbacks under
the maps (8.7.54) are evident.

It now remains to show that each of the maps zZa
�
; zZb
�
; zZc
�
! zZ� satisfies the conclusions

of Propositions 7.5.5 and 7.7.4. The proof of Proposition 7.5.5 applies to these maps as
written (for zZb

�
, the extension of ŒŒE�� step uses the fact that H�.EIA/˚HS1

��1.EIA/

is concentrated in degrees � 0 so that Lemma 7.4.7 still applies). The proof of
Proposition 7.7.4 also applies to these maps as written. Now the uniqueness of descent
from Lemma 7.7.5 shows that there are canonical isomorphisms of the descents HD
Ha DHb DHc DH0 .

9 Gromov–Witten invariants

In this section, we define Gromov–Witten invariants for a general smooth closed
symplectic manifold .X; !/ (which we now fix). This has been treated in the literature
by Li and Tian [53], Fukaya and Ono [33] and Ruan [71].

More specifically, the main subject of this section is the construction of an implicit
atlas on the moduli space of stable J –holomorphic maps M

ˇ
g;n.X/; the same method

also yields an implicit atlas on M
ˇ
g;n.X; JŒ0;1�/ (the moduli space associated to a

family of J parametrized by Œ0; 1�). Hence the virtual fundamental class ŒMˇ
g;n.X/�

vir

(Definition 5.1.1) is defined, and the properties derived in Section 5 show that its image
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in H�.Mg;n�X
n/ is independent of J . The necessary gluing results (which we isolate

in Proposition 9.2.6) are proved in Appendix B.

It would be interesting to use implicit atlases to prove that the invariants defined here
satisfy the Kontsevich–Manin axioms [52], as proved in Fukaya and Ono [33] for
their definition (to do this, one would need to show additional properties of the virtual
fundamental class, eg as suggested in Section 5).

9.1 Moduli space M
ˇ
g;n.X/

Let us now fix a smooth almost complex structure J on X which is tamed by ! .

Definition 9.1.1 (Nodal curve of type .g; n/) A nodal curve of type .g; n/ is a
compact nodal Riemann surface C of arithmetic genus g along with an injective
function l W f1; : : : ; ng ! C (the “n marked points”) whose image is disjoint from
the nodes of C . An isomorphism .C; l/ ! .C 0; l 0/ of curves of type .g; n/ is an
isomorphism of Riemann surfaces �W C ! C 0 such that l 0 D � ı l . We usually omit l
from the notation. Such a curve is called stable if and only if its automorphism group
is finite.

We denote by Mg;n the Deligne–Mumford moduli space of stable nodal curves of type
.g; n/, and we denote by Cg;n!Mg;n the universal family (which coincides with the
“forget the last marked point and stabilize” map Mg;nC1!Mg;n ). The moduli space
Mg;n is a compact complex analytic orbifold.

Definition 9.1.2 (J –holomorphic map) A J –holomorphic map of type .g; n/ is a
pair .C; u/ where C is a nodal curve of type .g; n/ and uW C ! X is smooth and
satisfies x@uD 0. An isomorphism .C; u/! .C 0; u0/ of J –holomorphic maps of type
.g; n/ is an isomorphism �W C ! C 0 of curves of type .g; n/ such that uD u0 ı �. We
say a J –holomorphic map is stable if and only if its automorphism group (ie group of
self-isomorphisms) is finite.

Definition 9.1.3 (Moduli space of stable maps; introduced by Kontsevich [51]) Let
ˇ 2H2.X;Z/. We define M

ˇ
g;n.X/ as the set of stable J –holomorphic maps of type

.g; n/ for which u�ŒC �D ˇ . We equip M
ˇ
g;n.X/ with the Gromov topology, which is

well-known to be compact Hausdorff.

For completeness, let us recall the definition of the Gromov topology on M
ˇ
g;n.X/. A

neighborhood base30 at a pair .C; u/ may be obtained as follows. We choose some

30A neighborhood of a point x in a topological space X is a subset N �X such that x 2N ı (the
interior). A neighborhood base at a point x 2 X is a collection of neighborhoods fN˛g of x such that
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additional ` marked points on C so that it has no automorphisms fixing these points,
and we consider the graph �u �X �Cg;nC` , where Cg;nC`!Mg;nC` denotes the
universal curve. A neighborhood base at .C; u/ is obtained by taking all J –holomorphic
maps from curves in Mg;nC` whose graph is close to �u in the Hausdorff topology
(and forgetting the ` extra marked points). Choosing different `0 marked points yields
an equivalent neighborhood base.

9.2 Implicit atlas on M
ˇ
g;n.X/

We define an implicit atlas AGW on M
ˇ
g;n.X/, proceeding in several steps. Note

that the space on which we will define an implicit atlas is no longer denoted X , and
this leads to a few (evident) notational differences from the earlier sections where we
considered implicit atlases abstractly.

Definition 9.2.1 (Index set AGW ) A (Gromov–Witten) thickening datum ˛ is a 6–
tuple .D˛; r˛; �˛;M˛; E˛; �˛/, where:

(i) D˛!X is a compact smooth embedded codimension-two submanifold with
boundary.

(ii) r˛ � 0 is an integer such that 2gCnC r˛ > 2.

(iii) �˛ is a finite group.

(iv) M˛ is a smooth �˛–manifold31 equipped with an isomorphism of orbifolds
between M˛=�˛ and an open subset of Mg;nCr˛=Sr˛ (let C˛ !M˛ be the
pullback32 of the universal family; the action of �˛ on M˛ lifts canonically
to C˛ by the universal property of the pullback).

(v) E˛ is a finitely generated RŒ�˛�–module.

(vi) �˛W E˛! C1.C˛ �X;�
0;1

C˛=M˛
˝C TX/ is a �˛–equivariant linear map sup-

ported away from the nodes and marked points of the fibers of C˛!M˛ .

Let AGW denote the set33 of all thickening datums.

for every open U � X containing x , there exists some N˛ � U . A neighborhood base is necessarily
nonempty and filtered, ie for all ˛; ˇ , there exists  with N � N˛ \Nˇ . Conversely, given a set X
and for every x 2X a nonempty filtered collection of subsets fN x˛ g each containing x , there is a unique
topology on X such that fN x˛ g is a neighborhood base at x for all x 2X .

31Note that we do not assume �˛ acts effectively on M˛ . Indeed, M1;1 and M2;0 are ineffective
orbifolds, so we must allow ineffective actions if we want M˛=�˛ to be isomorphic to an open subset of
one of these spaces.

32Pullback here means the orbifold fiber product (see Remark 2.1.6). Note that the fibers of C˛!M˛

are nodal curves of type .g; nC r˛/ (not quotiented by their automorphism group).
33The reader concerned with set-theoretic issues may wish to add “rigidifying data” to the definition

of a thickening datum as in Remark 2.2.1.
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Definition 9.2.2 (Transversality of smooth maps) Let uW C !X be a smooth map
from a nodal curve of type .g; n/, and let D � X be a smooth codimension-two
submanifold with boundary. We say u is transverse to D (written u tD ) if and only
if u�1.@D/D 0 and for all p 2 u�1.D/, the derivative duW TpC ! Tu.p/X=Tu.p/D

is surjective and p is neither a node nor a marked point of C .

Definition 9.2.3 (I–thickened J –holomorphic map) Let I �AGW be a finite subset.
An I–thickened J –holomorphic map of type .g; n/ is a tuple .C; u; f�˛g˛2I ; fe˛g˛2I /,
where:

(i) C is a nodal curve of type .g; n/.

(ii) uW C !X is a smooth map such that u tD˛ with exactly r˛ intersections for
all ˛ 2 I .

(iii) �˛W C!C˛ an isomorphism between C (with r˛ extra marked points u�1.D˛/)
and some fiber of C˛!M˛ .

(iv) e˛ 2E˛ .

(v) The I–thickened x@–equation

(9.2.1) x@uC
X
˛2I

�˛.e˛/.�˛; u/D 0

is satisfied. This equation takes place in

C1. zC ;�
0;1
zC
˝C u

�TX/:

Certainly x@u is a smooth section of �0;1
zC
˝C u�TX over zC . To interpret

�˛.e˛/.�˛; u/ as such a section, consider the composition

(9.2.2) C
.�˛;u/
����! C˛ �X

�.e˛/
����!�

0;1

C˛=M˛
˝C TX:

This sends a point p 2 C to an element of

.�
0;1

C˛=M˛
/�˛.p/˝Tu.p/X;

which we identify via �˛ with .�0;1C ˝C u
�TX/p . This is what we mean by

�˛.e˛/.�˛; u/.

An isomorphism �W .C; u; f�˛g˛2I ; fe˛g˛2I /! .C 0; u0; f�0˛g˛2I ; fe
0
˛g˛2I / between

two I–thickened J –holomorphic maps of type .g; n/ is an isomorphism �W C ! C 0

of curves of .g; n/–type such that u D u0 ı �, �˛ D �0˛ ı � and e˛ D e0˛ . We say an
I–thickened J –holomorphic map is stable if and only if its automorphism group (ie
group of self-isomorphisms) is finite.
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Definition 9.2.4 (Atlas data for AGW on M
ˇ
g;n.X/) We define M

ˇ
g;n.X/I as the set

of isomorphism classes of stable I–thickened J –holomorphic maps of type .g; n/
such that u�ŒC �D ˇ . Equip M

ˇ
g;n.X/I with the Gromov topology34 for .u; �˛/ and

with the obvious topology for e˛ . It is clear by definition that Mˇ
g;n.X/DM

ˇ
g;n.X/¿ .

There is an evident action �I on M
ˇ
g;n.X/I , namely

fg˛g˛2I � .u; f�˛g˛2I ; fe˛g˛2I /D .u; fg˛ ��˛g˛2I ; fg˛ � e˛g˛2I /;

which works since �˛.e˛/.�˛; u/D �˛.g˛ � e˛/.g˛ ��˛; u/ by �˛–equivariance.

There are evident maps s˛W M
ˇ
g;n.X/I !E˛ simply picking out e˛ .

For I � J � AGW , there is an obvious forgetful map

 IJ W .sJnI jM
ˇ
g;n.X/J /

�1.0/!Mˇ
g;n.X/I :

Let UIJ �M
ˇ
g;n.X/I consist of those elements such that u t D˛ with exactly r˛

intersections for all ˛ 2 J nI and such that adding these extra marked points makes C
isomorphic to a fiber of C˛ !M˛ . It’s not too hard to see that this is an open set
(using elliptic regularity).

The compatibility axioms are all immediate, though let us justify the homeomorphism
axiom. First, we claim that the map

.sJnI jM
ˇ
g;n.X/J /

�1.0/=�JnI ! UIJ �Mˇ
g;n.X/I

induced by  IJ is a bijection. This is more or less clear: fixing an element of UIJ , an
inverse image must have e˛ D 0 for ˛ 2 J n I , and by definition of UIJ , there exists
a suitable �˛ which is clearly unique up to the action of �˛ for ˛ 2 J n I . That the
topologies coincide can be checked directly from their definitions.

Definition 9.2.5 (Regular locus for AGW on M
ˇ
g;n.X/) We define M

ˇ
g;n.X/

reg
I �

M
ˇ
g;n.X/I .

Let .C; u0; f�˛g˛2I ; fe˛g˛2I /2M
ˇ
g;n.X/I . Roughly speaking, this point is contained

in M
ˇ
g;n.X/

reg
I if and only if it has trivial automorphism group and the “vertical” (ie

from a fixed domain curve) linearized version of the I–thickened x@–equation (9.2.1) is
surjective. Let us now make this precise.

Consider the smooth Banach manifold W k;p.C;X/ for some large integer k and some
p 2 .1;1/. Note that the condition u tD˛ with exactly r˛ intersections making C

34When I ¤¿ , this topology is easy to define: it is simply given by using the Hausdorff distance on
the image C �X �

Q
˛2I C˛ .
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isomorphic to a fiber of C˛=M˛ (for all ˛ 2 I ) forms an open subset of W k;p.C;X/

containing u0 . Furthermore, there is a unique continuous choice of

(9.2.3) C �W k;p.C;X/! C˛

over C times a neighborhood of u0 which extends �˛ on C �fu0g (this holds because
M˛!Mg;nCr˛=Sr˛ is an étale map of orbifolds). One can also check that this map
(9.2.3) is highly differentiable (this depends on k being large).

Now we consider the smooth Banach bundle whose fiber over a pair .u; fe˛g˛2I / 2
W k;p.C;X/�EI is

W k�1;p. zC ;�
0;1
zC
˝C u

�TX/

(where zC is the normalization of C ). Now the left-hand side of (9.2.1) (using
(9.2.3) in place of �˛ ) is a highly differentiable section of this bundle. We say that
.C; u0; f�˛g˛2I ; fe˛g˛2I / 2M

ˇ
g;n.X/

reg
I if and only if the following two conditions

hold:

(i) This section is transverse to the zero section at .u0; e˛/.

(ii) The automorphism group of .C; u0; f�˛g˛2I ; fe˛g˛2I / is trivial.

It is an easy exercise in elliptic regularity to show that the first condition is independent of
the choice of .k; p/ (as long as k is sufficiently large so that the condition makes sense).

Let

(9.2.4) vdimMˇ
g;n.X/ WD dimMg;nC .1�g/ dimX C 2hc1.X/; ˇi:

Let us now verify the transversality axioms. Freeness of the action of �JnI on
 �1IJ .X

reg
I / follows from the fact that points in X reg

I have trivial automorphism group.
The openness and submersion axioms follow from the following result, whose proof is
given in Appendix B.

Proposition 9.2.6 (Formal regularity implies topological regularity) For all I � J �
AGW , we have:

(i) M
ˇ
g;n.X/

reg
I �M

ˇ
g;n.X/I is an open subset.

(ii) The map sJnI W M
ˇ
g;n.X/J !EJnI is locally modeled on the projection

(9.2.5) RvdimM
ˇ
g;n.X/CdimEI �RdimEJnI !RdimEJnI

over  �1IJ .M
ˇ
g;n.X/

reg
I //�M

ˇ
g;n.X/J .

(iii) There is a canonical identification of the orientation local system o
M
ˇ
g;n.X/

reg
I

with oEI (by the standard reduction to the canonical orientation of a complex
linear Fredholm operator as in McDuff and Salamon [61; 62]).
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Near points of Mˇ
g;n.X/

reg
I with smooth domain curve, the proposition follows from

standard techniques (implicit function theorem, elliptic regularity, and an index theorem).
The real content of the proposition is that it holds near points with nodal domain curve.

Finally, let us verify the covering axiom.

Lemma 9.2.7 Let f W N n!Mm be a smooth map of smooth manifolds with n�m.
Then for every p 2 N with dfp injective and every neighborhood U of f .p/, there
exists a codimension-n smooth submanifold with boundary D �M contained in U
such that f tD and f �1.D/ contains a point arbitrarily close to p .

Proof After possibly shrinking U , choose a local projection � W U ! TpN . Then
let D be ��1 of a regular value of � ıf (which exists by Sard’s theorem).

Lemma 9.2.8 (Domain stabilization for stable J –holomorphic maps) Let uW C!X

be a stable J –holomorphic map. Then there exists a smooth codimension-two submani-
fold with boundary D �X such that utD and adding u�1.D/ to C as extra marked
points makes C stable.

Proof Let us observe that if C0 � C is any unstable irreducible component, we must
have uW C0 ! X is nonconstant. Hence since u is J –holomorphic, it follows that
there is a point on C0 (which is not a node or marked point) where du is injective.
It follows using Lemma 9.2.7 that there exists D � X such that u tD and adding
u�1.D/ to C as marked points makes C stable.

Lemma 9.2.9 (Covering axiom for AGW on M
ˇ
g;n.X/) We have

(9.2.6) Mˇ
g;n.X/D

[
I�AGW

 ¿I ..sI jM
ˇ
g;n.X/

reg
I /
�1.0//:

Proof Fix a point in M
ˇ
g;n.X/ (that is, a curve uW C ! X ). We will construct

˛ 2 AGW so that this point is contained in  ¿f˛g..s˛jM
ˇ
g;n.X/

reg
f˛g
/�1.0//.

First, pick D˛ �X satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 9.2.8.

Now let r˛ D #u�1.D˛/. Adding u�1.D˛/ as extra marked points to C gives a point
in Mg;nCr˛=Sr˛ , and we pick some local orbifold chart M˛=�˛ !Mg;nCr˛=Sr˛
covering this point.

Now let us consider the linearized x@ operator

(9.2.7) Dx@.u; � /W C1.C; u�TX/! C1. zC ;�
0;1
zC
˝C u

�TX/
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( zC being the normalization of C ) where C1.C; u�TX/ � C1. zC ; u�TX/ is the
subspace of functions descending continuously to C . If .k; p/ 2 Z�1 � .1;1/ with
kp > 2, then we get a corresponding Dx@.u; � / map W k;p!W k�1;p (the restriction
on .k; p/ comes from the need to define W k;p.C; u�TX/�W k;p. zC ; u�TX/). This
operator is Fredholm; in particular its cokernel is finite-dimensional.

Suppose we have a finite-dimensional vector space E0 equipped with a linear map

(9.2.8) z�0W E0! C1. zC ;�
0;1
zC
˝C u

�TX/

supported away from (the inverse image in zC of) the nodes and marked points of C .
Then the following conditions are equivalent (exercise using elliptic regularity):

(i) (9.2.8) is surjective onto coker.Dx@.u; � /W C1! C1/.

(ii) (9.2.8) is surjective onto coker.Dx@.u; � /W W k;p!W k�1;p/ for some .k; p/.

(iii) (9.2.8) is surjective onto coker.Dx@.u; � /W W k;p!W k�1;p/ for all .k; p/.

There exists such a pair E0 and z�0 satisfying these conditions since we may choose
k D 1 and p > 2 and then remember that C1 functions supported away from the
nodes and marked points are dense in W 0;p D Lp .

Now pick any isomorphism to a fiber �˛W C ! C˛ and extend z�0 to a map

�0W E0! C1.C˛ �X;�
0;1

C˛=M˛
˝C TX/

supported away from the nodes and marked points of the fibers. Define E˛ DE0Œ��
and define

�˛W E˛! C1.C˛ �X;�
0;1

C˛=M˛
˝C TX/

by �˛–linear extension from �0 . It is now clear by definition that uW C!X is covered
by M

ˇ
g;n.X/

reg
f˛g

, where ˛ 2 AGW is the element just constructed.

We have now shown the following.

Theorem 9.2.10 AGW is an implicit atlas on M
ˇ
g;n.X/.

9.3 Definition of Gromov–Witten invariants

Definition 9.3.1 (Gromov–Witten invariants) Fix nonnegative integers g and n with
2gCn > 2, and fix ˇ 2H2.X IZ/. By Proposition 9.2.6, the virtual orientation sheaf
induced by AGW is canonically trivialized. Thus the implicit atlas AGW induces a
virtual fundamental class

ŒMˇ
g;n.X/�

vir
2 LH �.Mˇ

g;n.X/IQ/
_:
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We define the Gromov–Witten invariant

(9.3.1) GWˇ
g;n.X/ 2H�.Mg;n �X

n
IQ/

as the pushforward of ŒMˇ
g;n.X/�

vir under the tautological map M
ˇ
g;n.X/!Mg;n�X

n .
This is well-defined by the next lemma.

Lemma 9.3.2 GWˇ
g;n.X/ 2H�.Mg;n �X

n/ is independent of the choice of J .

Proof Let J0 and J1 be any two smooth !–tame almost complex structures on X .
We denote by M

ˇ
g;n.X; J0/ and M

ˇ
g;n.X; J1/ the corresponding moduli spaces of

stable maps (denoted earlier by simply M
ˇ
g;n.X/ when we considered just a fixed J ).

There exists a smooth path of !–tame almost complex structures JŒ0;1� D fJtgt2Œ0;1�
connecting J0 and J1 . Let us consider the corresponding “parametrized” moduli space
of stable maps M

ˇ
g;n.X; JŒ0;1�/. The construction from Section 9.2 gives an implicit

atlas with boundary AGW on M
ˇ
g;n.X; JŒ0;1�/ whose restriction to

@Mˇ
g;n.X; JŒ0;1�/ WDMˇ

g;n.X; J0/tM
ˇ
g;n.X; J1/

agrees with AGW on these spaces. Hence it follows using Lemmas 5.2.3 and 5.2.5 that

ŒMˇ
g;n.X; J0/�

vir
D ŒMˇ

g;n.X; J1/�
vir in LH �.Mˇ

g;n.X; JŒ0;1�//
_;

which is enough.

10 Hamiltonian Floer homology

In this section, we define Hamiltonian Floer homology for a general closed symplectic
manifold M (which we now fix). We also calculate Hamiltonian Floer homology
using the S1–localization idea of Floer, and we derive the Arnold conjecture from this
calculation. These results (in this generality) are originally due to Liu and Tian [54],
Fukaya and Ono [33] and Ruan [71]. For a general introduction to Hamiltonian Floer
homology, the reader may consult Salamon [72] (we assume some familiarity with the
basic theory).

The main content of this section is the construction of implicit atlases on the relevant
spaces of stable pseudo-holomorphic cylinders. Once we do this, the definition from
Section 7 gives the desired homology groups. We also construct S1–equivariant implicit
atlases on the moduli spaces for time-independent Hamiltonians. This allows us to
use the S1–localization results of Section 8 to show that Hamiltonian Floer homology
coincides with Morse homology (a standard corollary of which is the Arnold conjecture).
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The necessary gluing results are stated in Propositions 10.3.3 and 10.6.2 and are proved
in Appendix C.

It would be interesting to define this isomorphism as in Piunikhin, Salamon and
Schwarz [69] using their moduli spaces of “spiked disks” (this route avoids the use of
S1–localization).

10.1 Preliminaries

Definition 10.1.1 (Abelian cover of free loop space) Let L0M denote the space
of null-homotopic smooth maps S1 !M , and let AL0M denote the space of such
loops together with a homology class of bounding 2–disk. Then AL0M ! L0M is a
�–cover, where � D im.�2.M/!H2.M IZ//.35

Definition 10.1.2 (Hamiltonian flows) For a smooth function H W M � S1 ! R,
let XH W M � S1 ! TM denote the Hamiltonian vector field induced by H , and
let �H W M ! M denote the time-1 flow map of XH . A periodic orbit of H is a
smooth function  W S1!M satisfying  0.t/DXH.t/..t//. Let C1.M �S1/reg �

C1.M �S1/ denote those functions H for which �H has non-degenerate fixed points.

Definition 10.1.3 (Simplicial sets of H and J ) Define the simplicial set H�.M/,
where Hn.M/ is the set of smooth functions H W �n ! C1.M � S1/ which are
constant near the vertices and send the vertices to C1.M�S1/reg . Define the simplicial
set J�.M/ where Jn.M/ is the set of smooth functions J W �n! J.M/ which are
constant near the vertices (J.M/ is the space of smooth almost complex structures
tamed by ! ) and which send the vertices to almost complex structures which are
!–compatible.

It is easy to see that H�.M/ and J�.M/ are both contractible Kan complexes. A
semisimplicial set Z� is a contractible Kan complex if and only if every map @�n!Z�
can be extended to a map �n! Z� for all n � 0 (where �n is the semisimplicial
n–simplex).

Let JH�.M/D J�.M/�H�.M/, which of course is also a contractible Kan complex.

Definition 10.1.4 (Standard Morse function on �n ) For this definition, let us view
the n–simplex �n as

(10.1.1) �n D fx 2 Œ0; 1�nC1 W 0D x0 � � � � � xn � 1g:

35We could as easily work on the smaller cover corresponding to the image of !˚ c1.M/W �2.M/!

R˚ Z . The corresponding equivalence relation is that f1; f2W D2 ! M with f1jS1 D f2jS1 are
equivalent if and only if ! and c1.M/ both vanish on “f1 �f2 ”2 �2.M/ .
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The i th vertex of �n is given by xn�i D 0 and xn�iC1 D 1. We now consider the
Morse function on �n given by f .x/ WD

Pn
iD1 cos�xi . Its gradient

(10.1.2) rf .x/D

nX
iD1

� sin.�xi /
@

@xi

is tangent to the boundary of �n , and its critical points are precisely the vertices of �n ,
the index at vertex i being n� i . Note also that for any facet inclusion �k ,! �n ,
the pushforward of rf is again rf .

Let us consider the space F.�n/ of broken Morse flow lines from vertex 0 (index n)
to vertex n (index 0). This space is homeomorphic to a cube Œ0; 1�n�1 , the factors
Œ0; 1� being naturally indexed by the “middle vertices” 1; : : : ; n�1 of �n . A flow line
is broken at a vertex i 2 f1; : : : ; n� 1g if and only if the corresponding coordinate in
Œ0; 1�n�1 equals 1. For any simplex � there are canonical compatible product/face maps

F.� jŒ0 : : : k�/�F.� jŒk : : : n�/! F.�/;(10.1.3)

F.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�/! F.�/:(10.1.4)

See also Section C.13.1 for more details. Adams [3] considered spaces of paths on �n

with the same key properties (though it is important that our flow lines are smooth,
whereas Adams’ are not).

10.2 Moduli space of Floer trajectories

Let us now define the flow category diagram (Definition 7.2.1) which gives rise to
Hamiltonian Floer homology.

Definition 10.2.1 For H 2 C1.M �S1/reg , let PH � AL0M denote the set of null-
homotopic periodic orbits equipped with a homology class of bounding 2–disk.

In the following definition, the reader may prefer to focus on the cases nD 0 (Floer
trajectories relevant for the differential), n D 1 (Floer trajectories relevant for the
continuation maps), and nD 2 (Floer trajectories relevant for the homotopies between
continuation maps).

Definition 10.2.2 (Floer trajectory) Let � 2 Jn.M/�Hn.M/ be an n–simplex; we
denote by H� W �n �M �S1!R and J � W �n! J.M/ the corresponding smooth
families. Let p 2PH0 and q 2PHn be periodic orbits, where Hi DH� .i 2�n; � ; � / is
the Hamiltonian associated to the i th vertex of �n . A Floer trajectory of type .�; p; q/
is a triple .C; `; u/, where:
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(i) C is a nodal curve of type .0; 2/. Let us call the two marked points x�; xC 2C ,
and let k D k.C / be the number of vertices (irreducible components of C ) on
the unique path from x� to xC in the dual graph of C .

(ii) `W
`k
iD1R! �n is a broken Morse flow line from vertex 0 to vertex n (for

the Morse function in Definition 10.1.4). Let 0 D v0 � � � � � vk D n be the
corresponding sequence of vertices. We allow ` to contain constant flow lines,
ie we allow vi D viC1 .

(iii) uW C !M � S1 �
`k
iD1R is a smooth building of type .�; p; q/, by which

we mean the following. Let C ı be C punctured at fx�; xCg and at the nodes
corresponding to the edges in the unique path in the dual graph of C from
x� to xC . The connected components fC ı1 ; : : : ; C

ı
k
g are naturally ordered

(x� on the first component and xC on the kth component). There must be
periodic orbits f0; : : : ; kg where i 2 PHvi with 0 D p and k D q . Then
the negative and positive ends of C ıi must be asymptotic to .i�1.t/; t/ and
.i .t/; t/, respectively (with multiplicity one). We also require that u have “finite
energy”. In addition, ujC ıi must be in the correct homology class: the element
of �2.M/ obtained by gluing together ujC ıi (resolving any nodes of C ıi ) with
the given disks bounding i and i�1 must vanish in homology.

(iv) u is pseudo-holomorphic with respect to the almost complex structure on M �
S1 �

`k
iD1R defined as follows. Use coordinates .t; s/ 2 S1 �

`k
iD1R. Fix

the standard almost complex structure on S1 �
`k
iD1R, namely

J
S1�

`k
iD1R

�
@

@s

�
D

@

@t
:

Also fix the (s–dependent) almost complex structure J � .`.s// on M . We let
AW T ŒS1�

`k
iD1R�!TM be defined by A.@=@s/DXH� .`.s/;t; � / and extended

anti-holomorphically. Now we use the following almost complex structure on
M�S1�

`k
iD1R:

(10.2.1) J D

 
J � .`.s// A

0 J
S1�

`k
iD1R

!
:

Note that the projection M �S1 �
`k
iD1R! S1 �

`k
iD1R is holomorphic.

An isomorphism �W .C; `; u/ ! .C 0; `0; u0/ of Floer trajectories is an isomorphism
�1W C ! C 0 of curves of type .0; 2/ and an isomorphism �2W

`k
iD1R !

`k
iD1R

(acting by translation on each factor and respecting the ordering of the terms; note that
the existence of �1 implies that k.C /D k.C 0/) such that uD .idM�S1 ��

�1
2 / ıu0 ı �1

and ` D `0 ı �2 . We say a Floer trajectory is stable if and only if its automorphism
group (ie group of self-isomorphisms) is finite.
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Definition 10.2.3 We define a �–equivariant flow category diagram M=JH�.M/ as
follows.

(i) For a vertex .J;H/ 2 J0.M/�H0.M/, we let P.J;H/ D PH .

(ii) The grading grW P! Z is the usual Conley–Zehnder index, and grW �! Z is
given by gr.h/D 2hc1.TM/; hi.

(iii) The action aW P!R is the usual symplectic action, and aW �!R is given by
a.h/D h!; hi.

(iv) We let M.�; p; q/ be the set of stable Floer trajectories of type .�; p; q/, equipped
with the Gromov topology. It is well-known that M.�; p; q/ is compact Haus-
dorff. The finiteness conditions required on M.�; p; q/ also follow from Gromov
compactness. The product/face maps on M.�; p; q/ are evident.

(v) The action of � on everything is clear.

10.3 Implicit atlas

Let us now define an implicit atlas on the flow category diagram M=JH�.M/ (recall
Definition 7.2.4). This construction follows the same outline as the construction of an
implicit atlas on the moduli space of stable maps in Section 9.2 (the main difference
being that here there is more notation to keep track of). Note that the flow category
diagram on which we will define an implicit atlas is no longer denoted X=Z� , and this
leads to a few (evident) notational differences from Section 7, where we considered
implicit atlases on flow category diagrams abstractly.

Definition 10.3.1 (Index set AHF.�n/) A (Hamiltonian Floer) thickening datum ˛

on the simplex �n is a quadruple .D˛; r˛; E˛; �˛/, where:

(i) D˛ � M � S
1 ��n is a compact smooth submanifold with corners locally

modeled on

RN�0 �RN
0

�RN�0 �RN
0C2 or RNC1

�0 �RN
0

�RN�0 �RN
0C3:

Let us denote by @essD˛ � @D˛ the closure of @D˛ n ŒM �S1�@�n� (which is
precisely the set of points with local model of the second type).

(ii) r˛ � 1 is an integer; let �˛ D Sr˛ .

(iii) E˛ is a finitely generated RŒSr˛ �–module.

(iv) The map

�˛W E˛! C1.C0;2Cr˛ �M;�
0;1

C0;2Cr˛ =M0;2Cr˛
˝R TM/

is an Sr˛–equivariant linear map supported away from the nodes and marked
points of the fibers of C0;2Cr˛ !M0;2Cr˛ (the universal family).
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Let AHF.�n/ denote the set of all thickening datums on �n .

We define a �–equivariant implicit atlas A on the flow category diagram M=JH�.M/

as follows. We set xA.�; p; q/ WD AHF.�/. Let us now define the implicit atlas on
M.�; p; q/�s with index set A.�; p; q/�s (built from xA.�; p; q/ as in (7.2.1)).

Definition 10.3.2 (Atlas data for A.�; p; q/�s on M.�; p; q/�s ) For a subset I �
A.�; p; q/�s , an I–thickened Floer trajectory of type .�; p; q/�s is defined to be a
tuple .C; `; u; f�˛g˛2I ; fe˛g˛2I /, where:

(i) C is a nodal curve of type .0; 2/.

(ii) `W
`k
iD1R!�n is a broken flow line from vertex 0 to vertex n.

(iii) uW C!M �S1�
`k
iD1R is a smooth building of type .�; p; q/ (in the sense of

Definition 10.2.2(iii)), with combinatorial type of u belonging to SM.�; p; q/
�s .

Recall that by definition (see (7.2.1)), A.�; p; q/�s is a disjoint union of various
xA.� jŒi0 : : : in�; p

0; q0/ WD AHF.� jŒi0 : : : in�/. Hence any given ˛ 2 I comes
from one of these, say xA.� jŒi˛0 : : : i

˛
n �; p

0
˛; q
0
˛/. Let C˛ � C denote the union

of irreducible components corresponding to this triple, which exists because the
combinatorial type of u belongs to SM.�; p; q/

�s (this C˛ is a key notion for
the present construction of an implicit atlas).

(iv) For all ˛ 2 I , we must have ujC˛ t D˛ with exactly r˛ intersections. By
ujC˛ tD˛ , we mean that under the map

.idM�S1 �`/ ıuW C˛!M �S1 ��� jŒi0:::im�;

we have36 C˛ \ @essD˛ D¿ and for every point p 2 C˛ mapping to D˛ , the
derivative

d..idM�S1 �`/ ıu/W TpC ! Tu.p/ŒM �S
1
��� jŒi0:::im��=Tu.p/D˛

is surjective and p is not a node or marked point of C .

(v) �˛W C˛! C0;2Cr˛ is an isomorphism with a fiber (where C˛ is considered to
have two marked points x�; xC corresponding to p0˛; q

0
˛ plus the r˛ marked

points .ujC˛/�1.D˛/).

(vi) e˛ 2E˛ .

(vii) The I–thickened x@–equation

(10.3.1) x@uC
X
˛2I

�˛.e˛/.�˛; u/D 0

36The closure of the image C˛ is precisely the image of C˛ union the asymptotic periodic orbits.
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is satisfied, where we use the almost complex structure on M �S1 �
`k
iD1R

defined in (10.2.1). The term �˛.e˛/.�˛; u/ only makes sense over C˛ ; we
interpret it as zero over the rest of C . Note that for (10.3.1), we project �˛ onto
�
0;1

C0;2Crˇ =M0;2Crˇ
˝C TMJ� .`.s// .

An isomorphism between two I–thickened Floer trajectories .C; `; u; fe˛g; f�˛g/ and
.C 0; `0; u0; fe0˛g; f�

0
˛g/ is an isomorphism �1W C ! C 0 of curves of type .0; 2/ and

an isomorphism �2W
`k
iD1R !

`k
iD1R (acting by translation on each factor and

respecting the ordering of the terms; note that the existence of �1 implies that k.C /D
k.C 0/) such that

uD .idM�S1 ��
�1
2 / ıu0 ı �1; `D `0 ı �2; �˛ D �

0
˛ ı �1; e˛ D e

0
˛ for all ˛ 2 I:

We say an I–thickened Floer trajectory is stable if and only if its automorphism group
(ie group of self-isomorphisms) is finite.

Let M.�; p; q/
�s
I denote the set of stable I–thickened Floer trajectories of type

.�; p; q/�s , and equip it with the Gromov topology. The actions of �I on the thickened
moduli spaces, the functions sI , the projections  IJ , and the sets UIJ are all defined
as in Definition 9.2.4 from the Gromov–Witten setting.

The stratification of M.�; p; q/�sI by SM.�; p; q/
�s is evident.

The compatibility axioms for A.�; p; q/�s on M.�; p; q/�s are all immediate; the
homeomorphism axiom can again be verified directly as in the Gromov–Witten setting.

The regular loci for A.�; p; q/�s on M.�; p; q/�s are defined as in Definition 9.2.5,
meaning that a 5–tuple .C; `; u; f�˛g˛2I ; fe˛g˛2I / is regular if and only if it has
trivial automorphism group and the linearized operator (fixing C and varying u, `,
and fe˛g˛2I ) is surjective (see Section C.1.6 for more details). Let

vdimM.�; p; q/�s WD gr.q/� gr.p/C dim � � 1� codim s:

Let us now discuss the transversality axioms for A.�; p; q/�s on M.�; p; q/�s . The
openness and submersion axioms follow from the following result, whose proof is
given in Appendix C.

Proposition 10.3.3 (Formal regularity implies topological regularity) For all I �
J �A.�; p; q/�s , we have:
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(i) .M.�; p; q/
�s
I /

reg �M.�; p; q/
�s
I is an open subset.

(ii) The map sJnI W M.�; p; q/
�s
J !EJnI over the locus  �1IJ ..M.�; p; q/

�s
I /

reg/�

M.�; p; q/
�s
J is locally modeled on the projection

(10.3.2) RvdimM.�;p;q/�sCdimEI �RdimEJnI !RdimEJnI

over the top stratum s 2 SM.�; p; q/
�s . More generally, the local model (com-

patible with stratifications) is given by replacing the first factor on the left by
Rn
�0 �Rn

0

stratified appropriately by SM.�; p; q/.

(iii) There exist �–invariant coherent trivializations of the local systems o_EI ˝

o.M.�;p;q/�s
I /reg (in the sense of Definition 7.2.6).

Finally, to verify the covering axiom, we use the general strategy from Lemma 9.2.9
in the Gromov–Witten case. To apply this in the present setting, we just need the
following stabilization lemma to take the place of Lemma 9.2.8.

Lemma 10.3.4 (Domain stabilization for stable Floer trajectories) Suppose that
`W
`k
iD1R!�n and uW C !M �S1�

`k
iD1R is a point in M.�; p; q/. Then there

exists D �M �S1 ��n as in Definition 10.3.1(i) such that C tD in the sense of
Definition 10.3.2(iv) and so that adding the intersections to C as extra marked points
makes C stable.

Proof As in the proof of Lemma 9.2.8, we use (an appropriate variant for manifolds
with corners of) Lemma 9.2.7 (which we may also use to avoid the periodic orbits in
question). It thus suffices to show that for any unstable component C0 of C , there exists
a point p 2C0 where d..idM�S1 �`/ıu/W TC0! TM �TS1�T�n is injective. To
find such a point, we split into two cases.

First, suppose uW C0 ! S1 �R is constant. Then uW C0 ! M is a (nonconstant!)
J –holomorphic sphere, and thus has a point of injectivity of du.

Second, suppose uW C0 ! S1 � R is not constant. Then uW C0 ! S1 � R is an
isomorphism; let us use .t; s/2S1�R as coordinates on C0 . Now @u=@t 2TM�TS1

has nonzero coordinate in the TS1 component (everywhere), and @u=@s 2 TM �TS1

has zero coordinate in the TS1 coordinate (everywhere). Hence if du is everywhere
noninjective, we find that @u=@s D 0 2 TM � TS1 everywhere. It follows that
uW C0 ! M � S1 is independent of the R coordinate, and thus is simply a trivial
cylinder mapping onto a periodic orbit. Now the stability condition (the automorphism
group being finite) implies that the corresponding (piece of a) flow line `W R!�n is
nontrivial. It follows that we have the desired injectivity.
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Theorem 10.3.5 A is a �–equivariant implicit atlas on M=JH�.M/.

Proof We have shown above that each individual A.�; p; q/�s is an implicit atlas on
M.�; p; q/�s . The required compatibility isomorphisms between these implicit atlases
follow directly from the definition.

10.4 Definition of Hamiltonian Floer homology

Definition 10.4.1 (Hamiltonian Floer homology) We have a �–equivariant flow
category diagram M=JH�.M/ equipped with an implicit atlas A. Moreover, we obtain
coherent orientations ! from Proposition 10.3.3. Hence according to Definition 7.7.6,
we get a diagram FHW JH�.M/!H 0.ChQŒŒ���/ (the hypotheses of Definition 7.7.6
can be easily verified). Since JH�.M/ is a contractible Kan complex, this is really
just a single object FH�.M/ 2 H 0.ChQŒŒ���/ which we call the Hamiltonian Floer
homology of M .

Remark 10.4.2 The ring QŒŒ��� is the graded completion of QŒ��; see Definition 7.7.2.

10.5 S 1–invariant Hamiltonians

To calculate the Hamiltonian Floer homology FH�.M/ as defined above, we consider
the case when H is a (time-independent) Morse function on M .

Fix a smooth almost complex structure J on M compatible with ! . This induces a
metric on M , so there is a notion of gradient flow line for smooth functions on M .

Let H W M !R be a Morse function for which the time-1 Hamiltonian flow map of H
has non-degenerate fixed points, all of which are critical points of H (for example,
H D � �H0 is such a function for any Morse function H0W M!R and sufficiently small
� > 0). Consider the inclusion � ,! JH�.M/ (where � is the simplicial 0–simplex, ie
the simplicial set with a single n–simplex for all n) defined by mapping everything
to the constant families of almost complex structures and Hamiltonians given by J
and H . We will restrict attention to the (pullback) flow category diagram M=�. With
our assumptions on H , the set of generators is PD crit.H/�� canonically, and the
grading on P is given by the Morse index on crit.H/ plus grW �! Z.

Now there is a canonical S1–action on the spaces of stable Floer trajectories in M=�

(postcompose u with a rotation of S1 ) which is compatible with the product/face
maps (this action exists since H is independent of the S1–coordinate). It follows that
MS1=� is also a flow category diagram (defined using the fixed locus M.�; p; q/S

1

�

M.�; p; q/).

Definition 10.5.1 (Morse trajectory) Let � 2 � be the n–simplex, and let p; q 2PD
crit.H/�� . A Morse trajectory of type .�; p; q/ is a triple .k; `; u/, where:
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(i) k � 1 is a positive integer.

(ii) `W
`k
iD1R! �n is a broken Morse flow line from vertex 0 to vertex n (for

the Morse function in Definition 10.1.4). Let 0 D v0 � � � � � vk D n be the
corresponding sequence of vertices. We allow ` to contain constant flow lines,
ie we allow vi D viC1 .

(iii) uW
`k
iD1R!M is a broken Morse flow line from p to q for the function H .

We allow u to contain constant flow lines.

(iv) The �–components of p and q agree.

An isomorphism �W .k; `; u/ ! .k0; `0; u0/ of Morse trajectories is an isomorphism
�W
`k
iD1R!

`k0

iD1R (acting by translation on each factor and respecting the ordering
of the terms; we require k D k0 ) such that uD u0 ı � and `D `0 ı �. We say a Morse
trajectory is stable if and only if its automorphism group (ie group of self-isomorphisms)
is finite.

Let Mmorse.�; p; q/ denote the space of stable Morse trajectories.

Proposition 10.5.2 (Formal regularity implies topological regularity) Suppose H
is Morse–Smale. Then with the stratification by k , the spaces Mmorse.�; p; q/ are
compact topological manifolds with corners.

For the case of the zero simplex � D �0 , this is proved by Wehrheim [80]. In fact, the
general case also follows from [80] since Mmorse.�; p; q/ is the space of broken Morse
flow lines on M ��n from p� 0 to q �n for the Morse function H Cf (and f is
defined and smooth on a neighborhood of �n �Rn ). Alternatively, one may restrict
to H which have a particular normal form near each critical point in which case this
result holds by more elementary arguments (see also [80]).

Lemma 10.5.3 There is canonical homeomorphism M.�; p; q/S
1

DMmorse.�; p; q/.

Proof Suppose a stable Floer trajectory .C; `; u/ is S1–invariant. Then each of
the components fC ı1 ; : : : ; C

ı
k
g must be smooth (no nodes) and hence isomorphic to

S1�R. Using the holomorphic projection M �S1�
`k
iD1R!S1�

`k
iD1R, we get

holomorphic identifications C ıi DS
1�R. Since .C; `; u/ is S1–invariant, the function

uW C ıi !M must be independent of the S1–coordinate, and hence (examining the
x@–equation) is simply a Morse flow line of H . Running this argument in reverse, we
also see that every stable Morse trajectory gives rise to a stable Floer trajectory which
is S1–invariant.
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We will also need the following deeper fact (and henceforth we assume that H is
defined as in Lemma 10.5.4):

Lemma 10.5.4 Fix a Morse function H0W M ! R whose gradient flow is Morse–
Smale and suppose H D � �H0 with � > 0 sufficiently small. Then M.�; p; q/S

1

�

M.�; p; q/ is open and cut out transversally (meaning M.�; p; q/S
1

�M.�; p; q/reg ).
Hence we have a partition into disjoint closed subsets

(10.5.1) M.�; p; q/DM.�; p; q/S
1

t ŒM.�; p; q/ nM.�; p; q/S
1

�

Proof Salamon and Zehnder [73, Theorem 7.3(1)] show that M.�0; p; q/S
1

�

M.�0; p; q/reg for the 0–simplex �0 and sufficiently small � > 0. Since we only
consider constant families of J and H , the linearized operators for the higher � i can
be written in terms of the linearized operators for �0 , and it follows that M.�; p; q/S

1

�

M.�; p; q/reg for all � .

Now we have Mmorse.�; p; q/ DM.�; p; q/S
1

�M.�; p; q/reg . It remains to show
that this is an open inclusion. This can likely be seen by following closely the gluing
argument used to prove Propositions 10.3.3 and 10.5.2, however we can argue directly
as follows. Both Mmorse.�; p; q/ and M.�; p; q/reg are topological manifolds with
corners, and the stratification for the former is the pullback of the stratification for the
latter. Their dimensions are dictated by the Morse index and the Conley–Zehnder index
respectively, which in this case coincide. Hence we are done by Lemma 10.5.5 below.

Lemma 10.5.5 Let M be a topological manifold with corners and K �M a closed
subset. Suppose that the restriction of the corner stratification on M induces a topologi-
cal manifold with corners structure on K of the same dimension. Then K �M is open.

Proof The question is local on M , so we may assume that M D Rn �Rm
�0 . Let

zK �Rn �Rm be obtained by reflecting K across the last m coordinate hyperplanes.
The hypotheses then imply that zK is a manifold of dimension nCm. Now we have
that zK �RnCm is open by Brouwer’s “invariance of domain”. This is enough.

10.6 S 1–equivariant implicit atlas

We constructed in Section 10.3 an implicit atlas A on M=JH�.M/, and thus in
particular on M=�. In this subsection, we modify this construction to define another
implicit atlas BS

1

on M=�, one which is S1–equivariant in the sense that the S1–
action on M.�; p; q/ extends canonically to all the thickenings M.�; p; q/

�s
I in BS

1

.
The key technical step is to perform domain stabilization with S1–invariant divisors
(Lemma 10.6.4).
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Let us first motivate the definition of BS
1

by describing a “first attempt” at defining an
S1–equivariant implicit atlas on M=�. We consider the subatlas AS

1

�A consisting
of those thickening datums ˛ for which D˛ is S1–invariant. Now there is clearly a
canonical S1–action on the thickenings M.�; p; q/

�s
I (postcomposition of u with a

rotation of S1 ) for I �AS
1

.�; p; q/�s .37 Now AS
1
�A forms an implicit atlas if and

only if it satisfies the covering axiom. However, the covering axiom for AS
1

fails: we
cannot stabilize the domains of Morse flow lines (points of MS1 ) using S1–invariant
divisors D˛ (more generally, we cannot stabilize the domain of any broken trajectory
containing a Morse flow line).

To fix this issue, we first modify the definition of A to allow Morse components of
Floer trajectories which do not get stabilized.

Definition 10.6.1 (Implicit atlas B on M=�) We define an implicit atlas B on M=�

as follows. On the level of index sets, we define B WD A. However, we modify
the definition of an I–thickened Floer trajectory as follows. We require that when
C˛ is considered with the r˛ extra marked points .ujC˛/�1.D˛/, the only unstable
components are mapped by u to Morse flow lines; let C˛!C st

˛ be the map contracting
all such unstable components. Now instead of �˛W C˛! C0;2Cr˛ , we use �˛W C st

˛ !

C0;2Cr˛ .

The rest of the atlas data is defined analogously with that of A without any serious
difference. Note, however, that to verify that the locus UIJ � XI is open, we must
appeal to Lemma 10.5.4.

Note that the thickened moduli spaces for A are open subsets of those for B, so the
covering axiom for A implies the covering axiom for B. Now to verify that B is an
implicit atlas, everything is the same as for A except for the openness and submersion
axioms, which follow from the following result (identical to Proposition 10.3.3), whose
proof is given in Appendix C.

Proposition 10.6.2 (Formal regularity implies topological regularity) For all I �
J �B.�; p; q/�s , we have:

(i) .M.�; p; q/
�s
I /

reg �M.�; p; q/
�s
I is an open subset.

(ii) The map sJnI W M.�; p; q/
�s
J !EJnI over the locus

 �1IJ ..M.�; p; q/
�s
I /

reg/�M.�; p; q/
�s
J

37Note that we do not need to put any restrictions on �˛ .
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is locally modeled on the projection

(10.6.1) RvdimM.�;p;q/�sCdimEI �RdimEJnI !RdimEJnI

over the top stratum s 2 SM.�; p; q/
�s . More generally, the local model (com-

patible with stratifications) is given by replacing the first factor on the left by
Rn
�0 �Rn

0

stratified appropriately by SM.�; p; q/.

(iii) There exist �–invariant coherent trivializations of the local systems o_EI ˝

o.M.�;p;q/�s
I /reg (in the sense of Definition 7.2.6), agreeing by restriction with

those for A, and coinciding with the usual orientations from Morse theory on
Mmorse.�; p; q/DM.�; p; q/S

1

�M.�; p; q/reg .

Thus B is an implicit atlas on M=�.

Definition 10.6.3 (S1–equivariant implicit atlas BS
1

on M=�) Let BS
1

�B consist
of those thickening datums ˛ for which D˛ is S1–invariant. There is a canonical
S1–action on the thickenings M.�; p; q/

�s
I (postcomposition of u with a rotation

of S1 ) for I �BS
1

.�; p; q/�s , and this S1–action is compatible with the rest of the
structure.

To verify that BS
1

�B is an implicit atlas, we just need to verify the covering axiom.
We follow the usual proof of the covering axiom as in Lemma 9.2.9 and use the fact
that Morse components are already cut out transversally (Lemma 10.5.4). To complete
the proof, we just need Lemma 10.6.4 below, which says that for any stable Floer
trajectory, we can stabilize the domain using S1–invariant divisors (except, of course,
for any irreducible components mapping to Morse flow lines).

Lemma 10.6.4 (S1–equivariant domain stabilization for stable Floer trajectories of
M=�) Let `W

`k
iD1R!�n and uW C!M �S1�

`k
iD1R be a point in M.�; p; q/.

Then there exists D�M�S1��n as in Definition 10.3.1(i) which is S1–invariant with
C tD in the sense of Definition 10.3.2(iv) and so that adding these intersections to C
as extra marked points makes C stable, except for irreducible components S1�R�C
on which u is independent of the S1–coordinate (“Morse flow lines”).

Proof Instead of finding an S1–invariant D �M �S1��n , we find a D �M ��n

(which is clearly equivalent) and we ignore the S1 factor in the codomain of u.
As in Lemma 10.3.4, it suffices to show that for any unstable component C0 � C ,
either C0 is a Morse flow line or there exists a point (other than a node) where
d..idM �`/ ıu/W TC0! TM �T�n is injective.
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If the projection C0! S1 �R is constant, then uW C0!M is a (nonconstant!) J –
holomorphic sphere and we are done as in Lemma 10.3.4. Hence it suffices to treat the
case when uW C0! S1�R is not constant. Thus uW C0! S1�R is an isomorphism,
so we can use .t; s/ 2 S1 �R as coordinates on C0 . Now we split into two cases.

First, suppose `W R! �n is not constant. If uW C0!M is independent of the S1

coordinate, then it is a Morse flow line, and we do not need to stabilize. Otherwise,
there is a point where @u=@t ¤ 0, and since `W R!�n has nonvanishing derivative
everywhere, it follows that du is injective at this point.

Second, suppose `W R!�n is constant. Then our map uW C0!M satisfies

(10.6.2) @u

@t
CJ ı

@u

@s
DrH:

Certainly uW C0!M is not constant; otherwise it would be unstable (infinite auto-
morphism group). Thus du is nonzero somewhere. If du has rank two somewhere,
then we are done. Thus let us suppose that this is not the case and show that ujC0
is independent of the t coordinate (and thus is a Morse flow line). Thus there exists
some open set U � C0 D S1 �R where du has rank 1. Inside U , we have that
ker du � TC0 D T .S1 �R/ is an (integrable!) 1–dimensional distribution, so U is
equipped with a 1–dimensional foliation and u is constant on the leaves. Thus we have
(locally) a factorization uW S1�R r

�! .��; �/ w
�!M , the leaves of the foliation being

given by r�1.ı/ for ı 2 .��; �/. Now (10.6.2) becomes

(10.6.3)
�
@r

@t
C
@r

@s
�J
�
�w0.r.s; t//D .rH/.w.r.s; t///:

Since du has rank 1, we know that w0.r.s; t// ¤ 0. Hence the value of r.s; t/
determines the value of its derivative uniquely, ie dr is constant along the leaves
r�1.ı/ of the foliation. It follows that the foliation is (locally) linear(!) and that we
can follow any leaf infinitely in both directions and it never exits U (since dr D 0
outside U ). Now if any leaf had nonzero slope, it would force uW C0 ! M to
be constant, a contradiction. Thus all leaves have slope zero; in other words u is
independent of the S1–coordinate over U D S1 �U 0 . But now we see that U 0 DR,
since if U 0 had boundary, it would imply that we have a Morse flow line reaching a
critical point in finite time. Thus u is (globally) a Morse flow line.

10.7 Calculation of Hamiltonian Floer homology
and the Arnold conjecture

Arnold conjectured that the minimal number of fixed points of a non-degenerate
Hamiltonian symplectomorphism M!M enjoys a lower bound similar to the minimal
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number of critical points of a Morse function on M (known as the Morse number
of M ). It remains an open problem to obtain a sharp bound on the minimal number of
symplectic fixed points, though much progress has been made.

Arnold’s conjecture was proved for surfaces by Eliashberg [21] and for tori by Conley
and Zehnder [15]. The existence of at least one fixed point was shown by Gromov [36,
page 331, 2.3.B 04 ] under the assumption !j�2.M/ D 0.

A major breakthrough was made by Floer [24], who introduced Hamiltonian Floer
homology and showed (under some assumptions) that it is isomorphic to singular
homology. Floer’s work provides a lower bound on the number of symplectic fixed
points of the type predicted by Arnold. Indeed, if Hamiltonian Floer homology can be
defined and shown to be isomorphic to singular homology, then we get a lower bound
towards the Arnold conjecture of the form

(10.7.1) min
˚
rkD� j .D�; d / a free differential graded ƒ–module

homotopy equivalent to C�.M Iƒ/
	
;

where ƒ is the Novikov ring

(10.7.2) ƒ WD ZŒim.�2.M/
!˚2c1.M/
��������!R˚Z/�^

completed with respect to ! and graded by 2c1 (note that if the grading on ƒ is
nontrivial, a “differential graded ƒ–module” is not the same as a “complex of ƒ–
modules”). One can also adjoin �1.M/ to the coefficient ring (as in Fukaya [28] or
Abouzaid [2]) to obtain a sharper lower bound in (10.7.1), and furthermore the methods
of Sullivan [77] allow one (at least in many cases) to replace “homotopy equivalent” in
(10.7.1) with “simple homotopy equivalent”. Note that for ƒDZŒ�1.M/� and “simple
homotopy equivalent” in place of “homotopy equivalent”, the lower bound (10.7.1) is
precisely the stable Morse number of M (see Damian [16, page 424, Corollary 2.6]).

Floer’s original work [24] covered the case of monotone symplectic manifolds (ie
! D �c1 on �2.M/ for some � > 0), and the work of Hofer and Salamon [40] and
Ono [66] extended this to semipositive symplectic manifolds (ie there do not exist classes
A 2 �2.M/ with !.A/ > 0 and 3�n� c1.A/ < 0). The case of general symplectic
manifolds is due to Liu and Tian [54], Fukaya and Ono [33] and Ruan [71], using
virtual techniques (which require rational coefficients) to resolve lack of transversality.
We reprove their results below using the VFC machinery developed in this paper.

In the following result, we use the definition of Floer-type homology groups from
Section 8.7.4.

Theorem 10.7.1 FH�.M/ is isomorphic to H �.M IZ/˝QŒŒ��� as modules over
QŒŒ���.
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Proof We use the setup of Section 10.5–10.6.

The homology groups associated to the flow category diagram M=� and the implicit
atlas A are by definition FH�.M/. Now, as we observed previously, the thickened
moduli spaces of A are open subsets of those of B, so by Lemma 7.8.2, FH�.M/

may also be defined using the implicit atlas B on M=�. Now BS
1

�B is a subatlas,
so by Lemma 7.8.1 it may also be used to define FH�.M/.

Thus let us restrict attention to the atlas BS
1

on M=�. Recall that by Lemma 10.5.4,
there is a partition into closed subsets

(10.7.3) M.�; p; q/DM.�; p; q/S
1

t ŒM.�; p; q/ nM.�; p; q/S
1

�:

Now we apply S1–localization to BS
1

on M=� in the form of Theorem 8.7.13,
which applies since S1 acts with finite stabilizers on M.�; p; q/ nM.�; p; q/S

1

and
our coefficient group is Q. It follows that FH�.M/ may be defined using the flow
category diagram MS1=� with the implicit atlas obtained from BS

1

by removing
M nMS1 from every thickening.

All the flow spaces of MS1=� are cut out transversally by Lemma 10.5.4, so by
Proposition 7.8.4, the homology groups of MS1=� can be defined by simply counting
the 0–dimensional flow spaces according to the orientations ! . Now MS1 coincides
with the Morse flow category diagram Mmorse=� of H by Lemma 10.5.3 (with the
same orientations by Proposition 10.6.2), and this gives the desired isomorphism.

Remark 10.7.2 One expects to be able to show that the isomorphism in Theorem 10.7.1
is canonical by considering continuation maps and chain homotopies associated to
families of Morse functions.

Corollary 10.7.3 (Arnold conjecture) Let H W M �S1! R be a smooth function
whose time-1 Hamiltonian flow �H W M !M has non-degenerate fixed points. Then
# Fix�H � dimH�.M IQ/ (in fact, we may replace Fix�H with those fixed points
whose associated periodic orbit is null-homotopic in M ).

Proof Pick any !–compatible almost complex structure J and consider the vertex
.J;H/ 2 JH�.M/. Over this vertex, pick any complex FC�.M/ which calculates
FH�.M/. Then FC�.M/ is a free QŒŒ���–module of rank

(10.7.4) rkQŒŒ��� FC�.M/� # Fix�H

(its rank equals the number of null-homotopic periodic orbits). By Theorem 10.7.1, the
homology FH�.M/ is free of rank

(10.7.5) rkQŒŒ��� FH�.M/D dimH�.M IQ/:
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Now by definition, there is a QŒŒ���–linear boundary map d W FC�.M/!FC�C1.M/

and by definition rkQŒŒ��� FH�.M/ D ker d= im d . Now apply Lemma 10.8.1 to
conclude that

(10.7.6) rkQŒŒ��� FH�.M/� rkQŒŒ��� FC�.M/:

Thus we are done.

10.8 A little commutative algebra

Lemma 10.8.1 LetM be a free module over a commutative ringR, and let d WM!M

satisfy d2 D 0. If H D ker d= im d is free, then rkH � rkM .

Proof Since H is free, it is projective, so the surjection ker d�H has a section
H ,! ker d �M . Hence there is an injection H ,!M . Now use Lemma 10.8.2.

Lemma 10.8.2 Let �W R˚A ,!R˚B be an inclusion of free modules over a commu-
tative ring R . Then A� B .

Proof This is a standard yet tricky exercise. We recall one of the (many) standard
proofs.

The map � is described by some matrix of A�B elements of R . Certainly the kernel
of this matrix remains zero over the subring of R generated by its entries. Thus we
may assume without loss of generality that R is a finitely generated Z–algebra. Now
localize at a prime ideal p�R of height zero. Localization is exact, so again � remains
injective. Thus we may assume without loss of generality that R is a local Noetherian
ring of dimension zero, and thus R is an Artin local ring [5, Theorem 8.5]. Since R is
Artinian, all finitely generated modules have finite length [5, Propositions 6.5 and 6.8],
and hence there is a length homomorphism K0.R/! Z [5, Proposition 6.9] (which is
clearly an isomorphism since R is local). It thus follows from the short exact sequence

0!R˚A
�
�!R˚B ! coker�! 0

that A� B .

Appendix A: Homological algebra

In this appendix, we collect some useful facts concerning sheaves, homotopy sheaves
and their Čech cohomology. We assume the reader is familiar with most elementary
aspects of sheaves. Many of the results in this appendix are also elementary, though
for completeness we give most proofs as we do not know of a good reference.
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In Section A.1, we recall presheaves and sheaves. In Section A.2, we introduce
homotopy sheaves. In Section A.3, we list standard pushforward and pullback operations
on (homotopy) sheaves. In Section A.4, we introduce and prove basic properties of
Čech cohomology. In Section A.5, we introduce the central notion of a pure homotopy
sheaf. In Section A.6, we prove a version of Poincaré–Lefschetz duality using pure
homotopy sheaves. In Section A.7, we introduce a certain relevant type of homotopy
colimit. In Section A.8, we prove an easy lemma about homotopy colimits of pure
homotopy sheaves. In Section A.9, we review the definition of Steenrod homology.

Convention A.0.1 In this appendix, by space we mean locally compact Hausdorff
space.

Convention A.0.2 By a complex C � we mean a Z–graded object
L
i2Z C

i (in some
abelian category) along with a degree-1 endomorphism d with d2 D 0. The homology
of a complex C � is denoted H �C � , defined by

H iC � WD ker.C i
d
�! C iC1/= im.C i�1

d
�! C i /:

A complex is called acyclic if and only if its homology vanishes. A map of complexes
f W A�! B� is a called a quasi-isomorphism if and only if it induces an isomorphism
on homology. We will often use the fact that a map of complexes is a quasi-isomorphism
if and only if its mapping cone is acyclic.

The shift of a complex C �Œn� is defined by .C �Œn�/i WD C iCn . We use the truncation
functors defined by

.��iC
�/j WD

8<:
C j ; j > i;

coker.C i�1
d
�! C i /; j D i;

0; j < i;

.��iC
�/j WD

8<:
0; j > i;

ker.C i
d
�! C iC1/; j D i;

C j ; j < i:

Given a sequence of maps of complexes A�0 ! � � � ! A�n such that adjacent maps
compose to zero, we denote by ŒA�0! � � � ! A��nn � the associated total complex of
this double complex. For example, f W A�! B� denotes a map, and ŒA� f

�!B��1�

denotes its mapping cone.

Convention A.0.3 We fix sign conventions by making everything Z=2–graded and
always using the super tensor product ˝ (so the isomorphism A˝B �!� B˝A is
given by a˝ b 7! .�1/jajjbjb˝ a , and .f ˝ g/.a˝ b/ WD .�1/jgjjajf .a/˝ g.b/).
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We fix Hom.A;B/˝A! B as given by f ˝ a 7! f .a/. Complexes are .Z;Z=2/–
bigraded; differentials are always odd and chain maps are always even. Note that the
Z=2–grading of a complex is often, but not always, the reduction modulo 2 of the
Z–grading.

Convention A.0.4 Direct and inverse limits always take place over directed sets.

A.1 Presheaves and sheaves

Definition A.1.1 (Presheaf and K–presheaf38) Let X be a space. A presheaf (resp.
K–presheaf ) on X is a contravariant functor from the category of open (resp. compact)
sets of X to the category of abelian groups. A morphism of presheaves is simply a
natural transformation of functors. The categories of presheaves and K–presheaves are
denoted PrshvX and PrshvKX , respectively.

Definition A.1.2 (Stalk) For a presheaf F , let Fp WD lim
��!p2U

F.U /, and for a K–
presheaf F let Fp WD F.fpg/. In both cases we say Fp is the stalk of F at p .

Definition A.1.3 (Sheaf) A sheaf is a presheaf F satisfying the following condition:

(Sh) 0!F

�[
˛2A

U˛

�
!

Y
˛2A

F.U˛/!
Y
˛;ˇ2A

F.U˛\Uˇ / is exact 8 fU˛�Xg˛2A:

The category of sheaves on a space X is denoted ShvX (a full subcategory of PrshvX ,
meaning a morphism between sheaves is the same as a morphism of the corresponding
presheaves).

Definition A.1.4 (K–sheaf) A K–sheaf is a K–presheaf F satisfying the following
three conditions:39

.ShK1/ F.¿/D 0.

.ShK2/ The sequence

0! F.K1[K2/! F.K1/˚F.K2/! F.K1\K2/

is exact for all K1; K2 �X .

.ShK3/ The map
lim
��!
K�U
U open

F.U /! F.K/

is an isomorphism for all K �X .

38Terminology “K–” following Lurie [57, Definition 7.3.4.1].
39A similar set of axioms appears in Lurie [57, Definition 7.3.4.1].
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The category of K–sheaves on a space X is denoted ShvKX (a full subcategory of
PrshvKX ).

Remark A.1.5 It is always the case that K D
T

K�U
U open

U for compact K �X .

Definition A.1.6 We define functors

(A.1.1) PrshvKX PrshvX
˛�

˛�

by the formulas

.˛�F/.K/ WD lim
��!
K�U
U open

F.U /;(A.1.2)

.˛�F/.U / WD lim
 ��
K�U

K compact

F.K/:(A.1.3)

It is easy to see that there is an adjunction HomPrshvKX .˛
�F;G/DHomPrshvX .F; ˛�G/

(giving an element of either Hom–set is the same as giving a compatible system of
maps F.U /! G.K/ for pairs K � U ).

Lemma A.1.7 Let K1; : : : ; Kn � X be compact. Then fU1 \ � � � \Ungopen Ui�Ki
forms a cofinal system of neighborhoods of K1\ � � � \Kn .

Proof We may assume without loss of generality that X is compact. By induction,
it suffices to treat the case nD 2. The rest is an exercise (use the fact that a compact
Hausdorff space is normal).

Lemma A.1.8 We have

(A.1.4) ShvKX ShvX;
˛�

˛�

and this is an equivalence of categories.40

Proof Suppose F is a sheaf, and let us verify ˛�F is a K–sheaf. Axiom .ShK1/ is
clear (take AD¿ in (Sh)). Axiom .ShK2/ follows from (Sh) and Lemma A.1.7 since
direct limits are exact. Axiom .ShK3/ is clear from the definition also.

40A similar result appears in Lurie [57, Corollary 7.3.4.10].
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Suppose F is a K–sheaf, and let us verify that ˛�F is a sheaf. Let us first observe
that (by induction using .ShK1/ and .ShK2/) if fK˛ � Xg˛2A is any collection of
compact sets, all but finitely many of which are empty, then the following is exact:

(A.1.5) 0! F
�[
˛2A

K˛

�
!

Y
˛2A

F.K˛/!
Y
˛;ˇ2A

F.K˛ \Kˇ /:

Let us now verify axiom (Sh) for ˛�F for open sets fU˛ �Xg˛2A . Certainly (Sh) is
the inverse limit of (A.1.5) over all collections of compact subsets fK˛ � U˛g˛2A for
which K˛ D¿ except for finitely many ˛ 2 A. This is sufficient since inverse limit is
left exact.

Now to see that the adjoint pair ˛� a ˛� is actually an equivalence of categories,
it suffices to show that the natural morphisms F ! ˛�˛

�F and ˛�˛�G ! G are
isomorphisms. In other words, we must show that the natural maps

F.U /! lim
 ��
K�U

K compact

lim
��!
K�U 0

U 0 open

F.U 0/;(A.1.6)

lim
��!
K�U
U open

lim
 ��
K0�U

K0 compact

G.K 0/! G.K/(A.1.7)

are isomorphisms. The right-hand side of (A.1.6) can be thought of as the inverse
limit of F.U 0/ over all open U 0 � U with U 0 � U and U 0 compact. It is easy to see
that the map from F.U / to this inverse limit is an isomorphism if F is a sheaf. The
left-hand side of (A.1.7) can be identified with the left-hand side of .ShK3/, and thus
the map to G.K/ is an isomorphism if F is a K–sheaf.

Convention A.1.9 In view of the canonical equivalence of categories ShvX D
ShvKX from Lemma A.1.8, we use the single word “sheaf” for an object of either
category.

Lemma A.1.10 Let fK˛g˛2A be a filtered directed system of compact subsets of X
(ie for all ˛; ˇ 2A there exists  2A with K �K˛\Kˇ ). Then for any F satisfying
.ShK3/, the following is an isomorphism:

(A.1.8) lim
��!
˛2A

F.K˛/! F

�\
˛2A

K˛

�
:
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Proof Write K WD
T
˛2AK˛ . Now consider the diagram

(A.1.9)

lim
��!
˛2A

lim
��!
K˛�U
U open

F.U / lim
��!

9˛2AWK˛�U
U open

F.U / lim
��!
K�U
U open

F.U /

lim
��!
˛2A

F.K˛/ F.K/

The vertical maps are both isomorphisms by .ShK3/. The first horizontal map is
an isomorphism since fK˛g˛2A is filtered. It thus remains to show that if K � U
and U is open, then there exists ˛ 2 A such that K˛ � U . Since K � U , we have
.X nU/\K D ¿, so

T
˛2A.X nU/\K˛ D ¿. This is a filtered directed system

of compact sets, and so the intersection being empty implies that one of the terms
.X nU/\K˛ is empty, so K˛ � U as desired.

A.2 Homotopy sheaves

Convention A.2.1 Let F� be a complex of (K–)presheaves. The notions from
Convention A.0.2 are applied “objectwise”, that is, to each complex F�.U / (resp.
F �.K/) individually. For example, the homology H iF� is again a (K–)presheaf,
and a map of (K–)presheaves f W F�! G� is a quasi-isomorphism if and only if it
induces an isomorphism of (K–)presheaves H iF� ! H iG� for all i . The homol-
ogy (K–)presheaves H iF� should not be confused with the various flavors of Čech
(hyper)cohomology LH i .X IF�/ we introduce in Section A.4.

Definition A.2.2 (Homotopy sheaf) A homotopy sheaf is a complex of presheaves
F� satisfying the condition

(hSh)
�
F�
�[
˛2A

U˛

�
!

Y
˛2A

F��1.U˛/!
Y
˛;ˇ2A

F��2.U˛ \Uˇ /! � � �

�
is acyclic for all fU˛ �Xg˛2A:

The category of homotopy sheaves on a space X is denoted hShvX (morphisms are
morphisms of complexes of presheaves).

Remark A.2.3 The definition above is given for illustrative purposes only. It is
probably only a good definition for F� which is bounded below, and it would perhaps
be better to impose (hSh) for all hypercovers of open subsets U �X .
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Example A.2.4 A sheaf F is flasque if and only if all restriction maps F.U /!F.U 0/

are surjective. It is easy to see that any bounded-below complex of flasque sheaves F�

is a homotopy sheaf. For example, let F�.U / WD C �.U / be the presheaf of singular
cochain complexes. Then the sheafification of F� is a complex of flasque sheaves, and
thus is a homotopy sheaf. One can show (using barycentric subdivision) that the map
from F� to its sheafification is a quasi-isomorphism, and hence F� is a homotopy sheaf
as well.

Definition A.2.5 (Homotopy K–sheaf) A homotopy K–sheaf is a complex of K–
presheaves F� satisfying the following three conditions:

.hShK1/ F�.¿/ is acyclic.

.hShK2/ The complex�
F�.K1[K2/! F��1.K1/˚F��1.K2/! F��2.K1\K2/

�
is acyclic for all K1; K2 �X .

.hShK3/ The map
lim
��!
K�U
U open

F�.U /! F�.K/

is a quasi-isomorphism for all K �X .

The category of homotopy K–sheaves on a space X is denoted hShvKX (morphisms
are morphisms of complexes of K–presheaves).

Remark A.2.6 Note that .hShK2/ gives rise to a “Mayer–Vietoris” long exact se-
quence in cohomology.

Example A.2.7 A K–sheaf F is soft if and only if all restriction maps F.K/!F.K 0/

are surjective. It is easy to see that any complex of soft K–sheaves F� is a homotopy
K–sheaf.

Remark A.2.8 In analogy with Definition A.1.6, we expect there are functors

(A.2.1) hShvKX hShvX;
R˛�

˛�

where ˛� is the direct limit (A.1.2) and R˛� is the homotopy (or derived) version
R lim
 ��

of the inverse limit (A.1.3) (the naive inverse limit functor ˛� is the “wrong”
functor since inverse limit is not exact).
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In analogy with Lemma A.1.8, it seems likely41 that there is an adjunction ˛� aR˛�
which is an equivalence (in the sense of model categories or 1–categories), though
perhaps only after restricting to the (possibly better-behaved) subcategory of homotopy
(K–)sheaves which are bounded below.

Remark A.2.9 Guided by the needs of the rest of the paper, we proceed to focus on
homotopy K–sheaves rather than on homotopy sheaves.

Lemma A.2.10 Properties .hShK1/–.hShK3/ are preserved by quasi-isomorphisms.

Proof For .hShK1/ and .hShK3/ this is trivial. For .hShK2/, suppose F� �!� G�

is a quasi-isomorphism. Now the sequence .hShK2/ applied to the mapping cone
ŒF�! G��1� is certainly acyclic (since it has a finite filtration whose associated graded
is acyclic). Thus .hShK2/ holds for F� if and only if it holds for G� .

Lemma A.2.11 (Extensions of homotopy K–sheaves are homotopy K–sheaves) Let
F� be a complex of K–presheaves. If F� has a finite filtration whose associated graded
is a homotopy K–sheaf, then F� is a homotopy K–sheaf.

Proof This follows from the fact that if a complex C � has a finite filtration whose
associated graded is acyclic then C � is itself acyclic.

Lemma A.2.12 (Lowest nonzero homology K–presheaf of a homotopy K–sheaf is a
K–sheaf) If F� is a homotopy K–sheaf and H�1F� D 0, then H 0F� is a K–sheaf.

Proof Properties .ShK1/ and .ShK3/ follow directly from .hShK1/ and .hShK3/.
To show .ShK2/ for H 0F� , use the long exact sequence induced by .hShK2/ and the
vanishing of H�1F�.K1\K2/.

Lemma A.2.13 Let fK˛g˛2A be a filtered directed system of compact subsets of X
(ie for all ˛; ˇ 2A there exists  2A with K �K˛\Kˇ ). Then for any F� satisfying
.hShK3/, the following is a quasi-isomorphism:

(A.2.2) lim
��!
˛2A

F�.K˛/! F�
�\
˛2A

K˛

�
:

Proof Same as for Lemma A.1.10.

41A similar result appears in Lurie [57, Corollary 7.3.4.10].
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A.3 Pushforward, exceptional pushforward, and pullback

Definition A.3.1 (Pushforward of (K–)presheaves) Let f W X ! Y be a map of
spaces. We define functors:

(i) f�W PrshvX ! PrshvY by .f�F/.U / WD F.f �1.U //.

(ii) f�W PrshvKX ! PrshvK Y by .f�F/.K/ WD F.f �1.K// (if f is proper).

(The action of f� on morphism spaces is obvious.)

Lemma A.3.2 Let f W X! Y be proper. Then ff �1.U /gK�U is a cofinal system of
neighborhoods of f �1.K/ for any compact K �X .

Proof Exercise (use the fact that a compact Hausdorff space is normal).

Lemma A.3.3 f� preserves (Sh), (hSh), .ShK1/–.ShK3/, and .hShK1/–.hShK3/.

Proof These are trivial except for .ShK3/ and .hShK3/, which use Lemma A.3.2.

Definition A.3.4 (Pushforward of (K–)sheaves and homotopy K–sheaves) Let
f W X ! Y be a map of spaces. By Lemma A.3.3, Definition A.3.1 gives rise to
functors:

(i) f�W ShvX ! ShvY .

(ii) f�W hShvX ! hShvY .

(iii) f�W ShvKX ! ShvK Y (if f is proper).

(iv) f�W hShvKX ! hShvK Y (if f is proper).

(The action on morphism spaces is induced from the f� at the level of (complexes of)
(K–)presheaves.)

It is easy to see that f� commutes with the equivalence ShvX D ShvKX (if f is
proper).

Definition A.3.5 (Pullback and exceptional pushforward of sheaves) Let f W X! Y

be a map of spaces. We define:

(i) f �W ShvY ! ShvX , the standard sheaf pullback (namely, f �F is the sheafifi-
cation of the presheaf U 7! lim

��!f .U/�V
F.V /).

(ii) fŠW ShvX ! ShvY by .fŠF/.U /� .f�F/.U / being the subspace of sections
which vanish in a neighborhood of Y nX (if f is the inclusion of an open set).
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Definition A.3.6 (Pullback of homotopy K–sheaves) Let f W X! Y be an injective
map of spaces. We define:

(i) f �W hShvK Y ! hShvKX by .f �F�/.K/ WD F�.f .K//.

We check the properties: .hShK1/ is clear, and .hShK2/ follows since f is injective.
For .hShK3/, use Remark A.1.5, the injectivity of f , and Lemma A.2.13.

A.4 Čech cohomology

We introduce various flavors of Čech (hyper)cohomology relevant to our situation.

Remark A.4.1 A refinement of a cover fU˛g˛2A is a cover fUˇ gˇ2B along with a
map f W B ! A such that Uˇ � Uf .˛/ . Refinements are the morphisms used in the
directed systems used to define (all flavors of) Čech cohomology. Different refinements
fU˛g˛2A!fUˇ gˇ2B induce different maps on Čech complexes, but they all agree after
passing to cohomology (more precisely, the “space” of such refinements is contractible
or empty). In particular, it follows that the directed systems used in defining Čech
cohomology are filtered.

Remark A.4.2 The empty covering is a final object in the category of coverings of ¿,
so we always have LH �.¿I �/D 0.

A.4.1 . . . of sheaves

Definition A.4.3 ( LH � and LH �c of sheaves) Let F be a sheaf on a space X . We
define the Čech cohomology

(A.4.1) LH �.X IF/ WD lim
��!

XD
S
˛2AU˛

open cover

H �
�M
p�0

Y
S�A
jS jDpC1

F
�\
˛2S

U˛

�
Œ�p�

�

with the standard Čech differential.42 For any compact K � X , define LH �K.X IF/
(Čech cohomology with supports in K ) via (A.4.1) except replacing every instance of
F.U / with kerŒF.U /! F.U nK/�. We let LH �c .X IF/ WD lim

��!K�X
LH �K.X IF/ (Čech

cohomology with compact supports).

Lemma A.4.4 ( LH � on a compact space needs only finite open covers) If X is
compact, then the natural map LH �fin.X IF/!

LH �.X IF/ is an isomorphism, where the
left-hand side is defined as in (A.4.1) except using only finite open covers.

42Technically speaking, so that the signs in the differential can be defined canonically, we should really
tensor each term of the direct product with .Zo1˚Zo2/=.o1C o2/Š Z where o1; o2 denote the two
orientations of the p–simplex on vertex set S .
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Proof Since X is compact, it follows that finite open covers are cofinal (every open
cover has a finite refinement).

Lemma A.4.5 ( LH �c D LH
� on compact space) If X is compact, then the natural map

LH �c .X IF/!
LH �.X IF/ is an isomorphism.

Proof Trivial.

Definition A.4.6 (Pullback on LH � and LH �c ) Let f W X! Y be a map of spaces. An
open cover of Y pulls back to give an open cover of X , and this gives an identification
of the Čech complex for the cover of Y with coefficients in f�F with the Čech complex
for the cover of X with coefficients in F . Hence we get natural maps:

(i) f �W LH �.Y If�F/! LH �.X IF/ for F 2 ShvX .

(ii) f �W LH �c .Y If�F/!
LH �c .X IF/ for F 2 ShvX (if f is proper).

Lemma A.4.7 ( LH �c commutes with fŠ ) Let f W X ,! Y be the inclusion of an open
subset. Then there is a natural isomorphism fŠW LH

�

c .X IF/!
LH �c .Y IfŠF/.

Proof For K �X , there are natural maps

(A.4.2) LH �K.Y IfŠF/
LH �K.X IF/

f �

fŠ

(for f � : pull back the open cover; for fŠ : add Y nK to the open cover and extend by
zero). It is easy to see that fŠ and f � are inverses. The desired map fŠW LH �c .X IF/!
LH �c .Y IfŠF/ is defined as the composition

(A.4.3) lim
��!
K�X

LH �K.X IF/
(A.4.2)
D lim

��!
K�X

LH �K.Y IfŠF/! lim
��!
K�Y

LH �K.Y IfŠF/:

We must show that the second map is an isomorphism; to see this, it suffices to show
that the following is an isomorphism for all K � Y :

(A.4.4) lim
��!

K0�X\K

LH �K0.Y IfŠF/!
LH �K.Y IfŠF/:

We claim that for any Čech cochain ˇ for fŠF with supports in K subordinate to an
open cover of Y , there is a refinement on which the restriction of ˇ has supports in
some K 0 �X \K . It follows from the claim (using a cofinality argument) that (A.4.4)
is an isomorphism. To prove the claim, argue as follows.

First, choose a refinement for which only finitely many open sets U1; : : : ; Un inter-
sect K and for which the remaining open sets cover Y nK . Pick open sets Vi � Ui
which cover K and for which Vi is compact and Vi � Ui (this is always possible).
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Now ˇ is a finite collection
˚
ˇI 2 .fŠF/

�T
i2I Ui

�	
¿¤I�f1;:::;ng

. We have

(A.4.5) supp
�
ˇI j

\
i2I

Vi

�
� suppˇI \

\
i2I

Vi :

Since suppˇI �
T
i2I Ui is (relatively) closed and

T
i2I Vi �

T
i2I Ui is compact, it

follows that the right-hand side is compact. Also, we have suppˇI �X (by definition
of fŠF ). Hence the right-hand side of (A.4.5) is a compact subset of X . It follows that
the restriction of ˇ to the refinement obtained by replacing Ui with Vi for i D 1; : : : ; n
has support in a compact subset of X .

Lemma A.4.8 (f � is an isomorphism if f has finite fibers) Let f W X ! Y be
proper with finite fibers. Then f �W LH �.Y If�F/! LH �.X IF/ is an isomorphism, as is
f �W LH �c .Y If�F/!

LH �c .X IF/.

Proof Given an open cover containing U D U1 t � � � tUn (finite disjoint union), we
get a refinement by replacing U with fU1; : : : ; Ung. A partition of an open cover is a
refinement obtained by doing such a replacement on some (possibly infinitely many)
open sets of the cover. Note that a partition induces an isomorphism on Čech cochains
since F is a sheaf.

We claim that partitions of pullbacks of open covers of Y form a cofinal system of
open covers of X . This is clear using Lemma A.3.2 and the fact that f has finite fibers.
It follows from this cofinality that f � is an isomorphism.

Lemma A.4.9 ( LH � and LH �c commute with finite quotients) Let X be a space and
let � W X !X=� be the quotient map under a finite group action. Let F be any sheaf
of ZŒ1=#��–modules on X=� . Then the following maps are all isomorphisms:

LH �.X=�IF/! LH �.X=�I .���
�F/�/! LH �.X=�I���

�F/� ! LH �.X I��F/� ;

LH �c .X=�IF/!
LH �c .X=�I .���

�F/�/! LH �c .X=�I���
�F/� ! LH �c .X I�

�F/�

(here we note that by functoriality, ��F is �–equivariant, and thus � acts on ����F ).

Proof Isomorphism one: the natural map F! .���
�/� is in fact an isomorphism

of sheaves (check on stalks). Isomorphism two: obvious since taking �–invariants
is exact on ZŒ1=#��–modules. Isomorphism three: use Lemma A.4.8, which applies
since � is automatically proper.
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A.4.2 . . . of complexes of K–presheaves

Definition A.4.10 ( LH � of complexes of K–presheaves) Let F� be a complex of
K–presheaves on a compact space X . We define

(A.4.6) LH �.X IF�/ WD lim
��!

XD
Sn
iD1Ki

finite compact cover

H �
�M
p�0

M
1�i0<���<ip�n

F��p
� p\
jD0

Kij

��

with the standard Čech differential (plus the internal differential of F� ). We also
define LH �.X IF/ for any K–presheaf F by viewing it as a complex concentrated in
degree zero.

Lemma A.4.11 (Two definitions of LH � on ShvXDShvKX agree) Let F be a sheaf
on a compact space X . Then there is a natural isomorphism LH �.X IF/! LH �.X I˛�F/

(˛�F is a K–sheaf; see Definition A.1.6).

Proof Let us denote by LH �.X IFI fU˛g˛2A/ and LH �.X I˛�FI fKig
n
iD1/ the argu-

ments of the direct limits (A.4.1) and (A.4.6), respectively.

Since X is compact, every open cover has a finite compact refinement. This gives a
map LH �.X IF/! LH �.X I˛�F/. To show that this map is an isomorphism, it suffices
to show that for any fixed finite compact cover fKigniD1 , the map

(A.4.7) lim
��!

XD
S
˛2AU˛

open cover refined by fKi gniD1

LH �.X IFI fU˛g˛2A/! LH �.X I˛�FI fKig
n
iD1/

is an isomorphism. By a cofinality argument, we can change the directed system on
the left side to be open covers fUigniD1 with Ui �Ki . Hence it suffices to show that

(A.4.8) lim
��!

fUi�Ki g
n
iD1

LH �.X IFI fUig
n
iD1/!

LH �.X I˛�FI fKig
n
iD1/

is an isomorphism. This is clear from the definition of ˛� and from Lemma A.1.7.

Lemma A.4.12 ( LH � preserves quasi-isomorphisms) Suppose F�! G� is a quasi-
isomorphism of complexes of K–presheaves. Then the induced map LH �.X IF�/!
LH �.X;G�/ is an isomorphism.

Proof There is clearly a long exact sequence

(A.4.9) � � � ! LH ��1.X IG�/! LH �.X I ŒF�! G��1�/

! LH �.X IF�/! LH �.X IG�/! � � � :
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Hence it suffices to show that if F� is acyclic then LH �.X IF�/D 0. This is true because
then each Čech complex has a finite filtration whose associated graded is acyclic.

Lemma A.4.13 (Hypercohomology spectral sequence) Let F� be a bounded-below
complex of K–presheaves. Then there is a convergent spectral sequence Ep;q1 D

LH q.X IFp/) LHpCq.X IF�/.

Proof This is just the spectral sequence of the Čech double complex.

Proposition A.4.14 (A homotopy K–sheaf calculates its own LH � ) If F� satisfies
.hShK1/ and .hShK2/, then the canonical map H �F�.X/! LH �.X IF�/ is an isomor-
phism.

Proof We prove that F�.X/! LC �.X IF�IK1; : : : ; Kn/ (the right-hand side denotes
the Čech complex for the finite compact cover X D K1 [ � � � [ Kn ) is a quasi-
isomorphism by induction on n. The base case nD 1 is obvious since LC �.X IF�IX/D
F�.X/ by definition. For the inductive step, it suffices to show that the natural map

LC �.X IF�IK1[K2; K3; : : : ; Kn/! LC �.X IF�IK1; K2; K3; : : : ; Kn/

is a quasi-isomorphism. We will show that the mapping cone is acyclic; to see this,
let us filter it according to how many of the K3; : : : ; Kn are chosen among i0; : : : ; ip .
This is a finite filtration, so it suffices to show that the associated graded is acyclic.
The associated graded is a direct sum of complexes of the form ŒF�.K/! F��1.K/�

(which is obviously acyclic) and

ŒF�.K \ .K1[K2//! F��1.K \K1/˚F��1.K \K2/! F��2.K \K1\K2/�

(which is acyclic by .hShK2/).

The above argument works when X ¤¿; if X D¿, use .hShK1/.

Lemma A.4.15 (A K–sheaf calculates its own LH 0 ) If F satisfies .ShK1/ and
.ShK2/, then the canonical map F.X/! LH 0.X IF/ is an isomorphism.

Proof Use induction as in the proof of Proposition A.4.14.

Lemma A.4.16 ( LH � is determined by stalks I) Let F satisfy .ShK3/. If the stalks
of F vanish, then LH �.X IF/D 0.
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Proof It suffices to show that for all ˛ 2 F.K/, there exists a finite compact cover
X D

Sn
iD1Ki such that F.K/!

Ln
iD1 F.K \Ki / annihilates ˛ . We consider the

commutative diagram

(A.4.10)

lim
��!K�U

F.U /
Q
p2K lim

��!p2U
F.U /

F.K/
Q
p2K Fp

where the vertical maps are both isomorphisms. Now the vanishing of Fp and a
compactness argument shows that there are finitely many open sets Ui �X covering K
such that ˛ vanishes in F.K \Ui / for all i . Thus the compact cover

X D

�
X n

n[
iD1

Ui

�
[U1[ � � � [Un

has the desired properties.

Lemma A.4.17 ( LH � is determined by stalks II) Let F� satisfy .hShK3/ andH iF�D0

for i � 0. If F� has acyclic stalks, then LH �.X IF�/D 0.

Proof We show that for all i , the map LH �.X IF�/! LH �.X I ��iF
�/ is an isomorphism

(this is sufficient since LH j .X I ��iF
�/D 0 for j < i ). We proceed by induction on i .

Since H iF� D 0 for i � 0, we have that F� ! ��iF
� is a quasi-isomorphism, so

LH �.X IF�/! LH �.X I ��iF
�/ is an isomorphism for i � 0 (Lemma A.4.12). Thus

we have the base case of the induction. For the inductive step, it suffices to show that
LH �.X IH i�1F�/D 0. This follows from Lemma A.4.16.

Proposition A.4.18 ( LH � is determined by stalks III) Let F�;G� satisfy .hShK3/
and H iF� DH iG� D 0 for i � 0. If F�! G� induces a quasi-isomorphism on stalks,
then it induces an isomorphism LH �.X IF�/! LH �.X IG�/.

Proof Recall the long exact sequence (A.4.9) and apply Lemma A.4.17 to the mapping
cone ŒF�! G��1�.

Corollary A.4.19 (A map of homotopy K–sheaves being a quasi-isomorphism can
be checked on stalks) Let F�! G� be a map of homotopy K–sheaves which satisfy
H iF� DH iG� D 0 for i � 0. Then F�! G� is a quasi-isomorphism if and only if
F�p! G�p is a quasi-isomorphism for all p 2X .
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Proof For any K �X , we have a commutative diagram:

(A.4.11)

H �F�.K/
�
� LH �.KIF�/

H �G�.K/
g

�
� LH �.KIG�/

g

The rows are isomorphisms by Proposition A.4.14. If F�p!G�p is a quasi-isomorphism,
then the right vertical map is a quasi-isomorphism by Proposition A.4.18.

Lemma A.4.20 (Long exact sequence for LH � ) Let F;G;H satisfy .ShK3/. If
0! F! G!H! 0 is exact on stalks, then it induces a long exact sequence on LH � .

Proof By Lemma A.4.17, we have LH �.X I ŒF ! GŒ�1� ! HŒ�2��/ D 0. Now
inspection of the hypercohomology spectral sequence (Lemma A.4.13) gives the desired
long exact sequence.

Definition A.4.21 (Pullback on LH � ) Let f W X ! Y be a map of compact spaces.
A finite compact cover of Y pulls back to give a finite compact cover of X , and this
gives an identification of the Čech complex for the cover of Y with coefficients in
f�F

� with the Čech complex for the cover of X with coefficients in F� . Hence we
get a natural map:

(i) f �W LH �.Y If�F
�/! LH �.X IF�/ for Fi 2 PrshvKX .

A.5 Pure homotopy K–sheaves

By Proposition A.4.14, a homotopy K–sheaf can be thought of as a resolution (that
is, its global sections compute the cohomology of some complex of sheaves). In this
section, we introduce the notion of a pure homotopy K–sheaf, which may be thought
of as a resolution of a sheaf (as opposed to a complex of sheaves). More specifically,
a pure homotopy K–sheaf F� “is” a resolution of H 0F� (which by Lemma A.5.3 is
always a sheaf).

Definition A.5.1 We say that a homotopy K–sheaf F� on X is pure if and only if:

(i) Stalk cohomology H iF�p D 0 for i ¤ 0 and all p 2X .

(ii) Weak vanishing H iF� D 0 for i � 0 locally on X (meaning that for all
p 2X , there exists an open set U �X containing p and an integer N > �1

such that H iF�.K/D 0 for all K � U and i �N ).
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Remark A.5.2 It would be nice to know whether the stalk cohomology condition im-
plies the weak vanishing condition in general (it would be much easier to check purity).

Lemma A.5.3 Let F� be a pure homotopy K–sheaf. Then:

(i) Strong vanishing H iF� D 0 for i < 0.

(ii) H 0F� is a K–sheaf.

Proof By Lemma A.2.12, strong vanishing implies that H 0F� is a K–sheaf. Now
let us prove strong vanishing. By restricting to a compact subset, it suffices to treat
the case when the underlying space is compact. Now from .hShK2/, compactness,
and weak vanishing, it follows that H iF� D 0 for i � 0. Now let us prove strong
vanishing by induction on i < 0 (we have just proven the base case). For the inductive
step, observe that H iF� is a sheaf by the induction hypothesis (H i�1F� D 0) and
Lemma A.2.12, and thus H iF�p D 0D)H iF� D 0.

Proposition A.5.4 ( LH � of a pure homotopy K–sheaf) Let F� be a pure homotopy
K–sheaf. Then there is a canonical isomorphism

(A.5.1) H �F�.X/D LH �.X IH 0F�/:

More generally, let ŒF�0! F��11 ! � � � ! F��nn � be a complex of K–presheaves where
each F�i is a pure homotopy K–sheaf. Then there is a canonical isomorphism

(A.5.2) H �ŒF�0.X/! � � � ! F��nn .X/�D LH �.X I ŒH 0F�0! � � � ! .H 0F�n/Œ�n��/:

Proof The isomorphism (A.5.2) is defined as the composition of the following iso-
morphisms:

(A.5.3)

H �ŒF�0.X/! � � � ! F��nn .X/�

#

LH �.X I ŒF�0! � � � ! F��nn �/

#

LH �.X I Œ��0F
�

0! � � � ! ��nF
��n
n �/

"

LH �.X I ŒH 0F�0! � � � !HnF��nn �/

The maps are isomorphisms for the following reasons. Map one: ŒF�0! � � � ! F��nn �

is a homotopy K–sheaf (Lemma A.2.11), and a homotopy K–sheaf calculates its
own LH � (Proposition A.4.14). Map two: the map of coefficient K–presheaves is a quasi-
isomorphism (Lemma A.5.3) and thus induces an isomorphism on LH � (Lemma A.4.12).
Map three: the map of coefficient K–presheaves is a quasi-isomorphism on stalks (by
purity), and thus induces an isomorphism on LH � (Proposition A.4.18).
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Lemma A.5.5 (Checking purity on a cover) Let F� be a homotopy K–sheaf. Write
X D U [Z with U open and Z closed, and suppose that i�F� and j �F� are both
pure (i W Z ,!X and j W U ,!X ). Then F� is pure.

Proof It suffices to show the weak vanishing property for F� . Let ˛ 2H iF�.K/ be
arbitrary with i < 0. By Remark A.1.5 and Lemma A.2.13, the map

(A.5.4) lim
��!
Z�V
V open

F�.K \V /! F�.K \Z/

is a quasi-isomorphism. Since H iF�.K\Z/D 0 by strong vanishing for i�F� , we see
that the image of ˛ in H iF�.K \V / vanishes for some open V �Z . Now applying
.hShK2/ to K D .K \V /[ .K nV /, we see that the vanishing of the image of ˛ in
H iF�.K \V / implies that ˛ “comes from” the cohomology of

ŒF�.K nV /! F��1.K \V \ .K nV //�:

On the other hand, this latter group vanishes in degrees i < 0 by strong vanishing for
j �F� . Thus ˛ D 0, so we have even shown strong vanishing for F� .

A.6 Poincaré–Lefschetz duality

We prove a version of Poincaré duality for arbitrary closed subsets of a topological
manifold. This proof is a good illustration of the tools we have developed concerning
pure homotopy K–sheaves (which arise naturally in the proof).

We observed in Example A.2.4 that U 7! C �.U / is a homotopy sheaf on any space
(and it should be thought of as a resolution of the constant sheaf). To prove Poincaré
duality for a topological manifold M of dimension n, we will show that K 7!
CdimM��.M;M nK/ is a pure homotopy K–sheaf and calculate its H 0 as oM (in
other words, it should be thought of as a resolution of the orientation sheaf of M ).

Convention A.6.1 Throughout this paper, we make no second countability or para-
compactness assumptions on manifolds (topological or smooth).

Definition A.6.2 (Orientation sheaf of manifold) Let M be a topological manifold.
We let oM denote the orientation sheaf 43 of M (the corresponding K–sheaf is defined
by oM .K/ WDHdimM .M;M nK/); it is locally isomorphic to the constant sheaf Z (and

43Note that the fundamental class lies in homology twisted by o_
M

.
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following Convention A.0.3, it has parity dimM 2Z=2). Now let M be a topological
manifold with boundary, and define orientation sheaves on M

oM WD j�oMn@M ;(A.6.1)

oM rel @ WD jŠoMn@M ;(A.6.2)

where j W M n@M ,!M . Then oM is locally isomorphic to the constant sheaf Z, and
there is a sequence of sheaves

(A.6.3) 0! oM rel @! oM ! i�o@M ! 0

which is exact on stalks, where i W @M ,!M , and the second map comes from the
boundary map in the long exact sequence of the pair .M; @M/.

Lemma A.6.3 (Homotopy K–sheaf axioms for singular chains) Let X be a topolog-
ical space. Then we have:

(i) C�.X;X/ is acyclic.

(ii) Let A;B �X be closed. Then the complex�
C�.X;X n.A[B//!C�C1.X;X nA/˚C�C1.X;X nB/!C�C2.X;X n.A\B//

�
is acyclic.

(iii) Let K D
T
˛2AK˛ where fK˛g˛2A is a family of closed subsets of X which

is filtered in the sense that for all ˛1; ˛2 2 A, there exists ˇ 2 A with Kˇ �
K˛1\K˛2 . Then lim

��!˛2A
C�.X;XnK˛/!C�.X;XnK/ is a quasi-isomorphism.

Proof Statement (i) is obvious.

Statement (ii) can be deduced from Mayer–Vietoris using a form of the nine lemma,
as we now explain. Let us write U WD X nA and V WD X nB . Now consider the
following total complex:

(A.6.4)

C�.U \V / � C�C1.U /˚C�C1.V / � C�C2.U [V /

C�C1.X/
g

� C�C2.X/˚C�C2.X/
g

� C�C3.X/
g

C�C2.X;U \V /
g

� C�C3.X;U /˚C�C3.X; V /
g

� C�C4.X;U [V /
g

The columns are acyclic (by definition of relative chains), and hence the total complex
is acyclic as well. The first row is acyclic by Mayer–Vietoris, and the second row is
obviously acyclic. Thus the third row is acyclic, as needed.
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Statement (iii) is true because the map is in fact an isomorphism on the chain level.
It is clearly surjective; to show injectivity we must show that a singular chain on X
which is disjoint from K is in fact disjoint from K˛ for some ˛ 2 A. This follows
because the standard n–simplex is compact.

Lemma A.6.4 (Poincaré–Lefschetz duality) Let M be a topological manifold of
dimension n with boundary. Let i W X ,!M be a closed subset. Let N � @M (closed)
be a tamely embedded codimension-zero submanifold with boundary.44 Then there is a
canonical isomorphism

(A.6.5) H �ŒCn�1��.N;N nX/! Cn��.M;M nX/�D LH
�

c .X I i
�jŠj

�oM /;

where j W M ı[N ı ,!M . In particular, specializing to N D¿, there is a canonical
isomorphism

(A.6.6) Hn��.M;M nX/D LH
�

c .X I i
�oM rel @M /:

Proof Let XC be the one-point compactification of X . Define a complex of K–
presheaves F� on XC by

(A.6.7) F�.K/ WD ŒCn�1��.N;N nK/! Cn��.M;M nK/�

(where on the right-hand side by K we really mean K \X ). Applying Lemmas A.6.3
and A.2.11, we see that F� is a homotopy K–sheaf.

We claim that F� is a pure homotopy K–sheaf. Certainly the homology of F� is
bounded below, because the singular chain complex of a topological manifold has
homology bounded above and F� is built out of these. Now, it is easy to calculate

(A.6.8) H �F�p D

�
Z; p 2M ı[N ı;

0; p …M ı[N ı;

concentrated in degree zero (see [39, page 231, Section 3.3] for the special case
N D @M D ¿). Hence F� is a pure homotopy K–sheaf. In fact, it is not hard to
see (using the adjunction jŠ a j � ) that (A.6.8) lifts to an isomorphism of sheaves
fŠi
�jŠj

�oM !H 0F� , where f W X ,!XC .

Now we conclude

H �F�.XC/
Prop A.5.4
D LH �.XCIfŠi

�jŠj
�oM /

Lem A.4.7
D LH �c .X I i

�jŠj
�oM /:

Now observe that H �F�.XC/ is the left-hand side of (A.6.5).

44In other words, N �@M is a closed subset which locally looks like either ¿�Rn�1 , R�0�Rn�2�
Rn�1 , or Rn�1 �Rn�1 .
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Remark A.6.5 (Why homotopy K–sheaves instead of homotopy sheaves?) The naive
modification of (A.6.7) substituting open U � X in place of compact K � X does
not yield a homotopy sheaf. To get a homotopy sheaf, one could apply the proposed
functor R˛�W hShvKX ! hShvX from Remark A.2.8 to the homotopy K–sheaf
(A.6.7). It is somewhat easier, though, to just work directly in the setting of homotopy
K–sheaves (which has some advantages, for example stalks of K–presheaves are easier
to define/understand). It is for this reason that throughout this paper we work with
homotopy K–sheaves instead of homotopy sheaves.

A.7 Homotopy colimits

We make common use of the following type of “homotopy diagram” and its corre-
sponding “homotopy colimit”.

Definition A.7.1 (Homotopy diagram) Let S be a finite poset. A homotopy diagram
over S is a collection of complexes fA�s;tgs�t2S equipped with compatible maps A�s;t!
A�s0;t0 for s� s0� t0� t (meaning that A�s;t!A�s0;t0!A�s00;t00 and A�s;t!A�s00;t00 agree).

Definition A.7.2 (Homotopy colimit) Let S be a finite poset and let fA�s;tgs�t2S be
a homotopy diagram over S. We define the homotopy colimit

(A.7.1) hocolim
s�t2S

A�s;t WD
M
p�0

M
s0�����sp2S

A�Cps0;sp

with differential (decreasing p ) given by the alternating sum over forgetting one of
the si (plus the internal differential).45 Loosely speaking, we are “gluing together” the
fA�s;sgs2S along the “morphisms” A�s;s A�s;t! A�t;t for s� t.

Lemma A.7.3 (Terminal object for hocolim) Let S be a finite poset with unique
maximal element stop , and let fA�s;tgs�t2S be a homotopy diagram with the property
that every map A�s;t ! A�s;t0 (s � t0 � t) is a quasi-isomorphism. Then the natural
inclusion A�stop;stop ! hocolims�t2SA

�

s;t is a quasi-isomorphism.

Proof We filter hocolims�t2SA
�

s;t by the number of s0; : : : ; sp which are not equal
to stop . The zeroth associated graded piece is the subcomplex A�stop;stop , so it suffices to
show that all the other associated graded pieces are acyclic. Each of these is a direct
sum of mapping cones ŒA�C1s;stop ! A�s;t�, which are acyclic by assumption.

45This can be interpreted as the complex of simplicial chains on the nerve of S using a coefficient
system determined by fA�s;tg .
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Lemma A.7.4 (hocolim preserves quasi-isomorphisms) Fix a finite poset S and let
fA�s;tgs�t2S and fB�s;tgs�t2S be homotopy diagrams over S. Suppose that there are com-
patible quasi-isomorphisms A�s;t! B�s;t . Then the induced map hocolims�t2SA

�

s;t!

hocolims�t2SB
�

s;t is a quasi-isomorphism.

Proof Since the functor hocolims�t2S commutes with the formation of mapping
cones, it suffices to show that if each A�s;t is acyclic, then so is hocolims�t2SA

�

s;t . This
holds since in this case it has a finite filtration whose associated graded is acyclic.

Definition A.7.5 (Tensor product of homotopy diagrams) Let S and T be two finite
posets, and let fA�s;s0g and fB�t;t0g be homotopy diagrams over S and T , respectively.
Their tensor product fA�s;s0 ˝B

�

t;t0g is naturally a homotopy diagram over S�T . Now
there is a natural morphism

(A.7.2) hocolim
s�s02S

A�s;s0 ˝ hocolim
t�t02T

B�t;t0 ! hocolim
s�t�s0�t02S�T

A�s;s0 ˝B
�

t;t0 :

To define this morphism, we simply observe that the nerve of S� T is the standard
simplicial subdivision of the product of the nerves of S and T , and this is covered by a
morphism of coefficient systems.46

A.8 Homotopy colimits of pure homotopy K-sheaves

We introduce a gluing construction for pure homotopy K–sheaves. The relevance
of this Lemma A.8.2 is best understood in its (only) intended application, namely
Proposition 4.3.3 (which is best understood in context).

Lemma A.8.1 (hocolim preserves homotopy K–sheaves) Let S be a finite poset and
let fF�s;tgs�t2S be a homotopy diagram of homotopy K–sheaves. Then the resulting
hocolims�t2S F

�

s;t is a homotopy K–sheaf.

Proof The associated graded of the p–filtration on hocolims�t2S F
�

s;t is a homotopy
K–sheaf by assumption; now use Lemma A.2.11.

Lemma A.8.2 (Gluing pure homotopy K–sheaves) Let A be a finite set. Let
fUI gI�A be an open cover of a space X satisfying:

(i) UI \UK � UJ for I � J �K .

(ii) UI \UI 0 � UI[I 0 for I; I 0 � A.

46In fact, from this perspective one easily sees that (A.7.2) is always a quasi-isomorphism.
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Let G be a sheaf on X and let GIJ WD .jIJ /Š.jIJ /�G, where jIJ W UI \ UJ ,! X .
By property (i), this gives rise to a homotopy diagram fGIJ gI�A over 2A of sheaves
on X .

Let fF�IJ gI�J�A be a homotopy diagram over 2A of pure homotopy K–sheaves on X ,
and suppose we give a compatible system of isomorphisms GIJ �!

� H 0F�IJ . Then
F� WDhocolimI�J�A F�IJ is a pure homotopy K–sheaf and there is a canonical induced
isomorphism G �!� H 0F� .

Proof Certainly F� is a homotopy K–sheaf by Lemma A.8.1. Since A is finite, it is
easy to see that H iF�IJ being bounded below implies that H iF� is bounded below.

Now let us calculate F�p using the spectral sequence associated to the p–filtration.
The E1 term is concentrated along the q D 0 row since .H qF�IJ /p is concentrated
in degree zero; thus there are no further differentials after the E1 page. On the E1
page the differentials coincide precisely with the differentials in the definition of
hocolimI�J�A.GIJ /p (regarding GIJ as complexes concentrated in degree zero).
Hence we have an isomorphism

(A.8.1) H �F�p DH
� hocolim
I�J�A

.GIJ /p:

To calculate the right-hand side of (A.8.1), let us start with the trivial observation that

(A.8.2) .GIJ /p D

�
Gp; p 2 UI \UJ ;

0; p … UI \UJ :

Now consider .2A/p WD fI � A W p 2 UI g, which satisfies the following properties:

(i) .2A/p has a maximal element (restatement of (ii)).

(ii) I;K 2 .2A/p implies J 2 .2A/p for I � J �K (restatement of (i)).

These two properties imply that hocolimI�J�A.GIJ /p is simply Gp tensored with the
simplicial chain complex of the nerve of .2A/p (which is contractible). Hence (A.8.1)
gives a canonical isomorphism of stalks H 0F�pDGp (and thus in particular F� is pure).

Now it remains to construct a canonical isomorphism of sheaves G �!� H 0F� . Over
the open set UI , we define this isomorphism to be the composition

GII �!
� H 0F�II !H 0F�

(the second map being the inclusion of a p D 0 subcomplex in the homotopy colimit).
At any point p 2UI , this specializes to the isomorphism of stalks Gp DH

0F�p defined
earlier. Hence since fUI gI�A is an open cover of X , these isomorphisms patch together
to give the desired global isomorphism.
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A.9 Steenrod homology

Steenrod homology H� is a homology theory for compact Hausdorff spaces. It is
characterized uniquely by a certain set of axioms due to Berikashvili [7; 8] (see
also Goldfarb [35, page 355, Section 7.4] and Inassaridze [48]); a simpler axiomatic
characterization of Steenrod homology on compact metrizable spaces is due to Milnor
[64]. Note that it follows as usual from these axioms that Steenrod homology coincides
with singular homology on finite CW-complexes. Steenrod homology is due to Steenrod
for compact metrizable spaces [76] and was later generalized to compact Hausdorff
spaces (some sources include Edwards and Hastings [18], Hastings [38], Carlsson and
Pedersen [12] and Goldfarb [35]). Another reference is Mardešić’s book [59] (note
that Mardešić studies the more general theory of strong homology, which coincides
with Steenrod homology on compact spaces).

A.9.1 Čech cochains The following definition is due to Carlsson and Pedersen [12].
The idea of using open covers indexed by the points of the space being covered goes
back at least to Godement [34, Chapter II, Section 5.8], and was also used by Friedlander
[27] in the context of étale homotopy theory.

Definition A.9.1 (Rigid open cover) A rigid open cover of a compact space X
consists of open sets fUx � Xgx2X such that x 2 Ux , fx W Ux D U g � U , and
#fU WU DUx for some xg<1. Warning: even if Ux DUy for some x¤ y , they are
still different elements of the cover; in particular, the nerve of a rigid cover is always
infinite unless X is finite.

For doing Čech theory, the category of rigid open covers is technically more convenient
than the usual category of open covers (as in Remark A.4.1). Specifically, the collection
of rigid covers forms a set, and there is at most one morphism between any pair of rigid
covers (we only consider refinements which act as the identity on the index set X ).

Definition A.9.2 ( LC � and LC �c of sheaves; compare Definition A.4.3) Let F be a
sheaf. We define the Čech cochains

(A.9.1) LC �.X IF/ WD lim
��!

fUx�Xgx2X
rigid open cover

M
p�0

Y
S�X
jS jDpC1

F

�\
x2S

Ux

�
Œ�p�

with the standard Čech differential. For any compact K �X , define LC �K.X IF/ (Čech
cochains with supports in K ) via (A.9.1) except replacing every instance of F.U / with
kerŒF.U /!F.U nK/�. We let LC �c .X IF/ WD lim

��!K�X
LC �K.X IF/ (Čech cochains with

compact supports).
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It is clear that the homologies of LC �.X IF/, LC �K.X IF/ and LC �c .X IF/ are LH �.X IF/,
LH �K.X IF/ and LH �c .X IF/, respectively.

Definition A.9.3 ( LC � of complexes of K–presheaves; compare Definition A.4.10)
Let F� be a complex of K–presheaves on a compact space X . We define

(A.9.2) LC �.X IF�/ WD lim
��!

fUx�Xgx2X
rigid open cover

M
p�0

Y
S�X
jS jDpC1

F��p
�\
x2S

Ux

�

with the standard Čech differential (plus the internal differential of F� ). We also define
LC �.X IF/ for any K–presheaf F by viewing it as a complex concentrated in degree zero.

The homology of LC �.X IF�/ is LH �.X IF�/, as can be seen by applying the arguments
from the proof of Lemma A.4.11. Note that for a sheaf F , the complexes (A.9.1) and
(A.9.2) are canonically isomorphic.

Definition A.9.4 (Pullback on LC � and LC �c ; compare Definitions A.4.6 and A.4.21)
Let f W X ! Y be a map of spaces. A rigid open cover fUygy2X pulls back to a rigid
open cover ff �1.Uf .x//gx2X , and this gives natural maps:

(i) f �W LC �.Y If�F/! LC �.X IF/ for F 2 PrshvX .

(ii) f �W LC �c .Y If�F/!
LC �c .X IF/ for F 2 ShvX (if f is proper).

(iii) f �W LC �.Y If�F
�/! LC �.X IF�/ for Fi 2 PrshvKX .

The actions of these maps on homology coincide with the maps f � defined earlier.

A.9.2 Derived inverse limits

Definition A.9.5 (Derived inverse limit R lim
 ��

) Let fC �
�
g�2ƒ be an inverse system

of complexes. We define

(A.9.3) R lim
 ��

�2ƒ

C �� WD
Y
q�0

Y
�0�:::��q

C
��q

�0

with differential obtained by viewing this as cochains on the nerve of ƒ with a particular
coefficient system. See Mardešić [59, Section 17] for more details on and basic
properties of R lim

 ��
.
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Definition A.9.6 (Derived functors lim
 ��

i ) Let fA�g�2ƒ be an inverse system of
abelian groups. We define

(A.9.4) lim
 ��

i

�2ƒ

A� WDH
i
h
R lim
 ��

�2ƒ

A�

i
(viewing A� as an inverse system of complexes concentrated in degree zero). The
inverse limit functor lim

 ��
from inverse systems of abelian groups indexed by ƒ to

abelian groups is left exact, and lim
 ��

i are its right derived functors (see Mardešić [59,
Corollary 11.47]). See Mardešić [59, Sections 11–15] for more details on and basic
properties of lim

 ��

i .

Lemma A.9.7 (Cofinality for lim
 ��

i and R lim
 ��

) Let f W ƒ0!ƒ be weakly increasing
(�1 � �2 D) f .�1/ � f .�2/) and cofinal (f .ƒ0/ � ƒ cofinal). Then the following
natural map is an isomorphism:

(A.9.5) lim
 ��

i

�2ƒ

A� �!
� lim

 ��

i

�02ƒ0

Af .�0/:

More generally, the following natural map is a quasi-isomorphism:

(A.9.6) R lim
 ��

�2ƒ

C �� �!
� R lim

 ��
�02ƒ0

C �f .�0/:

Proof For lim
 ��

i , see [59, page 291, Theorem 14.9], and for R lim
 ��

, see [59, page 349,
Corollary 17.18].

Lemma A.9.8 If C �
�
�!� D�

�
is a morphism of inverse systems which is a level-wise

quasi-isomorphism (ie for every �), then the natural map

(A.9.7) R lim
 ��

�2ƒ

C �� �!
� R lim

 ��
�2ƒ

D��

is a quasi-isomorphism.

Proof See [59, page 348, Theorem 17.16].

A.9.3 Steenrod chains

Definition A.9.9 (Due to Chogoshvili [13]) A partition X D
Fn
iD1Ei shall mean

an unordered partition into finitely many disjoint nonempty subsets E1; : : : ; En �X ;
there is an associated finite closed covering X D

Sn
iD1Ei , whose nerve is denoted

N.X I fEig
n
iD1/ (the simplicial complex with vertices f1; : : : ; ng, where S �f1; : : : ; ng

spans a simplex if and only if
T
i2S Ei ¤¿). A partition fFj gmjD1 refines fEigniD1 if

and only if for all j there exists a (necessarily unique) i with Fj �Ei . For a refinement
fEig

n
iD1!fFj g

m
jD1 , there is an associated map of nerves N.X I fFj g/!N.X I fEig/.
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For doing Čech theory, Chogoshvili’s construction has exceptionally nice properties.
The collection of partitions is a set, and there is at most one morphism between any
pair of partitions. The poset of partitions is cofinite (a given partition refines only
finitely many other partitions). Each nerve N.X I fEig/ is a finite simplicial complex,
and the transition maps N.X I fFj g/!N.X I fEig/ are all surjective. Also, any pair
of partitions has a minimal common refinement. Given a map f W X ! Y , a partition
fEig of Y pulls back to a partition ff �1.Ei /g of X , and there is an associated map
on nerves N.X I ff �1.Ei /g/!N.Y; fEig/.

Lemma A.9.10 Let X be compact. There is a natural map

(A.9.8) lim
 ��

XD
Fn
iD1Ei

N.X I fEig/!X

which induces an isomorphism on Čech cohomology.

Proof There is a natural correspondence C � X �N.X I fEig/, whose fiber over
x 2 X is the complete simplex on fi W x 2 Eig. Now it is not hard to check that the
inverse limit of these correspondences maps bijectively (and thus homeomorphically)
to lim
 ��XD

Fn
iD1Ei

N.X I fEig/, thus giving rise to the desired map (A.9.8).

Now the inverse image of p 2X under (A.9.8) is an inverse limit of complete simplices
with surjective transition maps (“the complete simplex on a profinite set”), and this has
the Čech cohomology of a point. Indeed, for any inverse system of compact spaces
fX˛g, the natural map lim

��!˛
LH �.X˛/! LH �.lim

 ��˛
X˛/ is an isomorphism (since open

covers of lim
 ��˛

X˛ pulled back from some X˛ are cofinal among all open covers). Thus
it follows from the Leray spectral sequence that (A.9.8) induces an isomorphism on
Čech cohomology.

Definition A.9.11 (Steenrod chains and homology) Let X be compact. We define

(A.9.9) C �.X/ WD R lim
 ��

XD
Fn
iD1Ei

M
p�0

M
S�f1;:::;ng
jS jDpC1T
i2S Ei¤¿

ZŒ�p�:

For a map f W X ! Y , there is an induced pushforward map f�W C �.X/! C �.Y /.
We denote by H�.X IF/ the homology of C �.X IF/, and we define relative homology
H�.X; Y IF/ as the homology of the relevant mapping cone.

More generally, let F be a locally constant sheaf of abelian groups on X . Fix a
partition X D

Fn
iD1E

0
i and trivializations of FjE0

i
. This gives rise to a local system F

on N.fEigniD1/ for any partition fEig refining fE0i g. We now define C �.X IF/ as
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in (A.9.9), restricted to partitions refining fE0i g and using the coefficient system
on the nerve induced by F and the fixed trivializations of FjE0

i
. Since any two

choices of trivializations of FjEi become isomorphic (in the sense that their sets
of “constant sections” coincide) after pulling back to some common refinement, it
follows that C �.X IF/ is well-defined up to essentially unique quasi-isomorphism (by
Lemma A.9.7). For a map f W X ! Y and F! f �G, there is a pushforward map
C �.X IF/! C �.Y IG/.

Although not logically necessary for our purposes, we now argue that Steenrod homol-
ogy as given in Definition A.9.11 coincides with the definition from Mardešić [59]
(at least for constant coefficient systems). First of all, note that (a special case of)
Mardešić’s definition of strong homology is that if a compact space X is an inverse
limit of compact polyhedra X˛ over a cofinite index set, then

(A.9.10) H�.X/DH�R lim
 ��
˛

C�.X˛/

(see [59, page 379, Section 19.1], and note that such an inverse system is a “cofinite
polyhedral resolution” of its inverse limit [59, page 103, Section 6]). In particular,
C �.X/ as defined in (A.9.9) computes the Steenrod homology of

lim
 ��

XD
Fn
iD1Ei

N.X I fEig/

(using the morphism of inverse systems

C simp
�

.N.X I fEig//! C sing
�

.N.X I fEig//

given by barycentric subdivision, which is a level-wise quasi-isomorphism and thus
induces a quasi-isomorphism on derived inverse limits by Lemma A.9.8). Finally, note
that the map (A.9.8) induces an isomorphism on strong homology by Lemma A.9.10
and [59, page 446, Theorem 21.15].

Lemma A.9.12 (Steenrod homology is the derived dual of Čech cohomology) Let F
be a locally constant sheaf whose stalks are finitely generated free R–modules, and
let M be an R–module. Then there is a natural isomorphism

(A.9.11) C �.X IHom.F;M//DRHomD.R/. LC
�.X IF/;M/

in the derived category D.R/. The same holds for relative (co)chains of a closed
subspace Y �X , and the isomorphisms are compatible with the relevant exact triangles
relating Y , X and .X; Y /.
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This result is very similar to Milnor [64, page 92, Definition, Lemma 5] and Mardešić
[59, page 446, Theorem 21.15]. Note also that morally, the above result should be
thought of as following trivially from some derived universal property of the form

R lim
 ��

RHom.A�˛; B
�/DRHom.lim

��!
A�˛; B

�/

(hopefully this provides some motivation for the proof below).

Proof Let us relate LC �.X IF/ as defined using rigid open covers to a version using
partitions. Specifically, we consider the following quasi-isomorphisms:

LC �.X IF/D lim
��!

fUx�Xgx2X
rigid open cover

M
p�0

Y
S�X
jS jDpC1

F

�\
x2S

Ux

�
Œ�p�(A.9.12)

"

lim
��!

XD
Fn
iD1Ei

Ei�Ui

M
p�0

Y
S�f1;:::;ng
jS jDpC1

F

�\
i2S

Ui

�
Œ�p�(A.9.13)

#

lim
��!

XD
Fn
iD1Ei

M
p�0

Y
S�f1;:::;ng
jS jDpC1

F

�\
i2S

Ei

�
Œ�p�(A.9.14)

"M
q�0

M
fE
.0/

i
g
n0
iD1

<���<fE
.q/

i
g
nq

iD1

M
p�0

Y
S�f1;:::;n0g
jS jDpC1

F

�\
i2S

E
.0/
i

�
Œq�p�(A.9.15)

�M
q�0

M
fE
.0/

i
g
n0
iD1
�����fE

.q/

i
g
nq

iD1

M
p�0

Y
S�f1;:::;n0g
jS jDpC1

F

�\
i2S

E
.0/
i

�
Œq�p�(A.9.16)

The first map is induced by associating to a partition fEig and Ei � Ui the rigid open
cover assigning Ui to x 2Ei , and pulling back along the induced map on nerves; it
can be seen to be a quasi-isomorphism by a filtration argument (basically the Leray
spectral sequence). The second map is a quasi-isomorphism by Lemma A.1.7 and
the definition of ˛� . The third map is defined as the tautological map on q D 0

direct summands and zero for q > 0; it can be seen to be a quasi-isomorphism by
expressing the domain (resp. codomain) as the direct limit over partitions fEig of the
corresponding complex (resp. direct limit) restricted to partitions refined by fEig and
observing that for any fixed fEig the map is a quasi-isomorphism by Lemma A.7.3.
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Finally, the last pair of maps consists of the natural inclusion (#) and the retraction
annihilating any component with fE.j /i g

nj
iD1 D fE

.jC1/
i g

njC1
iD1 for some j ("); one

can see that both are quasi-isomorphisms by filtering by fEig (as before) and then by
the number of distinct fE.j /i g

nj
iD1 .

For any partition fEig of X and collection of trivializations of FjEi , there is a
sub-K–presheaf Fpre � F whose sections over K are those sections of F whose
restrictions to K \Ei are constant with respect to the specified trivializations. The
complex (A.9.14) calculates Čech cohomology (A.4.6) by a cofinality argument, and the
inclusion Fpre! F induces an isomorphism on stalks and thus on Čech cohomology
by Proposition A.4.18. The third map above remains a quasi-isomorphism for Fpre

(for the same reason), and furthermore we may restrict (A.9.16) to partitions refining
the fixed fEig by Lemma A.9.7.

The conclusion of the above discussion is that we have thus constructed a canonical
(and functorial) quasi-isomorphism between LC �.X IF/ and

(A.9.17)
M
q�0

M
fEi g�fE

.0/

i
g
n0
iD1
�����fE

.q/

i
g
nq

iD1

M
p�0

Y
S�f1;:::;n0g
jS jDpC1

Fpre
�\
i2S

E.0/i

�
Œq�p�

(for any fixed partition fEig and trivializations of FjEi giving rise to Fpre � F ). Note
that C �.X;Hom.F;M// is precisely Hom.(A.9.17);M/. Thus it suffices to show that
this particular Hom is in fact the RHom.

Recall that RHom in D.R/ may be computed using a K–projective resolution of the
first argument (see Spaltenstein [74]), where a complex P � is called K–projective
if and only if Hom�.P �;M �/ is acyclic for every acyclic complex M � (note that a
bounded-above complex of projective modules is K–projective). Thus it suffices to
show that (A.9.17) is K–projective.

We consider subsets } of the poset of partitions of X with the property that any partition
refined by a partition in } also lies in } . Since the poset of partitions is cofinite,
we may use Zorn’s lemma to choose a directed system f}igi2I of such collections,
indexed by a well-ordered set I , with the following properties:

(i) }0 D¿, where 0 2 I is the least element.

(ii) j}i n}i�1j D 1 if i 2 I has a predecessor i � 1.

(iii) }i D
S
i 0<i }i 0 if i 2 I has no predecessor.

Now for i 2 I , let (A.9.17)i � (A.9.17) denote the subcomplex generated by restricting
to partitions in }i . It follows that:
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(i) (A.9.17)0 D 0, where 0 2 I is the least element.

(ii) (A.9.17)i�1! (A.9.17)i is injective and component-wise split with K–projective
cokernel if i 2 I has a predecessor i � 1 (this holds since the cokernel is a
bounded-above complex of free modules).

(iii) lim
��!i 0<i

(A.9.17)i 0 ! (A.9.17)i is an isomorphism if i 2 I has no predecessor.

It follows that (A.9.17)D lim
��!i

(A.9.17)i is K–projective by Spaltenstein [74, page 131,
Corollary 2.8].

Since the construction of the isomorphism (A.9.11) was given by a functorial chain-
level construction, it can be checked that it is natural, applies in the relative case, and
is compatible with exact triangles.

Appendix B: Gluing for implicit atlases on Gromov–Witten
moduli spaces

In this appendix, we provide the gluing analysis used in Section 9 to verify that
the implicit atlases constructed there satisfy the openness and submersion axioms
(specifically, we prove Proposition 9.2.6).

The gluing theorem we prove here is of a very standard sort which has been treated
(in different related settings) many times over in the literature, and so we make no
claim of originality in this appendix. The methods used here are based on our partial
understanding of the treatments of gluing in Abouzaid [1] and McDuff and Salamon
[62], as well as conversations with Abouzaid, Ekholm, Hofer and Mazzeo (we also
thank the anonymous referee for their comments). We understand that there is work
in progress of McDuff and Wehrheim proving a similar result (keeping track of more
smoothness) in their (very similar) setting of Kuranishi atlases [63; 60]. We also refer
the reader to Ekholm and Smith [19], Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [31] and Hofer,
Wysocki and Zehnder [46] for related gluing results.

The essential content of our result is that, for a certain moduli space of holomorphic
curves M.X/, the regular locus M.X/reg � M.X/ (ie the locus where a certain
linearized x@–operator is surjective) is a topological manifold. We prove this by con-
structing local manifold charts covering M.X/reg (since being a topological manifold is
a property rather than extra structure, we need not address any question of compatibility
between different local charts or of their compatibility with any auxiliary group action).
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B.1 Setup and main result

We use new notation, unrelated to (and simpler than) that from Section 9.

Fix a smooth almost complex manifold

(B.1.1) .X; J /:

Fix codimension-two submanifolds with boundary

(B.1.2) D;D1; : : : ;Dr �X

(let Dı WDD n @D , and similarly for Di ). Fix a smooth manifold M equipped with a
smooth étale map M!Mg;nC`

47 (in the orbifold sense). Denote by

Cg;nC`!Mg;nC`

the universal family, and define a family of curves C!M via the following pullback
square:

(B.1.3)

C � Cg;nC`

M

g
�Mg;nC`

g

Let Cı � C denote the open subset where the fiber is smooth. Fix a finite-dimensional
vector space E and a linear map

(B.1.4) �W E! C1.

r times‚ …„ ƒ
Cı �

M

� � � �
M

Cı �
M

Cı �X;�
0;1

Cı=M
˝C TX/:

Here �0;1
Cı=M

is the .0; 1/–part of the complexified vertical cotangent bundle

T �
Cı=M

˝R C

of (the last factor of) Cı!M, and C1 means smooth sections. We require that � be
zero in a neighborhood of the nodes C nCı of the last Cı factor.

For a nodal curve C , we denote by zC its normalization, ie the unique smooth compact
Riemann surface equipped with a map zC ! C which identifies points in pairs to form

47We give Mg;nC` the standard smooth structure from its structure as a complex analytic orbifold.
Every point in a smooth orbifold M is in the image of a smooth étale map M 0 !M . Indeed, M is
covered by open sets each diffeomorphic to Rn=G for some finite group G ! GLn.R/ , and the map
Rn!Rn=G ,!M is smooth étale.
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the nodes of C . A function on C being smooth means (by definition) that its pullback
to zC is smooth.

Fix a homology class ˇ 2H2.X IZ/. We are interested in the following moduli space:
(B.1.5)

M.X/ WD

8̂̂<̂
:̂
s 2M

uW Cs!X

xi 2 Cs; 1� i � r

e 2E

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ̌̌̌ u smooth and u�ŒCs�D ˇ
u.pnCi / 2D

ı; 1� i � `

u.xi / 2D
ı
i and u tDi at xi ; 1� i � r

x@uC�.e/.x1; : : : ; xr ; �; u. � //D 0

9>>=>>; :
We let Cs denote the fiber of C!M over s , with marked points p1; : : : ; pnC` 2 Cs .
Here u tDi at xi means (by definition) that xi is not a node of Cs and the map

TxiCs˚Tu.xi /Di
du˚id
����! Tu.xi /X

is surjective. Now �.e/.x1; : : : ; xr ; � ; u. � // is a smooth section of �0;1
zCs
˝C u

�TX

over Cs supported away from the nodes; hence the last equation makes sense. We give
M.X/ the topology of uniform convergence (ie using the Hausdorff distance between
graphs � C�X to compare maps u).

We spend this appendix studying M.X/, though the only reason to care about M.X/
itself is as an intermediate tool for proving the desired result for Mˇ

g;n.X/I . Note that
M.X/ is not necessarily compact, however this will be irrelevant since we are only
interested in its local properties.

Fix a subspace E 0 �E .

Let us now define the “E 0–regular locus” M.X/reg �M.X/ (which for simplicity we
will just call the “regular locus”). Fix .s0; u0; fx0i g; e0/ 2M.X/; we will describe
when .s0; u0; fx0i g; e0/ 2M.X/

reg . We consider the smooth Banach manifold

(B.1.6) B WD
˚
.u; e/ 2W k;p.Cs0 ; X/�E j u.pnCi / 2D

ı .1� i � `/
	
:

We consider the smooth Banach bundle E over B whose fiber over a map uW Cs0!X is

W k�1;p. zCs0 ; �
0;1
zCs0
˝C u

�TX/˚E=E 0:

Now suppose k is large; then there are unique continuous functions

(B.1.7) xi W B! Cs0 .1� i � r/

defined in a neighborhood of .u0; e0/ 2 B, which coincide with x0i at .u0; e0/, and
for which u.xi .u// 2Dıi . Moreover, (B.1.7) are “highly differentiable”, by which we
mean that for all ` <1, the function (B.1.7) is of class C ` provided k � k0.`/. In the
present situation, we can of course be more precise: xi is C ` as a function of u 2 C `
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(by the implicit function theorem), so (B.1.7) is C ` as long as W k;p ,! C ` (which
holds if and only if .k� `/p > 2). It follows that

(B.1.8) .u; e/ 7! Œx@uC�.e/.x1; : : : ; xr ; � ; u. � //�˚ e

is a highly differentiable section of E over B (the only nonsmoothness comes from
how the xi depend on u). Assume 1 < p <1. We say .s0; u0; fx0i g; e0/ 2M.X/

reg

if and only if (B.1.8) is transverse to the zero section at .u0; e0/. It is an easy exercise
using elliptic regularity to see that this notion is independent of .k; p/ (as long as k is
sufficiently large so that the condition makes sense).

For a topological manifold M , let oM denote its orientation sheaf (whose fiber at a
point p 2 M is canonically HdimM .M;M n pIZ/). For a vector space E , let oE
denote its orientation module (canonically HdimE .E;E n 0IZ/). The main result of
this appendix is:

Theorem B.1.1 In the above setup (from the beginning of Section B.1 until here), we
have:

(i) M.X/reg �M.X/ is open.

(ii) M.X/reg is a topological manifold of dimension

dimMg;nC`C .1�g/ dimX C 2hc1.X/; ˇiC dimE � 2`:

(iii) The projection M.X/reg!E=E 0 is a topological submersion, ie locally modeled
on a projection Rn �Rm!Rn .

(iv) The orientation sheaf oM.X/reg is canonically isomorphic to

Ò
iD1

o_u.pnCi /�ND=X ˝ oE :

Let us now explain how Theorem B.1.1 implies Proposition 9.2.6. Proposition 9.2.6 is
a local statement, so let us prove it in a neighborhood of a specific point

.C; u; f�˛g˛2I ; fe˛g˛2I / 2M
ˇ
g;n.X/

reg
I :

We will construct data X , J , D , D1; : : : ;Dr , M, E , �, E 0 as in the above setup
and a point .s; u; fxig; e/ 2M.X/. It will be clear from the construction that there is
a natural homeomorphism between a small neighborhood of this point in M.X/ and
a small neighborhood of the given point in M

ˇ
g;n.X/I , and using this we will infer

Proposition 9.2.6 from Theorem B.1.1.
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We claim that every unstable irreducible component of C has a point where du is
injective. If I D¿, this follows from the domain stabilization step Lemma 9.2.9, and if
I ¤¿ then, picking any ˛ 2 I , this follows from the fact that utD˛ and adding the
intersections as marked points makes C stable. It follows from the claim that we may
pick D �X with u tD such that adding these intersections as extra marked points
makes C stable, and none of these points are nodes or marked points. We take ` to be the
minimum number of points in u�1.D/ necessary to stabilize C , and we fix an ordered
`–tuple of such points, adding them as new marked points pnC1; : : : ; pnC` 2 C , so
now C is a curve of type .g; nC`/. Now we let rD

P
˛2I r˛ , we let D1; : : : ;Dr �X

consist of r˛ copies of D˛ (union over ˛ 2 I ), and we let the xi be the intersection
points u�1.D˛/ (union over ˛ 2 I ). For the purposes of the present argument, let
us reindex fxig1�i�r as fx˛i g˛2I;1�i�r˛ . Now since C is a curve of type .g; nC `/,
it corresponds to a point in Mg;nC` . Choose an étale map M!Mg;nC` covering
this point, and choose a point s 2M and an isomorphism �W C ! Cs . Now for every
˛ 2 I , there is a unique map

(B.1.9) z�˛W

r˛ times‚ …„ ƒ
Cı �

M

� � � �
M

Cı �
M

Cı! C˛

defined in a neighborhood of fx˛1 g � � � � � fx
˛
r˛
g �Cs so that

z�˛.x
˛
1 ; : : : ; x

˛
r˛
; �. � //D �˛. � /

and z�˛.y1; : : : ; yr˛ ; � / classifies the curve in the last factor after forgetting the last `
marked points and adding y1; : : : ; yr˛ as marked points (this follows from the fact that
C˛!Mg;nCr˛=Sr˛ is étale). We let E WDEI D

L
˛2I E˛ , and we define

�
�L

˛2I e˛
�
.fy˛i g˛2I;1�i�r˛ ; � ; � /D

P
˛2I �˛.e˛/.

z�˛.y
˛
1 ; : : : ; y

˛
r˛
; � /; � /

in a neighborhood of fx˛i g˛2I;1�i�r˛ �Cs �X (and then we simply cut it off to be
zero elsewhere). Finally, we observe that with this definition, a neighborhood of�

s; u ı ��1; fx˛i g˛2I;1�i�r˛ ;
L
˛2I e˛

�
2M.X/

coincides with a neighborhood of

.C; u; f�˛g˛2I ; fe˛g˛2I / 2M
ˇ
g;n.X/I

(note that the point

.C; u; f�˛g˛2I ; fe˛g˛2I / 2M
ˇ
g;n.X/

reg
I

has trivial automorphism group by definition of Mˇ
g;n.X/

reg
I ).
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For E 0 D E , under this identification of a small open set in M
ˇ
g;n.X/I and a small

open set in M.X/, we have M.X/reg �M
ˇ
g;n.X/

reg
I (for this it is important that we

chose ` as the minimum number of points necessary to stabilize C ). It follows that
parts (i) and (iv) of Theorem B.1.1 imply parts (i) and (iii) of Proposition 9.2.6 (note
that over this small open set, we have an identification

ou.pnCi /�ND=X D oTpnCiCs

and that the latter is canonically trivial using the complex structure on Cs ). Taking
the above construction with J in place of I and setting E 0 WDEI �EJ DE , we get
Proposition 9.2.6(ii) from Theorem B.1.1(ii)–(iii) as well.

B.2 Local model for resolution of a node

The rest of this appendix is devoted to the proof of Theorem B.1.1. We now fix
.s0; u0; fx

0
i g; e0/ 2M.X/

reg , and we prove the desired statements (i)–(iv) in a neigh-
borhood of this point.

Our first task is to fix a nice local coordinate system on M near s0 . Let d be the
number of nodes of C0 WD Cs0 .

On each side of each node of C0 , fix a “cylindrical end”, that is, a map

(B.2.1) Œ0;1/�S1! C0

which is a biholomorphism onto some small neighborhood D2 n0 of the node. We use
coordinates .s; t/ 2 Œ0;1/� S1 , which is given the standard holomorphic structure
z D esCit .

Let Md �M denote the locus of curves with exactly d nodes. Pick a smooth family
of smooth almost complex structures jy on C0 parametrized by y 2RdimMd , where
j0 is the given almost complex structure on C0 , which is constant over the cylindrical
ends (B.2.1), and such that the induced map RdimMd !Md is a diffeomorphism onto
its image.

Consider the following procedure, which takes a “gluing parameter” ˛D e�6SCi� 2C
and two copies of the standard end Œ0;1/�S1 t Œ0;1/�S1 . We first truncate both
ends, leaving just the subset Œ0; 6S�� S1 t Œ0; 6S�� S1 . We then identify .s; t/ in
the first piece with .6S � s; � � t /D .s0; t 0/ in the second piece. We call the resulting
cylinder a “neck”.
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Now given gluing parameters48 ˛ D .˛1; : : : ; ˛d / 2Cd , we may perform the gluing
operation above on C0 , using the chosen cylindrical ends (B.2.1). We call the resulting
curve C˛ , and it is equipped with cylindrical ends (corresponding to those ˛i D 0) and
necks (corresponding to those ˛i ¤ 0)

Œ0;1/�S1! C˛;(B.2.2)

Œ0; 6Si ��S
1
! C˛:(B.2.3)

In each neck, we have coordinates .s; t/ 2 Œ0; 6Si � � S1 and coordinates .s0; t 0/ 2
Œ0; 6Si ��S

1 , which satisfy sCs0D 6Si and tCt 0D �i . The curve C˛ is also equipped
with nC` marked points p1; : : : ; pnC`2C˛ coming from the given p1; : : : ; pnC`2C0 .
Since jy is constant over the cylindrical ends, it descends to give an almost complex
structure on C˛ .

Now since M!Mg;nC` is étale, there is an induced map

Cd
�RdimMd

!M;(B.2.4)

.˛; y/ 7! .C˛; jy ; p1; : : : ; pnC`/;(B.2.5)

which is a local diffeomorphism near zero. Using these local coordinates, we may
alternatively define M.X/ as
(B.2.6)

M.X/ WD

8̂̂̂̂
<̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

˛ 2Cd

y 2RdimMd

uW C˛!X

xi 2 C˛; 1� i � r

e 2E

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ̌̌
u smooth and u�ŒC˛�D ˇ
u.pnCi / 2D

ı; 1� i � `

u.xi / 2D
ı
i and u tDi at xi ; 1� i � r

x@yuC�.e/.˛; y; x1; : : : ; xr ; � ; u. � //D 0

9>>>>>=>>>>>;
;

and this coincides with the definition (B.1.5) in a neighborhood of .s0; u0; fx0i g; e0/D
.0; 0; u0; fx

0
i g; e0/. For the purposes of (B.2.6), � denotes the function

�W E! C1.Cd
�RdimMd

�

r times‚ …„ ƒ
C0 � � � � �C0 �C0 �X;HomR.T zC0; TX//

48In the present construction, and in many other constructions/definitions to come later, certain
expressions, equalities, etc, only make sense or only hold if the gluing parameters ˛i 2C are sufficiently
close to zero (ie j˛i j � � for some � > 0 depending only on data which we have previously fixed). We
will often leave this assumption implicit, since we only care about what happens for ˛ in a neighborhood
of 0 2Cd anyway. The same goes for y 2RdimMd

.
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for which �. � /. � ; y; : : :/ lands in �0;1
zC0;jy

˝C TX � HomR.T zC0; TX/, defined in
terms of the old � via

�new.e/.˛; y; x1; : : : ; xr ; p; x/

WD �old.e/
�
x1 2 .C˛; jy/� C; : : : ; xr 2 .C˛; jy/� C; p 2 .C˛; jy/� C; x

�
:

We assume that the cylindrical ends were chosen disjoint from the support of �old , so
we can make sense of �new as giving sections on C˛ .

Now to prove the main result, it suffices to study the local structure of M.X/ (defined
as in (B.2.6)) near the basepoint

(B.2.7) .0; 0; u0W C0!X; fx0i g; e0/;

which we are assuming lies in M.X/reg .

B.3 Pregluing

Let expW TX ! X denote the exponential map of some Riemannian metric on X
for which D is totally geodesic. Let r denote any J –linear49 connection on TX
(equivalently, a connection for which rJ D 0). Let PTx!y W TxX ! TyX denote
parallel transport via r along the shortest geodesic between x and y (we will only
use this notation when it may be assumed that x and y are very close in X ); note that
PTx!y is J –linear.

Fix a smooth function �W R! Œ0; 1� satisfying

(B.3.1) �.x/D

�
0; x � 0;

1; x � 1:

Definition B.3.1 (Flattening) For a gluing parameter ˛2Cd , we define the “flattened”
map u0j˛W C0!X as follows. Away from the ends, u0j˛ coincides with u0 . Over an
end Œ0;1/�S1 , we define it as

(B.3.2) u0j˛.s; t/ WD

8<:
u0.s; t/; s � S � 1;

expu0.n/Œ�.S � s/ � exp�1
u0.n/

u0.s; t/�; S � 1� s � S;

u0.n/; S � s;

where n 2 C0 denotes the corresponding node.

49Given any connection r0 , the connection rXY WD 1
2 .r

0
X
Y �J.r0

X
.J Y /// is J –linear.
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Definition B.3.2 (Pregluing) For ˛2Cd , we define the “preglued” map u˛W C˛!X

as follows. Away from the necks, u˛ coincides with u0 . Over a neck Œ0; 6S�� S1 ,
we define it as

(B.3.3) u˛.s; t/ WD

8̂̂̂̂
<̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

u0.s; t/; s � S � 1;

expu0.n/Œ�.S � s/ � exp�1
u0.n/

u0.s; t/�; S � 1� s � S;

u0.n/; S � s � 5S;

expu0.n/Œ�.S � s
0/ � exp�1

u0.n/
u0.s

0; t 0/�; 5S � s � 5S C 1;

u0.s
0; t 0/; 5S C 1� s

(u˛ should be thought of as the “descent” of u0j˛ from C0 to C˛ ).

Definition B.3.3 (Pregluing vector fields) For � 2 C1.C0; u�0TX/, we define

(B.3.4) �˛ 2 C
1.C˛; u

�
˛TX/

as follows. Away from the necks, �˛ coincides with � . Over a neck Œ0; 6S��S1 , we
define it as

(B.3.5) �˛.s; t/ WD8̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂:

�.s; t/; s � S � 1;

PTu0.s;t/!u˛.s;t/�.s; t/; S � 1� s � S;

.1��.s�S//PTu0.s;t/!u˛.s;t/�.s; t/C�.s�S/�.n/; S � s � S C 1;

�.n/; S C 1� s � 5S � 1;

.1��.s0�S//PTu0.s0;t 0/!u˛.s0;t 0/�.s
0; t 0/C�.s0�S/�.n/; 5S � 1� s � 5S;

PTu0.s0;t 0/!u˛.s0;t 0/�.s
0; t 0/; 5S � s � 5S C 1;

�.s0; t 0/; 5S C 1� s:

B.4 Weighted Sobolev norms

Fix k 2 Z�6 and fix ı 2 .0; 1/. Fix a metric on TX for the purposes of defining
Sobolev norms of sections; this could be the same as the metric used to define exp,
though there is no need for it to be.

We denote by W k;2.C˛; u
�
˛TX/ the space of sections of u�˛TX over C˛ whose

pullback to zC˛ is W k;2 (since W k;2 ,! C 0 as k � 6, this is the same as W k;2

sections over zC˛ which coincide on each pair of points identified in zC˛! C˛ , where
zC˛ denotes the normalization of C˛ ). Similarly we denote by

W k�1;2. zC˛; �
0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TX/

the space of sections of class W k�1;2 . Note that both W k;2 and W k�1;2 refer to
spaces of functions on the compact Riemann surface zC˛ . The specific choice of metric
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on C˛ used to define the norms k � kk;2 and k � kk�1;2 will be of little importance
(they will matter only up to commensurability).

We now define certain weighted Sobolev spaces W k;2;ı and W k�1;2;ı on the possibly
non-compact Riemann surface C˛ minus the nodes. The specific choice of norms
k � kk;2;ı and k � kk�1;2;ı (not just their commensurability classes) will be of great
importance.

To make calculations in ends/necks easier, for each node n 2 C0 we fix the local
trivialization of TX given by parallel transport

(B.4.1) PTu0.n/!pW Tu0.n/X ! TpX

over p contained in a small ball centered at u0.n/. We assume that the ends (B.2.1)
were chosen small enough so that u0 maps each end into a compact subset of the small
ball associated to the corresponding node.

Definition B.4.1 For ˛ 2Cd , we define a weighted Sobolev space

(B.4.2) W k;2;ı.C0; u
�
0j˛TX/

using the following norm. We use the usual .k; 2/ norm away from the ends. Over an
end Œ0;1/�S1 � C0 , we consider the local trivialization (B.4.1), in which a section
of u�

0j˛
TX simply becomes a function �W Œ0;1/� S1! Tu0.n/X . In terms of this

function, the contribution from the end to the norm squared is

(B.4.3) j�.n/j2C

Z
Œ0;1/�S1

�
j�.s; t/� �.n/j2C

kX
jD1

jDj �.s; t/j2
�
e2ıs ds dt:

The derivatives of � are measured with respect to the standard metric on Œ0;1/�S1 .

By the Sobolev embedding of W 2;2 into C 0 in two dimensions, in any end we have
a uniform bound on j�.s; t/� �.n/jeıs and jDj �.s; t/jeıs (1� j � k � 2) linear in
k�kk;2;ı .

Definition B.4.2 For ˛ 2Cd , we define a weighted Sobolev space

(B.4.4) W k;2;ı.C˛; u
�
˛TX/

using the following norm. We use the usual .k; 2/ norm away from the ends/necks. Over
an end, the contribution to the norm squared is (B.4.3). Over a neck Œ0; 6S��S1 �C˛ ,
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we again think of a section as a function �W Œ0; 6S��S1!Tu0.n/X , and the contribution
to the norm squared isˇ̌̌̌Z
S1
�.3S; t/ dt

ˇ̌̌̌2
C

Z
Œ0;6S��S1

�ˇ̌̌
�.s; t/�

Z
S1
�.3S; t/ dt

ˇ̌̌2
C

kX
jD1

jDj �.s; t/j2
�
e2ı min.s;6S�s/ ds dt:

Of course, for fixed ˛ 2Cd , this norm is equivalent to not weighting the necks, though
the two norms are not uniformly equivalent as ˛ ! 0. The weight in the necks is
important since the key point is to establish certain estimates which are uniform as
˛! 0.

By the Sobolev embedding of W 2;2 into C 0 in two dimensions, in any neck we have
a uniform bound onˇ̌̌̌

�.s; t/�

Z
S1
�.3S; t/ dt

ˇ̌̌̌
eı min.s;6S�s/ and jDj �.s; t/jeı min.s;6S�s/

(1� j � k� 2) linear in k�kk;2;ı .

Definition B.4.3 For ˛ 2Cd , we define a weighted Sobolev space

(B.4.5) W k�1;2;ı. zC˛; �
0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TX/

as follows. We use the usual .k� 1; 2/ norm away from the ends/necks. Over an end
or neck, we trivialize .T zC˛; jy/ over C by the basis vector @=@s , and we trivialize
TX via (B.4.1), and hence the section is simply a function � from the end/neck to
Tu0.n/X . In terms of this function, the contribution to the norm squared is (for end/neck,
respectively) Z

Œ0;1/�S1

k�1X
jD0

jDj�.s; t/j2e2ıs ds dt;(B.4.6)

Z
Œ0;6S��S1

k�1X
jD0

jDj�.s; t/j2e2ı min.s;6S�s/ ds dt:(B.4.7)

By the Sobolev embedding of W 2;2 into C 0 in two dimensions, in any end or neck
we have a uniform bound on jDj�.s; t/jeıs or jDj�.s; t/jeı min.s;6S�s/ , respectively
(1� j � k� 3), linear in k�kk;2;ı .
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B.5 Based x@–section F˛;y and linearized operator D˛;y

Fix a norm on E . On direct sums of normed spaces we use the direct sum norm
ka˚ bk WD kakCkbk.

We consider the partially defined function

F˛;y W C
1.C˛; u

�
˛TX/D˚E! C1. zC˛; �

0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TX/;

� 7! PTexpu˛ �!u˛

�
x@y expu˛ �C�.e0C projE �/.˛; y; x1; : : : ; xr ; � ; .expu˛ �/. � //

�
:

This function F˛;y is defined for � in a C 1–neighborhood of zero; for these � we define
xi D xi .�/ as in (B.1.7). The subscript D indicates restriction to sections which are
tangent to D at pnC1; : : : ; pnC` . It follows that for � contained in a C 0–neighborhood
of zero, expu˛ � sends pnC1; : : : ; pnC` to Dı .

Now we observe that F˛;y extends continuously to a map

(B.5.1) F˛;y W W
k;2;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TX/D˚E!W k�1;2;ı. zC˛; �

0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TX/

which is defined for k�kk;2;ı � c0 (some c0 > 0). Moreover, this map is highly
differentiable (see (B.1.7)–(B.1.8) and the surrounding discussion; recall we have fixed
k � 6). We denote by

(B.5.2) D˛;y W W
k;2;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TX/D˚E!W k�1;2;ı. zC˛; �

0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TX/

the derivative of F˛;y at zero.

Let Tr.X; Y / WD rXY �rYX � ŒX; Y � denote the torsion of r . Let . � /0;1y denote
the projection

HomR.T zC˛; u
�
˛TX/!�

0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TX;

so .V /0;1y WD 1
2
.V CJ ıV ı jy/.

Lemma B.5.1 The linearized operator D˛;y is given by

(B.5.3) D˛;y� D
�
r�CTr.�; du˛/

�0;1
y

C

rX
iD1

dŒ�.e0/�

dxi
.˛; y; x1; : : : ; xr ; � ; u˛. � //.� projTC˛ �.xi //

Cr� Œ�.e0/�.˛; y; x1; : : : ; xr ; � ; u˛. � //

C�.projE �/.˛; y; x1; : : : ; xr ; � ; u˛. � //;
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where projW u�˛TX ! TC˛ denotes the projection associated to the splitting

Tu˛.xi /X D Tu˛.xi /Di ˚TxiC˛;

and r� Œ�.e0/� means covariant derivative in the direction of � along the X factor.

Proof The first term
�
r�CTr.�; du˛/

�0;1
y

comes from differentiating

(B.5.4) PTexpu˛ �!u˛
Œx@y expu˛ ��:

The second two terms come from differentiating

(B.5.5) PTexpu˛ �!u˛
Œ�.e0/.˛; y; x1; : : : ; xr ; � ; .expu˛ �/. � //�;

where we use the fact that .d=dt/xi .expu˛ .t�// D � projTC˛ �.xi /. The last term
comes from differentiating

(B.5.6) PTexpu˛ �!u˛
Œ�.projE �/.˛; y; x1; : : : ; xr ; � ; .expu˛ �/. � //�:

We leave the calculations to the reader.

Lemma B.5.2 Consider the following commutative square:

(B.5.7)

W k;2;ı.C˛; u
�
˛TX/D˚E W k�1;2;ı. zC˛; �

0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TX/

W k;2.C˛; u
�
˛TX/D˚E W k�1;2. zC˛; �

0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TX/

D˛;y

D˛;y

Both horizontal operators are Fredholm, and the induced maps from the kernel and
cokernel of the bottom horizontal map to the kernel and cokernel of the top horizontal
map, respectively, are isomorphisms.

Let us remark on the reason for the vertical inclusions in (B.5.7). For the leftmost
vertical inclusion, one just needs to check that for a function f W D2!R, the W k;2;ı

norm of its pullback to Œ0;1/�S1 is bounded linearly by its W k;2 norm on D2 . For
the rightmost vertical inclusion, one checks the same property for 1–forms. In both of
these calculations we use the fact that ı < 1.

Proof The operator D˛;y equals .r�/0;1y plus compact terms (by Lemma B.5.1), so
it is equivalent to show that � 7! .r�/

0;1
y is Fredholm (and we may forget about E ).

Here r is really the pullback of r via u˛ . Thus it suffices to show that if V is
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a smooth complex vector bundle over a nodal Riemann surface C equipped with a
smooth connection r , then the horizontal maps

(B.5.8)

W k;2;ı.C; V / W k�1;2;ı. zC ;�
0;1
zC
˝C V /

W k;2.C; V / W k�1;2. zC ;�
0;1
zC
˝C V /

� 7!.r�/0;1

� 7!.r�/0;1

are Fredholm. For the bottom map, the Fredholm property is standard. Indeed,
W k;2.C; V / lies inside W k;2. zC ; V / as a closed subspace of finite codimension, and

r
0;1
W W k;2. zC ; V /!W k�1;2. zC ;�

0;1
zC
˝C V /

is Fredholm by elliptic regularity on the compact Riemann surface zC . For the top map,
the Fredholm property follows from results of Lockhart and McOwen [55] concerning
the Fredholmness (in weighted Sobolev spaces) of elliptic operators on manifolds with
cylindrical ends. Specifically, W k;2;ı.C; V / lies inside W k;2;ı. zC ; V / as a closed
subspace of finite codimension, and the map

r
0;1
W W k;2;ı. zC ; V /!W k�1;2;ı. zC ;�

0;1
zC
˝C V /

is Fredholm by the theory of Lockhart and McOwen [55]. This uses the fact that the
weight ı 2 .0; 1/ is not an eigenvalue of the asymptotic linearized operator in any end
(the set of eigenvalues in any end is precisely Z, corresponding to the powers fzngn2Z

on D2 n 0). Let us also remark that both of these Fredholmness statements are easier
at p D 2 than for general p 2 .1;1/, since for p D 2 one can use Fourier analysis
(after localizing the problem with a partition of unity).

Now it remains to show that the induced maps on kernel and cokernel are isomorphisms.
The map on kernels is obviously injective, and the map on cokernels is easily seen to
be surjective (use the fact that the image of the top horizontal map is closed and the
fact that the rightmost vertical inclusion is dense).

For the surjectivity of the map on kernels and the injectivity of the map on cokernels,
it suffices to show that if D˛;y� D � for � 2W k;2;ı and � 2W k�1;2 , then � 2W k;2 .
To show � 2W k;2 , it suffices to argue locally on one side of a given node.

Certainly (the vector field part of) � extends continuously to C˛ (by definition of
W k;2;ı ), and this continuous extension satisfies D˛;y�D�C� , where � is a distribution
on zC˛ valued in

�
0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TX
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and supported inside the (inverse images of the) nodes. By elliptic regularity, it suffices
to show that � D 0.

Now for smooth test functions ' supported inside a small neighborhood of the support
of � , we have

(B.5.9) h�; 'i D hD˛;y� � �; 'i D h�;D
�
˛;y'i � h�; 'i:

We thus obtain the bound jh�; 'ij � ck'k1;1 since D�˛;y is a first-order operator and
�; � are bounded (as they are continuous). On the other hand, � is supported at a finite
set of points, so it is a linear combination of ı–functions and their derivatives. Hence �
does not satisfy the bound jh�; 'ij � ck'k1;1 (recall that W 1;1 ,!¹ C 0 since we are in
two dimensions) unless � D 0, as desired.

We denote the kernel of D0;0 (whose meaning is unambiguous by Lemma B.5.2) by

(B.5.10) K WD kerD0;0 � C1.C0; u�0TX/D˚E:

Note that our assumption .0; 0; u0; fx0i g; e0/ 2M.X/
reg is equivalent to saying that

D0;0 is surjective and K�E=E 0 is surjective.

B.6 Pregluing estimates

Fix norms on K , Cd , and RdimMd .

Lemma B.6.1 (Estimate for map pregluing) We have

(B.6.1)
x@yu˛C�.e0/.˛; y; x01 ; : : : ; x0r ; � ; u˛. � //k�1;2;ı�c��jyjC dX

iD1

e�.1�ı/Si
�

uniformly over .˛; y/ in a neighborhood of zero, for c <1 depending on data which
has been previously fixed.

Data which has been previously fixed includes .s0;u0;fx0i g; e0/, the cylindrical ends, jy ,
the metrics used to define exp and Sobolev norms, k , ı , the cutoff function �, the
norms on E , K , Cd , RdimMd , etc.

Proof Away from the ends/necks of C˛ , the expression is zero when y D 0 (since
.0; 0; u0; fx

0
i g; e0/ 2M.X/) and more generally it follows easily that its j th derivative

is bounded pointwise by cj jyj. In the ends of C˛ , the expression is zero.
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In a given neck Œ0; 6S� � S1 � C˛ , argue as follows. Recall that � vanishes in
the ends/necks, so we just have to bound x@yu˛ . Now x@yu˛ is only nonzero over
ŒS � 1; S� [ Œ5S; 5S C 1�; by symmetry we may just work over ŒS � 1; S�. Now
since u0 is smooth, it and all its derivatives decay exponentially in any cylindrical end
Œ0;1/�S1 (since every end is holomorphically conjugate to the map Œ0;1/�S1!D2

given by zD e�s�it ). Precisely, we have the following pointwise bound over ŒS�1; S�:

(B.6.2) jDju0.s; t/j � cj e
�S

(derivatives with respect to s and t ). It follows from the definition of u˛ that the
same bound holds for u˛ . Thus the contribution of ŒS � 1; S� to the norm of x@yu˛ is
bounded by a constant times eSıe�S .

Lemma B.6.2 (Estimate for kernel pregluing) For all � 2K , we have

(B.6.3) kD˛;y�˛kk�1;2;ı � c �

�
jyjC

dX
iD1

e�.1�ı/Si
�
k�k

uniformly over .˛; y/ in a neighborhood of zero, for c <1 depending on data which
has been previously fixed.

Proof Away from the ends/necks, the norm is bounded by c � jyjk�k. In the ends, the
expression is zero. In the necks, argue as follows.

The expression is only nonzero over ŒS � 1; S C 1�[ Œ5S � 1; 5S C 1�; by symmetry
we may just work over ŒS � 1; S C 1�. Then since u0 and � are smooth, we have
(by the same reasoning used to justify (B.6.2)) the following pointwise bound over
ŒS � 1; S C 1�:

(B.6.4) jDj �˛.s; t/j � cj e
�S
k�k

(derivatives with respect to s and t , in local coordinates (B.4.1)). Thus the overall
contribution of ŒS � 1; S C 1� to the total norm of the expression is bounded by a
constant times eSıe�Sk�k.

B.7 Approximate right inverse

Recall that by assumption, the linearized operator

(B.7.1) D0;0W W
k;2;ı.C0; u

�
0TX/D˚E!W k�1;2;ı. zC0; �

0;1
zC0;j0
˝C u

�
0TX/
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is surjective (even if we replace E with E 0 ). We now proceed to fix a bounded right
inverse

(B.7.2) Q0;0W W
k�1;2;ı. zC0; �

0;1
zC0;j0
˝C u

�
0TX/!W k;2;ı.C0; u

�
0TX/D˚E

0

whose image admits a simple description (the description of the image will be important
for the proof that the gluing map is continuous (Proposition B.10.4)). Fix a collection
of points qi 2 C0 (1� i � h) not contained in any of the cylindrical ends, subspaces
Vi � Tu0.qi /X , and a subspace E 00 �E 0 so that the natural evaluation map

(B.7.3) L0W K �!
�

� hM
iD1

Tu0.qi /X=Vi

�
˚E=E 00

is an isomorphism (such choices exist since K� E=E 0 is surjective and elements
of K satisfy unique continuation). Now we can consider the same evaluation map on
the larger space:

(B.7.4) L0W W
k;2;ı.C0; u

�
0TX/D˚E!W WD

� hM
iD1

Tu0.qi /X=Vi

�
˚E=E 00:

Since L0 sends K D kerD0;0 isomorphically to W , it follows that the restriction of
D0;0 to kerL0 is an isomorphism of Banach spaces. Hence there is a unique right
inverse

Q0;0W W
k�1;2;ı. zC0; �

0;1
zC0;j0
˝C u

�
0TX/! kerL0 �W k;2;ı.C0; u

�
0TX/D˚E;

and it is bounded. Since E 00 �E 0 , kerL0 is in fact contained in the right-hand side of
(B.7.2). We fix once and for all this Q0;0 .

Definition B.7.1 (Approximate right inverse T˛;y ) We define a map

(B.7.5) T˛;y W W
k�1;2;ı. zC˛; �

0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TX/!W k;2;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TX/D˚E

as the composition

(B.7.6) T˛;y WD glue ıPT ı id ıQ0;0 ı Iy ıPT ı break

of maps in the following diagram, to be defined below:
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(B.7.7)

W k;2;ı.C˛; u
�
˛TX/D˚E W k�1;2;ı. zC˛; �

0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TX/

W k;2;ı.C0; u
�
0j˛
TX/D˚E W k�1;2;ı. zC0; �

0;1
zC0;jy
˝C u

�
0j˛
TX/

W k;2;ı.C0; u
�
0TX/D˚E W k�1;2;ı. zC0; �

0;1
zC0;jy
˝C u

�
0TX/

W k;2;ı.C0; u
�
0TX/D˚E W k�1;2;ı. zC0; �

0;1
zC0;j0
˝C u

�
0TX/

D˛;y

breakglue

D0j˛;y

PTPT

D0;y

Iyid

D0;0

Q0;0

(D0j˛;y denotes the linearized operator at u0j˛ ).

We fix once and for all a smooth family Iy W .T zC0; j0/! .T zC0; jy/ of .j0; jy/–linear
identifications which are the identity over the ends/necks. This gives rise to the bottom
right vertical map in (B.7.7).

We define the middle vertical maps in (B.7.7) using parallel transport (equivalently,
using the local trivializations defined by (B.4.1)).

We define the map

(B.7.8) W k�1;2;ı. zC˛; �
0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TX/

break
���!W k�1;2;ı. zC0; �

0;1
zC0;j0
˝C u

�
0j˛TX/

as follows. Fix a smooth function x�W R! Œ0; 1� such that

(B.7.9) x�.x/D

�
1; x � �1;

0; x �C1
and x�.x/C x�.�x/D 1:

Let

� 2W k�1;2;ı. zC˛; �
0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TX/:

Away from the ends with ˛ ¤ 0, break.�/ is simply �. In any particular end Œ0;1/�
S1 � C0 with ˛ ¤ 0, we define

(B.7.10) break.�/.s; t/ WD

8<:
�.s; t/; s � 3S � 1;

x�.s� 3S/ � �.s; t/; 3S � 1� s � 3S C 1;

0; 3S C 1� s

(noting the corresponding neck Œ0; 6S��S1 � C˛ ).
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We define the map

(B.7.11) W k;2;ı.C0; u
�
0j˛TX/D

glue
��!W k;2;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TX/D:

Let � 2W k;2;ı.C0; u
�
0j˛
TX/D . Away from the necks of C˛ , glue.�/ is simply � . In

any particular neck Œ0; 6S��S1 � C˛ , we define

(B.7.12) glue.�/.s; t/ WD

8̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂:
�.s; t/; s � 2S;

�.n/C�.4S � s/ � Œ�.s; t/� �.n/�

C�.4S � s0/ � Œ�.s0; t 0/� �.n/�; 2S � s � 4S;

�.s0; t 0/; 4S � s;

noting the corresponding ends

.s; t/ 2 Œ0;1/�S1 � C0 and .s0; t 0/ 2 Œ0;1/�S1 � C0:

The cutoff of �.s; t/ occurs around 4S 2 Œ0; 6S�, where the weight e2ı min.s;6S�s/

is much smaller than the weight e2ıs at 4S 2 Œ0;1/. We will see in the proof of
Lemma B.7.4 that this makes it easy to derive the desired estimates on x@ glue.�/. This
trick was explained to us by Abouzaid and attributed to Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [31].

Let us make the elementary observation that the definition of L0 extends perfectly
well to give an analogous bounded linear map

(B.7.13) L˛W W
k;2;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TX/D˚E!W:

Since imQ0;0 � kerL0 , it follows from the definition of T˛;y that imT˛;y � kerL˛
as well. This is a key ingredient in the proof that the gluing map is continuous
(Proposition B.10.4).

Lemma B.7.2 Let

(B.7.14)

X
D
� Y

X 0

G

f

D0
� Y 0

Bg

denote the bottom square in (B.7.7). Then for � 2 X 0 and � 2 Y with D0� D B�,
we have

(B.7.15) kDG� � �k � c � k�kjyj

uniformly over .˛; y/ in a neighborhood of zero, for c <1 depending on data which
has been previously fixed.
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Proof In simpler terms, we have kD0;y � Iy ıD0;0k � c � jyj (calculation left to the
reader) and this trivially implies the claimed statement.

Lemma B.7.3 Let

(B.7.16)

X
D
� Y

X 0

G

f

D0
� Y 0

Bg

denote the middle square in (B.7.7). Then for � 2 X 0 and � 2 Y with D0� D B�,
we have

(B.7.17) kDG� � �k � c � k�k

dX
iD1

e�Si

uniformly over .˛; y/ in a neighborhood of zero, for c <1 depending on data which
has been previously fixed.

Proof In simpler terms, we bound the operator norm of the difference between the
two diagonal compositions:

(B.7.18) kPT ıD0;y �D0j˛;y ıPTk � c �

dX
iD1

e�Si

(this trivially implies the claimed statement). To show (B.7.18), observe that the two
operators only differ over the ŒS � 1;1/ subset of each end Œ0;1/�S1 � C0 . Using
estimates (B.6.2) arising from the smoothness of u0 , we obtain the desired bound.

Lemma B.7.4 Let

(B.7.19)

X
D
� Y

X 0

G

f

D0
� Y 0

Bg

denote the top square in (B.7.7). Then for � 2X 0 and � 2 Y with D0� DB�, we have

(B.7.20) kDG� � �k � c � k�k

dX
iD1

e�2ıSi

uniformly over .˛; y/ in a neighborhood of zero, for c <1 depending on data which
has been previously fixed.
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Proof The difference DG� � � is only nonzero in the necks over s 2 Œ2S; 2S C 1�
and s 2 Œ4S � 1; 4S�. By symmetry, we may just do the bound over s 2 Œ4S � 1; 4S�.
Over this region, one calculates that the norm of the difference is bounded as claimed.
The factor of e�2ıS comes as the ratio between the e2ıS weight given to

Œ4S � 1; 4S��S1 � Œ0; 6S��S1 � C˛

and the e4ıS weight given to

Œ4S � 1; 4S��S1 � Œ0;1/�S1 � C0:

Lemma B.7.5 Let X and Y be Banach spaces, let DW X ! Y and T W Y ! X be
bounded, and suppose � WD kDT � 1Y k< 1. Then

(B.7.21) Q WD T �
X
n�0

.1Y �DT /n

converges and satisfies DQD 1Y . In addition, we have the following estimates:

(B.7.22) kQk �
1

1��
kT k; kQ�T k �

�

1��
kT k:

Proof Use the telescoping sum .1�A/
P
n�0A

n D 1 for kAk< 1.

Lemma B.7.6 Suppose we have a diagram of Banach spaces as follows:

(B.7.23)

X1 Y1

:::
:::

Xn�1 Yn�1

Xn Yn

D1

B1G1

Bn�2Gn�2

Dn�1

Bn�1Gn�1
Dn

Qn

where kDik; kGik; kBik; kQnk � c and DnQn D 1. Then for all ı > 0 there exists
� D �.n; c; ı/ > 0 such that if

(B.7.24) Di� D Bi�1� D) kDi�1Gi�1� � �k � � � k�k for all 1 < i � n

then we have

(B.7.25) kD1G1 � � �Gn�1QnBn�1 � � �B1� 1Y1k � ı:
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Proof We work by induction on n. The case nD 1 is clear: �.1; c; ı/D1.

Now assume n� 2. Let us also assume without loss of generality that c � 1. Applying
(B.7.24) to i D n and � DQnBn�1�, we see that

(B.7.26) kDn�1Gn�1QnBn�1� 1Yn�1k � � � kQnkkBn�1k � �c
2:

Let us require that �� 1
2
c�2 , so the above bound is � 1

2
. Then by Lemma B.7.5 applied

to T DGn�1QnBn�1 , we see that there exists Qn�1 with Dn�1Qn�1 D 1Yn�1 and

(B.7.27) kQn�1k � 2c
3; kQn�1�Gn�1QnBn�1k � 2�c

5:

Now we see that

(B.7.28) kD1G1 � � �Gn�2Gn�1QnBn�1Bn�2 � � �B1

�D1G1 � � �Gn�2Qn�1Bn�2 � � �B1k

� c2n�3kGn�1QnBn�1�Qn�1k

� 2�c2nC2:

Let us require that �� 1
4
ıc�2n�2 , so the above bound is � 1

2
ı . Let us also require that

� � �
�
n� 1; 2c3; 1

2
ı
�

(which exists by the induction hypothesis), so that

(B.7.29) kD1G1 � � �Gn�2Qn�1Bn�2 � � �B1� 1Y1k �
1
2
ı:

Combining (B.7.28) and (B.7.29), we get the desired bound (B.7.25).

Proposition B.7.7 (Approximate right inverse T˛;y ) We have

kT˛;yk � c;(B.7.30)

kD˛;yT˛;y � 1k! 0;(B.7.31)

imT˛;y � kerL˛(B.7.32)

as .˛; y/! 0, for c <1 depending on data which has been previously fixed.

Proof It is easy to see that all the maps in (B.7.7) are uniformly bounded. Hence
kT˛;yk � c as .˛; y/! 0. Now Lemma B.7.6 combined with Lemmas B.7.2, B.7.3,
B.7.4 show that for .˛; y/! 0, we have kD˛;yT˛;y � 1k! 0. We observed earlier
that imT˛;y � kerL˛ .

Definition B.7.8 (Right inverse Q˛;y ) We define a map

(B.7.33) Q˛;y W W
k�1;2;ı. zC˛; �

0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TX/!W k;2;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TX/D˚E
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as the sum

(B.7.34) Q˛;y WD T˛;y

1X
kD0

.1�D˛;yT˛;y/k :

Proposition B.7.9 We have

kQ˛;yk � c;(B.7.35)

D˛;yQ˛;y D 1;(B.7.36)

imQ˛;y � kerL˛(B.7.37)

uniformly over .˛; y/ in a neighborhood of zero, for c <1 depending on data which
has been previously fixed.

Proof Apply Lemma B.7.5 and Proposition B.7.7.

B.8 Quadratic estimates

Proposition B.8.1 (Quadratic estimate) There exist c0>0 and c <1 (depending on
data which has been previously fixed) such that for k�1kk;2;ı ; k�2kk;2;ı � c0 , we have

(B.8.1) kD˛;y.�1� �2/� .F˛;y�1�F˛;y�2/kk�1;2;ı

� c � k�1� �2kk;2;ı.k�1kk;2;ı Ck�2kk;2;ı/

(and F˛;y�1 and F˛;y�2 are both defined), uniformly over .˛; y/ in a neighborhood
of zero.

Proof This is similar to McDuff and Salamon [62, page 68, Proposition 3.5.3].

We have already remarked that F˛;y� is defined for k�kk;2;ı � c0 .

Let F0˛;y.�; �/ denote the derivative of F˛;y at � applied to � . So, for instance,
D˛;y.�/ WD F0˛;y.0; �/. It suffices to show that

(B.8.2) kF0˛;y.0; �/�F0˛;y.�; �/kk�1;2;ı � c � k�kk;2;ık�kk;2;ı

for k�kk;2;ı � c0 uniformly as .˛; y/ ! 0 (one recovers (B.8.1) by integratingR �2
�1

F0˛;y.0; d�/�F0˛;y.�; d�/).

For � 2W k;2;ı.C˛; u
�
˛TX/D˚E , let

(B.8.3) F˛;y;� W W
k;2;ı.C˛; .expu˛ �/

�TX/D˚E

!W k�1;2;ı. zC˛; �
0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C .expu˛ �/
�TX/
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denote the x@–section based at expu˛ �W C˛ ! X and e0C projE � (so, for example,
F˛;y WD F˛;y;0 ). Let

(B.8.4) D˛;y;� W W
k;2;ı.C˛; .expu˛ �/

�TX/D˚E

!W k�1;2;ı. zC˛; �
0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C .expu˛ �/
�TX/

denote the derivative of F˛;y;� at zero. Of course, D˛;y;� may be calculated as in
Lemma B.5.1, and the result is the same (ie we just substitute .expu˛ �; e0C projE �/
in place of .u˛; e0/).

Now the first step in proving (B.8.2) is to express F0˛;y.�; �/ in terms of D˛;y;� . To
do this, we observe that

(B.8.5) F˛;y.a/D
�
PTexpu˛ a!u˛ ıPTexpu˛ �!expu˛ a

��
F˛;y;�

�
.exp�1expu˛ �

expu˛ a/˚ .projE a� projE �/
��
:

We now differentiate with respect to a and evaluate at aD � and PaD � . We find

(B.8.6) F0˛;y.�; �/D
h
d

da

ˇ̌̌
aD�
PaD�

.PTexpu˛ a!u˛ ıPTexpu˛ �!expu˛ a
/
i
.F˛;y;� .0//

CPTexpu˛ �!u˛

h
D˛;y;�

�
d

da

ˇ̌̌
aD�
PaD�

.exp�1expu˛ �
expu˛ a/˚ projE �

�i
:

We rewrite the first term as

(B.8.7)
h
d

da

ˇ̌̌
aD�
PaD�

.PTexpu˛ a!u˛ ıPTexpu˛ �!expu˛ a
/
i
PTu˛!expu˛ �

.F˛;y.�//:

We know that kF˛;y.�/kk�1;2;ı is bounded uniformly for .˛; y/! 0 and k�kk;2;ı � c0

(Lemma B.6.1 implies that kF˛;y.0/kk�1;2;ı is bounded as .˛; y/! 0, and from this
one may derive a bound on kF˛;y.�/kk�1;2;ı in terms of k�kk;2;ı ). The operator
Œ.d=da/.PT ıPT/�PT in front is of the form H.�; �/ for a smooth (non-linear) bun-
dle map H W TX ˚ TX ! End.TX/ (defined in a neighborhood of � D � D 0).
Since H satisfies H.0; � /DH. � ; 0/D 0, it follows that kH.�; �/kk;2;ı is bounded by
c � k�kk;2;ık�kk;2;ı for k�kk;2;ı ; k�kk;2;ı � c0 . Hence the k � kk�1;2;ı–norm of the
first term in (B.8.6) is bounded by c � k�kk;2;ık�kk;2;ı , so for the purposes of proving
(B.8.2) it may be ignored.

The second term in (B.8.6) is approximated by

PTexpu˛ �!u˛
ŒD˛;y;� .PTu˛!expu˛ �

�/�
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with error

(B.8.8) PTexpu˛ �!u˛

h
D˛;y;�

�h
PTu˛!expu˛ �

�

�
d

da

ˇ̌̌
aD�
PaD�

.exp�1expu˛ �
expu˛ a/

i
˚ 0

�i
;

which we may write as

(B.8.9) PTexpu˛ �!u˛

h
D˛;y;�

�
PTu˛!expu˛ �h

� �PTexpu˛ �!u˛
d

da

ˇ̌̌
aD�
PaD�

.exp�1expu˛ �
expu˛ a/

i
˚ 0

�i
:

Now the k � k.k�1;2;ı/!.k�1;2;ı/ norm of the outer PT is bounded uniformly for
.˛; y/! 0 and k�kk;2;ı � c0 , as is the k � k.k;2;ı/!.k�1;2;ı/ norm of D˛;y;� and the
k � k.k;2;ı/!.k;2;ı/ norm of the following PT. The difference � �PT.d=da/. � / is of
the form H.�; �/ for a smooth (non-linear) bundle map H W TX˚TX! TX (defined
in a neighborhood of � D � D 0). Since H satisfies H.0; � /DH. � ; 0/D 0, it follows
that kH.�; �/kk;2;ı is bounded by c � k�kk;2;ık�kk;2;ı for k�kk;2;ı ; k�kk;2;ı � c0 .
Hence the error (B.8.8) has k � kk�1;2;ı bounded by c � k�kk;2;ık�kk;2;ı .

Thus we have reduced the estimate (B.8.2) to proving

(B.8.10) kD˛;y �PTexpu˛ �!u
ıD˛;y;� ıPTu˛!expu˛ �

k.k;2;ı/!.k�1;2;ı/

� c � k�kk;2;ı :

We calculated D˛;y in Lemma B.5.1, and D˛;y;� may be expressed in exactly the
same way (specifically, it is obtained by taking the expression for D˛;y and replacing
every occurrence of u˛ with expu˛ � and e0 by e0CprojE � ). Now we compare term
by term to prove (B.8.10). We omit the details of this calculation.

B.9 Newton–Picard iteration

Lemma B.9.1 There exists c0 > 0 (depending on data which has been previously
fixed) such that for sufficiently small .˛; y/:

(i) The map F˛;y is defined for k�kk;2;ı � c0 .

(ii) For �1� �2 2 imQ˛;y and k�1kk;2;ı ; k�2kk;2;ı � c0 , we have

(B.9.1) k.�1� �2/� .Q˛;yF˛;y�1�Q˛;yF˛;y�2/kk;2;ı �
1
2
k�1� �2kk;2;ı :
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Proof The first assertion has been shown earlier. For the second, write

(B.9.2) k.�1� �2/� .Q˛;yF˛;y�1�Q˛;yF˛;y�2/kk;2;ı

D kQ˛;yD˛;y.�1� �2/� .Q˛;yF˛;y�1�Q˛;yF˛;y�2/kk;2;ı

� kQ˛;ykkD˛;y.�1� �2/� .F˛;y�1�F˛;y�2/kk�1;2;ı

� c � kQ˛;ykk�1� �2kk;2;ı.k�1kk;2;ı Ck�2kk;2;ı/

by Proposition B.8.1. Since kQ˛;yk is uniformly bounded, this is enough.

Proposition B.9.2 (Newton–Picard iteration) There exists c0 > 0 (depending on data
which has been previously fixed) so that for .˛; y; � 2 K/ sufficiently small, there
exists a unique �˛;y 2W k;2;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TX/D˚E satisfying

�˛;y 2 �˛C imQ˛;y ;(B.9.3)

k�˛;ykk;2;ı � c
0;(B.9.4)

F˛;y�˛;y D 0:(B.9.5)

Proof In fact, we will show that �˛;y is given explicitly as the limit of the Newton
iteration

�0 WD �˛;(B.9.6)

�n WD �n�1�Q˛;yF˛;y�n�1:(B.9.7)

By Lemma B.9.1, the map � 7! � �Q˛;yF˛;y� is a 1
2

–contraction mapping when
restricted to

(B.9.8) f� 2 �˛C imQ˛;y W k�kk;2;ı � c
0
g:

To finish the proof, it suffices to show that (for sufficiently small .˛; y; �/) (B.9.8) is
nonempty and is mapped to itself by � 7! � �Q˛;yF˛;y� .

We know that k�˛kk;2;ı ! 0 as �! 0 (uniformly in .˛; y/), so (B.9.8) is nonempty.
By using Proposition B.8.1 with .�1; �2/D .0; �˛/ and Lemmas B.6.1 and B.6.2, we
conclude that

(B.9.9) kF˛;y�˛kk�1;2;ı ! 0

as .˛; y; �/! 0. Since the operator norm of Q˛;y is bounded uniformly as .˛; y/! 0,
we see that �˛ is almost fixed by � 7! ��Q˛;yF˛;y� as .˛; y; �/! 0. It then follows
from the contraction property that � 7! � �Q˛;yF˛;y� maps (B.9.8) to itself.
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B.10 Gluing

Definition B.10.1 (Gluing map) We define

u˛;y;� WD expu˛ �˛;y ;(B.10.1)

e˛;y;� WD e0C projE �˛;y ;(B.10.2)

where �˛;y is as in Proposition B.9.2, and we consider the map

Cd
�RdimMd

�K!M.X/;(B.10.3)

.˛; y; �/ 7! .˛; y; u˛;y;� ; e˛;y;�/(B.10.4)

(with fxig understood). It follows from the definition that (B.10.3) commutes with the
projection from both sides to M�E=E 0 .

Lemma B.10.2 The gluing map (B.10.3) maps sufficiently small .˛; y; �/ to M.X/reg .

Proof This is true since Q˛;y gives an approximate right inverse at .u˛;y;� ; e˛;y;�/
(use (B.8.2) with � D �˛;y ).

Let K˛ �C1.C˛; u�˛TX/D˚E denote the image of � 7! �˛ . It is clear by definition
that K ! K˛ is an isomorphism, and the respective W k;2;ı norms are uniformly
commensurable. It is also clear that the diagram

(B.10.5)
K K˛

W

L0

� 7!�˛

L˛

commutes (all maps being isomorphisms). Since imQ˛;y � kerL˛ , it follows in
particular that imQ˛;y \K˛ D 0. On the other hand, an index calculation shows that
indD˛;y D indD0;0 (note that by Lemma B.5.2, it suffices to calculate their indices
as operators W k;2 ! W k�1;2 on zC˛ and zC0 respectively, and this is a standard
calculation as in McDuff and Salamon [62]). Both are surjective, and hence we have
dim cokerQ˛;y D dim kerD˛;y D dim kerD0;0 D dimK D dimK˛ . It follows that
imQ˛;y D kerL˛ and that

(B.10.6) imQ˛;y ˚K˛ �!
� W k;2;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TX/D˚E

is an isomorphism of Banach spaces. We claim that in fact the two norms are uniformly
commensurable as .˛; y/! 0. The map written is clearly uniformly bounded, so we
just need to show the same for its inverse. It suffices to show that the projection from
the right-hand side to K˛ is uniformly bounded, but this is nothing other than L˛
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(clearly uniformly bounded) composed with the inverse of the isomorphism in (B.10.5)
(also uniformly bounded).

Lemma B.10.3 The map (B.10.3) is injective in a neighborhood of zero.

Proof Suppose that

(B.10.7) .˛; y; u˛;y;� ; e˛;y;�/D .˛
0; y0; u˛0;y0;�0 ; e˛0;y0;�0/:

We see immediately that .˛; y/D .˛0; y0/. Now we see that

expu˛ �˛;y D expu˛ .�
0/˛;y ;(B.10.8)

projE �˛;y D projE .�
0/˛;y :(B.10.9)

Since the norms of �˛;y and �0˛;y go to zero as .˛; y; �; �0/! 0 (in W k;2;ı , and
hence in C 0 ) and the injectivity radius of the exponential map is fixed, we see that
�˛;y D .�

0/˛;y . It follows that �˛ � .�0/˛ 2 imQ˛;y , but since K˛ \ imQ˛;y D 0 we
conclude �˛ D .�0/˛ and hence � D �0 .

Proposition B.10.4 The map (B.10.3) is continuous in a neighborhood of zero.

Proof The key ingredient in this proof is our precise control of the image of the right
inverse Q˛;y (specifically, that imQ˛;y D kerL˛ ).

Suppose .˛i ; yi ; �i /! .˛; y; �/ is a convergent net.50 We will show that

(B.10.10) .u˛i ;yi ;�i ; e˛i ;yi ;�i /! .u˛;y;� ; e˛;y;�/:

First, we claim that k.�i /˛i ;yi � �˛i ;yik1 ! 0. In fact, we will show the stronger
statement that k.�i /˛i ;yi � �˛i ;yikk;2;ı ! 0. Since the Newton iteration converges
uniformly, it suffices to show that k.�i /n˛i ;yi � �

n
˛i ;yi
kk;2;ı ! 0 for all n� 0, where

�n˛;y denotes the nth step of the Newton iteration converging to �˛;y . It is easy to
verify this for nD 0:

(B.10.11) k.�i /
0
˛i ;yi
� �0˛i ;yikk;2;ı D k.�i � �/˛ikk;2;ı ! 0:

The inductive step follows from the fact that Q˛i ;yi is uniformly bounded and F˛i ;yi
is uniformly Lipschitz (eg as a consequence of Proposition B.8.1). Now from the claim,
we see that it suffices to show that

(B.10.12) .u˛i ;yi ;� ; e˛i ;yi ;�/! .u˛;y;� ; e˛;y;�/:

50We could restrict to sequences rather than nets since Cd �RdimMd
�K is first countable. However,

this would not make the argument any simpler.
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Recall that, by definition,

u˛;y;� D expu˛ �˛;y ; �˛;y D �˛C � for some � 2 imQ˛;y ;(B.10.13)

u˛i ;yi ;� D expu˛i �˛i ;yi ; �˛i ;yi D �˛i C �i for some �i 2 imQ˛i ;yi :(B.10.14)

Now we define �˛i 2W
k;2;ı.C˛i ; u

�
˛i
TX/D˚E by “pregluing” � from C˛ to C˛i

as follows. Note that we may assume without loss of generality that at the nodes where
˛ ¤ 0 we also have ˛i ¤ 0. Away from the ends/necks of C˛i , we set �˛i D � . Over
the ends of C˛i , note there is a corresponding end of C˛ , so we may also simply set
�˛i D � over the ends of C˛i . Over the necks of C˛i for which ˛ D 0, we define
�˛i via (B.3.5) (note that this is reasonable since � is smooth on C˛ ). Over the necks
of C˛i for which ˛ ¤ 0 we define �˛i as

(B.10.15) �˛i .s; t/ WD PTu˛.fi .s/;t/!u˛i .s;t/
Œ�.fi .s/; t/�;

where fi W Œ0; 6Si �! Œ0; 6S� is defined as

fi .s/ WD

8<:
s; s � S � 2;

s� 3Si C 3S; 3Si � 2S C 2� s � 3Si C 2S � 2;

s� 6Si C 6S; 6Si �S C 2� s;

(B.10.16)

fi .ŒS � 2; 3Si � 2S C 2�/� ŒS � 2; S C 2�;(B.10.17)

fi .Œ3Si C 2S � 2; 6Si �S C 2�/� Œ5S � 2; 5S C 2�;(B.10.18)

and is smooth with absolutely bounded derivatives of all orders. More informally,
fi is smooth and matches up Œ0; S � 2�; ŒS C 2; 5S � 2�; Œ5S C 2; 6S�� Œ0; 6S� with
corresponding intervals of the same length inside Œ0; 6Si �, symmetrically.

Now the C 0–distance between

(B.10.19) u˛;y;� D expu˛ .�˛C �/W C˛!X and expu˛i .�˛i C �˛i /W C˛i !X

goes to zero (this is easy to see from (B.3.5) and (B.10.15)). Hence it suffices to show
that k�i � �˛ik1! 0. In fact, we will prove the stronger statement that

(B.10.20) k�i � �˛ikk;2;ı ! 0:

First, we claim that we may assume that

(B.10.21) lim sup
i

k�˛ikk;2;ı

is arbitrarily small by taking .˛; y; �/ sufficiently close to zero. We know that
kF˛;y�˛kk�1;2;ı ! 0 as .˛; y; �/! 0 by (B.9.9). Now since the Newton iteration is
uniformly convergent and Q˛;y is uniformly bounded, it follows that k�kk;2;ı ! 0 as
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.˛; y; �/! 0. We may easily bound k�˛ikk;2;ı in terms of k�kk;2;ı and the desired
claim follows.

Now since the lim sup (B.10.21) can be assumed to be arbitrarily small, we may, in
particular, assume that for sufficiently large i , k�˛i C �˛ikk;2;ı � c

0 for the constant
c0>0 from Lemma B.9.1 for which (B.9.8) is a domain of contraction. By construction,
the fact that � 2 imQ˛;y D kerL˛ implies that �˛i 2 kerL˛i D imQ˛i ;yi . Hence
�˛i C �˛i lies in the domain of contraction (B.9.8) for .˛i ; yi ; �/ where the Newton
iteration applies. By definition, we have F˛i ;yi .�˛i C �i /D 0 and �˛i C �i is in the
same domain of contraction. Since the Newton iteration is a 1

2
–contraction on this

domain and Q˛i ;yi is uniformly bounded, to show (B.10.20), it suffices to show that

(B.10.22) kF˛i ;yi .�˛i C �˛i /kk�1;2;ı ! 0:

To prove (B.10.22), first recall that F˛;y.�˛C �/D 0.

Away from the ends/necks of C˛i , the expression F˛i ;yi .�˛i C �˛i / differs from
F˛;y.�˛C �/D 0 only in terms of the complex structure jyi in place of jy . Clearly
this difference goes to zero as yi ! y .

Over the ends of C˛i , the expression F˛i ;yi .�˛iC�˛i / coincides with F˛;y.�˛C�/D0.

Over the necks of C˛i , we bound F˛i ;yi .�˛iC�˛i / as follows. Fix a neck Œ0; 6Si ��C˛i .
If ˛ ¤ 0 for this neck, then the desired estimate follows easily from the definition
of �˛i , �˛i , and u˛i , and the fact that F˛;y.�˛ C �/ D 0. If ˛ D 0 for this neck,
then we argue as follows. The expression F˛i ;yi .�˛i C �˛i / is only nonzero over
ŒSi�1; SiC1�[Œ5Si�1; 5SiC1�; by symmetry we may just bound it over ŒSi�1; SiC1�.
As in the proof of Lemma B.6.1, we win because of the weights: the expression in
question has derivatives bounded by e�S and is weighted by eıS .

B.11 Surjectivity of gluing

We identify R2nDCn via zj D xj C iyj . Let gstd denote the standard metric on R2n ,
and let Jstd denote the standard almost complex structure on Cn .

The following proposition is well known, and is essentially contained in McDuff and
Salamon [62].

Proposition B.11.1 (A priori estimate on long pseudo-holomorphic necks) For all
� < 1, there exists � > 0 with the following property. Let J be a smooth almost
complex structure on B2n.1/ � R2n satisfying kJ � JstdkC2 � � (measured with
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respect to gstd ). There exists ck <1 depending only on kJ kCk with the following
property. Let uW Œ�R;R��S1! B2n.1/ be J –holomorphic. If

(B.11.1)
Z
@Œ�R;R��S1

ˇ̌̌
du

dt

ˇ̌̌2
dt < �

then

(B.11.2) j.Dku/.s; t/j � ck � e
��.jsj�R/

�Z
@Œ�R;R��S1

ˇ̌̌
du

dt

ˇ̌̌2
dt

�1=2
for jsj �R� 1.

Proof First, apply Lemma B.11.2 to get an exponential decay bound on the W 1;2

norm of u restricted to Œ�r; r��S1 . Second, apply Lemma B.11.3 to conclude that the
bound on the W 1;2 norm implies a similar bound on the W 1;1 norm. Finally, apply
elliptic bootstrapping Lemma B.11.4 to conclude that the bound on the W 1;1 norm
implies a similar bound on the C k norm for all k <1.

Lemma B.11.2 (W 1;2 norm decays exponentially) For all � < 1, there exists � > 0
with the following property. Let uW Œ�R;R��S1!B2n.1/ be J –holomorphic for an
almost complex structure J on B2n.1/ � R2n satisfying kJ � Jstdk � � (measured
with respect to gstd ). Then�Z

Œ�r;r��S1

�ˇ̌̌
du

ds

ˇ̌̌2
C

ˇ̌̌
du

dt

ˇ̌̌2�
ds dt

�1=2
� c � e��.r�R/

�Z
@Œ�R;R��S1

ˇ̌̌
du

dt

ˇ̌̌2
dt

�1=2
for 0� r �R .

Proof This proof is essentially lifted from McDuff and Salamon [62, page 99, Lemma
4.7.3].

Let �std WD
1
2

P
j xj dyj �yj dxj . Note the identity

(B.11.3)
X
j

zj dxzj D
1

2

X
j

d jzj j
2
� 2i�std:

Let  W S1!R2n be a smooth loop. Write the Fourier series .t/D
P
k ake

ikt 2Cn ,
where ak 2Cn . Now using (B.11.3), we see thatZ
S1
��std D

i

2

Z
S1

X
j

�.zj dxzj /D
i

2

Z
S1

X
k;`

akxa`.�i`/e
i.k�`/t dt D �

X
k

kjakj
2:
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We may also calculate

(B.11.4)
Z
S1

ˇ̌̌
d

dt

ˇ̌̌2
dt D

Z
S1

X
k;`

akxa`.ik/.�i`/e
i.k�`/t dt D 2�

X
k

k2jakj
2:

Hence we conclude that

(B.11.5)
ˇ̌̌̌Z
S1
��std

ˇ̌̌̌
�
1

2

Z
S1

ˇ̌̌
d

dt

ˇ̌̌2
dt:

Let

(B.11.6) E.r/ WD

Z
Œ�r;r��S1

ˇ̌̌
du

dt

ˇ̌̌2
ds dt �

Z
Œ�r;r��S1

u�!std D

Z
@Œ�r;r��S1

u��std

(� means equality up to a factor which can be made arbitrarily close to 1 by taking
� > 0 sufficiently small). Applying (B.11.5), we conclude that

(B.11.7) E.r/. 1

2

Z
@Œ�r;r��S1

ˇ̌̌
du

dt

ˇ̌̌2
dt

(. means inequality up to a factor which can be made arbitrarily close to 1 by taking
� > 0 sufficiently small). The right-hand side above equals 1

2
E 0.r/, so we have

E 0.r/& 2E.r/, and hence E 0.r/� 2�E.r/ (for � > 0 sufficiently small), from which
we conclude that E.r/� e2��.r�R/E.R/. Using (B.11.7) to bound E.R/, we see that

(B.11.8) E.r/. e2��.r�R/ 1
2

Z
@Œ�R;R��S1

ˇ̌̌
du

dt

ˇ̌̌2
dt:

We have

(B.11.9) E.r/�
1

2

Z
Œ�r;r��S1

�ˇ̌̌
du

ds

ˇ̌̌2
C

ˇ̌̌
du

dt

ˇ̌̌2�
ds dt:

Hence we conclude that

(B.11.10)
Z
Œ�r;r��S1

�ˇ̌̌
du

ds

ˇ̌̌2
C

ˇ̌̌
du

dt

ˇ̌̌2�
ds dt . e2��.r�R/

Z
@Œ�R;R��S1

ˇ̌̌
du

dt

ˇ̌̌2
dt;

which is the desired estimate.

Lemma B.11.3 (W 1;2 controls W 1;1 ) Let J be an almost complex structure on
B2n.1/ � R2n ; there exist � > 0 and c <1, depending only on kJ kC2 (measured
with respect to gstd ) with the following property. Let uW Œ0; 1�� Œ0; 1�! B2n.1/ be
J –holomorphic, and suppose that

(B.11.11)
Z
Œ0;1�2

�ˇ̌̌
du

dx

ˇ̌̌2
C

ˇ̌̌
du

dy

ˇ̌̌2�
dx dy < �:
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Then we have

(B.11.12)
ˇ̌̌
du

dx

�
1

2
;
1

2

�ˇ̌̌
C

ˇ̌̌
du

dy

�
1

2
;
1

2

�ˇ̌̌
� c �

�Z
Œ0;1�2

�ˇ̌̌
du

dx

ˇ̌̌2
C

ˇ̌̌
du

dy

ˇ̌̌2�
dx dy

�1=2
:

Proof This proof is essentially lifted from McDuff and Salamon [62, page 80, Lemma
4.3.1].

Let w WD 1
2
u2x C

1
2
u2y (using the standard inner product gstd ), so wW Œ0; 1�2! R�0 .

Now we calculate

(B.11.13) wxxCwyy

D Œu2xxC 2u
2
xy Cu

2
yy �C Œux � .uxxxCuxyy/Cuy � .uxxy Cuyyy/�:

Now differentiating (B.11.20) yields

uxxxCuxyy D RJ .u; ux; uy/ ıuxC PJ .u; uxy/ ıuxC PJ .u; uy/ ıuxx

� RJ .u; ux; ux/ ıuy � PJ .u; uxx/ ıuy � PJ .u; ux/ ıuxy ;

uxxy Cuyyy D RJ .u; uy ; uy/ ıuxC PJ .u; uyy/ ıuxC PJ .u; uy/ ıuxy

� RJ .u; ux; uy/ ıuy � PJ .u; uxy/ ıuy � PJ .u; ux/ ıuyy :

Now we conclude thatˇ̌
ux � .uxxxCuxyy/Cuy � .uxxy Cuyyy/

ˇ̌
� 2kJ kC2 � .juxj

3
juy jC juxjjuy j

3/

C 2kJ kC1 � .juxj
2
juxy jC juxjjuy jjuxxjC juy j

2
juxy jC juxjjuy jjuyy j/

� ckJ kC2w
2
C ckJ kC1w � .juxxjC juxy jC juyy j/

� ckJ kC2w
2
C ckJ k2

C1
w2C 1

100
.u2xxC 2u

2
xy Cu

2
yy/:

Plugging this into (B.11.13), we conclude that

(B.11.14) �w D wxxCwyy � �c � .kJ kC2 CkJ k
2
C1
/w2:

Now we may apply a mean value inequality (see McDuff and Salamon [62, page 81,
Lemma 4.3.2] or Wehrheim [79, page 306, Theorem 1.1]) to see that there exist � > 0
and c <1 such that if

R
Œ0;1�2 w dx dy < � , then w

�
1
2
; 1
2

�
� c �

R
Œ0;1�2 w dx dy . Thus

we are done.

Lemma B.11.4 (W 1;1 controls W k;p ) Let uW Œ0; 1� � Œ0; 1� ! B2n.1/ be J –
holomorphic for an almost complex structure J on B2n.1/�R2n . For all k � 1, there
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exists ck <1 depending only on kJ kCk such that if

(B.11.15) sup
.x;y/2Œ0;1�2

�ˇ̌̌
du

dx

ˇ̌̌
C

ˇ̌̌
du

dy

ˇ̌̌�
� 1

then

(B.11.16)
ˇ̌
.Dku/

�
1
2
; 1
2

�ˇ̌
� ck � sup

.x;y/2Œ0;1�2

�ˇ̌̌
du

dx

ˇ̌̌
C

ˇ̌̌
du

dy

ˇ̌̌�
:

Proof For more details see McDuff and Salamon [62, page 533, Section B.4].

The x@–equation for u may be written as

(B.11.17) uy D J.u/ ıux :

Differentiating with respect to x and to y , we conclude that

uxy D PJ .u; ux/ ıuxCJ.u/ ıuxx;(B.11.18)

uxx D PJ .u; uy/ ıuxCJ.u/ ıuxy :(B.11.19)

Combining these and using the fact that PJ and J anticommute, we conclude that

(B.11.20) �uD uxxCuyy D PJ .u; uy/ ıux � PJ .u; ux/ ıuy :

Now a standard elliptic bootstrapping argument based on (B.11.20) gives the desired
result. By hypothesis, we have an L1 bound in terms of kJ kC1 on the right-hand
side of (B.11.20), which gives a W 2;p bound (2 < p <1) on u in terms of kJ kC1 .
Now we have a W 1;p bound on the right-hand side of (B.11.20) in terms of kJ kC2 ,
which gives a W 3;p bound on u in terms of kJ kC2 . Iterating, we get a W k;p bound
on u in terms of kJ kCk�1 , which is enough. There is no need to worry about elliptic
regularity estimates near the boundary since we can shrink the domain slightly after
each iteration.

Proposition B.11.5 The restriction of (B.10.3) to any neighborhood of zero is surjec-
tive onto a neighborhood of .0; 0; u0; e0/ 2M.X/.

Proof Let .˛i ;yi ;ui ;fxij g; ei /2M.X/ be a sequence converging to .0;0;u0;fx0j g; e0/.
We must show that for i sufficiently large, .˛i ; yi ; ui ; fxij g; ei / is contained in the
image of the map (B.10.3). We may restrict to sequences rather than nets since the
topology on M.X/ is first countable (recall the definition of the topology following
(B.1.5); it is even a metric topology). This is convenient when we apply Arzelà–Ascoli.
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Let us define �i 2 C1.C˛i ; u
�
˛i
TX/D˚E by the property

ui D expu˛i �i ;(B.11.21)

ei D e0C projE �i(B.11.22)

(and the exponential follows the shortest geodesic). Obviously projE �i ! 0 and
k�ik1! 0.

Now we claim that ui ! u in the C1 topology away from the nodes, or equivalently,
that �i ! 0 in the C1 topology away from the nodes of C0 . To see this, argue as
follows. The thickened holomorphic curve equation from (B.2.6) is equivalent to an
honest holomorphic curve equation for the graph uW C ! C �X , where the almost
complex structure on C �X is defined in terms of �.e/. Hence the Gromov–Schwarz
lemma (see [36, page 316, 1.3.A] or [65, page 223, Corollary 4.1.4]) applies and we
conclude that kduik1 is uniformly bounded on compact sets away from the nodes
(equivalently, the same for kd�ik1 ). Now elliptic bootstrapping (as in the proof of
Lemma B.11.4) implies that all derivatives are bounded uniformly on compact sets
away from the nodes. Using Arzelà–Ascoli and diagonalization, we conclude that
there exists a subsequence of ui which is convergent in the C1 topology away from
the nodes. Since we know that ui ! u in the C 0 topology, the limit of this C1

convergent subsequence must be u. This argument can be applied to any subsequence
of ui , so we conclude that every subsequence of ui has a subsequence which converges
to u in C1 away from the nodes. It follows that in fact ui itself converges to u in
C1 away from the nodes.

In the ends/necks of C˛i , note that ui is genuinely J –holomorphic (the � term
vanishes), so we may apply Proposition B.11.1 to conclude that k�ikk;2;ı ! 0 (here
using the fact that ı < 1). We should remark that to apply Proposition B.11.1, we need
to be able to choose some M <1 such that for any neck Œ0; 6S�� S2 � C˛i , the
derivatives of ui restricted to @ŒM; 6S �M�� C˛i are bounded by ı (the constant in
Proposition B.11.1). Such an M exists because of our earlier observation that ui ! u

in C1 on compact sets away from the nodes, and we can certainly choose a large M
such that the derivatives of u over fM g � S1 � Œ0;1/ � S1 � C0 (any end) are
arbitrarily small.

Let us define �i 2 K by the property that �i 2 .�i /˛i C imQ˛i ;yi . Now since
k�ikk;2;ı ! 0 and the norms on the left and right of (B.10.6) are uniformly com-
mensurable, we see that �i ! 0. Now the uniqueness in Proposition B.9.2 shows that
�i D .�i /˛i ;yi for i sufficiently large. Thus we are done.
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B.12 Conclusion of the proof

Lemma B.12.1 Let X be a Hausdorff topological space and let f W Rn ! X be
continuous. Suppose that:

(i) f is injective.
(ii) The restriction of f to any neighborhood of zero is surjective onto a neighbor-

hood of f .0/.

Then there is an open set 02U �Rn such that f .U /�X is open and f W U �!� f .U /

is a homeomorphism.

Proof Let B.1/�Rn denote the closed unit ball and B.1/ı its interior. We know that
f .B.1// is compact (since f is continuous) and Hausdorff (since X is Hausdorff).
We know that f W B.1/! f .B.1// is bijective (since f is injective), so it is in fact a
homeomorphism.

Now choose an open subset V � X with f .0/ 2 V � f .B.1/ı/ (which exists by
assumption). Set U D f �1.V /\B.1/ı , which is clearly open. Now f W U ! f .U /

is a homeomorphism onto its image (since U � B.1/), and f .U /D V is open.

Proof of Theorem B.1.1(i)–(iii) We have shown that the map g WD(B.10.3) is contin-
uous, injective, and that its restriction to any neighborhood of zero is surjective onto a
neighborhood of the image of zero. The target M.X/ is Hausdorff, and thus it follows
from Lemma B.12.1 that for some open neighborhood of zero U �Cd �RdimMd �K ,
we have that g.U / is open and gW U �!� g.U / is a homeomorphism. Since g respects
the projection map from both sides to M�E=E 0 , we obtain the desired conclusions
(i), (ii) and (iii).

B.13 Gluing orientations

To show Theorem B.1.1(iv) (the statement about orientations), observe that since
M.X/reg!M is a submersion, and M is canonically oriented as a complex manifold,
it follows that we can canonically identify oM.X/reg with the orientation sheaf of the
fibers of M.X/reg!M. Now orienting a fiber is the same as orienting the kernel K .
It is standard to see that

oK D oE ˝
Ò
iD1

o_u.pnCi /�ND=X :

This argument gives an identification of oM.X/reg with

oE ˝
Ò
iD1

o_u.pnCi /�ND=X
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at every point in M.X/reg . Via the gluing map, we get an identification of oM.X/reg with

oE ˝
Ò
iD1

o_u.pnCi /�ND=X

over a small neighborhood of every point in M.X/reg . It is probably straightforward
to check that these identifications agree on overlaps (this is a concrete question about
whether the projection map K!K˛! kerD˛;y is orientation-preserving; a similar
question is dealt with in Floer and Hofer [25]).

This is the best way to prove the desired result, but we can actually get away with a less
technical argument. Namely, it is easy to see that the identifications induced by points
with smooth domain curve agree on overlaps (since then there is no gluing and we have
a nice smooth Banach bundle picture). Since the nodal locus is codimension-two inside
M.X/reg (this follows from the gluing map constructed previously), the identification

oM.X/reg D oE ˝
Ò
iD1

o_u.pnCi /�ND=X

away from the nodal locus extends uniquely to all of M.X/reg .

Appendix C: Gluing for implicit atlases on
Hamiltonian Floer moduli spaces

In this appendix, we supply the gluing analysis which was quoted in Section 10 to
justify our assertions that the implicit atlases constructed there satisfy the openness and
submersion axioms and to identify their orientation local systems (specifically, we prove
Propositions 10.3.3 and 10.6.2). Our arguments here are very similar to those used in
Appendix B to prove the analogous results for the implicit atlases on Gromov–Witten
moduli spaces, and Appendix B should be read first. As in Appendix B, our work here
is little more than an appropriate combination of already existing techniques.

C.1 Setup for gluing

The goal of this subsection is to reduce Propositions 10.3.3 and 10.6.251 to a single
concrete gluing statement concerning a new moduli space M.M/. We then spend the
rest of the appendix proving this statement.

51The moduli spaces in Proposition 10.6.2 carry a natural S1–action, and following our arguments
carefully may lead to the construction of an S1–equivariant gluing map. However we do not need such an
S1–equivariant gluing map, so henceforth we will ignore this S1–action.
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Fix a symplectic manifold .M;!/, an integer n� 0, and a simplex � 2 JHn.M/, ie
maps H W �n! C1.M �S1/ and J W �n! J.M/ as in Definition 10.1.3. Also fix
� 2 PH.0/ and C 2 PH.n/ .

Since Propositions 10.3.3 and 10.6.2 are local statements, it suffices to prove them in a
neighborhood of a given point. Thus fix a basepoint .C0; `0; u0; f�

ˇ
0 gˇ2I ; fe

ˇ
0 gˇ2I / 2

M.�; �; C/
�s
I in the setup of either Proposition 10.3.3 or 10.6.2. This point consists

(in particular) of the following data:

(i) C0 , a Riemann surface of genus zero with marked points q�; qC 2 C0 . Note
that C0 may be written uniquely as

`k
iD1 C

.i/
0 =�, where each C .i/0 is a nodal

Riemann surface with marked points qi�1; qi (contained in the same irreducible
component), the equivalence relation � identifies qi 2 C

.i/
0 with qi 2 C

.iC1/
0 ,

and q�Dq0 , qCDqk . We call any irreducible component containing some qi a
main component, and we call all other irreducible components bubble components.
The nodes other than q1; : : : ; qk�1 2 C0 will be called bubble nodes.

(ii) `0 D f`
i
0W R!�ng1�i�k , where `i0 is a (possibly constant) Morse flow line

(for the flow from Definition 10.1.4) from vertex vi�1 to vertex vi , for vertices
0D v0 � � � � � vk D n.

(iii) A0DfA
i
0W C

.i/
0 nfqi�1; qig! S1�Rg1�i�k , where Ai0 is holomorphic, sends

qi�1 and qi to �1 and 1, respectively, and restricts to a biholomorphism
on the main component of C .i/0 . Recall that we always use .t; s/ 2 S1 �R as
coordinates, and that we equip S1�R (and any subset thereof) with the standard
complex structure zD esCit . We may identify each main component of C0 with
S1 �R via A0 , and thus we have coordinates .t; s/ on each such component.

(iv) u0D fu
i
0W C

.i/
0 nfqi�1; qig!M g1�i�k , where ui0 is a smooth map with finite

energy, converging to ui0.t;�1/D i�1.t/ and ui0.t;1/D i .t/, for periodic
orbits i 2 PH.vi / with 0 D � and k D C .

(v) e0 WD
L
ˇ2I e

ˇ
0 2

L
ˇ2I Eˇ DEI DWE .

We require that

(C.1.1)
�
du0C 2d.projS1 A0/˝XH..`0�id

S1
/.A0. � ///.u0/

C

X
ˇ2I

�ˇ .e
ˇ
0 /.�

ˇ
0 . � /; u0. � //

�0;1
J.`0.A0. � ///

D 0:

There are a few differences (of an essentially self-explanatory nature) between our
notation here and the notation from Section 10. Note that A0 is holomorphic even
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when e0 ¤ 0, since �ˇ lands in

�
0;1

C0;2Crˇ =M0;2Crˇ
˝R TM;

as opposed to
�
0;1

C0;2Crˇ =M0;2Crˇ
˝R T .M �S

1
�R/:

We now proceed to formulate an alternative description of the moduli space of interest,
M.�; �; C/

�s
I , in a neighborhood of .C0; `0; u0; f�

ˇ
0 gˇ2I ; fe

ˇ
0 gˇ2I /. This descrip-

tion will be tailored specifically for the present goal of proving a gluing theorem, and
we will give a more manageable repackaging of the set of thickening datums ˇ 2 I .

C.1.1 Points fxi
0
g1�i�r and submanifolds fDi g1�i�r �M � S 1 ��n Let us

consider the intersections fxˇ;i0 gˇ2I;1�i�rˇ of .idM�S1 �`0/.u0 � A0/j.C0/ˇ with
Dˇ (recall from Definition 10.3.2(iii) that .C0/ˇ � C0 denotes the union of the C .i/0
corresponding to ˇ , and that there are exactly rˇ such intersections, all of which are
transverse). We immediately reindex these intersection points as fxi0g1�i�r (defining
r WD

P
ˇ2I rˇ ). Now

Dˇ �M �S
1
��Œi0:::im�

(for Œi0 : : : im� dictated by ˇ ), and a neighborhood of �Œi0:::im� ��n may be naturally
parametrized by

�Œi0:::im� � Œ0; �/f1;:::;ngnfi0;:::;img:

Let
zDˇ WD .Dˇ n @

essDˇ /� Œ0; �/
f1;:::;ngnfi0;:::;img �M �S1 ��n;

and define D1; : : : ;Dr �M �S1 ��n as the reindexing of f zDˇ gˇ2I;1�i�rˇ corre-
sponding to our earlier reindexing of fxˇ;i0 gˇ2I;1�i�rˇ to fxi0g1�i�r (thus D1; : : : ;Dr
contains rˇ copies of zDˇ ). In particular, .idM�S1 �`0/..u0 �A0/.x

i
0// 2 Di with

transverse intersection (this intersection is transverse, rather than merely “transverse
when viewed inside M �S1 ��Œi0:::im�”, since we replaced Dˇ with zDˇ ; we made
this replacement purely for the sake of this linguistic convenience).

C.1.2 Points fpi g1�i�L; fp0i g1�i�L0 2 C0 and submanifolds D;H � M We
claim that every unstable bubble component of C0 has a point where du0 is injective.
Indeed, on any unstable bubble component which is not contained in .C0/ˇ for any
ˇ 2 I , the map u0 is a (nonconstant!) J.`0.A0. � ///–holomorphic sphere in M , and
thus has such a point of injectivity. Any unstable bubble component contained in .C0/ˇ
for some ˇ 2 I is stabilized by its intersections with the corresponding Dˇ . Since
these intersections are transverse (and A0 is constant on the bubble), it follows that du0
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has a point of injectivity on such bubble components as well. Hence the claim is valid.
Let us now choose points p1; : : : ; pL 2 C0 (a minimal set of distinct non-nodal points
stabilizing all bubble components of C0 ) and a codimension-two submanifold with
boundary D �M such that u0.pi / 2D with transverse intersection for 1� i � L.

We claim that every unstable main component of C0 over which `0 is constant has a
point where .@=@s/u0 is nonzero. Indeed, this holds because such an unstable main
component cannot be a trivial cylinder (otherwise the trajectory would be unstable).
Let us now choose points p01; : : : ; p

0
L0 2 C0 (consisting of exactly one non-nodal point

in every unstable main component over which `0 is constant) and a codimension-one
submanifold with boundary H �M such that u0.p0i / 2H with .@=@s/u0 transverse
to H for 1 � i � L0 . We assume that D and H are disjoint: this can be achieved
by first perturbing D (and correspondingly p1; : : : ; pL ) so that on each of the main
components under consideration here, there exists a point where .@=@s/u0 is nonzero
and which is not mapped to D .

C.1.3 Gluing C0;
`k
iD1R and varying j0;A0; `0 A subset of the Riemann sphere

C[f1g homeomorphic to S1 is called a circle if and only if its intersection with C
is either a straight line or a circle (in the usual sense). It is well-known that this
notion is invariant under biholomorphisms of the Riemann sphere. For any Riemann
surface C biholomorphic to the Riemann sphere minus finitely many points, a subset
of C homeomorphic to S1 is called a circle if and only if its image under such a
biholomorphism is a circle.

On both sides of every bubble node of C0 , fix cylindrical ends

(C.1.2) S1 � Œ0;1/! C0

which are circular, in the sense that every (equivalently, some) cross-section S1 � fsg
is a circle (inside the corresponding irreducible component of C0 ). We will call the
ends (C.1.2) the bubble ends. We also fix some large N <1, and we call the subsets
S1�ŒN;1/ and S1�.�1;�N� of the main components of C0 the main ends (which
come in two types: positive and negative). At a few later points in the gluing argument,
we will need to assume that the bubble ends were chosen sufficiently small and that N
was chosen sufficiently large.

We now fix a smooth family of (necessarily integrable) almost complex structures jy
on C0 and a smooth family of jy–holomorphic maps

(C.1.3) Aiy W C
.i/
0 n fqi�1; qig ! S1 �R

parametrized by y 2R� (for an integer � � 0 to be specified shortly), specializing to
.j0; A0/ at y D 0 (where j0 denotes the given almost complex structure on C0 ). We
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require that this family .jy ; Ay/y2R� satisfy the following conditions. The family jy
must be constant over the bubble ends, and Ay (and hence jy ) must be constant over
the main ends. The bubble ends (C.1.2) must also be circular with respect to every jy .
Now, for each stable bubble component of C0 (say, with � � 3 special points), the
family jy induces a map R�!M0;� . For each main component of C0 (say, with
� � 0 bubble nodes), the family Ay induces a map R�! .S1 �R/� (namely taking
the images of the bubble nodes under Ay ). We require that the resulting map

R�!
Y

bubble components
with � � 3

M0;� �

Y
main components

with `0 non-constant

.S1 �R/� �
Y

main components
with `0 constant

and � � 1

.S1 �R/�=R

be a diffeomorphism onto its image (in particular, this determines � 2 Z�0 ). We
fix, once and for all, a family .jy ; Ay/y2R� satisfying these properties (such a family
always exists).

Given a set of gluing parameters52 ˛ 2Cd �Rk�1
�0 (where d is the number of bubble

nodes of C0 ), we may glue C0 to obtain a curve C˛ as follows. At a bubble node
with gluing parameter ˛ D e�6SCi� 2C , we truncate both bubble ends (C.1.2) from
S1�Œ0;1/ to S1�Œ0; 6S�, and we identify them via the map s0D 6S�s and t 0D ��t
(if ˛D0, then we do nothing). At each main node qi with gluing parameter ˛De�6S 2
R�0 , we truncate the main ends S1 � ŒN;1/� C .i/0 and S1 � .�1;�N�� C .iC1/0

incident at qi to S1 � ŒN; 6S �N� and S1 � Œ�6S CN;�N�, and we identify them
via s0 D s � 6S and t 0 D t (if ˛ D 0, then we do nothing). The curve C˛ now has
main ends and bubble ends (those where no gluing was performed), as well as bubble
necks S1 � Œ0; 6S� and main necks S1 � ŒN; 6S �N�.

We perform a similar gluing operation to
`k
iD1R, and we denote the result by

.
`k
iD1R/˛ . Namely, for the gluing parameter ˛ D e�6S 2 R�0 associated to qi ,

we truncate the i th copy of R to .�1; 6S�, we truncate the .i C 1/st copy of R to
Œ�6S;1/, and we identify Œ0; 6S� in the i th copy with Œ�6S; 0� in the .i C 1/st copy
via s0 D s� 6S (if ˛ D 0, then we do nothing).

The almost complex structure jy clearly descends to C˛ , since it is constant over the
ends of C0 . Furthermore, the maps (C.1.3) induce jy–holomorphic maps

(C.1.4) Ay W C˛ n fq0; : : : ; qkg ! S1 �
� ka
iD1

R
�̨

52We only care about what happens for gluing parameters ˛ in a neighborhood of zero, and many
constructions will only make sense (and many statements will only be true) for sufficiently small gluing
parameters ˛ , even though this assumption is not always explicitly stated. The same goes for the
parameters w (introduced below) and y .
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characterized uniquely by the property that they agree with (C.1.3) over the images of
the truncated main components of C0 (the existence of such a map Ay follows from our
assumption that the bubble ends (C.1.2) are circular with respect to every jy ). The points
p1; : : : ; pL; p

0
1; : : : ; p

0
L0 2C0 clearly descend to points p1; : : : ; pL; p01; : : : ; p

0
L0 2C˛ ,

and there is a node qi 2 C˛ whenever the corresponding gluing parameter is zero.

Eventually, only a subset of Cd �Rk�1
�0 will be relevant for us, namely the subset

Cd
� .Rk�1�0 /

�s
�Cd

�Rk�1�0

cut out by the requirement that if the break in the trajectory at .vi ; i / is dictated by
the stratum s, then the gluing parameter at qi is zero.

For every nonconstant `i0 , choose a local hypersurface H i � �Œvi�1:::vi � transverse
to `i0 at `i0.0/. For w 2

Qk0
iD1H

i (where
Qk0
iD1 denotes the product over those i for

which `i0 is nonconstant), let `w W
`k
iD1R!�n denote the unique trajectory satisfyingQk0

iD1 `
i
w.0/D w and broken at the same sequence of vertices 0D v0 � � � � � vk D n.

We let 0 WD
Qk0
iD1 `

i
0.0/ 2

Qk0
iD1H

i , so in this notation `w D `0 for w D 0.

Now choose a neighborhood parametrization

�Œvi�1:::vi � � Œ0; �/f1;:::;ngnfvi�1;:::;vi g!�n;

and define a local hypersurface

xH i
WDH i

� Œ0; �/f1;:::;ngnfvi�1;:::;vi g ��n

and a projection map xH i !H i . For ˛ 2Rk�1
�0 , let `˛;w W .

`k
iD1R/˛!�n denote

the trajectory characterized uniquely by the property that
Qk0
iD1 `˛;w.0i / 2

Qk0
iD1
xH i

projects to w 2
Qk0
iD1H

i , where 0i 2 .
`k
iD1R/˛ denotes the image of 0 in the i th

copy of R. In this notation, `˛;w D `0 for ˛ D 0 and w D 0. The existence and
uniqueness of `˛;w for .˛; w/ close to .0; 0/ follows simply by explicitly integrating
the Morse flow on �n from Definition 10.1.4.

Eventually, only a subset of
Qk0
iD1H

i will be relevant for us, namely the subsetQk0
iD1.H

i /�s �
Qk0
iD1H

i , where .H i /�s �H i is the intersection of H i with

�Œi0:::im�\�Œvi�1:::vi � D�Œi0:::im�\Œvi�1:::vi �;

where .� jŒi0 : : : im�; a; b/ is the part of the stratum s containing `i0 .

C.1.4 Linear map � Recall that for all ˇ 2 I , we have a linear map

(C.1.5) �ˇ W Eˇ ! C1.C0;2Crˇ �M;�
0;1

C0;2Crˇ =M0;2Crˇ
˝R TM/:
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We now repackage these �ˇ into a single linear map

(C.1.6) �W E! C1.Cd
� .Rk�1�0 /

�s
�R� �C r0 �C0 �M;�

1
C0
˝R TM/

which vanishes over the ends of (the last factor of) C0 . We will actually only define �
in a small neighborhood of f0g � f0g � fx10g � � � � � fx

r
0g �C0 �M , as this is the only

part of the domain which will be relevant.

Suppose we are given e 2 E D
L
ˇ2I Eˇ , ˛ 2 Cd � .Rk�1

�0 /
�s and y 2 R� , along

with points x1; : : : ; xr 2 C0 , each in a small neighborhood of the corresponding xi0 ;
let us define �.e/.˛; y; x1; : : : ; xr ; � ; � / as a section

C0 �M !�
0;1
C0;jy

˝R TM ��
1
C0
˝R TM:

Consider the glued curve C˛ equipped with the almost complex structure jy and the
marked points x1; : : : ; xr 2C˛ (descended from C0 ). Since ˛ 2Cd�.Rk�1

�0 /
�s , there

is a subcurve .C˛/ˇ �C˛ corresponding to any given ˇ 2 I . If we equip it with the rˇ
marked points from x1; : : : ; xr corresponding to ˇ (with respect to the reindexing from
Section C.1.1), then this induces a unique map �ˇ W .C˛/ˇ ! C0;2Crˇ (isomorphism
onto a fiber) which is close to the given map �ˇ0 W .C0/ˇ!C0;2Crˇ (this assumes we are
in the setting of Proposition 10.3.3; in the setting of Proposition 10.6.2, we instead have a
map �ˇ W ..C˛/ˇ /st!C0;2Crˇ close to the given map �ˇ0 W ..C0/ˇ /

st!C0;2Crˇ , where
.C˛/ˇ ! ..C˛/ˇ /

st contracts those components all of whose constituent components
of .C0/ˇ were contracted by .C0/ˇ ! ..C0/ˇ /

st ). Now the pullback of �ˇ .projEˇ e/
under �ˇ gives us a section

C˛ �M !�
0;1
C˛;jy

˝R TM

(defined to be zero at those points not contained in .C˛/ˇ ). We may assume without
loss of generality that the ends of C0 were chosen small enough so that this section
vanishes over the ends/necks of C˛ , and hence gives rise to a well-defined lift to a
section

C0 �M !�
0;1
C0;jy

˝R TM:

We declare �.e/.˛; y; x1; : : : ; xr ; � ; � / to be the sum of these sections over all ˇ 2 I .
This defines the function �, which is indeed of class C1 since the partially defined
composition C0! C˛! .C˛/ˇ ! C0;2Crˇ depends smoothly on ˛; y; x1; : : : ; xr .

C.1.5 A new moduli space M.M/ Let M.M/ denote the moduli space of tuples
.˛; w; y; u; e; fxig1�i�r/, where:
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(i) ˛ 2Cd � .Rk�1
�0 /

�s .

(ii) w 2
Qk0
iD1.H

i /�s .

(iii) y 2R� .

(iv) uW C˛ n fq0; : : : ; qkg !M is smooth with finite energy, is asymptotic to i at
qi 2 C˛ (whenever the gluing parameter ˛ at qi 2 C0 is zero), and u.pi / 2Dı

(1� i � L) and u.p0i / 2H
ı (1� i � L0 ).

(v) e 2E .

(vi) xi 2C˛ (not nodes) satisfy .idM�S1 �`˛;w/..u�Ay/.x
i //2Di with transverse

intersection (1� i � r ).

(vii) We require that

(C.1.7)
�
duC 2d.projS1 Ay/˝XH..`˛;w�id

S1
/.Ay. � ///

C�.e/.˛; y; x1; : : : ; xr ; � ; u. � //
�0;1
jy ;J.`˛;w.Ay. � ///

D 0:

We equip M.M/ with the topology of uniform convergence. More precisely, let
M WDCd�.Rk�1

�0 /
�s , and let C$!M be the bundle whose fiber over ˛ is C $

˛ , obtained
from C˛ by replacing each qi (0� i � k ) with a copy of S1 (thus u as above extends
continuously to C $

˛ and equals i .t/ on the S1 over qi whenever the corresponding ˛
is zero). We equip M.M/ with the obvious topology on w 2

Qk0
iD1.H

i /�s , y 2R� ,
e 2E , fxig1�i�r 2 Cr , and the Hausdorff topology on the graph of u inside C$ �M .

Note that there is a distinguished basepoint .0; 0; 0; u0; e0; fxi0g1�i�r/ 2M.M/. Fur-
thermore, a neighborhood of this basepoint in M.M/ is canonically homeomorphic
to a neighborhood of the given basepoint in M.�; �; C/

�s
I (as long as the given

basepoint in M.�; �; C/
�s
I has trivial automorphism group). Note that to justify this

statement in the setting of Proposition 10.6.2, we must appeal to Lemma 10.5.4.

C.1.6 The regular locus M.M/reg We now define a subset M.M/reg �M.M/,
depending on a choice of subspace E 0 �E . Fix a point .˛; w; y; u1; e1; fxi1g1�i�r/ 2
M.M/, and we will describe when it lies in M.M/reg .

Fix an integer k 2 Z�6 (not to be confused with the number k of main components
of C0 ) and a small real number ı 2 .0; 1/ (we will be precise about how small ı must
be shortly). Let W k;2;ı.C˛;M/ denote the smooth Banach manifold consisting of
maps uW C˛ n fq0; : : : ; qkg !M which are of locally of class W k;2 such that for all
positive main ends of C˛ with corresponding node qi , we have

(C.1.8)
Z
S1�ŒN 0;1/

kX
jD0

jDj Œexp�1i .t/ u.t; s/�j
2e2sı dt ds <1
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for sufficiently large N 0 <1 (along with the analogous condition over negative main
ends); this definition is independent of the choice of metric and connection used in
(C.1.8). Over W k;2;ı.C˛;M/, we consider the smooth Banach bundle E whose fiber
over uW C˛!M is

W k�1;2;ı. zC˛; �
0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ////;

namely the space of sections

�W zC˛!�
0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ///

which are locally of class W k�1;2 and which satisfy

(C.1.9)
Z
S1�ŒN 0;1/

k�1X
jD0

jDj ŒPTu.t;s/!i .t/�.t; s/�j
2e2sı dt ds <1

over positive main ends (along with the analogous condition over negative main ends);
this definition is independent of the choice of metric and connection used in (C.1.9).

It is well-known (see Proposition C.11.1 below) that for every non-degenerate periodic
orbit  of a smooth Hamiltonian H W M �S1!R and every smooth !–compatible
almost complex structure J on M , there exists ıH;J; > 0 such that for every
uW S1�Œ0;1/!M of finite energy satisfying .duC2dt˝XH /

0;1
J D0 and asymptotic

to u.t;1/D .t/, all derivatives of u decay like e�ıs for any ı < ıH;J; (precisely,
ıH;J; is the smallest magnitude of any eigenvalue of the asymptotic linearized operator,
which depends only on ! , H , J , and  ), and likewise for every uW S1�.�1; 0�!M

satisfying .duC2dt˝XH /
0;1
J D 0 and asymptotic to u.t;�1/D .t/. In particular,

for 0� i � k , there is a corresponding ıi WD ıH.vi /;J.vi /;i > 0. We fix ı 2 .0; 1/ with
ı < ıi for all i ; thus u1 2W k;2;ı.C˛;M/.

Now since k � 6, there are unique continuous functions

(C.1.10) xi W W k;2;ı.C˛;M/! C˛ .1� i � r/

defined for u in a neighborhood of u1 2W k;2;ı.C˛;M/, coinciding with the given
xi1 2 C˛ at u1 , and which satisfy .idM�S1 �`˛;y/..u�Ay/.x

i .u/// 2Di (the inter-
section is automatically transverse for u close to u1 ). Moreover, (C.1.10) are of class
C k�2 (see the discussion following (B.1.7)). It follows that the left-hand side of (C.1.7)
is a C k�2 section of E over W k;2;ı.C˛;M/�E . By results of Lockhart and McOwen
[55], this section is Fredholm for ı > 0 as above (note that over each end, the almost
complex structure on M is constant and !–compatible). Let W k;2;ı.C˛;M/D;H
denote the subspace cut out by the requirements u.pi / 2 D and u.p0i / 2 H . We
say that the given point .˛; w; y; u1; e1; fxi1g1�i�r/ 2M.M/ lies in M.M/reg if and
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only if the section .u; e/ 7! (C.1.7)˚ e of E˚E=E 0 over W k;2;ı.C˛;M/D;H �E

is transverse to the zero section at .u1; e1/ (it follows from elliptic regularity theory
that this condition is independent of the choice of k; ı as above).

Now suppose that we take E 0 WD EI 0 for I 0 � I and that the given basepoint in
M.�; �; C/

�s
I was chosen inside the inverse image of .M.�; �; C/�sI 0 /

reg . Then,
the basepoint of M.M/ lies in M.M/reg (this uses the fact that L;L0 were chosen to
be minimal), and furthermore M.M/reg\ proj�1E=E 0.0/ is contained inside the inverse
image of .M.�; �; C/�sI 0 /

reg .

C.2 Our goal: the gluing map

We henceforth assume that the basepoint in M.M/ lies in M.M/reg . The remainder
of this appendix is devoted to the construction of a germ of a local chart

(C.2.1)
�

Cd
� .Rk�1�0 /

�s
�R� �

k0Y
iD1

.H i /�s �K; .0; 0; 0; 0/

�
!
�
M.M/; .0; 0; 0; u0; e0; fx

i
0g1�i�r/

�
which respects the natural projection from both sides to

Cd
� .Rk�1�0 /

�s
�R� �

k0Y
iD1

.H i /�s �E=E 0

and whose image is contained in M.M/reg (K denotes the kernel of the linearization
of (C.1.7) at the distinguished basepoint of M.M/; see (C.5.9)). We will also discuss
the compatibility of gluing with orientations, and more generally we will discuss how
to define coherent orientations on the moduli spaces of Floer trajectories. Propositions
10.3.3 and 10.6.2 follow from the existence of such a chart (C.2.1) and our earlier
observations relating M.M/ to M.�; �; C/

�s
I .

C.3 Pregluing

Let expW TM !M denote the exponential map of some Riemannian metric on M for
which D and H are totally geodesic (such a metric exists since D and H are disjoint).
Recall that J is a smooth family of almost complex structures on M parametrized by
�n which is constant near the vertices. Let r denote a smooth family of J –linear
connections on M parametrized by �n which is constant near the vertices (for instance,
we could take rXY WD 1

2
.r0XY � J.r

0
X .J Y /// for any fixed connection r0 ). Let

PTx!y W TxM ! TyM denote parallel transport via r along the shortest geodesic
between x and y (we will only use this notation when it may be assumed that x and y
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are very close in M ); note that PTx!y is J –linear, and that PTx!y is a family of
maps parametrized by �n .

Fix a smooth function �W R! Œ0; 1� satisfying

(C.3.1) �.x/D

�
0; x � 0;

1; x � 1:

Definition C.3.1 (Flattening) For ˛ 2 Cd �Rk�1
�0 , we define the “flattened” map

u0j˛W C0 ! M as follows. Away from the ends, u0j˛ coincides with u0 . Over a
bubble end S1 � Œ0;1/, we define u0j˛ as

(C.3.2) u0j˛.t; s/ WD

8<:
u0.t; s/; s � S � 1;

expu0.n/Œ�.S � s/ � exp�1
u0.n/

u0.t; s/�; S � 1� s � S;

u0.n/; S � s;

where n 2 C0 denotes the corresponding node. Over a positive main end S1� ŒN;1/,
we define u0j˛ as

(C.3.3) u0j˛.t; s/ WD

8<:
u0.t; s/; s � S � 1;

exp.t/Œ�.S � s/ � exp�1
.t/

u0.t; s/�; S � 1� s � S;

.t/; S � s;

where .t/D u0.t;1/ denotes the corresponding periodic orbit; an analogous defini-
tion applies over the negative main ends.

Definition C.3.2 (Pregluing) For ˛ 2 Cd �Rk�1
�0 , we define the “preglued” map

u˛W C˛!M as follows. Away from the necks, u˛ coincides with u0 . Over a bubble
neck S1 � Œ0; 6S�, we define u˛ as

(C.3.4) u˛.t; s/ WD

8̂̂̂̂
<̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

u0.t; s/; s � S � 1;

expu0.n/Œ�.S � s/ � exp�1
u0.n/

u0.t; s/�; S � 1� s � S;

u0.n/; S � s � 5S;

expu0.n/Œ�.S � s
0/ � exp�1

u0.n/
u0.t

0; s0/�; 5S � s � 5S C 1;

u0.t
0; s0/; 5S C 1� s;

and over a main neck S1 � ŒN; 6S �N�, we define u˛ as

(C.3.5) u˛.t; s/ WD

8̂̂̂̂
<̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

u0.t; s/; s � S � 1;

exp.t/Œ�.S � s/ � exp�1
.t/

u0.t; s/�; S � 1� s � S;

.t/; S � s � 5S;

exp.t/Œ�.S C s
0/ � exp�1

.t/
u0.t

0; s0/�; 5S � s � 5S C 1;

u0.t
0; s0/; 5S C 1� s

(u˛ should be thought of as the “descent” of u0j˛ from C0 to C˛ ).
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C.4 Weighted Sobolev norms

Recall that we have fixed k 2 Z�6 and ı 2 .0; 1/ smaller than ıi > 0 for 0� i � k .

We now introduce new weighted Sobolev spaces W k;2;ı;ı (with weights over all ends
and necks) which we will work with from now on. The specific choice of norms (not
just their commensurability classes) on these W k;2;ı;ı spaces is crucial.

Definition C.4.1 We define the weighted Sobolev space W k;2;ı;ı.C˛; u
�
˛TM/ using

the usual .k; 2/–norm away from the ends/necks, and using the following weighted
.k; 2/–norms over the bubble ends/necks and main ends/necks, respectively (we will
write the contribution to the norm squared):

j�.n/j2C

Z
S1�Œ0;1/

�
j�.t; s/� �.n/j2C

kX
jD1

jDj �.t; s/j2
�
e2ıs dt ds;(C.4.1) ˇ̌̌̌Z

S1
�.t; 3S/ dt

ˇ̌̌̌2
C

Z
S1�Œ0;6S�

�ˇ̌̌
�.t; s/�

Z
S1
�.t; 3S/ dt

ˇ̌̌2
(C.4.2)

C

kX
jD1

jDj �.t; s/j2
�
e2ı min.s;6S�s/ dt ds;

Z
S1�ŒN;1/

kX
jD0

jDj �.t; s/j2e2ı.s�N/ dt ds;(C.4.3)

Z
S1�ŒN;6S�N�

kX
jD0

jDj �.t; s/j2e2ı min.s�N;6S�N�s/ dt ds:(C.4.4)

These are to be interpreted as follows. For each bubble node n 2 C0 , we fix, once
and for all, a small trivialization of TM in a neighborhood of u0.n/; this allows us to
view � as a function (rather than a section) for the purposes of the integrals over the
bubble ends/necks. For each i D 0; : : : ; k , we fix, once and for all, a smooth family of
trivializations of TM near i .t/ (parametrized by t 2 S1 ); this allows us to view �

as a section of �i TM for the purposes of the integrals over the main ends/necks. We
also fix, once and for all, a connection on each such bundle �i TM over S1 . The
derivatives in the integrals above are measured with respect to the standard metric on
S1 �R. The case of negative main ends is completely analogous to that of positive
main ends.

By the Sobolev embedding of W 2;2 into C 0 in two dimensions, we get uniform bounds
linear in k�kk;2;ı;ı on j�.t; s/� �.n/jeıs in the bubble ends, j�.t; s/jeıs in the main
ends, and jDj �.t; s/jeıs (1 � j � k � 2) in all ends (as well as similar estimates in
the necks).
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We will occasionally use other weighted Sobolev spaces (eg W k;2;ı;ı.C0; u
�
0j˛
TM/),

and we leave it to the reader to make the necessary adjustments to the definition (which
is essentially identical to the above).

Remark C.4.2 The particular choice of trivializations and connections in the definition
above is not crucial: any other (fixed) choice would lead to a uniformly commensurable
norm (this holds because u0 satisfies the exponential decay estimates (C.6.1), (C.6.3),
and because ı < 1 and ı < ıi ).

Definition C.4.3 We define the weighted Sobolev space

W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC˛; T
� zC˛˝R u

�
˛TM/

using the usual .k � 1; 2/–norm away from the ends/necks, and using the following
weighted .k � 1; 2/–norms over the bubble ends/necks (we will write the contribution
to the norm squared):Z

S1�Œ0;1/

k�1X
jD0

jDj�.t; s/j2e2ıs dt ds;(C.4.5)

Z
S1�Œ0;6S�

k�1X
jD0

jDj�.t; s/j2e2ı min.s;6S�s/ dt ds(C.4.6)

(for the main ends/necks, simply make the obvious replacement of Œ0;1/ with ŒN;1/
and e2ıs with e2ı.s�N/ , etc.). These are to be interpreted as follows. We trivialize
T zC˛ over any end/neck with the basis vectors @=@t; @=@s . We trivialize TM as in
Definition C.4.1, and hence the section � is simply a pair of functions �D .�1; �2/.

By the Sobolev embedding of W 2;2 into C 0 in two dimensions, we get uniform
exponential decay bounds on � up to k � 3 derivatives in any end/neck, linear in
k�kk�1;2;ı;ı .

We are actually interested in certain closed subspaces of

W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC˛; T
� zC˛˝R u

�
˛TM/;

for example
W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC˛; �

0;1
zC˛;j
˝C u

�
˛TMJ /

for certain almost complex structures j; J on C˛;M respectively, which we equip
with the restriction of the norm defined above. We will occasionally use other very
similar weighted Sobolev spaces, and we leave it to the reader to make the necessary
adjustments to the definition (which is essentially identical to the above).
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Henceforth, we will work exclusively with the weighted Sobolev spaces defined above,
rather than those from Section C.1.6. The Fredholm index and the kernel/cokernel of
the relevant linearized operators are unchanged by the placement of weights in the
bubble ends/necks (the argument from Lemma B.5.2 applies without modification).

C.5 Based section F˛;w;y and linearized operator D˛;w;y

We consider the partially defined function

F˛;w;y W C
1.C˛; u

�
˛TM/D;H ˚E! C1. zC˛; �

0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ////

given by

(C.5.1) F˛;w;y.�/ WD

PT
`˛;w.Ay. � //

expu˛ �!u˛

�
d expu˛ �C2d.projS1 Ay/˝XH..`˛;w�id

S1
/.Ay. � ///.expu˛ �/

C�.e0C projE �/.˛; y; x
1; : : : ; xr ; � ; .expu˛ �/. � //

�0;1
jy ;J.`˛;w.Ay. � ///

(recall that PT and . � /0;1 commute). This function F˛;w;y is defined for � in a C 1–
neighborhood of zero; for these � we define xi D xi .�/ as the unique intersection of
.idM�S1 �`˛;w/ı .expu˛ � �Ay/ with Di close to the image of xi0 2C0 in C˛ (note,
however, that even xi .0/ may not coincide exactly with the image of xi0 2 C0 in C˛ );
as before, these functions xi are of class C k�2 . The subscript D;H indicates restriction
to sections which are tangent to D at p1; : : : ; pL and tangent to H at p01; : : : ; p

0
L0 .

Thus for � contained in a C 0–neighborhood of zero, expu˛ � sends p1; : : : ; pL to Dı

and sends p01; : : : ; p
0
L0 to H ı .

Now we observe that F˛;w;y induces a continuous map

(C.5.2) F˛;w;y W W
k;2;ı;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TM/D;H ˚E

!W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC˛; �
0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ////

which is defined for k�kk;2;ı;ı � c0 (some c0 > 0) and small ˛;w . Moreover, this map
is of class C k�2 . We denote by

(C.5.3) D˛;w;y W W
k;2;ı;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TM/D;H ˚E

!W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC˛; �
0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ////

the derivative of F˛;w;y at zero.

Let Tr.X; Y / WD rXY �rYX � ŒX; Y � denote the torsion of r .
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Lemma C.5.1 The linearized operator D˛;w;y is given by

D˛;w;y� D
�
r
`˛;w.Ay. � //�CT

`˛;w.Ay. � //

r
.�; du˛/(C.5.4)

C 2d.projS1 Ay/˝r
`˛;w.Ay. � //

�
XH..`˛;w�id

S1
/.Ay. � ///(C.5.5)

C

rX
iD1

dŒ�.e0/�

dxi
.˛; y; x1; : : : ; xr ; � ; u˛. � //.� projTC˛ �.x

i //(C.5.6)

Cr
`˛;w.Ay. � //

�
Œ�.e0/�.˛; y; x

1; : : : ; xr ; � ; u˛. � //(C.5.7)

C�.projE �/.˛; y; x
1; : : : ; xr ; � ; u˛. � //

�0;1
jy ;J.`˛;w.Ay. � ///

;(C.5.8)

where

projTC˛ W T .M �S
1
��n/! TC˛

denotes the projection associated to the splitting

T .M �S1 ��n/D TDi ˚TC˛

at the point

xi 2 C˛ and .idM�S1 �`˛;w/..u˛ �Ay/.x
i // 2M �S1 ��n;

and r� Œ�.e0/� denotes the derivative in the direction of � along the M factor with
respect to the connection r .

Proof Calculation as in Lemma B.5.1. Note that PT and . � /0;1 in (C.5.1) commute,
since PT is J –linear.

We denote the kernel of D0;0;0 by

(C.5.9) K WD kerD0;0;0 � C1.C0; u�0TM/D;H ˚E:

Note that our assumption that .0; 0; 0; u0; e0; fxi0g/ 2M.M/reg is equivalent to the
statement that D0;0;0 is surjective and K�E=E 0 is surjective.

Definition C.5.2 (Kernel pregluing) For � 2K � C1.C0; u�0TM/, we define �˛ 2
C1.C˛; u

�
˛TM/ as follows. Away from the necks, �˛ coincides with � . Over a
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bubble neck S1 � Œ0; 6S�, we define �˛ as

(C.5.10) �˛.t; s/ WD8̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂:

�.t; s/; s � S � 1;

PTu0.t;s/!u˛.t;s/�.t; s/; S � 1� s � S;

.1��.s�S//PTu0.t;s/!u˛.t;s/�.t; s/

C�.s�S/�.n/; S � s � S C 1;

�.n/; S C 1� s � 5S � 1;

.1��.s0�S//PTu0.t 0;s0/!u˛.t 0;s0/�.t
0; s0/

C�.s0�S/�.n/; 5S � 1� s � 5S;

PTu0.t 0;s0/!u˛.t 0;s0/�.t
0; s0/; 5S � s � 5S C 1;

�.t 0; s0/; 5S C 1� s;

and over a main neck S1 � ŒN; 6S �N�, we define �˛ as

(C.5.11) �˛.t; s/ WD8̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂:

�.t; s/; s � S � 1;

PTu0.t;s/!u˛.t;s/�.t; s/; S � 1� s � S;

.1��.s�S//PTu0.t;s/!u˛.t;s/�.t; s/; S � s � S C 1;

0; S C 1� s � 5S � 1;

.1��.�s0�S//PTu0.t 0;s0/!u˛.t 0;s0/�.t
0; s0/; 5S � 1� s � 5S;

PTu0.t 0;s0/!u˛.t 0;s0/�.t
0; s0/; 5S � s � 5S C 1;

�.t 0; s0/; 5S C 1� s:

C.6 Pregluing estimates

Fix norms on E and K , and equip Cd �Rk�1 and R� with their standard norms.
Equip each H i (and hence

Qk0
iD1H

i ) with the pullback of the standard norm under a
fixed choice of local diffeomorphism to Rn �Rm

�0 sending 0 to 0.

Note that we have the following estimates on u0 and � 2K :

in bubble ends: jDj exp�1u0.n/ u0.t; s/j � cj e
�s;(C.6.1)

in bubble ends: jDj Œ�.t; s/� �.n/�j � cj e
�s
k�k;(C.6.2)

in main ends: jDj exp�1i .t/ u0.t; s/j � cj e
�ı 0s for ı0 < ıi ;(C.6.3)

in main ends: jDj �.t; s/j � cj e
�ı 0s
k�k for ı0 < ıi :(C.6.4)

The estimates in the bubble ends hold simply because u0 and � are smooth on C0 n
fq0; : : : ; qkg. The estimates in the main ends hold for u0 by Proposition C.11.1 and
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for � since KD kerD0;0;0 remains the same for any choice of k� 6 and any collection
of end weights ı , each of which is less than the corresponding ıi .

Lemma C.6.1 (Estimate for map pregluing) We have the following estimate on
F˛;w;y.0/:

(C.6.5)
�du˛C 2d.projS1 Ay/˝XH..`˛;w�id

S1
/.Ay. � ///.u˛/

C�.e0/.˛; y; x
1; : : : ; xr ; � ; u˛. � //

�0;1
jy ;J.`˛;w.Ay. � ///


k�1;2;ı;ı

� c � .j˛j�CjwjC jyj/

uniformly over .˛; w; y/ in a neighborhood of zero, for c <1 and � > 0 depending
on data which has been previously fixed.

Proof Recall that

(C.6.6)
�
du0C 2d.projS1 A0/˝XH..`0;0�id

S1
/.A0. � ///.u0/

C�.e0/.0; 0; x
1
0 ; : : : ; x

r
0; � ; u0. � //

�0;1
j0;J.`0;0.A0. � ///

D 0:

We estimate F˛;w;y.0/ over the main ends/necks. Note that over this region, the �
term vanishes, jy D j0 ,

J.`˛;w.Ay. � ///D J.`0;0.A0. � ///;

H..`˛;w � idS1/.Ay. � ///DH..`0;0 � idS1/.A0. � ///:

Now due to (C.6.6), it follows that in this region, F˛;w;y.0/ is supported inside the
subsets S1 � .ŒS � 1; S�[ Œ5S; 5S C 1�/ of the main necks S1 � ŒN; 6S �N�. The
contribution of such a region to the norm of F˛;w;y.0/ is bounded above by a constant
times j˛j� , as follows from the estimate (C.6.3) on the derivatives of u0 and the fact
that ı < ıi .

We estimate F˛;w;y.0/ away from the ends/necks. Note that `˛;w is close to `0;0 ,
in the sense that they differ over

`k
iD1Œ�N;N � (which may be viewed as a subset

of
`k
iD1R and of .

`k
iD1R/˛ ) by a constant times j˛j�Cjwj in C ` for some fixed

� > 0 (depending on the flow on �n from Definition 10.1.4) and any `<1. It follows
that away from the ends/necks, the C ` distance between J.`˛;w.Ay. � /// on C˛ and
J.`0;0.A0. � /// on C0 is bounded by a constant (depending on `) times j˛j�CjwjCjyj,
where we identify C0 and C˛ away from the ends/necks in the canonical way (any
` <1). The same holds for H..`˛;w � idS1/.Ay. � /// and H..`0;0� idS1/.A0. � ///.
It also follows that the distance between xi 2 C˛ and (the image in C˛ of) xi0 2 C0
is bounded by a constant times j˛j� C jwj. Hence we conclude that away from the
ends/necks, F˛;w;y.0/ differs from the left-hand side of (C.6.6) in C ` by a constant
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times j˛j�CjwjC jyj for any ` <1. It follows that the contribution of this region to
the norm of F˛;w;y.0/ is bounded by a constant times j˛j�CjwjC jyj.

We estimate F˛;w;y.0/ over the bubble ends. The reasoning above applies as written
to imply that F˛;w;y.0/ is bounded in C ` (with respect to the usual metric on zC˛ ) by
a constant times j˛j�CjwjC jyj for any ` <1. Since ı < 1, the weighted Sobolev
norm over the bubble ends is also bounded by a constant times j˛j�CjwjC jyj.

We estimate F˛;w;y.0/ over the bubble necks S1 � Œ0; 6S�. The argument for the
bubble ends applies to show that the contribution outside S1 � ŒS � 1; 5S C 1� is
bounded by a constant times j˛j�CjwjC jyj. Over S1 � .ŒS � 1; S�[ Œ5S; 5S C 1�/,
we bound the expression termwise: both u˛ and Ay are O.e�s/ in all derivatives, so
the contribution of this region is bounded by j˛j� . Over S1 � ŒS; 5S�, only the term
involving XH is nonzero, and since Ay DO.e�s/ in all derivatives, its contribution
to the norm is bounded by a constant times j˛j� since ı < 1.

Lemma C.6.2 (Estimate for kernel pregluing) For all � 2K , we have

(C.6.7) kD˛;w;y�˛kk�1;2;ı;ı � c � .j˛j
�
CjwjC jyj/k�k

uniformly over .˛; w; y/ in a neighborhood of zero, for c <1 and � > 0 depending
on data which has been previously fixed.

Proof Recall that D0;0;0�D 0; we will use this to estimate D˛;w;y�˛ via the explicit
expression for D˛;w;y from Lemma C.5.1.

We estimate D˛;w;y�˛ over the main ends/necks. Over this region, the � terms vanish,
and J;H are the same for .˛; w; y/ as they are for .0; 0; 0/. Thus D˛;w;y�˛ is
supported inside S1 � .ŒS � 1; S C 1� [ Œ5S � 1; 5S C 1�/ in the main necks, and
vanishes in the main ends. From the exponential decay estimates (C.6.3)–(C.6.4), we
obtain that the contribution to the norm of D˛;w;y�˛ over the main ends/necks is
bounded by a constant times j˛j�k�k.

We estimate D˛;w;y�˛ away from the ends/necks. As in the proof of Lemma C.6.1, the
difference between J;H for .˛; w; y/ and for .0; 0; 0/ is bounded in C ` by a constant
times j˛j�CjwjC jyj for any ` <1; similarly for the distance between xi and xi0 .
It thus follows from the explicit form in Lemma C.5.1 that the contribution to the norm
of D˛;w;y�˛ over this region is bounded by a constant times .j˛j�CjwjC jyj/k�k.

Over the bubble ends, the same reasoning applies, and we obtain the desired bound
since ı < 1.

We estimate D˛;w;y�˛ over the bubble necks. Outside S1 � ŒS � 1; 5S C 1�, the
reasoning for the bubble ends applies to show that the contribution is bounded as
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desired. Over S1� .ŒS�1; SC1�[ Œ5S�1; 5SC1�/, the exponential decay estimates
on u0 and � , along with similar estimates on Ay , show that the contribution of this
region is bounded by j˛j�k�k for some � > 0 since ı < 1. Over S1� ŒS C 1; 5S � 1�,
only the term involving XH is nonzero, and its contribution is bounded by a constant
times j˛j�k�k since ı < 1 and Ay decays like O.e�s/ in all derivatives.

C.7 Approximate right inverse

Recall that by assumption, the linearized operator

(C.7.1) D0;0;0W W
k;2;ı;ı.C0; u

�
0TM/D;H ˚E

!W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �
0;1
zC0;j0
˝C u

�
0TMJ.`0;0.A0. � ////

is surjective (even if we replace E with E 0 ). We now proceed to fix a bounded
right inverse

(C.7.2) Q0;0;0W W
k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �

0;1
zC0;j0
˝C u

�
0TMJ.`0;0.A0. � ////

!W k;2;ı;ı.C0; u
�
0TM/D;H ˚E

0

whose image admits a simple description. Fix a collection of points zi 2C0 (1� i � h)
not nodes and not contained in any of the ends, subspaces Vi � Tu0.zi /M , and a
subspace E 00 �E 0 so that the natural evaluation map

(C.7.3) L0W K �!
�

� hM
iD1

Tu0.zi /M=Vi

�
˚E=E 00

is an isomorphism (such choices exist since K� E=E 0 is surjective and we may
shrink the ends without loss of generality). Now we can consider the same evaluation
map on the larger space:

(C.7.4) L0W W k;2;ı;ı.C0; u
�
0TM/D;H ˚E!W WD

� hM
iD1

Tu0.zi /M=Vi

�
˚E=E 00:

Since L0 sends K D kerD0;0;0 isomorphically to W , it follows that the restriction
of D0;0;0 to kerL0 is an isomorphism of Banach spaces. Hence there is a unique
right inverse

(C.7.5) Q0;0;0W W
k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �

0;1
zC0;j0
˝C u

�
0TMJ.`0;0.A0. � ////

!W k;2;ı;ı.C0; u
�
0TM/D;H ˚E

with image kerL0 , and it is bounded. Since E 00 �E 0 , imQ0;0;0 D kerL0 is in fact
contained in the right-hand side of (C.7.2). We fix once and for all this Q0;0;0 .
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Definition C.7.1 (Approximate right inverse T˛;w;y ) We define a map

(C.7.6) T˛;w;y W W
k�1;2;ı;ı. zC˛; �

0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ////

!W k;2;ı;ı.C˛; u
�
˛TM/D;H ˚E

as the composition

(C.7.7) T˛;w;y WD glue ıPT ıQ0;0;0 ıPT ı .id1;0� ˝ id1;0/�1 ı break

of maps in the following diagram, to be defined below:

(C.7.8)

W k;2;ı;ı.C˛; u
�
˛TM/D;H ˚E W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC˛; �

0;1
zC˛ ;jy

˝C u
�
˛TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ////

W k;2;ı;ı.C0; u
�
0j˛
TM/D;H ˚E W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �

0;1
zC0;jy

˝C u
�
0j˛
TMJ.`0;0.Ay. � ///

/

W k;2;ı;ı.C0; u
�
0j˛
TM/D;H ˚E W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �

0;1
zC0;j0
˝C u

�
0j˛
TMJ.`0;0.A0. � ///

/

W k;2;ı;ı.C0; u
�
0TM/D;H ˚E W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �

0;1
zC0;j0
˝C u

�
0TMJ.`0;0.A0. � ///

/

D˛;w;y

breakglue

D0j˛;0;y

D0j˛;0;0

PT

id1;0� ˝id1;0

PT

D0;0;0

Q0;0;0

The top and bottom horizontal maps D˛;w;y and D0;0;0 are the linearized operators
defined earlier. The third horizontal map D0j˛;0;0 is the linearized operator at the
flattened map u0j˛ (its definition is identical to that of D0;0;0 except for using u0j˛ in
place of u0 ). Similarly, the second horizontal map D0j˛;0;y is the linearized operator
at the flattened map u0j˛ , using .jy ; Ay/ in place of .j0; A0/.

The vertical maps PT are simply parallel transport PT`0;0.A0. � // ; this is valid since
PT is J –linear.

The vertical map id1;0� ˝ id1;0 denotes the tensor product of

id1;0W TMJ.a/! TMJ.b/

(the .1; 0/–component of the identity map) and

id1;0� W �
0;1
C0;j0

!�
0;1
C0;jy

(the map induced by id1;0W .TC0; j0/! .TC0; jy/).

We define the map

(C.7.9) W k;2;ı;ı.C0; u
�
0j˛TM/D;H

glue
��!W k;2;ı;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TM/D;H :
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Let � 2W k;2;ı;ı.C0; u
�
0j˛
TM/D;H . Away from the necks of C˛ , glue.�/ is simply � .

In any particular bubble neck S1 � Œ0; 6S�� C˛ , we define

(C.7.10) glue.�/.s; t/ WD

8̂̂<̂
:̂
�.s; t/; s � 2S;

�.n/C�.4S � s/ � Œ�.s; t/� �.n/�

C�.4S � s0/ � Œ�.s0; t 0/� �.n/�; 2S � s � 4S;

�.s0; t 0/; 4S � s

(noting the corresponding ends .t; s/2S1�Œ0;1/�C0 and .t 0; s0/2S1�Œ0;1/�C0 );
this definition also applies over the main necks with the obvious adjustment (and no
�.n/ terms).

We define the map

(C.7.11) W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC˛; �
0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ////

break
���!W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �

0;1
zC0;jy
˝C u

�
0j˛TMJ.`0;0.Ay. � ////

as follows. Fix a smooth function x�W R! Œ0; 1� such that

(C.7.12) x�.x/D

�
1; x � �1;

0; x �C1;
x�.x/C x�.�x/D 1:

Let
� 2W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC˛; �

0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ////:

Away from the ends with ˛ ¤ 0, break.�/ is given by .id1;0/�1.�/, where

id1;0W TMJ.`0;0.Ay. � ///! TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ///

denotes the .1; 0/–component of the identity map. In any particular bubble end Œ0;1/�
S1 � C0 with ˛ ¤ 0, we define

(C.7.13) break.�/.t; s/ WD

8<:
.id1;0/�1.�.t; s//; s � 3S � 1;

x�.s� 3S/ � .id1;0/�1.�.t; s//; 3S � 1� s � 3S C 1;

0; 3S C 1� s

(noting the corresponding neck Œ0; 6S��S1 � C˛ ); this definition also applies over
the main ends, with the obvious adjustment for negative main ends.

Let us make the elementary observation that the definition of L0 extends perfectly
well to give an analogous bounded linear map

(C.7.14) L˛W W
k;2;ı;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TM/D;H ˚E!W:

Since imQ0;0;0 � kerL0 , it follows from the definition of T˛;w;y that imT˛;w;y �

kerL˛ as well.
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Lemma C.7.2 Let

(C.7.15)

X
D
� Y

X 0

G

f

D0
� Y 0

Bg

denote the bottom square in (C.7.8). Then for � 2 X 0 and � 2 Y with D0� D B�,
we have

(C.7.16) kDG� � �k � c � j˛j�k�k

uniformly over .˛; w; y/ in a neighborhood of zero, for c <1 and � > 0 depending
on data which has been previously fixed.

Proof In simpler terms, we bound the operator norm of the difference between the
two diagonal compositions:

(C.7.17) kPT ıD0;0;0�D0j˛;0;0 ıPTk � cj˛j
�

(this trivially implies the claimed statement). To show (C.7.17), observe that the two
operators only differ over the S1 � ŒS � 1;1/ subset of each end. Now it follows
from Lemma C.5.1 that the contribution to the operator norm over S1 � ŒS � 1;1/ is
bounded by a constant times the C k–distance between u0 and u0j˛ over S1 � Œ0;1/.
The estimates (C.6.1), (C.6.3) imply that this distance is bounded by a constant times
j˛j� (to be precise, the bubble ends contribute j˛j1=6�� and each main end contributes
j˛jıi=6�� for any � > 0).

Lemma C.7.3 Let

(C.7.18)

X
D
� Y

X 0

G

f

D0
� Y 0

Bg

denote the middle square in (C.7.8). Then for � 2 X 0 and � 2 Y with D0� D B�,
we have

(C.7.19) kDG� � �k � c � jyjk�k

uniformly over .˛; w; y/ in a neighborhood of zero, for c <1 and � > 0 depending
on data which has been previously fixed.
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Proof In simpler terms, we have

kD0j˛;0;y � .id
1;0
� ˝ id1;0/ ıD0j˛;0;0k � c � jyj;

which trivially implies the claimed statement. To prove this, argue as follows.

We are comparing two first-order differential operators. Appealing to their explicit form
from Lemma C.5.1, we see that their coefficients differ by a constant times jyj in C `

for any ` <1 (measuring with respect to the cylindrical coordinates S1 � Œ0;1/ in
the ends). It follows that we have the desired estimate.

Lemma C.7.4 Let

(C.7.20)

X
D
� Y

X 0

G

f

D0
� Y 0

Bg

denote the top square in (C.7.8). Then for � 2X 0 and � 2 Y with D0� DB�, we have

(C.7.21) kDG� � �k � c � .j˛j�Cjwj/k�k

uniformly over .˛; w; y/ in a neighborhood of zero, for c <1 and � > 0 depending
on data which has been previously fixed.

Proof We consider the following diagram, which is a copy of the top square in (C.7.8)
with one extra vector space and some extra maps (to be defined below).

(C.7.22)

W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC˛; �
0;1
zC˛ ;jy

˝C u
�
˛TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ////

W k;2;ı;ı.C˛; u
�
˛TM/D;H ˚E

W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �
0;1
zC0;jy

˝C u
�
0j˛
TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ////

W k;2;ı;ı.C0; u
�
0j˛
TM/D;H ˚E

W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �
0;1
zC0;jy

˝C u
�
0j˛
TMJ.`0;0.Ay. � ///

/

break0 break

D˛;w;y

glue

.id1;0/�1

glue

D0j˛;0;y

D˛;w;y

id1;0

Since the almost complex structure J.`˛;w.Ay. � /// is a function of a point in C˛ , we
should remark immediately on what we mean by

W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �
0;1
zC0;jy
˝C u

�
0j˛TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ////:

Away from the ends, the curve C0 is identified canonically with C˛ , and this identifica-
tion extends holomorphically to a (non-injective) map from C0 to C˛ defined outside
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the S1 � Œ4S;1/ subsets of the ends. Thus there is a well-defined such W k�1;2;ı;ı

space of sections on C0 defined outside the S1� Œ4S;1/ subsets of the ends, valued in

�
0;1
zC0;jy
˝C u

�
0j˛TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ///:

Now, for instance, the middle horizontal map D˛;w;y can be seen as giving a section
in this W k�1;2;ı;ı space defined outside S1 � Œ4S;1/. In the proof below, it is
convenient to use this W k�1;2;ı;ı space of sections defined outside S1 � Œ4S;1/,
though we must be careful that the expressions we write are well-defined.

Let us define the rest of the maps in (C.7.22). The vertical map break has been factored
as .id1;0/�1 ı break0 in the obvious way. Finally, let us define the map

(C.7.23) W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �
0;1
zC0;jy
˝C u

�
0j˛TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ////

glue
��!W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC˛; �

0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ////:

Let
� 2W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �

0;1
zC0;jy
˝C u

�
0j˛TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ////:

Away from the necks of C˛ , glue.�/ is simply �. In any particular bubble neck
S1 � Œ0; 6S�� C˛ , we define

(C.7.24) glue.�/.t; s/ WD

8<:
�.t; s/; s � 2S;

�.4S � s/�.t; s/C�.4S � s0/�.t 0; s0/; 2S � s � 4S;

�.t 0; s0/; 4S � s

(this definition also applies over the main necks with the obvious adjustment). Note
that glue ı break0 is the identity map.

Now suppose that D0j˛;0;y� D break.�/; we must show that

(C.7.25) kD˛;w;y.glue.�//� �kk�1;2;ı;ı � c � .j˛j
�
Cjwj/k�kk;2;ı;ı :

Using the fact that � D glue.break0.�// D glue.id1;0.D0j˛;0;y�// and the triangle
inequality, we conclude that kD˛;w;y.glue.�//� �k is bounded above by

kD˛;w;y.glue.�//� glue.D˛;w;y.�//kCk glueŒD˛;w;y.�/� id1;0.D0j˛;0;y.�//�k:

We now estimate each term separately.

To estimate kD˛;w;y.glue.�//� glue.D˛;w;y.�//k, argue as follows. The difference
is only nonzero over the regions S1� .Œ2S; 2SC1�[ Œ4S �1; 4S�/ of each neck. Now
the norm is bounded by k�ke�2Sı (calculation left to the reader), where the factor of
e�2Sı comes as the ratio of the weight given to S1 � Œ4S � 1; 4S� inside a neck vs
inside an end; this gives the desired bound since ı > 0.
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To estimate kglueŒD˛;w;y.�/� id1;0.D0j˛;0;y�/�k, argue as follows. This is bounded
by a constant times the .k � 1; 2; ı; ı/–norm of D˛;w;y.�/ � id1;0.D0j˛;0;y�/ over
the complement of the subsets S1 � Œ4S;1/ of the ends. Now this is bounded by
.j˛j�Cjwj/k�kk;2;ı;ı using the reasoning from Lemma C.7.3.

Proposition C.7.5 (Approximate right inverse T˛;w;y ) We have

kT˛;w;yk � c;(C.7.26)

kD˛;w;yT˛;w;y � 1k! 0;(C.7.27)

imT˛;w;y � kerL˛(C.7.28)

as .˛; w; y/! 0, for c <1 depending on data which has been previously fixed.

Proof It is easy to see that all the maps in (C.7.8) are uniformly bounded. Hence
kT˛;w;yk � c as .˛; w; y/! 0. Now Lemma B.7.6 combined with Lemmas C.7.2–
C.7.4 show that for .˛; w; y/! 0, we have kD˛;w;yT˛;w;y � 1k! 0. We observed
earlier that imT˛;w;y � kerL˛ .

Definition C.7.6 (Right inverse Q˛;w;y ) We define a map

(C.7.29) Q˛;w;y W W
k�1;2;ı;ı. zC˛; �

0;1
zC˛;jy

˝C u
�
˛TMJ.`˛;w.Ay. � ////

!W k;2;ı;ı.C˛; u
�
˛TM/D;H ˚E

as the sum

(C.7.30) Q˛;w;y WD T˛;w;y

1X
kD0

.1�D˛;w;yT˛;w;y/k :

Proposition C.7.7 We have

kQ˛;w;yk � c;(C.7.31)

D˛;w;yQ˛;w;y D 1;(C.7.32)

imQ˛;w;y � kerL˛(C.7.33)

uniformly over .˛; w; y/ in a neighborhood of zero, for c <1 depending on data
which has been previously fixed.

Proof Apply Lemma B.7.5 and Proposition C.7.5.
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C.8 Quadratic estimates

Proposition C.8.1 (Quadratic estimate) There exist c0 > 0 and c <1 (depending
on data which has been previously fixed) such that for k�1kk;2;ı;ı ; k�2kk;2;ı;ı � c0 ,
we have

(C.8.1) kD˛;w;y.�1� �2/� .F˛;w;y�1�F˛;w;y�2/kk�1;2;ı;ı

� c � k�1� �2kk;2;ı;ı.k�1kk;2;ı;ı Ck�2kk;2;ı;ı/

(and F˛;w;y�1 and F˛;w;y�2 are both defined), uniformly over .˛; w; y/ in a neighbor-
hood of zero.

Proof The proof is identical to the proof of Proposition B.8.1, with the evident
notational differences, F˛;w;y for F˛;y , and Lemma C.5.1 for Lemma B.5.1. As with
Proposition B.8.1, we actually prove the stronger statement that

(C.8.2) kF0˛;w;y.0; �/�F0˛;w;y.�; �/kk�1;2;ı;ı � c � k�kk;2;ı;ık�kk;2;ı;ı :

C.9 Newton–Picard iteration

Lemma C.9.1 There exists c0 > 0 (depending on data which has been previously
fixed) such that for sufficiently small .˛; w; y/:

(i) The map F˛;w;y is defined for k�kk;2;ı;ı � c0 .

(ii) For �1� �2 2 imQ˛;w;y and k�1kk;2;ı;ı ; k�2kk;2;ı;ı � c0 , we have

(C.9.1) k.�1��2/�.Q˛;w;yF˛;w;y�1�Q˛;w;yF˛;w;y�2/kk;2;ı;ı� 12k�1��2kk;2;ı;ı :

Proof The proof is identical to the proof of Lemma B.9.1, using Proposition C.8.1 in
place of Proposition B.8.1.

Proposition C.9.2 (Newton–Picard iteration) There exists c0 >0 (depending on data
which has been previously fixed) so that for .˛; w; y; � 2K/ sufficiently small, there
exists a unique �˛;w;y 2W k;2;ı;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TM/D;H ˚E satisfying

�˛;w;y 2 �˛C imQ˛;w;y ;(C.9.2)

k�˛;w;ykk;2;ı;ı � c
0;(C.9.3)

F˛;w;y�˛;w;y D 0:(C.9.4)
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Proof The proof is essentially identical to the proof of Proposition B.9.2; we write it
out anyway.

In fact, we will show that �˛;w;y is given explicitly as the limit of the Newton iteration

�0 WD �˛;(C.9.5)

�n WD �n�1�Q˛;w;yF˛;w;y�n�1:(C.9.6)

By Lemma C.9.1, the map � 7! � �Q˛;w;yF˛;w;y� is a 1
2

–contraction mapping when
restricted to

(C.9.7) f� 2 �˛C imQ˛;w;y W k�kk;2;ı;ı � c
0
g

To finish the proof, it suffices to show that (for sufficiently small .˛; w; y; �/) (C.9.7)
is nonempty and is mapped to itself by � 7! � �Q˛;w;yF˛;w;y� .

We know that k�˛kk;2;ı;ı ! 0 as � ! 0 (uniformly in .˛; w; y/), so (C.9.7) is
nonempty. By using Proposition C.8.1 with .�1; �2/ D .0; �˛/ and Lemmas C.6.1
and C.6.2, we conclude that

(C.9.8) kF˛;w;y�˛kk�1;2;ı;ı ! 0

as .˛; w; y; �/ ! 0. Since the operator norm of Q˛;w;y is bounded uniformly
as .˛; w; y/ ! 0, we see that �˛ is almost fixed by � 7! � �Q˛;w;yF˛;w;y� as
.˛; w; y; �/! 0. It then follows from the contraction property this map takes (C.9.7)
to itself.

C.10 Gluing

Definition C.10.1 (Gluing map) We define

u˛;w;y;� WD expu˛ �˛;w;y ;(C.10.1)

e˛;w;y;� WD e0C projE �˛;w;y ;(C.10.2)

where �˛;w;y is as in Proposition C.9.2, and we consider the gluing map

Cd
� .Rk�1�0 /

�s
�R� �

k0Y
iD1

.H i /�s �K!M.M/;(C.10.3)

.˛; w; y; �/ 7! .˛; w; y; u˛;w;y;� ; e˛;w;y;�/(C.10.4)

(fxig1�i�r are determined uniquely by ˛;w; y; u˛;w;y;� , so we omit them from the
notation). It follows from the definition that the gluing map commutes with the
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projection from both sides to

Cd
� .Rk�1�0 /

�s
�R� �

k0Y
iD1

.H i /�s �E=E 0:

Lemma C.10.2 The gluing map (C.10.3) maps sufficiently small .˛; w; y; �/ to
M.M/reg .

Proof The statement holds since Q˛;w;y gives an approximate right inverse at
.u˛;w;y;� ; e˛;w;y;�/ (use (C.8.2) with � D �˛;w;y ).

Let K˛ � C1.C˛; u�˛TM/D;H ˚ E denote the image of � 7! �˛ . It is clear by
definition that K!K˛ is an isomorphism and that the respective W k;2;ı;ı norms are
uniformly commensurable. It is also clear that the diagram

(C.10.5)
K K˛

W

L0

� 7!�˛

L˛

commutes (all maps being isomorphisms). Since imQ˛;w;y � kerL˛ , it follows in
particular that imQ˛;w;y \K˛ D 0. On the other hand, an index calculation shows
that indD˛;w;y D indD0;0;0 (note that by the argument for Lemma B.5.2, it suffices
to calculate their indices as operators W k;2;ı !W k�1;2;ı , ie with no weights at the
bubble nodes, on zC˛ and zC0 respectively; the calculation of such indices is originally
due to Floer [24; 22] and is by now standard). Both are surjective, and hence we have
dim cokerQ˛;w;y D dim kerD˛;w;y D dim kerD0;0;0 D dimK D dimK˛ . It follows
that imQ˛;w;y D kerL˛ and that

(C.10.6) imQ˛;w;y ˚K˛ �!
� W k;2;ı;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TX/D˚E

is an isomorphism of Banach spaces (an alternative justification for this is to use an
argument similar to the proof of Propositions B.11.5/C.11.3 to show that the natural
projection

K˛
�˛ 7!�˛�Q˛;w;yD˛;w;y�˛
������������������! kerD˛;w;y

is surjective, and thus bijective). We claim that in fact the two norms are uniformly
commensurable as .˛; w; y/! 0. The map written is clearly uniformly bounded, so
we just need to show the same for its inverse. It suffices to show that the projection
from the right-hand side to K˛ is uniformly bounded, but this is nothing other than L˛
(clearly uniformly bounded) composed with the inverse of the isomorphism in (C.10.5)
(also uniformly bounded).
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Lemma C.10.3 The gluing map (C.10.3) is injective in a neighborhood of zero.

Proof The proof is identical to the proof of Lemma B.10.3, with the obvious notational
differences.

Proposition C.10.4 The gluing map (C.10.3) is continuous in a neighborhood of zero.

Proof The proof follows the same basic outline as the proof of Proposition B.10.4;
some parts of the proof are identical, and we will omit these. The key ingredient
is our precise control of the image of the right inverse Q˛;w;y (specifically, that
imQ˛;w;y D kerL˛ ).

Suppose .˛i ; wi ; yi ; �i /! .˛; w; y; �/ is a convergent net.53 We will show that

(C.10.7) .u˛i ;wi ;yi ;�i ; e˛i ;wi ;yi ;�i /! .u˛;w;y;� ; e˛;w;y;�/:

First, observe that the argument from the proof of Proposition B.10.4 applies verbatim
to give that in fact it suffices to show that

(C.10.8) .u˛i ;wi ;yi ;� ; e˛i ;wi ;yi ;�/! .u˛;w;y;� ; e˛;w;y;�/:

Now recall that, by definition,

(C.10.9) u˛;w;y;� D expu˛ �˛;w;y ; �˛;w;y D �˛C � for some � 2 imQ˛;w;y :

Now we define �˛i 2W
k;2;ı;ı.C˛i ; u

�
˛i
TX/D˚E by “pregluing” � from C˛ to C˛i

as follows. Note that we may assume without loss of generality that at the nodes where
˛ ¤ 0, we also have ˛i ¤ 0. Away from the ends/necks of C˛i , we set �˛i D � .
Note that for every end of C˛i , there is a corresponding end of C˛ , so we may also
simply set �˛i D � over the ends of C˛i . Over the necks of C˛i for which ˛ D 0,
we define �˛i via (C.5.10)–(C.5.11) (note that this is reasonable since � satisfies the
estimates (C.6.2), (C.6.4) as a consequence of Proposition C.11.1). Over the necks of
C˛i for which ˛ ¤ 0, we define �˛i as

(C.10.10) �˛i .s; t/ WD PTu˛.t;fi .s//!u˛i .t;s/
Œ�.t; fi .s///�;

53We could restrict to sequences rather than nets since Cd � .Rk�1
�0 /

�s �R� �
Qk0
iD1.H

i /�s �K is
first countable. However, this would not make the argument any simpler.
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where fi W Œ0; 6Si �! Œ0; 6S� is smooth and satisfies

fi .s/ WD

8<:
s; s � S � 2;

s� 3Si C 3S; 3Si � 2S C 2� s � 3Si C 2S � 2;

s� 6Si C 6S; 6Si �S C 2� s;

(C.10.11)

fi .ŒS � 2; 3Si � 2S C 2�/� ŒS � 2; S C 2�;(C.10.12)

fi .Œ3Si C 2S � 2; 6Si �S C 2�/� Œ5S � 2; 5S C 2�;(C.10.13)

so that fi ! id uniformly in all derivatives as Si ! S . More informally, fi is smooth
and matches up Œ0; S � 2�; ŒS C 2; 5S � 2�; Œ5S C 2; 6S�� Œ0; 6S� with corresponding
intervals of the same length inside Œ0; 6Si �, symmetrically.

Now at this point we appeal to the corresponding arguments from the proof of
Proposition B.10.4, which apply as written (using the fact that imQ˛;w;y D kerL˛ )
and imply that it suffices to show that

(C.10.14) kF˛i ;wi ;yi .�˛i C �˛i /kk�1;2;ı;ı ! 0:

Recall that F˛;w;y.�˛C �/D 0; we will use this to estimate F˛i ;wi ;yi .�˛i C �˛i /.

Away from the ends/necks of C˛i , it is clear by definition that F˛i ;wi ;yi .�˛i C �˛i /!
F˛;w;y.�˛ C �/ uniformly in all derivatives. Thus the contribution to the norm of
F˛i ;wi ;yi .�˛i C �˛i / over this region approaches zero.

Over the necks of C˛i which correspond to necks of C˛ , we again have uniform con-
vergence in all derivatives, so the contribution of these regions approaches zero as well.

We estimate the contribution over the ends of C˛i (recall that these necessarily corre-
spond to ends of C˛ ). Over main ends, we have F˛i ;wi ;yi .�˛iC�˛i /DF˛;w;y.�˛C�/.
Now the convergence F˛i ;wi ;yi .�˛iC�˛i /!F˛;w;y.�˛C�/ uniformly in all derivatives
is valid near the bubble nodes in the usual metric on C˛i D C˛ . It follows that we
also have convergence in the relevant ı–weighted Sobolev norm since ı < 1. Thus the
contribution of this region to the norm approaches zero.

Finally, let us estimate the contribution to the norm over the necks of C˛i which
correspond to ends of C˛ . We treat main necks and bubble necks separately. Over main
necks, F˛i ;wi ;yi .�˛i C�˛i / is supported inside S1� .ŒS �1; SC1�; Œ5S �1; 5SC1�/.
The contribution of this region to its norm goes to zero, as follows using the exponential
decrease on � and � from Proposition C.11.1 and the fact that ı < ıi . Over bubble
ends, F˛i ;wi ;yi .�˛i C �˛i / converges to F˛;w;y.�˛ C �/ uniformly in all derivatives
over the complement of S1 � ŒS � 1; 5S C 1� (measured with respect to the usual
metric on C0 ), and hence the contribution of this region to the weighted norm goes
to zero since ı < 1. Over S1 � .ŒS � 1; S C 1�[ Œ5S � 1; 5S C 1�/, the smoothness
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of � and � over C˛ and the fact that ı < 1 shows that the contribution of this region
to the norm goes to zero (since S!1). Finally, over S1� ŒS C 1; 5S � 1�, both u˛i
and �˛i C �˛i are constant, so F˛i ;wi ;yi .�˛i C �˛i / is simply

PT
`˛i ;wi .Ayi . � //

expu0.n/.�.n/C�.n//!u0.n/

�
2d.projS1 Ayi /

˝XH..`˛i ;wi�id
S1
/.Ayi . � ///

�0;1
j;J.`˛i ;wi .Ayi . � ///

:

The norm of this expression over S1 � ŒS C 1; 5S � 1� approaches zero since Ayi D
O.e�s/ in all derivatives and ı < 1.

C.11 Surjectivity of gluing

We recall a well-known principle of exponential decay for Floer trajectories converging
to non-degenerate periodic orbits; this has appeared in many forms in the literature, for
example in Floer [23, pages 801–802].

Proposition C.11.1 (A priori estimate on decay of connecting cylinders) Let .M;!/
be a symplectic manifold, J an !–compatible almost complex structure on M ,
H W M � S1 ! R a Hamiltonian, and  W S1 !M a non-degenerate periodic orbit
of H . We consider the (unbounded) asymptotic linearized operator

L2.S1; �TM/! L2.S1; �TM/;(C.11.1)

� 7! JLXH �;(C.11.2)

where LXH denotes the symplectic connection on �TM induced by XH , and we
use the standard inner product g. � ; � / WD !. � ; J � / on �TM for the inner product
on L2.S1; �TM/. This operator is self-adjoint; we denote by ı > 0 the smallest
magnitude of any of its eigenvalues (ı is positive since the orbit is non-degenerate).

We consider (partially defined) sections �W S1 �R! �TM with j�.t; s/j < � such
that u WD exp �W S

1 �R!M satisfies .duC 2dt ˝XH .u//
0;1
J D 0. Now for all

� < 1, there exists � > 0 such that we have the following estimates.

Suppose that � as above is defined on S1 � Œ0;1/. Then

(C.11.3) jDk�j � ck � e
��ıs

�Z
S1
j�.t; 0/j2 dt

�1=2
for s�1 all k�0. A symmetric statement holds for u and � defined over S1�.�1; 0�.

Suppose that � as above is defined on S1 � Œ0; N �. Then

jDk�j � ck �

�
e��ıs

�Z
S1

ˇ̌
�.t; 0/

ˇ̌2
dt

�1=2
C e��ı.N�s/

�Z
S1

ˇ̌
�.t; N /

ˇ̌2
dt

�1=2�
for 1� s �N � 1 and all k � 0.
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Proof This proof is adapted from Salamon [72, page 170, Lemma 2.11].

We have by assumption that

@suCJ.u/.@tu�XH .u//D 0;

where u.t; s/ D exp.t/ �.t; s/. Now we may rewrite this equation in exponential
coordinates in terms of � as follows. Denote by @t the connection LXH on �TM ,
which is given by the Lie derivative with respect to XH . Now the equation for u is
equivalent to

(C.11.4) @s�CJ@t�CA.�/@t�CQ.�/D 0

for certain smooth (non-linear) bundle maps

AW �TM ! End.�TM/ and QW �TM ! �TM:

We have A.0/D0, Q.0/D0 and Q0.0; � /D0 (we denote by A0 and Q0 their “vertical”
derivatives).

Now we let

(C.11.5) f .s/ WD

Z
S1
j�.t; s/j2dt D k�k22;

and we will show that f 00.s/ � .1� o.1//4ı2f .s/, where o.1/ denotes a quantity
which can be made arbitrarily small by choosing � > 0 sufficiently small. We have

(C.11.6) f 00.s/D 2

Z
S1
j@s�j

2dt C 2

Z
S1
h�; @s@s�i dt D 2k@s�k

2
2C 2h�; @s@s�i;

and we will now prove the estimates

k@s�k
2
2 � .1� o.1//ı

2f .s/ and h�; @s@s�i � .1� o.1//ı
2f .s/:

Recall that J@t is self-adjoint and that kJ@t�k2 � ık�k2 .

To bound k@s�k22 , we write

(C.11.7) k@s�k2 D kJ@t�CA.�/@t�CQ.�/k2

� kJ@t�k2�kA.�/@t�k2�kQ.�/k2

� kJ@t�k2�kA.�/k1k@t�k2� ck�k1k�k2

D kJ@t�k2� o.1/kJ@t�k2� o.1/k�k2 � .1� o.1//ık�k2;

and thus k@s�k22 � .1� o.1//ı
2f .s/.
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To bound h�; @s@s�i, we write

(C.11.8) h�; @s@s�i D �h�; @sŒJ @t�CA.�/@t�CQ.�/�i

D �hJ@t�; @s�i � h�; A
0.�; @s�/@t�i

� h�; A.�/@t@s�i � h�;Q
0.�; @s�/i:

Now substituting in @s� D�J@t� �A.�/@t� �Q.�/, we obtain

(C.11.9) h�; @s@s�i D kJ@t�k
2
2ChJ@t�; A.�/@t�i

C hJ@t�;Q.�/i

C h�; A0.�; ŒJ CA.�/�@t�/@t�i

C h�; A0.�;Q.�//@t�i

C h�; A.�/@t .ŒJ CA.�/�@t�/i

C h�; A.�/@t .Q.�//i

C h�;Q0.�; ŒJ CA.�/�@t�/i

C h�;Q0.�;Q.�//i:

The first term kJ@t�k22 is the main term; let us estimate the remaining error terms. In
order, they are bounded by:

(i) k�k1kJ@t�k22 .

(ii) k�k1k�k2kJ@t�k2 .

(iii) k�k1kJ@t�k22 .

(iv) k�k21k�k2kJ@t�k2 .

(v) k�k1kJ@t�k2 C k�k1k�k2kJ@t�k2 (integrate by parts to move the outer-
most @t onto � , A.�/, and h � ; � i).

(vi) k�k21k�k2kJ@t�k2 .

(vii) k�k1k�k2kJ@t�k2 .

(viii) k�k21k�k
2
2 .

All of these are o.1/kJ@t�k22 , so we conclude that h�; @s@s�i� .1�o.1//ı2f .s/. Com-
bining the above estimates, we obtain the desired inequality f 00.s/� .1�o.1//4ı2f .s/.

Now we have the following maximum principle for the differential inequality g00.s/�
r2g.s/. Namely, suppose that gW Œa; b� ! R�0 satisfies g00.s/ � r2g.s/ and that
GW Œa; b�! R�0 satisfies G00.s/ D r2G.s/; if g � G at the endpoints a; b , then it
follows that g�G over the whole interval Œa; b� (one may easily derive a contradiction
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by assuming that, on the contrary, g D G at a1; b1 and g > G on .a1; b1/ for
a � a1 < b1 � b ). Specializing to the case at hand, we have

f .s/� e�.1�o.1//2ısf .0/ in the case of S1 � Œ0;1/;

f .s/� e�.1�o.1//2ısf .0/C e�.1�o.1//2ı.N�s/f .N / in the case of S1 � Œ0; N �:

Now Lemma C.11.2 below asserts that for a J –holomorphic curve u0 and a sufficiently
small perturbation thereof uD expu0 � which is also J –holomorphic, we have uniform
bounds on all derivatives of � (away from the boundary) in terms of the L2–norm of � .
Applying this where u0 is the trivial cylinder over .t/, we conclude that our bounds
on f .s/ imply the desired result.

Lemma C.11.2 Let uW Œ0; 1� � Œ0; 1�! B2n.1/ be J –holomorphic with respect to
some smooth almost complex structure J on the unit ball B2n.1/�R2n . There exists
�>0 (depending only on upper bounds on kJ kC ` and kukC ` for some absolute `<1)
with the following property. Suppose that �W Œ0; 1��Œ0; 1�!R2n with j�j<� pointwise
is such that uC � has image contained in B2n.1/ and is J –holomorphic. Then

(C.11.10) jDk�.0; 0/j � ck

�Z
Œ0;1��Œ0;1�

j�.x; y/j2 dx dy

�1=2
for all k <1 for constants ck <1 depending only on upper bounds on kJ kC ` and
kukC ` for some `D `.k/ <1.

Proof By assumption, we have

uxCJ.u/uy D 0;(C.11.11)

.uC �/xCJ.uC �/.uC �/y D 0;(C.11.12)

which together imply that

(C.11.13) �xCJ.uC �/�y D ŒJ.u/�J.uC �/�uy ;

which we prefer to write as

(C.11.14) .@xCB@y/� D A.�/;

where BW Œ0; 1�2! End.R2n/ denotes J.uC�/ and AW Œ0; 1�2�R2n!R2n denotes
A.�/D ŒJ.u/�J.uC �/�uy . By definition, we have A.0/D 0 and

(C.11.15) jDkAj � ck
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for some ck <1 depending only on upper bounds on kJ kC ` and kukC ` for some
`D `.k/ <1. By definition, we have B2 D�1; let us now argue that we also have

(C.11.16) jDkBj � ck

for sufficiently small � > 0 and ck <1 as before. Indeed, for sufficiently small � > 0,
we may apply the Gromov–Schwarz lemma to uC � and conclude that jD�j � c <1
depending only on upper bounds on kJ kC ` and kukC ` for some ` < 1. Now
Lemma B.11.4 applied to uC � gives jDk�j � ck <1, which implies the desired
bound on the derivatives of B .

Now we apply .@x �B@y/ to both sides of (C.11.14) to obtain

(C.11.17) �� D .@x �B@y/A.�/� ..@x �B@y/B/.�y/:

For any smooth function �W Œ0; 1�2 ! R�0 supported in the interior of Œ0; 1�2 , we
thus have

�.��/D ���C 2�x�xC 2�y�y C� � .@x �B@y/A.�/�� � ..@x �B@y/B/.�y/:

Now the desired result follows from the usual bootstrapping of the elliptic regularity
estimates for the Laplacian on R2 , namely kf kH sC2 � cskf C�f kH s (the first step
being the case s D�1). We may shrink the support of � slightly at each step, so there
is no need to worry about regularity near the boundary.

Proposition C.11.3 The restriction of the gluing map (C.10.3) to any neighborhood
of zero is surjective onto a neighborhood of .0; 0; 0; u0; e0; fxi0g1�i�r/ 2M.M/.

Proof The proof is identical to the proof of Proposition B.11.5, except for appealing
to Proposition C.11.1 in addition to Proposition B.11.1 in the appropriate places.

C.12 Conclusion of the proof

We have shown that the map g WD(C.10.3) is continuous, injective, and that its restriction
to any neighborhood of zero is surjective onto a neighborhood of the image of zero.
The target M.M/ is Hausdorff, and thus it follows from Lemma B.12.1 that for some
open neighborhood of zero

U �Cd
� .Rk�1�0 /

�s
�R� �

k0Y
iD1

.H i /�s �K;

we have that g.U / is open and gW U �!� g.U / is a homeomorphism. Thus the gluing
map (C.10.3) satisfies the properties desired for the map (C.2.1).
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C.13 Gluing orientations

We now show the how to endow the moduli spaces M.�; p; q/ with coherent orientations
using the results of Floer and Hofer [25].

C.13.1 Orientations on spaces of flow lines on �n For any simplex � , define the
orientation line54

(C.13.1) o� WD

(Ndim��1
iD1 oR; dim � > 0;

o_R; dim � D 0:

Let us construct an identification between o� and the orientation sheaf of the space of
flow lines on � (from Definition 10.1.4) for nD dim � > 0. Let f W R! Œ0; 1� be the
unique solution to the initial value problem f .0/D 1

2
and f 0.x/D� sin.�f .x//. Now

every flow line `W R!�n is of the form `.t/D .f .tCa1/; : : : ; f .tCan// for some
a1� � � � � an which are unique up to the addition of an overall constant. Thus the space
of flow lines is parametrized by .b1; : : : ; bn�1/ 2 Œ0;1/n�1 , where bi D aiC1� ai ;
moreover, this parametrization extends continuously to a homeomorphism between
Œ0;1�n�1 and the space of broken flow lines on �n . In these coordinates, bk D1
if and only if the flow line is broken at vertex k , and bk D 0 if and only if the flow
line factors through �Œ0::: Ok:::n� ��n . Now the coordinates b1; : : : ; bn�1 determine an
identification between o� D

Nn�1
iD1 oR and the orientation sheaf of the space of flow

lines on � , when dim � > 0.

For dim � D 0, let us simply remark that tensoring with o� D o_R is the effect on
orientation sheaves of quotienting by an R–action, and it will follow from this fact that
this is the correct definition of o� when dim � D 0 (morally speaking, we may think
of the space of flow lines on � as the stacky quotient pt =R).

Now let us observe that there are natural (odd) “boundary” maps

o� ! o� jŒ0:::k�˝ o� jŒk:::n�;(C.13.2)

o� ! o
� jŒ0::: Ok:::n�

(C.13.3)

induced by the geometric inclusions of boundary strata (10.1.3)–(10.1.4). Specifically,
the first map is induced by the inclusion of the space of pairs of flow lines on � jŒ0 : : : k�
and � jŒk : : : n� into the space of flow lines on � (0 < k < n), and the second by the
inclusion of flow lines on � jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n� into flow lines on � (0 < k < n). In fact,
the first map (C.13.2) admits the following alternative description, which shows that it
is in fact defined for 0� k � n. Let F.i/.�/ denote the moduli space of stable broken
Morse flow lines on a simplex � with i ordered marked points appearing in order

54An orientation line is a Z=2–graded free Z–module of rank one.
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(this is defined in the expected way, allowing constant flow lines as long as they are
stabilized by the presence of at least one marked point). Denote the orientation module
of F.i/.�/ by o.i/� , and note that there is a natural isomorphism o.i/� D o� ˝o˝iR (even
for dim � D 0; this provides another justification of our definition of o� in this case).
Now there is a natural concatenation map

F.i/.� jŒ0 : : : k�/�F.j /.� jŒk : : : n�/! F.iCj /.�/

which is the inclusion of a codimension-one boundary stratum, thus giving rise to a
boundary map

o.iCj /� ! o
.i/

� jŒ0:::k�
˝ o

.j /

� jŒk:::n�
:

After factoring out o˝.iCj /R , this map coincides with (C.13.2) for 0 < k < n, and thus
may be used to define (C.13.2) for 0� k � n.

Remark C.13.1 The standard orientation of R gives a standard generator

ŒR�1˝ � � �˝ ŒR�n�1 2 o�

for dim � > 0, and ŒR�_ 2 o� for dim � D 0, where ŒR� � ŒR�_ D 1 (ie ŒR�_ 2 o_R is
the “right dual” of ŒR� 2 oR ). Using these generators to trivialize o� determines a sign
convention in which (C.13.2) is given by .�1/kC1 and (C.13.3) is given by .�1/k .

C.13.2 Orientations of linearized operators of Floer equations Fix two Hamilto-
nians H0;H1W M �S1!R and two non-degenerate periodic orbits p; qW S1!M

of H0;H1 , respectively. Now for any path of !–compatible almost complex structures
J W R!J.M/ (constant near sD˙1), any path of Hamiltonians H W M�S1�R!R
(constant near sD˙1) with H.sD�1/DH0 and H.sD1/DH1 , and any map
uW S1 �R!M in W k;2;ı.S1 �R;M/ (converging to q at �1 and to p at 1),
there is a natural linearized operator

(C.13.4) DFloerW W
k;2;ı.S1�R; u�TM/!W k�1;2;ı.S1�R; �0;1

S1�R
˝Cu

�TMJ /

(we assume that ı > 0 is less than the smallest positive eigenvalues of the asymptotic
linearized operators). Let us agree to define this linearized operator using the R–family
of J –linear connections on TM given by rXY WD 1

2
.r0XY � J.r

0
X .J Y ///, where

r0 denotes the Levi–Civita connection of the metric associated to the compatible pair
.!; J /. The results of Floer and Hofer [25] (see the remark after Theorem 2) imply
that the Fredholm orientation line of DFloer is a trivial bundle over the space of paths
H , J , and maps u. Thus if we fix p , q , and a homotopy class of maps u, there is a
well-defined orientation line op;q , canonically isomorphic to oDFloer for any choice of
H , J , and u.
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Floer and Hofer [25, Theorem 10] also construct natural associative (even) isomorphisms

(C.13.5) op;q˝ oq;r ! op;r

by a certain kernel gluing procedure. We refer the reader to [25] for the details of this
construction. Suffice it to say here that, after adding a finite-dimensional piece to the
domains of each of two linearized operators (C.13.4) (from p to q and from q to r ,
respectively) so that they become surjective with kernels K1 and K2 , there is a natural
kernel pregluing map from K1˚K2 to the domain of certain glued operator (from p

to r ); the L2–orthogonal projection onto the kernel K3 of the glued operator gives
an isomorphism K1˚K2 �!

� K3 , and this induces the map (C.13.5), which may be
shown to be independent of the choices used to define it.

The coherent trivializations of op;q resulting from the maps (C.13.5) are known to
coincide with the usual coherent orientations of Morse theory, when restricted to
S1–invariant Hamiltonians and their S1–invariant Floer trajectories; see eg Floer [24].

C.13.3 Orientations on thickened moduli spaces M.�; p; q/
reg
I

The existence of
the desired coherent orientations for M.�; p; q/ follows easily from the following
result, which we spend the rest of this appendix proving.

Proposition C.13.2 The orientation sheaf (in the sense of Definition 4.1.3) of every
moduli space M.�; p; q/ can be canonically identified with o�˝op;q . Moreover, under
these identifications, the boundary maps on orientation sheaves induced (as in (4.4.2))
by the structure maps

M.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/�M.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/! @M.�; p; r/;(C.13.6)

M.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�; p; q/! @M.�; p; q/(C.13.7)

coincide with the maps

o� ˝ op;r ! o� jŒ0:::k�˝ op;q˝ o� jŒk:::n�˝ oq;r ;(C.13.8)

o� ˝ op;q! o
� jŒ0::: Ok:::n�

˝ op;q(C.13.9)

induced by (C.13.2)–(C.13.3) and (C.13.5).

Let us introduce various linearized operators which will play a role in the proof of
Proposition C.13.2 below. At any point in a thickened moduli space M.�; p; q/I , we
have a linearized operator

(C.13.10) DW EI ˚W
k;2;ı.C; u�TM/!W k�1;2;ı.C;�

0;1
C ˝C u

�TMJ.`. � ///
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More precisely, the operator D denotes the usual linearization of the I–thickened
holomorphic equation, eg as calculated in Lemma C.5.1 (corresponding to variations
of the map u and of the element e 2 EI ; we always keep ` fixed when defining
linearized operators). We will need to make use of this and other linearized operators
at maps u which do not necessarily satisfy the relevant pseudo-holomorphic curve
equation, and for such u, the linearized operator D depends on a choice of (a family
of) J –linear connections on M . Let us fix the convention of always using the J –linear
connection rXY WD 1

2
.r0XY �J.r

0
X .J Y ///, where r0 is the Levi–Civita connection

of the metric associated to the compatible pair .!; J / (more precisely, this is a family
of connections parametrized by � D�n ).

We will make use of another linearized operator

(C.13.11) DholW EI ˚W
k;2;ı.C; u�TM/!W k�1;2;ı.C;�

0;1
C ˝C u

�TMJ.`. � ///:

The operator Dhol denotes the linearization of the usual holomorphic curve equation (ie
without the thickening terms �˛.e˛/); thus it is given by the expression in Lemma C.5.1
without the terms (C.5.6)–(C.5.8). Clearly there is a natural isomorphism oD D oDhol

since the terms (C.5.6)–(C.5.8) are compact.

Proof of Proposition C.13.2 To identify the orientation sheaf of M.�; p; q/ with
o� ˝ op;q , it suffices to identify the orientation sheaf of every M.�; p; q/

reg
I with

oEI ˝ o� ˝ op;q in a compatible way (for all finite subsets I � A.�; p; q/�s
top

).
Moreover, it suffices to make this identification over the open subset

M.�; p; q/
reg ı
I �M.�; p; q/

reg
I

where the domain curve is smooth (it then automatically extends uniquely to all of
M.�; p; q/

reg
I , by virtue of the local topological description of M.�; p; q/reg

I given by
the gluing map); we may also check compatibility with the inclusions I � J over
M.�; p; q/

reg ı
I . Now the kernel zKDkerD of the linearization (C.13.10) forms a vector

bundle over M.�; p; q/reg ı
I , and the orientation sheaf of M.�; p; q/reg ı

I is isomorphic
to o� ˝o zK (to see this, one must distinguish the two cases dim � > 0 and dim � D 0).
Now we have

o zK D oD D oDhol D oEI ˝ op;qI

this defines a fiberwise isomorphism of o zK with oEI ˝op;q , and since the operators D
and Dhol vary nicely over the base M.�; p; q/

reg ı
I , it is easy to see that this is in fact

an isomorphism of sheaves. Thus we have the desired identification.

Now let us show that the boundary map induced by (C.13.7) coincides with the tautolog-
ical map (C.13.9) (this just amounts to chasing definitions). Let s 2 SM.�; p; q/ denote
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the stratum .� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�; p; q/ (ie the stratum consisting of trajectories over �
which factor through � jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�). Now on the space M.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�; p; q/D

M.�; p; q/�s , we have three implicit atlases:

(C.13.12) A.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�; p; q/�s
top
�A.�; p; q/�s �A.�; p; q/�s

top

(note that the two occurrences of stop refer to the top elements of two different strata
posets); in fact (the index set of) the middle atlas is the disjoint union of (the index
sets of) the atlases on the right and on the left. The reasoning used above to identify
the orientation sheaf of M.� jŒ0 : : : Ok : : : n�; p; q/DM.�; p; q/�s under the leftmost
implicit atlas applies equally well for all three atlases (and, in particular, the resulting
identifications coincide). Hence, for the purpose of identifying the boundary map on
orientation sheaves, it suffices to consider the single atlas A.�; p; q/�s

top
on M.�; p; q/

and the inclusion of the boundary stratum M.�; p; q/�s ,!M.�; p; q/. Now it suffices
to check that the desired compatibility holds for the inclusion .M.�; p; q/�sI /

reg ı ,!

M.�; p; q/
reg ı
I (for all finite subsets I �A.�; p; q/�s

top
), and this follows by definition.

Now let us show that the boundary map induced by (C.13.6) coincides with the tau-
tological map (C.13.8). First, we chase definitions as above. Let s 2 SM.�; p; r/

denote the stratum .� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/–.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/ (ie the stratum consisting of
Floer trajectories over � which are broken at vertex k and periodic orbit q 2 PH.k/ ).
Now on the space

M.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/�M.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/DM.�; p; r/�s;

we have three implicit atlases:

A.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/�s
top
tA.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/�s

top
�A.�; p; r/�s �A.�; p; r/�s

top

and in fact (the index set of) the middle atlas is the disjoint union of (the index sets
of) the atlases on the right and on the left. The reasoning used above to identify
the orientation sheaves of M.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/ and M.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/ applies equally
well to identify the orientation sheaf of their product

M.� jŒ0 : : : k�; p; q/�M.� jŒk : : : n�; q; r/DM.�; p; r/�s

under all three atlases above (the fact that the thickening datums in the latter two atlases
do not treat the portions of the trajectories from p to q and from q to r “independently”
does not cause any problems). Hence for the purposes of identifying the boundary
map on orientation sheaves, it suffices to consider the single atlas A.�; p; r/�s

top
on

M.�; p; r/ and the inclusion of the boundary stratum M.�; p; r/�s ,! M.�; p; r/.
As before, it suffices to check that the desired compatibility holds for the inclusion
.M.�; p; r/

�s
I /

reg ,! M.�; p; r/
reg
I (for all finite subsets I � A.�; p; r/�s

top
), and
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moreover, this may be checked on the locus where the domain curve is smooth except
for the required node over k asymptotic to q 2 PH.k/ .

It will be convenient to assume that 0 < k < n, so let us first deduce the case of
general 0 � k � n from the case 0 < k < n. Fix � and 0 � k � n D dim � . We
consider the degenerate simplex � 0! � given by “doubling vertex 0” if k D 0 and
“doubling vertex n” if k D n (ie if 0 D k < n, we consider �nC1! �n given by
superimposing the first two vertices of �nC1 , if 0 < k D n, we consider �nC1!�n

given by superimposing the last two vertices of �nC1 , and if 0D k D n we consider
�2!�0 ); let k0 D 1 if k D 0 and let k0 D n0� 1 if k D n, where n0 D dim � 0 , and
note that 0 < k0 < n0 . Now there is a natural map A.�; p; q/�s

top
! A.� 0; p; q/�s

top

given by pulling back along � 0! � , and � 0! � maps flow lines to flow lines (for the
flow from Definition 10.1.4). Hence, given any point x 2M.�; p; r/reg

I with a single
node over k asymptotic to q 2 PH.k/ , we may lift it (canonically, up to translating the
part(s) of the trajectory over 0D k and/or over k D n) to a point x0 2M.� 0; p; r/reg

I

with a single node over k0 asymptotic to q 2 PH 0.k0/ D PH.k/ . Moreover, there is a
germ of a homeomorphism

M.� 0; p; r/
reg
I DM.�; p; r/

reg
I �R1.kD0/C1.kDn/

between neighborhoods of x0 and x � 0. Now the desired compatibility of ori-
entations for .M.�; p; r/�sI /

reg ,! M.�; p; r/
reg
I follows from the compatibility for

.M.� 0; p; r/
�s0

I /reg ,!M.� 0; p; r/
reg
I (which has from 0 < k0 < n0 ). Hence we may

assume without loss of generality that 0 < k < n.

Now we have come to the heart of the matter, where we will need to analyze the
gluing map. To review: we have identified the orientation sheaf of M.�; p; r/reg

I with
oEI ˝o�˝op;r , and we have identified the orientation sheaf of .M.�; p; r/�sI /

reg with
oEI ˝o� jŒ0:::k�˝op;q˝o� jŒk:::n�˝oq;r (recall that s denotes the stratum consisting of
trajectories broken at vertex k and periodic orbit q 2 PH.k/ ). We must show that the
boundary map on orientation sheaves induced by the inclusion .M.�; p; r/�sI /

reg ,!

M.�; p; r/
reg
I is the expected map (C.13.8), and it suffices to check this over the locus

where the domain curve is smooth except for the required node over k asymptotic to
q 2 PH.k/ . We may further assume that 0 < k < n.

We consider the gluing setup for M.�; p; r/reg
I at a point in .M.�; p; r/�sI /

reg where
C0 is smooth except for the required node over vertex k asymptotic to q 2 PH.k/ . In
other words,

C0 n fq0; q1; q2g D S
1
�RtS1 �R;

and
u0W S

1
�RtS1 �R!M
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is a trajectory from p to q and from q to r . From Section C.1.2, we take LDL0 D 0
(ie no points pi or p0i ), and we may take DDH D¿. From Section C.1.3, there is one
gluing parameter ˛2R�0 , there is no nontrivial variation in .j0; A0/ (ie y 2R�DR0 ),
and there is some variation in `0 parametrized by w 2

Q20
iD1H

i . As usual, we denote
by K�W k;2;ı.C0; u

�
0TM/ the kernel of the linearized operator (we shall omit the sub-

script D;H since LDL0D 0). Now the gluing construction gives rise to a gluing map

K �R�0 �
20Y
iD1

H i
!M.�; p; r/

reg
I ;(C.13.13)

.�; ˛;w/ 7! .u˛;w;y;� ; e˛;w;y;�/(C.13.14)

(y D 0). Now if we restrict to ˛ D 0, this map realizes the identification of the
orientation sheaf of .M.�; p; r/�sI /

reg with oK ˝ o� jŒ0:::k�˝ o� jŒk:::n� . Thus it suffices
to show that for fixed (sufficiently small) ˛ > 0 and fixed w D 0, the gluing map is
differentiable in the K direction, and that its derivative (a map from K to the kernel
of the linearized operator at the glued map u˛;w;y;� ) agrees (on orientation lines) with
the Floer–Hofer map (C.13.5) (recall that oK is identified with oEI ˝ op;q˝ oq;r and
that the orientation line of the kernel at the glued map is identified with oEI ˝ op;r ).

For fixed .˛; w; y/, the gluing map is given by

(C.13.15) K
� 7!�˛
����!K˛

�˛ 7!�˛;w;y
��������! F�1˛;w;y.0/:

The second map is defined a priori by a Newton iteration, however a more natural
description a posteriori is that

f�˛;w;yg D f�˛C imQ˛;w;yg t F�1˛;w;y.0/

is the unique (necessarily transverse) intersection in a .k; 2; ı; ı/–neighborhood of
zero of fixed size. Note that in this neighborhood of fixed size, F�1˛;w;y.0/ is a (highly
differentiable) submanifold, since F˛;w;y is highly differentiable and D�˛;w;yF˛;w;y
is surjective, as observed in the proof of Lemma C.10.2. From this description of the
second map, it is clearly differentiable. Thus the derivative of the restricted gluing map
(C.13.15) at a given � is given by

(C.13.16) T�K
P� 7!P�˛
����! T�˛K˛

projQ˛;w;y
�������! T�˛;w;yF

�1
˛;w;y.0/D kerD�˛;w;yF˛;w;y :

The second map is “projection with respect to Q˛;w;y ”, ie the map induced by identify-
ing both the domain and codomain with W k;2;ı;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TM/= imQ˛;w;y . It suffices

to study the derivative at � D 0, namely the first line of the following commuting
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diagram:

(C.13.17)

T0K T0K˛ kerD.0/˛;w;yF˛;w;y

kerD˛;w;y

P� 7!P�˛ projQ˛;w;y

projQ˛;w;y projQ˛;w;y

The rightmost diagonal map is orientation-preserving (ie it commutes with the identi-
fication of the orientation lines of the domain and codomain with oEI ˝op;r ), because
projQ˛;w;y gives a local trivialization of the bundle kerDF˛;w;y with respect to
which the orientation is constant by definition. Now the leftmost diagonal map is
just P�˛ 7! P�˛�Q˛;w;yD˛;w;y P�˛ . Hence it suffices to show that the composition (note
that we have changed notation from P� back to � )

(C.13.18) kerD0;0;0 DK
� 7!�˛
����!K˛

�˛ 7!�˛�Q˛;w;yD˛;w;y�˛
������������������! kerD˛;w;y

acts as (C.13.5) on orientations (with respect to the previously defined isomorphisms
oK D oEI ˝ op;q˝ oq;r and okerD˛;w;y D oEI ˝ op;r ).

We analyze (C.13.18) as follows. For convenience, we may as well assume that wD 0,
and recall that necessarily y D 0. Now let us consider the following diagram:
(C.13.19)

K˛;0;0 W k;2;ı;ı.C˛; u
�
˛TM/˚EI

W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC˛; �
0;1
zC˛ ;j0

˝C u
�
˛TMJ.`˛;0.A0. � ///

/

K0j˛;0;0 W k;2;ı;ı.C0; u
�
0j˛
TM/˚EI

W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �
0;1
zC0;j0
˝C u

�
0j˛
TMJ.`0;0.A0. � ///

/

K0;0;0 W k;2;ı;ı.C0; u
�
0TM/˚EI

W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �
0;1
zC0;j0
˝C u

�
0TMJ.`0;0.A0. � ///

/

projT˛;0;0

D˛;0;0

break

projT0j˛;0;0

glue

D0j˛;0;0

PT
projQ0;0;0

� 7!�0j˛
PT

D0;0;0

Q0;0;0

The right half is just a copy of (C.7.8) (with the middle square collapsed since y D 0).
The left half consists of the inclusions of the kernels of the operators on the right half,
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as well as the projection maps associated to the images of the (approximate) right
inverses Q0;0;0 ,

T0j˛;0;0 WD PT ıQ0;0;0 ıPT;

and
T˛;0;0 D glue ıPT ıQ0;0;0 ıPT ı break

(recall that imT˛;0;0 D imQ˛;0;0 ). The diagonal map � 7! �0j˛ is defined by cutting
off as in Definition C.5.2; thus �˛ D glue.�0j˛/.

Now the map (C.13.18) which we would like to analyze may be written as the com-
position � 7! projT˛;0;0.glue.�0j˛// from (C.13.19). Now we know that

kD0j˛;0;0�0j˛kk�1;2;ı;ı D kD˛;0;0�˛kk�1;2;ı;ı ;

which is small by Lemma C.6.2. It follows that the map we would like to analyze is
well-approximated (as ˛! 0) by the map

� 7! projT˛;0;0.glue.projT0j˛;0;0 �0j˛//:

In particular, since we are only interested in its action on orientations, it suffices to
consider the latter map

� 7! projT˛;0;0.glue.projT0j˛;0;0 �0j˛//:

Now we claim that the map K0;0;0!K0j˛;0;0 given by � 7! projT0j˛;0;0 �0j˛ preserves
orientation (the orientation lines of the domain and codomain are both identified with
oEI ˝ op;q ˝ oq;r ). To see this, simply observe the maps (as well as their domains
and codomains and their orientations) vary continuously over ˛ 2 Œ0; �/, and that the
statement is true for ˛ D 0 because then the map is the identity map. Hence we have
reduced the problem to showing that the map

(C.13.20) W k;2;ı;ı.C0; u
�
0j˛TM/�K0j˛;0;0

glue
��!W k;2;ı;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TM/˚EI

projT˛;0;0
������!K˛;0;0

acts by (C.13.5).

To analyze the map
projT˛;0;0 ı glueW K0j˛;0;0!K˛;0;0;

argue as follows. For any finite-dimensional vector space F and a map

ƒW F !W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �
0;1
zC0;j0
˝C u

�
0TMJ.`0;0.A0. � ////
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supported away from the ends, we may consider the following modified version of
(C.13.19):
(C.13.21)

K
ƒ;t
˛;0;0 F ˚W k;2;ı;ı.C˛; u

�
˛TM/˚EI

W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC˛; �
0;1
zC˛ ;j0

˝C u
�
˛TMJ.`˛;0.A0. � ///

/

K
ƒ;t
0j˛;0;0

F ˚W k;2;ı;ı.C0; u
�
0j˛
TM/˚EI

W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �
0;1
zC0;j0
˝C u

�
0j˛
TMJ.`0;0.A0. � ///

/

K
ƒ;t
0;0;0 F ˚W k;2;ı;ı.C0; u

�
0TM/˚EI

W k�1;2;ı;ı. zC0; �
0;1
zC0;j0
˝C u

�
0TMJ.`0;0.A0. � ///

/

proj
T
ƒ;t
˛;0;0

ƒ˚Dt
˛;0;0

break

proj
T
ƒ;t
0j˛;0;0

id˚ glue

ƒ˚Dt
0j˛;0;0

PT
proj

Q
ƒ;t
0;0;0

� 7!�0j˛
id˚PT

ƒ˚Dt
0;0;0

Q
ƒ;t
0;0;0

Here t 2 Œ0; 1� indicates that the terms (C.5.6)–(C.5.8) carry a factor of t . The estimates
from Lemmas C.7.2 and C.7.4 apply to this modified diagram as well. Thus as long as
we fix a bounded right inverse Qƒ;t0;0;0 of Dƒ;t0;0;0 , the rest of the diagram makes sense
(and, in particular, Tƒ;t

0j˛;0;0
and Tƒ;t˛;0;0 are approximate right inverses) for sufficiently

small ˛ > 0. Furthermore, in any family of .ƒ; t;Qƒ;t /, the kernels K0;0;0 , K0j˛;0;0 ,
K˛;0;0 form vector bundles, and the identifications of their orientation lines with
oF ˝ op;q˝ oq;r ˝ oEI and oF ˝ op;r ˝ oEI (respectively) vary continuously.

Now the map

(C.13.22) K
ƒ;t
0j˛;0;0

proj
T
ƒ;t
˛;0;0

ıglue

����������!K
ƒ;t
˛;0;0

is exactly the map we wish to analyze when F D 0, ƒ D 0, t D 1, and Qƒ;t0;0;0 D

0˚Q0;0;0 . More generally, if we allow F nonzero (but still ƒ D 0), this map is
simply our desired map plus the identity map on F . Since the space of acceptable
maps ƒ is contractible, it suffices to show that (C.13.22) has the desired action on
orientations for any single pair .F;ƒ/, t D 1, and Qƒ;t0;0;0 D 0˚Q0;0;0 .

Now by compactness of Œ0; 1�, there exists a pair .F;ƒ/ so that ƒ˚Dt0;0;0 is surjective
for all t 2 Œ0; 1�. Fix such a pair .F;ƒ/, and also fix a continuously varying family
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of bounded right inverses Qƒ;t0;0;0 with Qƒ;10;0;0 D 0˚Q0;0;0 . Since the kernels form
a bundle over the base Œ0; 1� and their orientations vary continuously, it suffices to
analyze (C.13.22) for this .F;ƒ/, t D 0, and this Qƒ;00;0;0 .

Now the Floer–Hofer map (C.13.5) is defined (see [25, Proposition 9]) by the property
that it is induced by a certain map Kƒ;0

0j˛;0;0
! K

ƒ;0
˛;0;0 closely related to (C.13.22);

clearly it suffices to show that the difference between the Floer–Hofer map and (C.13.22)
is very small. Consider the map

(C.13.23) K
ƒ;t
0j˛;0;0

proj
L2
ıglue

�������!K
ƒ;t
˛;0;0

in the setting of the above choices of .F;ƒ/, t D 0, and Qƒ;t0;0;0 , where instead of
projecting off of imT

ƒ;0
˛;0;0 , we use the L2–orthogonal projection. The difference

between (C.13.23) and (C.13.22) is exactly

projL2 ıQ
ƒ;0
˛;0;0 ı .ƒ˚D

0
˛;0;0/ ı glue;

which has small norm by the estimate in Lemma C.7.4. Thus it suffices to compare
(C.13.23) to the Floer–Hofer map. Now the Floer–Hofer map is given by

(C.13.24) K
ƒ;0
0j˛;0;0

proj
L2
ıglue0

��������!K
ƒ;0
˛;0;0

for a certain map glue0 (see [25, Proposition 9]). However, the norm of the dif-
ference glue� glue0 is very small due to the exponential decay of elements of the
kernel (here, we may use the explicit description of K0j˛;0;0 as the image of � 7!
�0j˛ �Q0j˛;0;0D0j˛;0;0�0j˛ ). Thus we are done.
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